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THE DELINEATOR .

THE WOMAN'S FAVORITE MAGAZINE .

CIRCULATION --Over Half a Million CopiesMonthly.
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E DELINEATOR is Issued Monthl
00000000000000000000000000000000000

and covers the field of Fashion ,

Women 's Work and Recreation . Each

Issue contains over One Hundred and Fifty &

pages of Interesting Reading on the Fash

ions, Fancy -Work (including special contri

butions on Lace-Making, Knitting, Crochet- 3 CONTENTS.
ing, Tatting, etc.), Household Management,

POLKA JAPONESA. . . . T . Austri. 494

The Toilet, The Garden , etc., etc., and h
MODISH COIFFURES AND COMBS. - • 498 and 608

in addition each month Articles by dis - & STYLISHSTYLISH LINGERIE . 499

tinguished Writers on the Topics of th DRESS FOR GRADUATION DAY. . . 501 and 597

Time, Women 's and Children 's Education , HOUSE FURNISHING AND DECORATION.
503

Women 's Handcrafts and Occupations,
FASHIONABLE HATS. 505

LADIES' FASHIONS. (Illustrations and Descriptions.) 506 -555

Suggestions for Seasonable Entertainments
STYLES FOR MISSES AND GIRLS. 556 -570

and a variety of Other Matter Instructive (Illustrations and Descriptions.)

and Helpful to all Women . The DELINEA
STYLES FOR LITTLE FOLKS. - 571 -573

(Illustrations and Descriptions. )

TOR is the Cheapest and Best Woman' s STYLES FOR BOYS. (Illustrations and Descriptions.) - 574-577

Magazine published . ILLUSTRATED MISCELLANY. 578 -585

2 FANCY STITCHES AND EMBROIDERIES.

Emma Haywood. 586

EARLY SUMMER DRESS GOODS. 587

STYLISH TRIMMINGS.

FASHIONABLE MILLINERY.

DELINEATORS, sent on Subscription or by Single Copy to any IMPROVED KITCHEN UTENSILS. A. B. Longstreet.

Address in theUnited States , Canada, Newfoundland or Mexico, NETTING . (Illustrated.) 592

are postpaid by the Publishers. When the Magazine is ordered .lishers. When the Magazine is ordered DRAWN-WORK. (Illustrated .)

sent on Subscription to any other country, Sixty Cents for Extra
KNITTING . (Illustrated.) 594

Postagemust be remitted with the Subscription Price. Persons &

subscribing are requested to specify particularly the Number
WOMEN IN PHARMACY. . Harriette Gillespie. 596

with which they wish the Subscription to commence. Sub INTERIOR DECORATION . No. 1. Frances Leeds. 600

scriptions will not be received for a shorter term than One LACE MAKING . (Illustrated.) . 602

Year, and are always payable in advance.
TATTING . (Illustrated .) 603

STYLE AND UTILITY IN CYCLING SUITS. . 604

To AnyPerson residing in the

United States, Canada, New - Ö SEASONABLE COOKERY. - 606

foundland or Mexico , sending 8 CROCHETING . (Illustrated .) 611

us $ 1. 00 for a Subscription to THE DELINEATOR, with Ten
Cents additional to prepay transportation charges, wewill also A POSTER PARTY - - Mildred Conway. 612

forward a Copy of the METROPOLITAN CATALOGUE of the cur- & LIFE OUT OF DOORS. Mary Cadwalader Jones. 614

rent edition , until the same shall be exhausted . The METRO

POLITAN CATALOGUE will also be furnished to Persons residing
DAUGHTERS OF THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION.

in other countries, providing the Ten Cents transportation charge Carolyn Halsted . 616

is remitted us, in addition to the Subscription Price and the
8 AROUND THE TEA-TABLE.

extra postage on the Subscription . The Catalogue is furnished
Edna S. Witherspoon. 619

on the conditions stated only when ordered at the same time 8 DOMESTIC SANITATION. No. 1. - A . Buchanan. 620

with the Subscription , and is subject to the transportation charge
8 HOUSEKEEPERS DEPARTMENT.

if ordered to be delivered at any pointoutside our Office. If the
- - 621

Current Edition of THE METROPOLITAN CATALOGUE is ex PUBLISHER'S DEPARTMENT. - - 634

hausted at the time we receive the Subscription, we will send a
ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS. .

copy of the succeeding number immediately upon its publication .

See Advertisement of THE METROPOLITAN CATALOGUE else

where in this issue. 6000000000000000000000000000000000000

Price of Single Copies, 15c. Each .

Subscription Price, $ 1.00 a Year.
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HERE IS ONE OF THOSE

Elegant Silk Wai ,

Creations . .. .

and one of those inimitable bargains,

the like of which can only be found

at America ' s greatest silk store.

NEARLY ALL progressivemerchants sell the Stevens' waists, but if vours

N does not, write to us for samples of the silk in this beautiful waist,

which is only one of more than a hundred equally as lovely . It is

made of printed warp Taffeta Silk , in chrysanthemum patterns, closely

covering lightand tinted grounds. It is trimmed at the neck , wrists and

waist in rich velvet in dark contrasting shades. Is boned and percaline

lined . This waist is as carefully and beautifully made as our $ 10 .00 to

$ 25.00 waists, which stand without competition . We make a special

offer of 3 ,000 of these waists at a price which will clearly demonstrate

that our position in the silk world enables us to offer styles and prices

not obtainable elsewhere. Order one to -day and you will be delighted .

Send your bust measure.

showing a large variety of silks, waists and

skirts, will be mailed free to any lady on

request.

Our Spring Catalogue,

Price only $ 6 .50

Chas. A . Stevens & Bros.

109 and 111 State Street, Chicago.

OF

A MANUAL

LAWN...

TENNIS .

Weddings and

Wedding

Anniversaries

Bees and

Bee

Keeping

This Pamphlet is

Adapted to the Requirements of

Amateur and Professional

Players of Tennis,

IS A MOST

UNIQUE AND USEFUL

PAMPHLET,

The instructions on the Game being

written by Miss S . S . Whittelsey, a

well known authority . It is fully illus

trated and contains a History of Tennis ,

the Rules, Details concerning the De

velopement of the Play, Descriptions

of the Court, Implements, and Service

able Dress, and a Chapter on Tourna

ments and How to Conduct them . It

is useful alike to the novice , to the

advanced scholar, and to the graduate

of the game.

Containing the Latest Information

and Accepted Etiquette concerning

everything relating to the Mar

riage Ceremony,with descriptions

of the Various Anniversaries, from

the First year to the Seventy -fifth ,

all of which is directly and sug

gestively valuable .

Is the Title of a Pamphlet treating of

Everything necessary to Successful

Bee -Keeping, whether managed by the

Amateur or Advanced Apiarist. Sug

gestions are given as to Who Should

Keep Bees, How and Where to Buy

and Conduct an Apiary and Control

Bees. Brood -Rearing , Queen Rearing ,

Swarming, Gathering and Extracting

Honey, Pastorage and Artificial Food,

Transportation , Enemies of Bees,Rob

bing and Various other Important

Matters are Fully Discussed . Whoever

keeps Bees, even if he possesses but

One Hive, will find himself Amply

Repaid by the Purchase of “ Bees and

Bee-Keeping,"

The Price of this Pamphlet is

6d. (by Post, 71 d .) or 15 cents .

The Price of this pamphlet is

6d. (by Post, 712d.) or 15 cents .

The Price of this pamphlet is

6d . (by Post, 71 d .) or 15 cents .

7 to 17 West Thirteenth Street, New York , U . S . A .

The Butterick Publishing Co. 171 to 175° Regent Street, London, England.***
(LIMITED .) ,
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FREE TO ALL .

The Metropolitan

Catalogue

ofFashions.

The Metropolitan Cata

logue of Fashions is

15x19 inches in size, and

contains from 125 to 150

pages of beautifully print

ed large Illustrations, .

representing the Latest

and Reigning Fashions

for Ladies', Misses' and

Children's Wear. It is
TERMS FOR THE

published Semi- Annually,
METROPOLITAN CATALOGUE .

in February and August,
Popular Edition. Printed in English.

with . Ten Monthly Sup

plements, the latter con
Price of Subscription , including Two

Volumes (in Pamphlet Binding), issued
taining the New Styles

respectively in February and August,
that have become fash and Ten Supplementary Sheets, issued

ionable between the time monthly , Transportation Charges Prepaid

of publication of each by Us, - - - - - - - 75 Cents.
NOTE. - If One Volume is delivered over the Counter, an

volume and that of itsvolume and what 0 1S allowance of Ten Cents is made on the Subscription Price.

successor. Price of Subscription , where the Two

Volumes are delivered over the Counter
TeThe Price of the

and the Supplementary Sheets are de

Publication places it with livered by mail or otherwise, 50 Cents.

in the reach of every Price of Single Volume, over the counter,

Dressmaker, Milliner and 20 Cents.

Housekeeper. Price of Single Volume, by mail, 30 Cents.

THE . . . · Illustrating the

Latest Fashions
METROPO for Ladies, Miss

FASHION es and Children ,

SHEET,
can be obtained ,

Free of charge,

by ordering the same from Us or any

of our Agents.

We do not accept Subscriptions to

the METROPOLITAN FASHION SHEET,

but are always pleased to furnish , Free

of Charge to Any One applying for

the same, a Copy of the Current Issue

as above stated .

THE METROPOLITAN FASHION SHEET

consists of eight pages, II X 16 inches

in size, and is a handy index of the

latest styles of Patterns issued.

If there is no Agency for our Patterns

in your vicinity, send a Postal to us for

the Fashion Sheet. If you desire Sam

ple Copies sent to any of your friends,

we shall be pleased to fill such orders.

: ..
-

El Periódico Muestra las Ultimas
Modas para Señoras,

De Las Modas Señoritasy Niños. Con
siste de ocho páginas,

Metropolitanas. 11x16 pulgadas en ta
maño, y es un indice

muy conveniente de los últimos estilos. Envíenog

una Tarjeta Postál por una copia muestra , la

cual surtiremos Libre de Gasto . Si desea

V . suscribirse á la publicación , tendremos sumo

gusto en enviarle un número mensual, por doce

meses sucesivamente , al recibo de sellos ú otros

fondos sobre los cuales podamos realizar 25

centavos, dinero de los Estados Unidos, ó un

shilling Inglés.

OFERTA ESPECIAL . - A cualquiera

Señora que nos envie una lista de doce ó más

direcciones de sus amistades, que ella cree gus.

tarian de copias muestras del Periódico de las

MODASMETROPOLITAXAS, enviaremos la publica

ción , libre de gasto , por un año .

The Metropolitan Catalogue of Fashions.

(Cosmopolitan Edition ) is a reproduction of the above, with the descriptions in

English, Spanish and German. Subscription Price for this Edition , including Two

Volumes, etc., as above, Transportation Charges Prepaid by Us, $ 1 .00.

NOTE. - If 1 Volume is delivered over the Counter, an allowance of 10 Cents is made on the Sub
scription Price.

Price of Single Volume, over the counter, 25 Cts. Price of Single Volume,by mail, 35 Cts .

EL . . DER . . '

Catálogo Metropolitano Grosse Katalog
(Edicion Cosmopolitana ) (Cosmopolitische Ausgabe)

es una reproduccion , impresa en Español, ist eine, in spanischer , deutscher und engli

Alemán é Inglés , de la Edicion “ Popular." scher Sprache gedruckte Reproduction der

Es 15 x 19 pulgadas en tamaño y contiene de unter dem Namen „ Popular Edition " be

kannten Ausgabe des ,,Metropolitan Cata
125 á 150 páginas de ilustraciones,hermosa logue. Derselbe ist 38x48 cm . gross und

mente impresas, representando las Ultimas enthält 125 bis 150 Seiten prächtig ausge

Modas para Ropas de Señoras, Señoritas y führter Illustrationen , welche die neuesten

Niños. Se publica Semi- Anualmente, en
und herrschenden Moden für Damen , Mäd .

chen und Kinder darstellen. Er erscheint

Febrero y Agosto, con Diez Suplementos halbjährlich und zwar im Februar und

Mensuales. August, ausserdem gehören zu demselben

Precio de Suscripcion á la Edicion Cosmo
zehn monatliche Beilagen .

politana, incluyendo 2 Tomos y Diez | Abonnements - Preis der Cosmopolitischen

Suplementos Mensuales, Cargos de Ausgabe ( für zwei Kataloge und zehn

Porte, pagos por la Casa, $ 1 .00, oro . monatliche Beilagen) bei franco Zu

Precio por Un Tomo en el mostrador, 30 | sendung - - - M . 4 .

Centavos, oro. Einzelne Exemplare kosten - M . 1. 20 .

Precio por Un Tomo por correo, 40 Cen - Einzelne Exemplare, franco,

tavos, oro . per Post · · · · M . 1 .60 .

BUTTERICKS bringt dieneuesten
Moden für Damen,

MODENBLATT Mädchen undKin

- der. Es bestehtaus

achtSeiten 28 x 41 cm . gross und ist ein

Verzeichniss aller herrschenden Mo
den . Nach Erhalt einer Postkarte wer

den wir jedem eine Probe-Nummer

gratis und franco zustellen . Jedem ,

der auf dieses Blatt zu abonnieren

wünscht, werden wir gern gegen Ein

sendung von Freimarken oder Geld ,

im Wert von 25 Cents (Geld der Ver

einigten Staaten ) oder i Mark , monat

lich für zwölf auf einander folgende

Monate eine Nummer zuschicken .

SPECIELLE OFFERTE. - Jeder Dame,

welche uns eine Liste von zwölf oder mehr Ad.

dressen von befreundeten Damen zuschickt, die

eine Probe - Nummer unseres Modenblattes

haben möchten, werden wir diese Publication

auf ein Jahr gratis zuschicken .

The Butterick Publishing Co.
(LIMITED ),

7 to 17 West 13th Street, New York .

THE BUTTERICK PUBLISHING CO.

7 to 17 West 13th Street, New York .

(Limited ),
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FIGURE No. 15 X .

FIGURE NO. 18 X . - LADIES' FICHU. — (Cut by Pattern No. 1087 ;
3 sizes; small,medium and large; price 5d. or 10 cents.)
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FIGURE No. 16 X .

FIGURES Nos. 15 X AND 16 X . - LADIES
COLLARETTE . - (Cut by Pattern No.
1083 ; 3 sizes ; small,medium and large ;

price 5d. or 10 cents.)

FIGURE No. 19 .

FIGURES Nos. 19 X
AND 20 X . - LA
DIES' BLOUSE -VEST
FRONT. — (Cut by
Pattern No. 1082 ;
3 sizes; small, me
dium and large ;
price 5d. or 10

cents.)
FIGURE No. 21 X .W

i
k
i

D
FIGURE No 20 X. D

FIGURE No. 22X. .

FIGURES Nos. 21 X AND 22 X . - LADIES' COL
LARS. — (Cut by Pattern No. 8367; 3 sizes;
small,medium and large; price 5d. or 10 cents.)

STYLISH LINGERIE
(For Descriptions see Pages 552 and 553.)

FIGURE No. 17 X . - METHOD OF ARRANGING THE Ascot PUFF AND FOUR - IN - HAND TIE .
(Cut by Pattern No. 1093 ; 3 sizes ; small, medium and large ; price 5d or 10 cents .)
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THE many worthless imitations of FIBRE

1 CHAMOIS now in the market, make

it necessary to call the attention of the

public to the fact that for their protection

every yard of the genuine material is plainly

stamped

SI
BR
E

O

HAMOIS

a
c
a
c
u
m
u
z
u
m
u
z

Beware of these imitations and get FIBRE

CHAMOIS, or you will be obliged to make

your dress over. Dressmakers should ex

amine their bills and see that the material

is billed “ FIBRE CHAMOIS,” otherwise

they may get some of the worthless imita

tions, while paying for the genuine article.

Fashionable Dressmakers

everywhere endorse and use

Fibre Chamois.

0
0
0
0

How to Use

Fibre ChamoisPuffed Sleeves and Skirts supported by

Fibre Chamois will not lose their shape.

Cheaper, lighter in weight and better than

any other stiffening material.

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

COMES IN THREE WEIGHTS :

No. 10, Light. No. 20 ,Medium . No. 30, Heavy.

V support Puffed Sleeves and

1 Skirts properly , see that you get

the correct weights for that purpose ,

described as follows: No. 10 for

silks and light materials ; No. 20 for

heavier goods; No. 30 for warmth

and where canvas is needed . I

Always cut the FIBRE CHAMOIS

the exact size of the goods, and sew

up in the seams with the material;

gather or pleat the same as you

would the material, and the result

will be a stylish garment.

COLORS :

Black - Slate - Ecru — Brown – Natural Chamois.

At the Lining Counter of all Dry Goods Stores.

...o
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FIGURE No. IGA . FIGURE No. 5GA.

FIGURE No. 3 GA.
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Stylish Women
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Everywhere
say that our Catalogue

is their guide for
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New Velvet Binding. features and desirable
N . V . B . 'has more unique

Capes
Jackets

Outing Suits
Dresses

Bicycle Costumes
Skirts
Tea -gowns

Laundered
and

Silk Waists
and ...

Cape, $ 5 .00 ; Waist, $ 1 .00 ; Suit,$ 7 .50 Mackintoshes
Skirt, $ 1 .75 .

Wehave hundreds of styles for this Spring and Summer,and
our beautifully illustrated Catalogue, together with sample

of clothes, will be sent

Free Upon Request

This exquisite VelvetCape,beautifully lined with Persian silk
only $ 5 .00 — worth double.

This fine Lawn Waist, in two-tone check patterns, with ad
justable white or fancy collars, only $ 1.00.

This black -figured Brilliantine Skirt, lined entire, $ 1.75 .
This Bicycle Costume, tan and gray mixtures, including Skirt,

$ 7 .50 . With bloomers instead of knickerbockers, $ 9 .00.
Our termsare C .O . D .,with privilege of examination . Weare the only man

ufacturers in America that sell direct to consumers at wholesale rates .

qualities than any other
Patented February 20th , 1894. Skirt Binding.

The Corded Edge in
sures an elegant finish to the Skirt, and the Fluted Body
renders it easy to apply.

NOTE THIS . - Ask your retailer for it, then write
to us, stating the result of your inquiry (give the

dealer's name and address) , and we will send you a pretty

souvenir, with descriptive circular of N . V . B .

THE KURSHEEDT M 'F 'G . CO., New York City.

CAUTION . - Anyone, in our name, soliciting subscriptions to
a Fashion Quarterly, or selling any article of merchandise
or machinery direct to dressmakers or consumers and col
lecting cash therefor, is an IMPOSTOR .

FDWARD B .GROSSMAN = ſo
D '178 STATES CHICAGO:

YOUR FAULT IF FAT! 3

DR . EDISON 'S OBESITY PILLS,

SALT AND COMPOUND WILL

MAKE YOU MORE COMELY.

THEY TAKE OFF FAT AND CURE CHRONIC DISEASES.

GET THIN BEFORE HOT WEATHER .
Remember Dr. Edison 's Treatment is better and Cheaper than any other . We have three large stores. Other adver

tisers of Obesity remedies have no stores, no offices --you can't find them personally.

and practically ruined my figure. Four bottles of | these alone purify the blood and are regarded by
Dr. Edison 's Obesity Pills and six of his Obesity Fruit physicians as the very best Spring medicines, and
Salt reduced me to 121, giving back my old well pro as such they are beneficial to both fat and thin .
portioned figure and improvingmyhealth ." PRICES. - Obesity Pills , $ 1 .50 a bottle; three bot
Helen Mandeville Brayton , one of Boston 's most tles for $ 4 (enough for one treatment); Obesity Fruit

popular society women , writes thus : " About a year Salt , $ 1 a bottle . If either Pills or Salt is used , not
ago I decided to take Dr. Edison 's Obesity Pills and both , best effects are gained by taking the Pills. Dr .
Salt, so as to get myself down to a healthy weight Edison ' s common Obesity Band is $ 2 . 50 up to 36 inch

before the heated term . Something that occurred in es in length , and 10 cents extra for each additional
our family caused me to defer beginning this treat inch . His improved bands are a little more expen
ment. I postponed it from time to time, until , finally , sive . Measure as per figures on cut.
last December, I entered upon a course with Pills
and Salt. By this time I needed medicine badly , for Dr. Edison ' s Obesity and
I had gone through last summer fatter than ever be Supporting Band should

fore , and chronic troubles had developed into fatty be used by fleshy men and
degeneration of the heart and liver . In about eight women ; his supporting
weeks Dr. Edison ' s Obesity Piles and Salt made me

Band by all women in a
quite well, bringing back all my old gracefulness of
form and leaving not a tell-tale mark to betray the weak condition ,
fact that I had recently been relieved of 50 pounds of

surplus and unhealthy fat.” DR. EDISON ' S
Mrs. Lucy Pendleton Haynes, Cincinnati, writes :

Hot weather is almost here. Do not let it find you “ I was made thin and comfortable by the use of Dr.
still fat and its easy victim . The fat man ' s tenure of Edison 's Obesity Pills and Salt and have lost my old
life is very uncertain in dog days. So is the fat dread of hot weather." " Fat folks who want vegetable remedies in liquid

woman 's . Take Dr. Edison ' s Obesity Pills, Salt and form welcome Dr. Edison 's Obesity Reducing Com

Compound, and wear his Obesity Band, and they USED BY FAT PHYSICIANS.
pound, and testify to the rapid and agreeable man

will make you thin and healthy and safe before ner in which it has taken off their surplus flesh and

summer . If you are not so very fat, a month 's treat PRESCRIBED BY ALL PHYSICIANS . left them thin and healthy. " - Dr. Robert Lee Shrady

ment ought to reduce you satisfactorily . If you in the CentralMedical Age,
PRICE OF COMPOUND . - Two months' treat

weigh a good many more pounds than you ought, Have Cured Others, WillCure You .
twomonths' treatment ought to do it. Hundreds of

ment, S6 , sent prepaid to all parts of the U . S .

others all around you are getting in shape to bid de. Dr. Edison 's Puls and Salt should be taken MEDICAL DEPARTMENT. - You are invited
in April and May, to tone up the system andfiance to hotweather. Whydon 't you do it , too, when

to address our Chicago Medical Department about
fortify it against the dangers of the summer. No your obesity or about any medical question . You

it is so easy ? " tonics , " nervines , " " sarsaparillas” or other medi will be answered carefully and without charge. Send

The portrait here presented is thatof Mrs. Jessa line cines required when these remedies are used , for for symptom blanks and obesity literature .

Rogers Thurman , of Chicago , author of " Health and
Beauty, " who writes : " My flesh increased so rapid Say you saw this in THE DELINEATOR, Direct letters , mail, express and C . 0 . D . orders to LORING & CO . .
ly that I advanced from 119 to 154. I am not tall and General Agents for the l' . s . To insure prompt reply , mention Department as below . C ' se only the

my surplus fat was mostly on bust and abdomen , 1 nearest address :

Obesity Reducing Compound.

LORING & CO .. DEPT. 119 No. 42 WEST. 220. STREET, NEW YORK CITY.
• No. 3 HAMILTON PLACE , BOSTON , MASS.

Cut this outand keep it and send for our New 24 - Column Paper " How to Cure Obesity. " No. 115 STATE ST. , CHICAGO , ILL .
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House Furnishing and Decoration,

H
E

LATERA

In household furnishings novelty is now as
much the rule as conventionality has been hith
erto . Amateur as well as professional decorators
have awakened to a fresh comprehension of the
possibilities presented by a union of opposites and
an interior the architecture of which is of classic
severity is frequently appointed with a charming
irregularity. An instance of the happy result
sometimes thus attained is shown in the upper
engraving , which illustrates a foyer hall. From
the foot of the staircase two pillars rise to the
ceiling . Simple grilles in Moorish arch effect
fill in the spaces above the ornaments near the
top of the pillars and between the central pillar
and the wall on the observer ' s right. The main
stair-case has a square landing which is reached
by a flight of three steps. A post supporting
a lamp stands at the further side of these steps.
A Smyrnamat is placed at the foot of the stairs
on the polished hardwood floor. Chenille por
tières in a dull light-green relieve the severity
of the hall ; they are thrown over poles just
inside the grille work and are drawi back by
heavy silk cords to hang in easy , unconven
tional folds. Two oddly shaped cushions are
placed upon the plain oak settee which stands
across the foot of the stair -case. A massive
hanging lamp is suspended from the center of
the ceiling. An oak -framed steel engraving of a
forest scene is hung on the wall beside the stairs.

In the lower picture a tasteful boudoir is
shown. The floor is covered with a two-toned
green Wilton carpet, the same color associated
with gold being used in the border of the wall
paper, which is a cream satin paper in a moiré
effect. A window at one side of the room is curtained with white dotted Swiss and directly below it is a dressing- table
daintily draped to match . Beside the dressing -table is a decorated willow chair. A cherry chair is placed near a
silk -draped table standing in the center of the room under the simple gasolier. A simple vase is set on the table , the
lower shelf of which could be used for books or magazines. A brass bedstead is canopied with white Swiss and
dressed with a counterpane and French bolster to correspond . A water-color landscape is hung on the wall. A wide

door -way
near the
head of

the bed is
hungwith
tambour

muslin
curtains

and a mat

is placed
before it .
A com

modious
wicker
arm -chair
decorated
to match

the other

onestands

near the
door-way

and in the

alcove
room be

yond may
be seen a
fane y
cherry
chair and
a table
holding a

lamp.
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WithoutExpense
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Absolutely Pure-Delicious- Nutrition

The Breakfast Cocoa

WALTER BAKER & CO.,Limited,

MADE BY

Any dealerwill equip yournew wheel

without additional expense with

DORCHESTER , MASS.

Established 1780 .

PER BAHER & CO.spe .

3 The HuntHund

72 Ladie
s'

O
Costs less

STLE CHOCOLATE

MATIÈRE
L
A
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REAKFAST
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a cup.

No

Walt
er Baker & Co Lirgit

ed

Regist
ered

TradeMark

Chemicals.
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TERLARISTON

Always ask your Grocer for

WALTER BAKER & CO .' S , Breakfast Cocoa

Made at

DORCHESTER , MASS .,

It bears thetr Trade Mark, “ La Belle Chocolatiere " on every can .

AVOID IMITATIONS.

Especially designed to meet the

peculiar requirements of Lady Cyclists.

Very Elastic, Elegant Finish, Spring Pommel,

Universal Favorite with Lady Riders.

Prepaid to any

Address for $ 5 .00 .

SEND FOR CATALOGUE describing Other Patterns.

HUNT M ' F 'G CO .,

Box 1145. Westboro , Mass.
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HITTIITTIHISANIIMAI DINITATIIWII DINTULDUITS

If you want a sure relief for

pains in the back , side, chest

or limbs, use an

Allcock 's

Porous Plaster

-

BEAR IN MIND - Not one of

the host of counterfeits and

imitations is as good as the

genuine.

Henry A . Mott, Ph. D ., F. C. S ., late

Government Chemist, certifies :

“ My investigation of Allcock 's Porous Plaster

shows it to contain valuable and essential ingredi

ents not found in any other plaster, and I find it

superior to and more efficient than any other

plaster."

N
N
N

Chocolate

Bon -Bons.

“ NAME ON EVERY PIECE ."

Send Ten Cents (in Stamps) for Sample Package.

Perfect Purity. Delicious Quality. Delightful Flavors.

P . S. - If your dealer will not supply you , The Walter M . Lowney Co.,
we will send , on receipt of retail price ,

1 -lb . box, 60c. ; 2 -lb . box, $ 1. 20 ; 5 - lb . box , No. 88 Pearl Street,

83. 00 ; delivered FREE in United States. BOSTON , MASS .
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FIGURE No. 7. - LADIES
SMALL HAT.

FIGURE NO. 1. - LADIES' HAT.

FIGURE NO. 6 . - YOUNG

LADIES' HAT.

FIGURE No. 2. - LADIES' HAT. FIGURE NO. 8. - Ladies' HAT.

FIGURE No. 3. - LADIES' Hat.

FIGURE No. 4 . - LADIES' CARRIAGE HAT.
FIGURE No. 9. - YOUNG LADIES' SAILOR HAT.

W
M
E

FIGURE No. 10. - LADIES' HAT.

000000000000000000000000UUUUUUUUUUUUU

Ž . . . Fashionable Hats. .. .
(For Descriptions see Pages 553 to 555.)

FIGURE O 5 . LATES SAILOR HAT
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FIGURE No. 309 R . - This illustrates LADIES' COSTUME . — The Pattern is No. 8359 ( copyright), price 1s. 8d. or 40 cents.

(For Description see Page 508.)
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deep cuffs and FIGURE No. 310 R. — This illustrates LADIES' RIPPLE CAPE . — The pattern is No. 8321 ( copyright), with rippling

a deep battle price ls. or 25 cents.- ( For Description see Page 508. front and sides.

Entered according to Act of Congress, in the year 1896, by the Butterick Publishing Co. (Limited ), in the Office of the Librarian of Congress, at Washington .
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FIGURE NO. 309 R . - LADIES' COSTUME.

(For Illustration see Page 506 .)

FIGURE No. 309 R . — This illustrates a Ladies' costume. The

. .

pattern , which is No. 8359 and costs 1s. 8d , or 40 cents, is in

thirteen sizes for ladies from twenty -eight to forty-six inches,

bust measure , and may be seen in two views on page 535 .

Figured organdy over plain silk , figured silk and lace edging
are here effectively arranged in the

costume and lace edging and rib
bon provide the decoration . A

tight-fitting lining ensures a waist
perfect in adjustment. It is closed
at the front. A center-front of fig
ured silk is stylishly effective be
tween side- fronts that are each laid
in a box-plait at the front edge , the
center and side-fronts being gath
ered at their lower edges and droop
ing very slightly . Similar plaits are
formed in the back and the waist
is lengthened by a ripple peplum
that has square ends flaring in front.
A spangled belt conceals the join
ing of the peplum . A stock of
Dresden ribbon adjusted about the
standing collar is arranged in out
standing loops at the sides, and a
frill of deep lace caught up daintily
at the center droops prettily from
the stock over the center- front.

Deep epaulette frills of lace edging
fall over the large puff-sleeves.

The nine -gored skirt is side-plait

ed at the back and is shaped to rip
ple deeply at the sides and flare styl.
ishly at the front. It is decorated
at some distance from its lower
edge with a ruche of lace edging.
Cool and refreshing in appear

ance will be a costume of this style
made up in lawn, organdy, flow
ered dimity , batiste or silk ging
ham . Dressy costumes will be of
silk of changeable hue or figured
in Dresden or Persian coloring .
Linen embroidery or white or col

ored Valenciennes lace, Irish point
bands or jet trimming will contri
bute effective ornamentation .

The hat of fancy braid is deco

rated with spotted mull and cro
cuses.
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FIGURE No. 310 R . - LADIES'
RIPPLE CAPE. .

(For Ilustration see Page 507.)

FIGURE No. 310 R . — This iilus
trates a Ladies' cape. The pattern ,
which is No. 8321 and costs 1s. or
25 cents, is in ten sizes for ladies
from twenty-eight to forty -six inch
es , bustmeasure, and is differently
portrayed on page 539 of this num
ber of THE DELINEATOR .

Violet faille silk was here chosen
to make the cape and jet, ribbon
and lace decorate it attractively .
The cape reaches only to the waist
at the front and back and stands
out stylishly over the sleeves of the
waist. It consists of two ripple
capes shaped in circular style with
a center seam and joined to a round
yoke overlaid with jet. The neck
is completed by a high turn -over
collar that flares prettily over a
wrinkled ribbon stock . Two frills
of lace edging of unequal depth

droop over the upper cape. The
basque-waist over which the cape is
worn is No. 8355 ; it is shown dif
ferently made up at figure No. 332 R ,
where it is described .

Plain gownsmay bewonderfully
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FIGURE No. 311 R . - This illustrates LADIES' EMPIRE DRESS. — The Pattern is No. 3330 ( copy right),
price 1s. 8d. or 40 cents .

(For Description see Page 509.)
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improved by a jaunty shoulder-cape of this style . Rich silk in
a corded variety or handsomely brocaded velvet and chiffon or
lace over silk will make a thoroughly dressy cape and colored or
black bead , spangle or jet trimming may be used to enrich it .

The hat is decorated with
ribbon , flowers and an ai
grette.

FIGURE No. 312 R . - LADIES' EVENING DRESS .
(For Illustration fee this Page.)

Figure No. 312 R . - This illustrates a Ladies' dress. The
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FIGURE No. 311R. - LADIES,

EMPIRE DRESS.

(For Illustration see Page 508 .)
FIGURE No. 311 R . – This

illustrates a Ladies' dress,
The pattern , which is No.
8330 and costs 1s. 8d. or 40
cents, is in thirteen sizes for
ladies from twenty- eight to
forty - six inches, bust meas
ure , and may be seen in four

views on page 538 of this
number of THE DELINEATOR.

The dress is most elegant
and picturesque for dinner
and evening wear and is here
shown in a combination of
fancy silk having a nastur
tium -yellow ground figured
in green , and dark -green
brocaded silk , bead and jew
elled passementerie contrib
uting a brilliant decorative
touch . The quaint, short
waist, which is provided with
a well fitted lining, has a full
back and full fronts gathered
at the top and bottom and is
closed at the front. Drooping
over the sleeves and waist is
a deep , pointed Bertha in two
sections that are bordered
with narrow black passe
menterie. The low , round
neck is followed by a band
of jewelled passementerie and
a similarband covers the belt .
A band of the jewelled pas
seinenterie is adjusted about
the neck . The handkerchief
cuffs are attractive features
of the short puff - sleeves ;
they are, edged with beaded
passementerie and flare styl .
ishly , thecornersbeing lightly
tacked to the puffs . The belt
connects the skirt and waist
and laps to theleft side, where
the placketismade. The skirt
has three gores and is gath
ered at the top all round . A
graceful Watteau laps over
the waist to the neck and is
inserted between the back
edges of the back -gores to
the edge of the stylish train .
If desired , the dress may be
in round length and it may
have a high neck and full
length sleeves.

For formal dinners and
various social functions that
require elaborate dress hand
some silk will be selected and

the decoration of the dress
will follow the idea here sug
gested , but its usefulness will
be greater when it is made of
silky crépon , vailing and soft
cashmere of delicate hue
united with velvet or silk
or satin overlaid with lace.
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FIGURE No. 312 R . — This illustrates LADIES' EVENING DRESS. — The Pattern is No. 8343 (copyright), price
1s. 8d . or 40 cents .

(For Description see this Page.)
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pattern , which is No. 8343 and

costs 1s. 8d. or 40 cents, is in

eleven sizes for ladies from twen

ty -eight to forty -two inches, bust

measure , and may be seen in

three views on page 536 of this

number of THE DELINEATOR .
Taffeta silk of a delicate lilac

hue, white lace net and plain

and embroidered white chiffon

are combiued in this handsome

dress, striped ribbon and gar

lands of flowers providing the
decoration . The charmingly
youthfulwaist is gathered at the

top and bottom of the front and

back and under-arm gores ren
der it smooth at the sides. It is
closed invisibly at the center of
the front and from the round

neck falls a Bertha collar that

is in square yoke shape at the
bottom and is closed on the left

shoulder. Epaulette frills of

embroidered chiffon droop over

the elbow puff -sleeves, which

are of plain chiffon over silk

and are completed by deep ,

pointed cuffs overlaid with lace

net. Buds, blossoms and leaves
compose the floral garniture

that extends down the front

and back in bretelle fashion and

ends under a wrinkled striped

ribbon artistically bowed at the

left side, the long ends of the
ribbon falling low over the

straight, full skirt.

The full skirt flares over a
five- gored skirt that will usually

be stiffened at the bottom with

hair - cloth , canvas or other ma

terial. The five-gored skirt may

be omitted or it may be used

instead of the full skirt if pre.
ferred .

There is a fascinating air of
originality and youthfulness in

the dress, which as here shown

is suggestive of receptions, din
ners , garden parties and even

ing dances. Lustrous taffetas or
failles, and sheer organdy or

mull over silk are commended
as its most attractive develop .

ment for youthful wear, while

rich poult de soie or silks in
Dresden or Persian coloring are

approved when it is chosen by .

matrons.
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Figure No. 313 R . - LADIES'

STREET TOILETTE .

(For Illustration see this Page.)

FIGURE No. 313 R — This con

sists of a Ladies' basque and

skirt. The basque pattern ,

which is No. 8336 and costs 19.

3d. or 30 cents , is in thirteen

sizes for ladies from twenty

eight to forty - six inches, bust

measure, and may be seen dif

ferently depicted on page 544 . FIGURE Vo. 313 R . - LADIES' STREET TOILETTE . — This consists of Ladies' Basque No. 8336 (copyrighi),

The skirt pattern , which is No. price ls. 3d . or 30 cents ; and Skirt No. 8331 (copyright), price ls. 3d. or 30 cents .
8331 and costs 1s . 3d . or 30

cents , is in nine sizes for ladies
(For Description see this Page.)

from twenty to thirty -six inches,

waist measure, and is shown differently developed on page 553. row gold braid . A full, drooping blouse -vest of figured silk is
Nickel-gray cloth is here shown stylishly combined with plain displayed between the side-fronts, which have slight fulness

and figured silk , and a pretty decoration is contributed by car. below the bust laid in closely lapped plaits near their front

SSSSSS
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A ripple peplum lengthens the

basque and its ends flare stylishly

at each side of the vest. A ripple

ruffle droops attractively over the

standing collar.
The circular full ripple skirt fits

closely at the top in front and
across the hips and breaks into

deep ripples at the sides. At the

back it is laid in a side-pluit and
there are two box - plaits at each

side of the center seam , a strap ,

holding the fulness at the back wel!

in place ; at the front it shows the
fashionable broad Aure.

This season ' s novelties are in

bewildering variety and embrace

every phase of combination from
the daring to the delicate. Persian

silk and plain silk may be united

in this toilette with serge, étamine,

mohair or canvas weaves. Bensiell

passementerie , embroidered batiste

or braid may be chosen for decora
tion .

The soft silk toque is adorned
with flowers and an aigrette.
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FIGURE No. 314 R . - LADIES'

LOUIS XV. COSTUME.

(For Illustration see this Page .)

FIGURE No. 314 R . – This illus.

trates a Ladies ' costume. The pat
tern , which is No. 8356 and costs

1s. 80. or 40 cents, is in thirteen

sizes for ladies from twenty -eight

to forty -six inches, bust measure,
and may be seen in two views on .

page 534 of this number of THE

DELINEATOR.
Green wool goods, white taffeta

silk , and embroidered white chiffon .
over changeable green silk are here

handsomely combined in the cos. .

tume, and soutache braid provides

an elaborate decoration . The
Louis XV. basque has jacket fronts

opening over a full vest that

closes at the center and droops
slightly. The jacket fronts round

stylishly toward the under-arm

seams and are reversed to a little

below the bust in broad , pointed ,
lapels faced with silk and all-over

decorated with braid . The sem .

less back meets the jacket fronts in
shoulder and under-arm seams and
a ripple peplum lengthens the

basque at the back and sides, its,
square ends flaring stylishly at each

side of the vest . The one seam

gigot sleeves flare stylishly above

the elbow and tit closely below and

are completed with Haring turt -up
cuffs of silk decorated : ith bril.

The standing collar is encircled by

a wrinkled stock of white ribbon

closed at the back under a bow ,

The seven -gored skirt is si le

O O NOS plaited at the back and falls in deep ,

natural ripples below the hins It
flares broadly at the frontandjoi

FIGURE No. 314 R . - This illustrates LADIES' Louis XV . Costume. — The Pattern is No. 8356 (copy- stylish width
right), price ls. 8d, or 40 cents. Taffeta or faille silk in Diesden

or Persian colorings, also canvas
(For Description see this Page.)

or étamine weaves in wool or wool

and linen , are novel and popular

edges. Pointed revers, stylishly broad, stand out well over the materials in which to develop the costume. Embroidered or
large puff-sleeves. Under-arm gores fit the sides smoothly and changeable linens and cotton batiste may also be used . A com
the wide, seamless back has closely plaited fulness at the bottom . bination will be effective. Braid, jet passementerie or lace
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and flowered lawn, bands of insertion and lace edging form the
decoration . The blouse-waist is smooth al the top, but has ful

bands will provide decoration in conjunction with ribbon .

- The straight-brimmed hat of mixed straw is trimmed with

, ribbon , flowers and a fancy

buckle.

ochy

FIGURE No. 315 R . - LADIES'

COSTUME.

(For lilustration see this Page.)

FIGURE No. 315 R . – This

illustrates a Ladies' costume.

The pattern , which is No.

8366 and costs 1s. 8d . or 40

cents , is in thirteen sizes for

ladies from twenty -eight to

forty-six inches, bust meas

ure , and is also shown on

page 533.

A most attractive costume

is here pictured made of

figured challis, silk mull and

lace edging . The waist is

made on a fitted lining that

is closed in front. The back

is smooth at the top but has

fulness below drawn to the

center by gathers at the bot

tom , and the fronts, which

have fulness laid in closely

lapped plaits at the lower

edge, are crossed in surplice

style below a gathered vest

over which they separate to

ward the shoulders. A fichu

drawn into pretty folds is

crossed like the fronts ; it is

deepest at the back and is

edged by a graduated frill
of lace that stands out

effectively over double puffs

arranged on coat-shaped

sleeves. Below the puffs the

sleeves are decorated with

encircling frills of lace. A

Dresden ribbon stock having

a bow at the back is placed

over the standing collar.

The six- piece skirt has a

wide, straight back -breadth

gathered at the top to hang

in rolling folds. Its side

gores are close - fitting over

the hips and fall in large out

standing flutes below , and

the fashionable broad effect

is seen at the front.

The simplicity and grace
of the costumewill suggest

its development in the linen

batistes showing striped or

dotted effects, grenadine,

lawn and dimity. Percaline

or silk will underlie these

sheer textiles and lace and
ribbon will form thetrimming .
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FIGURE No. 316 R . - LADIES'

WASHABLE COSTUME.

(For Illustration see Page 513.)

FIGURE No. 316 R . - This

illustrates a Ladies' costume.

The pattern , which is No.

8353 and costs 1s. 8d , or 40
FIGURE No. 3 :5 R . — This illustrates LADIES' COSTUME. — The Pattern is No. 8366 ( copyrighi), price ls. 8d.

cents, is in thirteen sizes for
or 40 cents .

ladies from twenty - eight to

forty -six inches, bust meas
(For Description see this Page.)

ure, and may be seen differ
ently portrayed on page 529 of this number of THE DelintATOR. ness at the bottom drawn becomingly to the center at the front

Dotted and flowered lawn are here combined in the costume and back . The use or omission of the close- fitting lining is
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optional. A funcy removable coilar. composed of alternate
banus of flowered lawn and lace ipsertion and bordered with a

ET

ped by a stylish turn -down collar having flaring front ends pret
tily revealing a satin band -bow . The large bishop shirt-sleeves

are completed by wristbands over
which roll independent cuffs of

flowered lawn that are shaped to

fare at the back of the arm . A sil
ver belt surrounds the waist.

The five-gored skirt is shaped :0
ripple below the hips and its two
back -gores are gathered at the top .

A band of flowered lawn , outlined

top and bottom with insertion , rleco

rates the skirt a short distance
above the lower edge .

This charmingly youthful cos
tume is commended for all wash

able materials and al 0 for challies

and Summer silks. Garden party

gowns of dotted or flowered Swiss

will be delightfully simple and at
tractive made up in thismanner and
trimmed with lace or lace- like em
broidery. Dresden and change
able silk may be combined in this

way , and so may plain and figured
challis.
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FIGURE No. 317 R . - LADIES' PROM

ENADE TOILETTE .

(For Illustration see Page 514.)

Figure No. 317 R . – This illus

trates a Ladies' jacket and skirt.

The jacket pattern , which is No.

8319 and costs 1s. 3d . or 30 cents ,

is in thirteen sizes for ladies from

twenty-eight to forty- six inches,
bust measure, and is also portrayed

on page 542 . The skirt pattern ,

which is No. 8275 and costs 1s. 3d .
or 30 cents , is in ten sizes for ladies

from twenty to thirty -eight inches,

waist measure, and may be again
seen on its accompanying label.

Gray covert cloth is here illus
trated in the jacket, which is one of

the most attractive styles in top

garments. The adjustment is close
at the back and sides, the shaping
producing deep ripples in the skirt.
The jaunty box -fronts are lapped

and closed in double-breasted

style with button -holes and buttons
placed at the throat and below the

waist, the closing between being
made with a fly . Side pockets are

inserted and square-cornered laps

cover their openings. The collar is

in military turn -down style and is
inlaid with black velvet. Two rows
of stitching outline cuffs on the

two-seam leg - o '-mutton sleeves,

which are arranged in side-plaits

and double box -plaits at the top.
and two rows of stitching finish

the edges of the jacket.

The skirt is made of brown nov.

elty suiting and is coniposed of

three gores and a gathered back

breadth which hangs in full folds.
It is smooth and fares broadly at

the front, but at the sides it breaks
into large flutes below the hips.

Cheviot, broadcioth , serge, tailor

Figure No. 316 R . - This illustrates LADIES'WASHABLE COSTUME. - The Pattern is No. 8353
cloth , etc ., are suitable for the

jackct, and the skirt may be of the
(copyright) price Is. 8d . or 40 cents .

same kind of material or of satin ,

(For Description sce Page 512.) corduroy or taffeta. The finish

should be in tailor style, and may

be provided by machine-stitching,
frill of lace edging , lies smoothly on the waist and is closed at straps of the material stitched on or soutache braid .
the back ; it extends in iong points on the shoulders and is top - Flowers and ribbon adorn the fashionable light straw hat.
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FIGURE No. 318 R . - LADIES' ETON
COSTUME.

( For Illustration see Page 515.)

FIGURE No. 318 R . - This illustrate
a Ladies ' costume. The pattern , which

is No. 8351 and costs 1s. Sd . or 40
cents, is in thirteen sizes for ladies
from twenty -eight to forty -six inches,

bust measure, and is differently pic
tured on page 530.

The newest style in the popular Elon
costume is here illustrated , brown
mixed cheviot being shown in the
jacket and skirt and figured red silk in
the blouse-waist. The blouse-waist,
which is made on a lining, has becom
ing gathered fulness in the fronts at
each side of a box-plait that conceals
the closing . The sleeves are in one
searn leg - o '-mutton style . A wrinkled
ribbon is disposed over the standing
collar and fastened under a bow at
the back .

The skirt comprises seven gores and

is arranged in backward -turning plaits

at the back , the fulness falling in roll
ing folds. Il bangs in deep flutes be

low the hips and shows the fashionable

broad flare at the front. A velvet corri
ing finishes the lower edge and seven
rows of braid encircle the skirt a lit

lle above the edge. A braid -trimmed
belt is adjusted over the skirt belt aliet

closed in front with a silver buckle
The seamless back of the jacket

reaches just to the waist- line and the

dart- fitted fronts are deepened towaria
their front edges to form shapely

points . Above the bust the fronts are
reversed by the broad ends of a large
sailor-collar that is curved over the
shoulders and at the ends. The large

one-seam mutton -leg sleeves are close
fitting below the elbow . The jacket is
stylishly trimmed with braid , buttons
and machine-stitching .

Eton costumes are made of tweed ,
serge, the canvas weaves and mixed
suiting , with silk or any of the shirt
waist materials for the waist.

The large straw hat is adorned with

feathers, a pouf of silk and flowers.
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FIGURE No. 319 R . - LADIES' JACKET.

(For Illustration see Page 516.)

FIGURE No. 319 R . – This illustrates
a Ladies' jacket. The pattern , which
is No. 8363 and costs 1s. 3d . or 30

cents, is in thirteen sizes for ladies

from twenty -eight to forty -six inchies ,

bust measure , and is shown in two
views on page 540 of this number of
THE DELINEATOR.

The jacket is notably stylish and is
in this instance pictured made of tan
covert cloth , with a tailor finish of ma
chine- stitching. It is quite close-fitting
and at the back it stands out stylishly
in large flutes. The fronts are lapped
widely enough to close with a fly below
la pels which form points with the ends
of the deep coat-collar. The waist
appearing in the open neck is a novel
and pretty style made of olive silk by
pattern No. 8300 Curved openings
to side pockets are made low down in

the fronts . The fulness in the one
seam leg- o '-mutton sleeves is collected
in downward - turning plaits , and cava

TWITTER

FIGURE No. 317 R . - LADIES' PROMENADE TOILETTE. — This consists of Ladies' Double -Breasted
Jacket No. 8319 (copyright), price ls . 3d. or 30 cents ; and Skirt No. 8275

(copyright), price Is . 3d, or 30 cents.
(For Description ser Page 513.)
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lier cuffs that flare in points
at the back of the arm roll
upward from the wrists

A dressy effect could be
made by inlaying the collar,
lapels and cuffs with velvet
when the jacket is of either
plain or mixeci cloth .

The walking hat is banded
with ribbon and trimmed at
the left side with quills.
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FIGURE 'No. 320 R . - LADIES'
BASQUE

(For Illustration see Page 516 .)

FFURE No. 320 R . – This
represents a Ladies' basque .
The pattern , which is No.
8362 and costs 1s. 3d . or 30
cevts , is in fifteen sizes for
ladies from 'twenty -eight to
forty -eight inches ,bustmeas
ure, and is again portrayed
on page 543 of this magazine.

The basque is here pic
tured developed in a com
bination of dull -green twilled
niohairand lighter green silk .
It is faultless in fit and
reaches to below the hips,
the parts being sprung to
form stylish flutes in the skirt
at the back . Wide revers of
silk with curved outer edges
are all -over braided and ar

rauged on the fronts , which
are decorated from the re
vers to just below the waist
with rows of soutache braid
that form points at the clos
ing and end in trefoils just
back of the first darts. Sou
tache braid also follows the
lower edge of the basqueand
the edges of the collar, which
is rolled slightly at the back
and deeply at the ends and
mounted on a high band over
which is drawn a wrinkled
Persian ribbon that is bowed
at the back . The gathered
one- seam mutton -leg sleeves
are completed with braid
trimmed gauntlet cuffs .

Such a basque would be
strikingly pretty madeof dark
cloth or silk , with the collar ,
cuffs and revers of light bro
cade.
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FIGURE No. 321 R .---LADIES'
FANCY WAIST.

(For Illustration see Page 517.)
FIGURE No. 321 R . – This

consists of a Ladies' spencer
waist, waist decoration and
cavalier cuffs. The waist
pattern , which is No. 8338
and costs 10d , or 20 cents , is
in thirteen sizes for ladies
from twenty -eight to forty
six inches , bust measure,
and is differently portrayed FIGURE No. 318 R . — This illustrates LADIES' FTON COSTUME. — The Pattern is No. 8351 (copyright),on page 546 . The waist dec

price ls. 8d. or 40 cents.oration pattern , which is No.
1068 and costs 5d. or 10 (For Description see Page 514 .)
cents, is in three sizes, small,

medium and lerge, and is again pictured on its accompanying cuff, is No. 1074 and costs 3d . or 5 cents; it is in three sizes,
label. The cuff pattern , which also includes another style of small, medium and large, and may also be seen on its label.
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The enriching influence of independent deco
rations upon plain waists is well illustrated at
this figure. The simple spencer waist is made
of light- green silk and rendered trim by a fitted
lining. It is closed in front and is plain at the
top but has fulness below that is drawn to the
center both back and front by gathers. A belt
is applied at the lower edge and over it is
adjusted a gilt belt. The one- seam mutton -leg
sleeves are shirred at the top and droop and
flare in a graceful way above the elbow .

The waist decoration falls in two points to the
waist at the back and has a yoke effect between
two narrower points at the front. These por
tions are of maroon velvet under black chiffon
overlaid with appliqué lace and are edged with
jet gimp. Between the points in front is a
gathered vest of black chiffon on which small
lace ornaments are appliquéed , and over the
shoulders pass gathered bretelles of chiffon
with appliqué lace laid on at the edge. A
handsome stock of Dresden ribbon encircles
the neck .
The cavalier cuffs are of maroon velvet cov

ered with black chiffon overlaid with appliqué
lace . They are curved at the upper edges and
the ends are left unseamed for some distance to
flare in points at the back of the arm .
Decorations of this character are made of any

of the fancy silks, plain or brocaded velvets,
spangled and plain lace nets , etc., and , when
intended for wear with Persian or Dresden silk
waists, they will also be charming in an all
black development.
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FIGURE No 320 R . - This illustrates Ladies' BASQUE. - The Pattern is No.8362 (copy . '
right), price ls. 3d . or 30 cents.

(For Description see Page 515 .)
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An edge decoration of spangled or jewelled gimp
or narrow lace ruching will always be effective.
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FIGURE No. 322 R . - LADIES' TOILETTE.

(For Illustration see Page 517.)

FIGURE No. 322 R - This illustrates the shirt
waist and Eton jacket of a Ladies' toilette.
The jacket pattern , which is No. 8340 and costs
Is, or 25 cents, is in thirteen sizes for ladies from
twenty - eight to forty -six inches , bust measure ,
and is differently pictured on page 542 . The
shirt-waist pattern , which is No. 8286 and costs
1s. or 25 cents, is in thirteen sizes for ladies
from twenty-eight to forty-six inches, bust meas
ure, and may be seen again on its accompany
ing label.

The dress Eton jacket is here shown made
of dark -green camel's -hair and white silk . Its
broad , seamless back is straight at the lower
edge and is separated by under-arm gores from
dart- fitted fronts that are pointed at their lower
frontcorners and reversed in large, pointed lapels
by a deep rolling collar. A piping of braid fin
ishes the front and lower edges of the jacket
and a fanciful design in gilt soutache braid is
wrought on the collar and lapels. The one-seam
mutton-leg sleeves are bouffantabove the elbow .

The shirt-waist is of silk gingham figured in
a Dresden pattern , and white linen . It is pro

W
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L
L

FIGURE No. 319 R . - This illustrates LADIES JACKET. - The Pattern is No 8363
(copy right). price ls. 3d. or 30 cents

For Description see Page 514 .)
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braid , gilt buttons and black silk cord . The

basque is perfectly close fitting, and its double
breasted fronts, which are closed invisibly , are
cut away below the closing to separate and
flare prettily. The usual seams enter into the

adjustment and the parts are shaped to ripple
stylishly below the waist at the sides and back .
The one-seam leg- o '-mutton sleeves flare above
the elbow and fit closely below . The neck is
completed with a standing collar that closes at

the center of the front.

The circular ripple skirt is in Consuelo style
and is of medium width . It flares broadly at
the front and may be gathered or side-plaited at
the back .

For general and semi-dress occasions the toil

ette may be stylishly made of Scotch mixtures

in stripes, plaids or checks or in mohair or the

goat' s-hair fabrics. Serge and broadcloth are

also commended for the mode. Braid may be

lavishly or simply used as a trimming .

The simple straw hat is decorated with silk
and flowers.
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i FIGURE No. 324 R . - LADIES' OUTDOOR TOI

LETTE .

(For Illustration see Page 519.)

FIGURE No. 324 R . — This represents a Ladies'
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FIGURE No. 321 R . - LADIES' Fancy WAIST. -- This illustrates Ladies' Spencer

Waist No. 8338 ( copyright), price 10d. or 20 cents ; Waist Decoration No.
1068 ( copyright), price 5d. or 10 cents ; and Cavalier Cuffs included

in Pattern No. 1074 ( copyright), price 3d. or 5 cents .

(For Description see Page 515 .)

Warem

vided with a fitted body-lining that may, how

ever, be omitted, and has gathered fulness at the

center of the back and front, the front drooping
slightly over a belt. The waist is closed invisibly

at the center of the front. A bow appears be
tween the ends of the white linen turn -down

collar, which is finished with stitching. Turn

over link cuffs of white linen complete thebishop
shirt-sleeves. The cuffs and collarmay be sewed

permanently to the shirt-waist or they may be
made removable, as preferred .

Any fashionable skirt will complete this toil

ette for the promenade or outings, substantial

materials being chosen for the latter use.

The fanciful straw hat is trimmed with flow
ers and Dresden ribbon.

FIGURE No. 323 R . - LADIES' PROMENADE

TOILETTE .

(For Illustration see Page518 .)

FIGURE No. 323 R . — This consists of a Ladies

basqueand skirt. The basque pattern , which is
No. 8370 and costs 1s . 3d , or 30 cents, is in thir

teen sizes for ladies from twenty -eight to forty

six inches, bust measure, and may be seen again

on page 543. The skirt pattern , which is No.
8329 and costs 1s. 8d . or 30 cents, is in ten sizes

for ladies from twenty to thirty-eight inches,

waist measure , and is also shown on page 554 .

The toilette is here pictured made of cadet

gray cloth and stylishly decorated with black

Figure No. 322 R . - Ladies' TOILETTE.-- This illustrates Ladies' Eton Jacket No. 8310
(copyright), price ls, or 25 cents ; and Shirt-Waist No. 8286

( copyright), price ls. or 25 cents .

(For Description see Page 516 .)
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jacket and skirt. The jacket pattern , which is No. 8324 and strapped , if this completion be admired . A good effect will

costs 1s. 3d . or 30 cents, is in thirteen sizes for ladies from twen - result if the collar and lapels be inlaid with velvet of a dark shade.

ty -eight to forty The straw hat i

six inches, bust trimmed with flow

measure, and is dif . ers and plain and
ferently portrayed Dresden silk .
on page 541. The

skirt pattern , which

is No. 8329 and
costs 1s. 3d . or 30

FIGURE No. 325 R . -

cents, is in ten sizes LADIES' IN

for ladies from DOOR TOILETTE .

twenty to thirty (For Illustration see

eight inches, waist Page 520.)

measure, and may FIGURE No.
be again seen on 325R . — This con

page 554 . sists of a Ladies '

The toilette is a basque-waist and
most desirable style skirt. The basque

for the promenade waist pattern ,

and general outdoor which is No. 8354

wear and includes a and costs 1s . 3d .

covert jacket and a or 30 cents, is in

stylish skirt. Light thirteen sizes for
brown broadcloth ladies from twen

was here selected ty -eight to forty -six

forthejacket,which inches, bust mea s

is skilfully shaped ure , and may be

to give a long effect seen again on page

10 the waist and 545. The skirt pat
produce ripples tern , which is No.

at the sides and 8329 and costs Is.
back . The loose 3d . or 30 cents , in

fronts are turned in ten sizes for ladies

lapels by a natty from twenty to this

snip collar and are ty - eight inches .

lapped widely and waist measure, ane!

closed with a fly be . may be seen in
low the lapels. The three views on page

ends of the collar 554 of this num

may be shaped to ber of THE DELIN

form notches with EATOR .

the lapels , if prefer Cloth of a light

red. Pocket-laps green shade and
cover openings to Persian silk arehere

side pockets and a united in the toil

left breast-pocket. ette,with rich effect.

A row of machine The front of the

stitching outlines basque-waist is

round cuffs on the smooth at the top

two-seam leg - o' and has gathered

mutton sleeves, fulness at the bot

which are plaited tom drawn well to

at the top, and a the center and

row of stitching drooping lightly .
finishes the edges The closing is made
of the jacket. at the left side and

The skirt of green the close- fitting lin

mohair is of circular ing is closed at the

shaping and hangs center underneath .
m deep flutes below The front joins a
the hips after the bias whole back in

manner of the Con . shoulder and un
suelo skirt. It shows der-arm seams and

the fashionable is made attractive

broad flare at the by fancy boleros

front, and at the connected at the
back it falls iu deep bust by a strap ex
flutes that may re tension and richly

sult from gathers or decorated with jet.

side-plaits at the A wrinkled stock of

Dresden ribbon sur

In toilettes like rounds the standing

this the jacket and collar and is styl

skirt are frequently ishly bowed at the

en suite. Covert Figure No 323 R . - LADIES' PROMENADE TOILETTE. — This consists of Ladies' Double back . A softly

suiting , tailor cloth , Breasteni Basque No. 8370 (copyright), price Is. 3d . or 30 cents; and Ripple wrinkled belt of

whipcord , cheviot Skirt No. 8329 ( copyright), price 1s. 3d. or 30 cents . satin ribbon encir

and serge are suit cles the waist and

able for either and (For Description see Page 517.) is arranged in a loop

corduroy is also in vogue for skirts. Stitching is the most bow at each side of the fulness in the front. Large puffs droop

seasonable finish for the jacket, although the edge may be over the coat-shaped sleeves , which are completed with cuti

top .
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facings of Per. and has plain
sian silk outlined side-frontsopen
with jet. ing over full

The graceful fronts of satin
skirt is a me that are shirred
dium -width cir . at the neck and
cular style that also at the waist

may beplaited or line, ribbon ties

gathered at the tacked underthe
back ; it falls in side - fronts at
deep flutes be the waist - line
low the hips af. beingbowed
ter the style of over the closing
the Consuelo The side-fronts

skirt and flares are folded back
broadly at the at the top in
front. It is taste large triangular
fully trimmed at revers and the
the bottom with back is folded
a band of Per over in smaller
sian silk fanci revers, a full,

fully shaped at pointed yoke
the top , where covering the lin

it is outlined ing back above
with a row of jet. the revers. A

Charmingly doubled frill of
simple afternoon the satin rises at
toilettes will be the neck . The
made up like gown is closely
this of challis, fitted atthe sides
étamine, perfor and back and
ated linen over falls in deep rip
a colored lining ples below the
or of cotton ba hips and at the
tiste sheer and back and sweeps
delicate. Heav out in a graceful
ier toilettes of train . Lace friis

serge, mohair, fall from the
etc , will bede lower edges of
veloped in this the large three
style for seaside quarter length
and mountain puff -sleeves be

wear. low flaring rip

ple ruffles of the
taffeta.

FIGURE No. A combina

326R . - LADIES' tion is required
to bring out the

TEA -GOWN.
salient features

(For Illustration ofthis handsome
see Page 5 :21 .)

mode, but rich
FIGURE No. materials need

326R . - This not be selected ,
represents a La
dies' tea - gown.

The pattern,
which is No.

FIGURE No. 327 R .

8333 and costs
- LADIES'

18. 8d . or 40 TOILETTE .

cents, is in thir (For Illustration

tecn sizes for
see Page 5 :22 .)

ladies from FIGURE No.

twenty - eight to 3 27 R . - This
forty -six inches, consists of a La
bust measure, dies' basque,
and is shown skirt and che

differently made misette. The
up on page 537 basque pattern ,
of this issue of which is No.
THE DELINEA 8371 and costs
TOR. 1s. 3d . or 30

The tea gown cents, is infifteen
is especially sizes for ladies

handsome in the from twenty
present combin

FIGURE No. 324 R . - LADIES' OUTDOOR TOILETTE . — This illustrates Ladies' Jacket No. 8324 eight to forty
ation of black (copyright), price Is.3d . or 30 cents ; and Ripple Skirt No. 8329 (copy . eight inches,

peau de soiebear · right), price s. 3d. or 30 cents. bust measure,
ing large figures and is also de
in subdued col

(For Description see Page 517.)
picted on page

oring, cream 544. The skirt
satin and figured maize taffeta , with lace net, lace edging, rib - pattern , which is No. 8344 and costs 1s. 3d. or 30 cents, is in
bon and insertion for decoration . It is made with a fitted lining nine sizes for ladies from twenty to thirty -six inches, waist meas
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collar and all the edges of the jacket are hound with braid .

Eleven gores are comprised in the skirt, which has a back

ward -turning plait over each seam and is known as the Consuelo

ure, and is again shown on page 551. The chemisette is included

in pattern No. 8289, which costs 5d . or 10 cents, is in twelve

sizes from eleven and a half to seventeen inches, neck measure ,

and is also shown on its label.

The toilette , for which brown

cheviot was here selected , is tailor

made and is up-to -date in every

detail. The skirt is circular at the

front and sides and falls in large

Hutes below the hips after theman

ner of the Consuelo skirt ; it shows

the fashionable broad flare at the

front, and at the back are six gores

which spread in fan folds. Two

rows of stitching are made at hem
depth .

The shaping of the close- fitting

basque produces stylish ripples at

the back and over the hips, the

ripples being deepest at the back .

The corners are nicely rounded

below the closing, which is made

with buttons and button -holes at

the center of the front. Above the

closing the fronts are turned back

in small lapels by a rolling collar

that formsnotches with the lapels .

The one-seam leg -o '-mutton sleeves

are gathered at the top and droop

stylishly to the elbow . The basque

is finished with machine -stitching.

The chemisette of red -and-white

striped percale takes the place of

the chemisette forming part of the
basque pattern . It is finished with

a Piccadilly collar and closed in

front. The band-bow is of black
satin .

For this toilette illuminated serge,

plain or fancy mohair in its various
weaves, tailor cloth , etc. , are ad

mirable selections, and the chemi

sette will be of plain or fancy linen
or percale.

The straw walking hat is deco

rated with flowers and plain and/

Dresden ribbon .

Figure No. 328 R . - LADIES' TOIL

ETTE .

(For Ilustration see Page 523 .)

FIGURE No. 328 R . — This con

sists of a Ladies' jacket and skirt .

The jacket pattern , which is No.

8318 and costs 1s. 3d , or 30 cents,

is in thirteen sizes for ladies from

twenty-eight to forty -six inches,

bust measure, and may be seen

again on page 541. The skirt pat
tern , which is No. 8360 and costs

1s. 6d . or 35 cents, is in nine sizes

for ladies from twenty to thirty - six

inches, waistmeasure, and is shown

again on page 552 of this number

of THE DELINEATOR.

This toilette is somewhat severe

in style but is given much distinc

tion by its military air. It is here

shown made up in a Scotch mixture

and decorated with braid and but

tons. The military jacket extends

to a fashionable depth and is fitted

by single bust darts and the usual
FIGURE No. 325 R . - LADIES' INDOOR TOILETTE. - This consists of Ladies ' Basque-Waist No 8354

seams and ripples stylishly below
(copyright), price 1s. 3d. or 30 cents ; and Ripple Skirt No. 8329

(copyright), price 1s. 3d. or 311 cents .
the waist at the sides and back . A

(For Description Ape Page 518 .)
row of buttons is arranged down

each side of the closing, which is

made invisibly in front as far as the waist-line, the fronts flariny skirt. A foot trimming is added ; it consists of a row of braid

ing slightly below . The one-seam gigot sleeves are shirred at fancifully coiled at intervals and a row applied plainly below .
the top and are decorated to simulate cuffs. The standing This toilette is suitable for lustrous mohair , canvas and
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étamine weaves, faced cloth and serge or for the material in

which it is here made. Braid arranged plainly or fancifully or

cloth , with a decoration of pearl ball buttons and white soutache

braid , the braid being arranged at the edges and across the

fronts in military fashion .

The light straw toque is

trimmed with flowers and an

aigrette.

22

FIGURE No. 329 R . - LADIES '

COSTUME.

(For Illustration see Page 524.)

FIGURE No. 329 R . - This

illustrates a Ladies' costume.

The pattern , which is No.
8352 and costs 1s. 8d . or 40

cents, is in thirteen sizes for

ladies from twenty -eight to

forty -six inches. bust meas

ure, and may be seen again

on page 531 of this number

of THE DELINEATOR.

A remarkably handsome

combination is here effected

with Scotch tweed , broad

cloth , silk and lace net , sou

tache and Hercules braid giv

ing quite a pretty touch in

the decoration . The waist is.

closed along the left shoul

der and under-arm seams,

and its front, which is gath

ered at the bottom and droops

slightly , is smooth above the

bust and shaped in a fanciful

V at the center, revealing a

facing of silk overlaid with
lace net on the high -necked

lining . Theback has closely

plaited fulness at the bottom .

The standing collar is covered

with a wrinkled stock of silk

bowed stylishly at the back .

Caps fall over the one-seam

gigot sleeves which are fin

ished with flaring cuffs . A

spangled belt closed with a

silver buckle is placed over

the lower edge of the waist.

The seven -gored skirt falls

in graceful flutes at the sides

and in more pronounced flutes

at the back , where it is side

plaited at the top . It flares

stylishly at the bottom , the

front showing the fashionable

broad effect, and is deeply

"overfaced with the broad

cloth , decorated at the top

with a row of Hercules braid

and a coiled row of soutache.

The mode is especially de

sirable for an early Spring

and late Summer costume

and is approved for cloth ,
cheviot, serge, Scotch mix

tures of bright and subdued

coloringand the popularplain

and figured mohairs.

The hat is trinımed with

flowers and two shades of
ribbon .

FIGURE No. 330 R . - LADIES'

FIGURE No. 326 R . - This illustrates LADIES' TEA -Gown. - The Pattern is No. 8333 (copyright), price VISITING TOILETTE .

ls. 8d . or 40 cents. (For Illustration see Page 525.)

(For Description see Page 519.) FIGURE No. 330 R . – This
illustrates a Ladies' cape and

machine-stitching will provide an attractive finish . A neat skirt. The cape pattern , which is No. 8365 and costs 1s. or 25

promenade toilette wasmade after this fashion of tabac broad - cents, is in ten sizes for ladies from twenty-eight to forty- six
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to thirty - six inches, waist measure ,
and is differently pictured on page 550 .

The toilette is exceptionally stylish
and graceful. The skirt, which is
shown made of fancy suitiny, is known
as the Consuelo skirt. It is in seven
gores and is side-plaited at the back .
Deep backward -rolling flutes at the
sides result from extra widths under
folded in forward -turning plaits at the
side seams below the hips, and the
fashionable broad effect is presented
at the front.

The cape is a very dressy little affair
of turquoise-blue velvet, silver- gray
broadcloth and gray chiffon . It is in
circular style with a center seam and
hangs in deep ripples all round ; an
elaborate effect is produced with an
embroidery of steel beads. The stole
sailor-collar ripples across the back
and its broad ends extend to the lower
edge of the cape, a band of appliqué
lace following its edges. The full ruche
of chiffon is gathered through the cen
ter and covers the standing collar and
a stylish bow of black satin ribbon is
set at the throat.

Capes in which velvet or satin is
combined with broadcloth , camel's
hair, whipcord , etc. , or used alone are
worn with skirts of any material in
vogue .

The straw sailor -hat is elaborately
trimmed with flowers, wings and lace .
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FIGURE No. 331 R . - LADIES' TOIL
ETTE.

(For Illustration see Page 526 .)

FIGURE No. 331 R . — This consists
of a Ladies' shirt-waist and skirt. The
shirt-waist pattern , which is No. 8347
and costs 1s. or 25 cents , is in thirteen
sizes for ladies from twenty -eight to
forty -six inches, bust measure, and
may be seen in three views on page 546 .
The skirt pattern , which is No. 8280
and costs 1s. 3d . or 30 cents, is in ten
sizes for ladies from twenty to thirty
ei ;ht inches, waist measure, and is dif
ferently portrayed on its accompany
ing label.

Persian silk gingham was here se
lected for the shirt -waist and lace
insertion and lace edging decorate it
tastefully. The fronts have fulness
drawn in gathers at the top at each
side of the closing, which is made at
the center with studs through a box
plait that is outlined with lace edging.

A square yoke is applied on the seam
less back , which joins the fronts in
shoulder and under-arm seams, and
the back is drawn in closely at the
waist- line by tapes that are inserted in
a casing and tied over the fronts. A
belt of tan leather encircles the waist.
The large sailor-collar is a stylish fea
ture ; its ends meet at the throat and
then flare broadly and its free edges
are decorated with a frill of lace edg

ing, a row of insertion being added aFIGURE No. 327 R . - LADIES' TOILETTE. — This consists of Ladies' Basque No. 8371 (copyright),
price 1s . 3d . or 30 cents ; Skirt No. 8314 (copyright). price ls. 3d. or 30 cents ; and little in from the edges. The bishop

Chemisette included in Pattern No. 8289, price 5d . or 10 cents . shirt- sleeves have openings in shirt
sleeve style and are finished with re

(For Description see Page 519.)
versed cuffs having square ends that
flare at the back of the arm . Lace

inches, bust measure, and is pictured in four views on page 539 insertion decorates the cuffs attractively.
of this magazine. The skirt pattern , which is No. 8320 and Dark - blue novelty crépon is pictured in the graceful skirt,
costs 1s. 3d . or 30 cents , is in nine sizes for ladies from twenty which is a four-piece, medium -width style with a straight back
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breadth that is gathered at the top .
The skirt falls in deep flutes at the

sides and flares broadly at the front.
There is less elaboration but more

comfort in a siirt-waist than in many
of the separate waists and its adapt
ability to a wide range, of washable
fabrics, as well as to silks, makes it

highly commendable for the present
season. Embroidery or lace in bands.
and edgings will be most frequently
chosen for decoration .
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FIGURE No. 332 R . - LADIES' CALLING

TOILETTE .

(For Illustration see Page527.)

FIGURE No. 332 R . — This consists of

a Ladies' basque-waistand skirt. The
basque-waist pattern , which is No.

8355 and costs 1s. 3d . or 30 cents, is
in thirteen sizes for ladies from twenty
eight to forty- six inches, bustmeasure,
and is differently portrayed on page
545. The skirt pattern , which is No.

8360 and costs 1s. 6d . or 35 cents , is
in nine sizes for ladies from twenty to

thirty -six inches , waist measure, and
again illustrated on page 552.

Figured cream challis and green silk
overlaid with lace are here united in

the toilette. The basque -waist may

have a seamless back or a conventional

basque back , as preferred . The fan
ciful front is in sections, thus making
possible some very attractive combina

tions. Becoming fulness at the center
is collected in gathers at the top and
bottom . A ripple peplum lengthens

the waist stylishly, its ends being wide
a part at the front; the joining is con
( ealed by a ribbon belt that is closed

with a buckle over the closing of the
waist. The sleeves are of the one

seam leg - o ' mutton variety ; they have

fulness gathered at the top and are

completed with cavalier cuffs that are
overlaid with lace and flare in deep

points at the back of the arm . An

Essex collar flares becomingly over a

wrinkled ribbon that is bowed at the
back . The decoration is completed by
ribbons arranged in upright loops over
the straps on the shoulders and carried
part way across the fronts, ending at

the bust under pretty bows.

The skirt, which is known as the
Consuelo skirt, comprises eleven gores

and its great fulness is gracefully dis
posed in a backward-turning plait over
each seam , all the plaits flaring in large
flutes. A band of silk overlaid with

lace forms a tasteful foot- trimining.
Numerous combinations will be ar

ranged in this toilette, and the sheer

textiles, such as grenadine and batiste ,
will be largely chosen for it. Ribbon
will form pleasing garniture.

The straw hat is fancıfully bent and
is adorned with towers and lace.

FIGURES Nos. 333 R AND 334 R . - LA

DIES' EMPIRE JACKET, FIGURE No. 328 R . - LADIES' TOILETTE. — This consists of Ladies ' Jacket No. 8318 (copyright),

(For Illustrations see Page 528 .) price ls. 3d. or 30 cents ; and Skirt No. 8360 (copyright), price Is . 6d . or 35 cents .

FIGURES Nos. 333 R AND 334 R . - (For Description see Page 520 .)

These two figures represent the same
pattern - a Ladies' jacket. The pattern , which is No. 8346 depicted on page 540 of this number of THE DELINEATOR
and costs 1s. 3d . or 30 cents, is in ten sizes for ladies from At figure No. 333 R the jacket is shown made of biscuit cloth

twenty -eight to forty - six inches, bust measure, and is aiso and handsomely decorated with braiding. It is also called the
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new box coat and is a particularly chic

style. The loose fronts and back are

laid in a broad box-plait at each side

of the center and joined to a square

yoke shaped by shoulder seams. A .

fancy collarette all-over braided is a

dressy feature of the mode ; it rises

high in Medici fashion about the neck

and shapes prettily pointed tabs below

the yoke. If preferred , a simple Me

dici collarmay be used instead of the

collarette. The stylish , full sleeves are

gathered at the top and bottom and

completed with pointed , rolling cuffs

that flare in points at the back of the

wrists.
The dainty toque is tastefully trim

med with flowers and an aigrette .
Figure No. 334 R shows a back view

of the jacket.
This is an admirable jacket for the

present season and may be made of
faced cloth in cream or tan shades or
in delicate colors known to be becom

ing. Velvet, silk and somefancy coat.
ings will also be appropriate for its
development, with jet, lace or braid

for decoration .
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LADIES' COSTUME , CONSISTING OF

A BLOUSE -WAIST HAVING A

FITTED LINING (THAT MAY BE
OMITTED) REMOVABLE FANCY

COLLAR AND CUFFS, AND A

FIVE -GORED SKIRT GATHERED

AT THE BACK . (COMMENDABLE FOR

WASHABLE MATERIALS.)

(For Mustrations see Page 529.)

No. 8353. - Dotted and figured lawn

are associated in this costume at figure

No. 316 R in this magazine, and deco

ration is supplied by the figured lawn ,

insertion and edging.
The costume is especially commend

ed for washable fabrics because of its
simple construction , although goods

that cannot be laundered will also

make up attractively . Gingham and

embroidered edging were here com
bined in the costume. The back and

fronts of the waist are smooth at the

top , but have fulness in the lower part

that is drawn to the center by short
rows of shirring at the waist -line. The

waist is closed at the center of the

front and is provided with a closely
adjusted lining , the use of which is

optional. The neck is completed with

a standing collar, and a fancy remov
able collar gives a dressy and pictur

SESEO 066666

esque air to the gown. This fancy
collar shapes a deep point at the back
and below each shoulder and two
points at the front ; it is closed at the
back and is topped by a standing col
lar over which fall turn -over sections
that are shaped by dart seams at the
front ends. The stylish bishop shirt
sleeves may be made with or without
coat-shaped linings ; they are gathered
atthe top and bottom and completed by
wristbands over which roll indepen FIGURE No. 329 R . -- This illustrates LADIES' COSTUME. — The Pattern is No. 8352 (copyright),

dent cuffs that are mounted on bands price ls. 8d. or 40 cents .

and shaped by dart seams at the ends, (For Description see Page 521.)
which flare at the back of the wrist.

The skirt consists of a smooth , rather
narrow front-gore, a wide gore at each side that falls in deep bottom is five yards in the medium sizes. The placket is
flutes below the hips, and two back -gores that are gathered at the finished at the center seam , and the skirt is adjusted over the
top and hang in full rolling folds. The width of the skirt at the waist, the belt completing it being covered by a fancy gold belt.
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collar could be of all-over embroidery .
We have pattern No. 8353 in thir

teen sizes for ladies from twenty -eight
to forty -six inches, bustmeasure. For
a lady of medium size, the costume re
quires twelve yards and three-fourths
of material twenty -two inches wide,

or nine yards and three -fourths thirty
inches wide, or eight yardsand three
fourths thirty -six inches wide, or seven
yards and three-fourths forty -four
inches wide, with a yard and three
eighths of edging three inches wide for
the collar ornaments and cuffs. Price

of pattern, 1s. 8d . or 40 cents.
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LADIES ETON COSTUME, CONSIST
ING OF A JACKET, A BLOUSE
WAIST (THAT MAY BE MADE WITH
OR WITHOUT A FITTED LINING), AND
A SEVEN -GORED SKIRT SIDE
PLAITED AT THE BACK .

(For Illustrations see Page 530.)

No. 8351. - Mixed cheviot and fig
ured silk are shown in combination in
this stylish costumeat figure No. 318 R
in this number of THE DELINEATOR,
ribbon , braid , buttons and machine
stitching providing the decoration .

The jacket and skirt of this jaunty
costume are here illustrated made of
duck and trimmed with batiste em
broidery. The stylish seven -gored
skirt measures nearly five yards round
at the bottom in the medium sizes and
shows the desirable broad flare at the
front. It is smooth over the hips, but
rolls in deep flutes below , and the
back -gores are arranged in two back
ward -turning plaits at the top at each
side of the placket, which is made
above the center seam , and fall in deep
organ -pipe flutes. The skirt is com
pleted with a belt.

The blouse-waist is fashioned from
silk and may be made with or with
out a lining that is closely fitted by
double bust darts , under-arm and side
back gores and a curving center seam .
It is closed at the center of the front.
The full fronts are joined to the seam
less back by shoulder and under-arm
seams, and their pretty fulness is drawn
well to the center by gathers at the
neck and atthe waist-line. A box -plait
formed at the front edge of the right

front is overlaid with a row of hand
some batiste insertion and conceals the
closing. The back is smooth at the
top, but has fulness below collected in
gathers at the waist -line. A wrinkled
ribbon is arranged about the high stand
ing collar and ends in a stylish bow at
the back . The sleeves are in one-seam
leg - o ' -mutton style and are arranged
over coat-shaped linings ; they are
gathered at the top and droop to the
elbow , below which they are close- fit
ting. A fancy belt closing at the front
with a pretty buckle is worn .

The Eton jacket is of even outline at
FIGURE No. 330 R . - LADIES' VISITING TOILETTE. — This illustrates Ladies' Cape No. 8363 ( copy. the back and pointed at its lower front

right), price ls, or 25 cents ; and Skirt No. 8320 (copyright), price ls. 3d, or 30 cents. corners. The fronts are fitted by sin

(For Description see Page 521.) gle bust darts and joined to the seam
less back in shoulder and under-arm
seams. A stylish feature of the jacket

Lawn, dimity , Swiss and other sheer fabrics that are shown is a large fancy sailor-collar, which falls square at the back and
in a host of attractive designs and in dotted , corded and plain extends to the bust in broad , prettily-curved ends. The jacket

varieties will make up beautifully in this way, and the fancy fronts open jauntily over the full fronts of theblouse-waist, which
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is prettily displayed between them . The full one-seam leg -o '.
mutton sleeves are gathered twice at the top and stand out styl.

ishly above the elbow , being comfortably close -fitting below .

We have pattern No. 8351 in thirteen sizes for ladies from
twenty -eight to forty -six inches, bust measure. For a lady of

medium size, the jacket and skirt call for fifteen yards of goods
twenty -two inches wide, or eleven
yards and a fourth thirty inches
wide, or nine yards and seven
eighths thirty - six inches wide, or
eight yards and three-eighths forty
four inches wide, or seven yards
and five -eighths fifty inches wide.

The blouse-waist will need five
yardsand seven -eighths twenty-two
inches wide, or four yards and a
fourth thirty inches wide, or three
yards and seven - eighths thirty - six
inches wide, or three yards and a
fourth forty -four inches wide. Price
of pattern , 1s. 8d . or 40 cents.
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LADIES' COSTUME, CONSISTING
OF A WAIST (CLOSED AT THE
LEFT SIDE), AND A SEVEN
GORED SKIRT SIDE -PLAITED

AT THE BACK .

(For Illustrations see Page 531.)

No. 8352. - By referring to figure
No. 329 R in this number of THE
DELINEATOR, this costume may be
observed made up in a stylish com
bination of Scotch tweed , silk over
laid with lace net and broadcloth ,
decoration being supplied by braid
and the broadcloth . It is again
represented at figure A 87 on the
Ladies' Plate for Summer, 1896 .
Armure mohair and striped silk

are here made to produce an excel
lent effect with the aid of a ribbon
and braid decoration . The waist
closes along the left shoulder and
under -arm seamsand is made over
a fitted lining that is closed at the
center of the front. The graceful
front is smooth above the bust and
shaped low in rounding outline at
the top at each side of a V at the
center ; it is arranged on a high
necked lining that is faced where
revealed by the front with striped

silk . Both the front and its lining
are gathered across the center of

the bottom and droop slightly . The
wide seamless back joins the front
in shoulder and under -arm seams,
has fulness at the center laid in

closely lapped plaits at the bottom
and is smooth at the top ; it is cut
slightly low at the top and the lining
is faced with striped silk to have
the effect of a round yoke. The
standing collar is covered with a
wrinkled ribbon that is bowed at
the back , and the waist is sur

rounded by a ribbon that is closed
at the back under a broad loop
bow . The one-seam gigot sleeves,
which are arranged on coat-shaped
linings, flare above the elbow and
fit closely below ; they are firished
with turn -up cuffs that flare pret

tily , and smooth caps with square
ends rise stylishly over the top of

FIGURE No. 331 R . - LADIES' TOILETTE . — This consists of Ladies' Shirt-Waist No. 8347 (copyright), the sleeves.

price ls. or 25 cents ; and Skirt No. 8280 (copyright), price ls. 3d . or 30 cents The seven - gored skirt flares
broadly at the bottom in front and

(For Description see Page 522.) ripples deeply at the sides below
the hips. At the back its fulness

This costume may be attractively made up in serge, flannel , is collected in two backward -turning plaits at each side of the

cloth and duck , with wash silk , percale , etc., for the waist. center seam . The width of the skirt at the bottom is about five
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yards in the medium sizes. The
placket is finished above the center
seam and the top of the skirt is

completed with a belt.
The mohair fabrics, cheviot, new

varieties of crépon , challis , novelty
goods and durable étamines will be

chosen for this costume and braid
will provide the trimming .
Wehave pattern No. 8352 in thir

teen sizes for ladies from twenty
eight to forty- six inches,bustmeas
ure. To make the costume,except
the collar and facings, for a lady
ofmedium size, will require twelve
yards and three-fourths of goods
twenty -two inches wide, or ten
yards and a half thirty inches wide,
or nine yards and a fourth thirty
six inches wide, or seven yards and
three-fourths forty -fourincheswide,
or seven yards and an eighth fifty
inches wide. The collar and fac
ings will need half a yard of silk
twenty inches wide. Price of pat
tern , 1s. 8d. or 40 cents.
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LADIES' COSTUME, CONSISTING

OF A BASQUE (THAT MAY BE
SHORT OR DEEP IN THE SKIRT AND

MADE WITH STANDING OR TURN
DOWN MILITARY COLLAR), AND A

FOUR-PIECE SKIRT GATH

ERED AT THE BACK .

(For Illustrations see Page 532.)
No. 8337 . - Fancy brown tweed

is pictured in this costume. The
basque may be short or deep in the
skirt, as considered most becom
ing. It is handsomely fitted by a
curved center seam , side-back and
under-arm gores and double bust
darts , the shaping of the parts giv
ing a long appearance to the waist
and forming the skirt in deep , back
ward -rolling flutes across the back .
The closing is made at the center
of the front from the neck to a lit

tle below the waist-line with buttons
and button-holes. The neck may
be completed with a standing or
turn -down military collar, both
styles being illustrated . The turn
down collar is mounted on a high
close band and its ends flare slightly .
The large one-seam leg -o '-mutton
sleeves have coat-shaped linings
and are gathered at the top .

The skirt is composed of a front
gore, a gore at each side and a
gathered back -breadth and flares
broadly at the front. It measures

four yards round at the bottom in
the medium sizes. At the sides the
skirt falls in large flutes below the
hips and the fulness of the back
breadth falls naturally in handsome
folds. The placket is made at the
center of the back and the skirt is
finished with a belt .

The unexaggerated style of this
costume will win for it the admir
ation of all conservative woinen .
Those of slender build will make it FIGURE No. 332 R . - LADIES' Calling TOILETTE. — This consists of Ladies' Basque-Waist No. 8355

decorative, except when intended
( copyright), price ls. 3d, or 30 cents ; and Skirt No. 8360 (copyright), price ls. 6d. or 35 cents .

for travelling , shopping , etc., by (For Description see Page 523.)
the addition of waist garnitures.

We have pattern No. 8337 in fifteen sizes for ladies from of medium size, the costume calls for fourteen yards ofmaterial
twenty-eight to forty -eight inches, bust measure. For a lady twenty -two inches wide, or nine yards and three-fourths thirty
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inches wide, or eight' yards and five-eighths thirty -six ing feature ; it crosses the back in rounding outline and extends
inches wide, or seven yards and a fourth forty - four inches wide, in tapering ends down the fronts edges of the fronts, to which it
or six yards and a fourth fifty inches wide. Price of pattern , is joined , the ends being plaited . A frill of lace edging narrowed

1s. 8d . or 40 cents. toward the ends falls from the lower edge of the fichu. The
double-puff sleeves may be made in elbow or full length , as

preferred . The puffs are arranged on coat-shaped sleeves and
LADIES' COSTUME, WITH SIX -PIECE SKIRT HAVING A

are gathered at their upper and lower edges and near the center .
STRAIGHT BACK -BREADTH . ( TO BE MADE WITH OR

Frills of edging that are deepest at the back of the arm finish
WITHOUT THE FICHU AND WITH FULL- LENGTH OR the elbow sleeves prettily. A wrinkled ribbon about the

ELBOW DOUBLE- PUFF SLEEVES.) standing collar is bowed at the back .
( For Illustrations see Page 533.) The mode is perfectly suited to development in sheer or

No. 8366. - Another view of this costume, showing it made gandy or batiste , striped or printed in floral designs, over silk or
of figured chal percaline, and

lis , silk mull and also in silk or

lace edging ,may any light-weight

be obtained by novelty goods.
referring to fig We have pai

ure No. 315 R in tern No. 8366

this number of in thirteen sizes

THE DELINEA for ladies from

TOR, ribbon and twenty - eight to

frills of narrow forty -six inches,

lace edging pro bust measure.

viding the dec For a lady of

oration. Thecos medium size ,

tume is also the costume, ex
shown at figure cept the frills,

A 93 on the La calls for fifteen
dies' Plate for yards and an

Summer, 1896 . eighth of goods

Figured or twenty -two in

gandy and lace ches wide, or

edging are here twelve yards

combined in the FIGURE No. 334 R and three

costume, which eighths thirty

is a youthfuland inches wide, or
dainty style . The ten yards and a

skirt is com fourth thirty - six

posed of a front inches wide, or

gore, two gores eight yards for

at each side, and ty -four inches

a straight back wide, or six

breadth that is yardsand three

gathered closely fourths fifty in

at the top to fall ches wide. The

in rolling folds. frills require six

It hangs in large yards and three

outstanding eighths of edg .

flutes at the sides ing five inches

below the hips and a fourth

and shows the wide. Price of

fashionable pattern , 1s. 8d .

broad flareat the or 40 cents.

front. At the

foot the skirt
measures five LADIES' COS

yards round in TUME, WITH
the medium

RIPPLE PEP
sizes. A lace

ruche affords a
LUM SEWED

stylish foot ON, AND A

trimming. The SEVEN -GOR

placket is fin ED SKIRT

ished at thecen SIDE - PLAIT

ter of the back ED AT THE
and a belt com

pletes the top . FIGURE No. 333 R . BACK . ( IN

The basque LOUIS XV.

waist is made FIGURES Nos. 333 R AND 334 R . — These two figures illustrate LADIES' EMPIRE JACKET. - The STYLE .)

with a smooth Pattern is No. 8346 (copyright), price ls. 3d. or 30 cents. (For Illustrations

ly fitted lining see Page 534.)
(For Descriptions see Page 523.)

closed at thecen No. 8356 . — A

ter of the front. handsome com

The back bas fulness only in the lower part drawn well to the bination of green wool goods, embroidered white chiffon and

center by two rows of shirring at the lower edge and the fronts plain white silk is shown in this costume at figure No. 314 R in

lap in surplice fashion at the bottom and separate above over a this magazine, with ribbon and a braid design for decoration .

full vest that is gathered at the top and bottom and extends only Another view of the costume is given at figure A 84 on the

to the waist-line, the left side being secured with hooksand loops Ladies' Plate for Summer, 1896 .

and the right side sewed to position . Fulness in the lower part The costume is in extremely attractive Louis XV. style and

of each front is collected in two forward -turning, overlapping is here pictured made of crépon , white silk and spangled chiffon

plaits. Cross-rows of insertion trim the vest and a ribbon follows and trimmed with ribbon and lace insertion . The waist is

the lower edge of the waist . A softly wrinkled fichu is a charm - made on a lining fitted by double bust darts, under-arm and
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novelty goods, lustrous mohair, étamine, silk and challis are
some of themost fashionable dress goods from which to select.

We have pattern No. 8356 in thirteen sizes for ladies from
twenty -eight to forty-six inches, bust measure. To make the

costume for a lady of medium size, requires eight yards of cré
pon forty inches wide, with two yards and three -eighths of silk
twenty inches wide, and three- fourths of a yard of spangled net
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side-back gores and a center seam and it has a perfectly smooth ,
seamless, bias back that enters the shoulder and under -arm

seams. A soft vest gathered at the top and bottom droops
stylishly between rounding jacket-fronts, that are fitted by single
darts and folded back in broad , pointed revers. The waist is
closed at the center of the front. Large one-seam gigot sleeves,
which are made with coat-shaped linings, droop and flare styl.
ishly above the elbow and

fit closely below ; they
are completed by rolling

cuffs that have square
ends flaring prettily at the
seams. The standing col
lar is covered with a wrin
kled stock of silk thathas
frill- finished ends closed
at the back and a bunch

of ribbon loops ornaments
it at each side. The waist

is lengthened back of the
vest by a circular ripple
peplum made with a cen
ter seam and pointed ends.

The seven - gored skirt
has fulness at the back
arranged in two back
ward -turning side- plaits
at each side of the center
seam . It ripples deeply

atthe sides below the hips
8353
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8353

Park View

LADIES' COSTUME, CONSISTING OF A BLOCSE -WAIST HAVING A FITTED

LINING (THAT MAY BE OMITTED ), REMOVABLE FANCY COLLAR AND
CUFFS, AND A FIVE -GORED SKIRT GATHERED AT THE BACK .

(COMMENDABLE FOR WASHABLE MATERIALS.) (COPYRIGHT.)

(For Description see Page 524.)

twenty-seven inches wide. Of one material, it calls for fifteen
yards and a half twenty -two inches wide, or ten yards and
a half thirty inches wide, or nine yards and three-eighths thirty .
six inches wide, or seven yards and five-eighths forty - four
inches wide, or seven yards fifty inches wide. Price of pattern ,
1s. 8d. or 40 cents.

8353
Front View .

LADIES' COSTUME, WITH A RIPPLE PEPLUM SEWED ON

AND A NINE -GORED SKIRT SIDE -PLAITED AT

THE BACK .

(For Illustrations see Page 535 .)

No. 8359. — At figure No. 309 R in this number of The
DELINEATOR this costume is shown made up in a handsome com
bination of figured organdy over silk , igured silk and lace
edging, with lace edging and ribbon for decoration . The cos.

tume is shown differently developed at figure A 92 on the
Ladies' Plate for Summer, 1896 .

Very pleasing features are introduced in the costume, which is
here pictured made of plain batiste and batiste embroidered
edging and trimmed with edging, insertion and ribbon . The
basque-waist , which is made over a smooth - fitting lining closed

and is of stylish width . It measures about five yards and an
eighth round at the bottom in themedium sizes. The placket
is finished above the center seam and the skirt is completed
with a belt .

The assortment of charming fabrics for which the mode is
suited is legion and a combination will be most stylish . French
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in front, has a seamless back in which are formed two box
plaits that widen gradually toward the shoulders. The fronts

are each formed in a wide box- plait at their front edges and

separate all the way over a narrow vest , that is sewed underneath
to the right front and secured with hooks and loops to the left

front. The vest and fronts are gathered at the lower edge across

The novelty and grace of the design will win for it many
admirers. It will make up especially well in sheer fabrics .

We have pattern No. 8359 in thirteen sizes for ladies from
twenty -eight to forty -six inches, bust measure. For a lady of

medium size , the costume, except the frills , will require fifteen

yards and three-eighths of material twenty-two inches wide, or

twelve yards thirty inches

wide, or nine yards and a
half thirty- six incheswide,
or eight yards forty -four
incheswide,or seven yards
and a fourth fifty inches
wide. The frills call for

three yards of flouncing

nine incheswide. Price of

pattern , 1s. 8d . or40 cents.
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LADIES' EVENING

DRESS, WITH A BER

THA- COLLAR , AND A

STRAIGHT FULL

SKIRT OVER A FIVE--

GORED SKIRT. (EITHER

SKIRT MAY BE OMITTED.)

(For Illustrations see Page 536.)

No. 8343. — Lilac silk ,
8351

1083

8351

Front View .

LADIES' ETON COSTUME, CONSISTING OF A JACKET, A BLOUSE -WAIST
(THAT MAY BE MADE WITH OR WITHOUT A FITTED LINING ) AND A

SEVEN -GORED SKIRT SIDE - PLAITED AT THE BACK . (COPYRIGHT.)

(For Description see Page 525 .)

the plaits and droop slightly in French style. The waist

is lengthened by a ripple peplum arranged at each side of

the center seam in a box- plait that stands out well and

appears continuous with the box -plait in the back . The

ends of the peplum are wide apart at the front and a nar

row fancy belt conceals its joining to the waist. The

dressy effect of the costume is heightened by bretelles of

edging that are sewed on under the box -plaits and extend

below the shoulders on the backs and nearly to the waist
line on the fronts ; they are deepest over the shoulders,

where they are closely gathered , and taper toward the ends.

The standing collar is closed at the left side and is covered
with a wrinkled ribbon decorated at each side with a ros

ette of edging. Frills of edging graduated to be deepest

at the back of the arm , where they are each arranged in a
triple box-plait , trim the wrists of the stylish puff -sleeves.

The puffs are gathered at their upper and lower edges and

arranged on coat-shaped sleeves that fit comfortably .

The skirt , which comprises nine gores, is smooth at the

top of the front and sides and stands out in flutesbelow
the hips. It shows a broad flare at the front, and the four back -
gores are arranged in two backward -turning plaits at each side of

the center, the plaits flaring in flutes to the bottom , which meas.
ures five yards and five- eighths in themedium sizes. The placket

is made above the center seam and a belt completes the top .

8351
Back View .

plain and embroidered chiffon and lace net are stylishly united
in this dress at figure No. 312 R in this number of THE DELIN

EATOR, and striped ribbon and flowers contribute the garniture.

At figures A 94 and A 95 on the Ladies' Plate for Summer,
1896 , this dress is again illustrated .
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grenadine, tulle, mull, etc. , will be made up in this manner

with lace or exquisitely fine embroidery, and ribbon will give

a dainty finishing touch .

We have pattern No. 8343 in eleven sizes for ladies from

twenty -eight to forty -two inches , bust measure. For a lady of

medium size, the dress, except the frills , calls for fifteen

ww
w

This charming dress is here pictured made up both in plain

and figured organdy , with lace edging for the epaulette frills

and appliqué lace, narrow edging and beading for garniture.

The waist is provided with a lining fitted by single bust darts

and the usual seamsand closed at the center of the front. The

full fronts and full back are separated by under-arm gores and

their fulness is drawn in gath

ers at the top and bottom and

at a short distance below the

top . A Bertha in square yoke

shape at the bottom joins the

low round neck and lies

smoothly on the waist; ithasa

seam on the right shoulderand

is closed on the left shoulder

with hooksand loops. Deep

gauntlet cuffs complete the

elbow puff - sleeves,which are

gathered at the top and bot.

tom and arranged over two

seam linings, and drooping
over the top of each sleeve

are double epaulette frills of

lace edging. The waist is en

circled by a ribbon belt that

is bowed stylishly with long

ends at the left side of the
front.

The straight, full skirt

is gathered all round at the 8352

top and falls in graceful,

T
O

8352

Side- Back View .

LADIES' COSTUME, CONSISTING OF A WAIST (CLOSED AT THE LEFT SIDE)

AND A SEVEN -GORED SKIRT SIDE - PLAITED AT

THE BACK . (COPYRIGHT.)

(For Description see Page 526.)

yards and three -eighths of goods twenty -two inches wide, or

eleven yards and five-eighths thirty inches wide, or nine yards

and three-fourths thirty - six inches wide, or eight yards and an

eighth forty-four inches wide. The wide frills need three yards

and a half of edging seven inches and a fourth wide, while the

narrow frills call for three yards and a half of edging five

inches and a fourth wide. Price of pattern , 1s. 8d. or 40 cents.

8352

Front View .

LADIES' TEA -GOWN. (TO BE MADE WITH A TRAIN OR IN ROUND

LENGTH .)

(For Illustrations see Page 537.)

No. 8333. – At figure No. 326 R in this number of THE De

LINEATOR this tea -gown is pictured in a charming combination

of large-figured black peau de soie , small-figured maize taffeta ,

cream satin and lace net, with a decoration of lace insertion and

edging and ribbon. The tea -gown is again represented at figure
A 90 on the Ladies' Plate for Summer, 1896 .

The gown is elaborate in effect and is here represented made

up in a charming combination of figured and plain silk and

white mousseline de soie and trimmed with lace insertion and

flute- like folds over a five-gored skirt that flares in the approved

way. The skirts may be used together or separately , as prefer-

red . At the bottom the full skirt measures about four yards

and a half and the gored skirt four vards in the medium sizes.

For evening wear the pure white or delicate tints of organdy,
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Less dressy but equally stylish gowns are made of crépon or
vailing .
We have pattern No. 8333 in thirteen sizes for ladies from

twenty -eight to forty - six inches, bust measure. To make the
tea -gown for a lady ofmedium size, will require three yerds and

a fourth of material twenty -two or thirty inches wide. or two
yards thirty -six inches wide, or a yard and five- eightns forty

milim

edging. It may be made with a train or in round length , as
preferred . For a foundation it has a close-fitting lining that
extends to basque depth at the back and to Princess length in

front, where the gown is closed invisibly to a desirable depth at
the center, the edges being joined below the closing. The full

fronts are joined in shoulder seams to a full back -yoke that is

gathered at the top and bottom , the fulness in the fronts being

drawn in gathers at the neck
and in shirrings under a

shaped belt at the waist- line,

the belt being covered with

insertion and closed at the left
side. Long, loose side-fronts,
that are lined with plain silk

and included in the arm 's -eye

and under-arm seams, open
all the way over the full fronts

and are folded back at the top

in broad, pointed revers. The
back is shaped to turn over

in smaller pointed revers and

reveal the yoke prettily. Un

der-arm and side -back gores

and a curving center seam

complete the close adjust
ment of the gown, the parts
being shaped to producedeep ,
stately flutes below the waist

line at the sides and back .

Large puff sleeves, that are

gathered at the top and bot 8337
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8337

Back View .

Ladies' COSTUME, CONSISTING OF A BASQUE (THAT MAY BE SHORT OR
DEEP IN THE SKIRT AND MADE WITH STANDING OR TURN - DOWN

MILITARY COLLAR ) AND A FOUR - PIECE SKIRT

GATHERED AT THE BACK . (COPYRIGHT.)

( For Description see Page 527.)

four inches wide, and five yards and three- fourths of different

goods twenty-two inches wide, or four yards and an eighth
thirty inches wide , or three yards and three-fourths thirty - six

inches wide, or three yards and a half forty -five inches wide,

and nineteen yards of a third fabric twenty -two inches wide,

or sixteen yards and a half thirty inches wide, or fourteen
yards thirty -six inches wide, or eleven yards and a fourth

forty -four inches wide. Price of pattern , 1s. 8d . or 40 cents .
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8337

Front View .

LADIES' EMPIRE DRESS. ( TO BE MADE WITH A HIGH OR

ROUND NECK . WITH FULL - LENGTH OR ELBOW PUFF
SLEEVES AND WITH A SLIGHT TRAIN OR

IN ROUND LENGTH .)

(For Illustrations see Page 538 .)

No. 8330. - Figured and brocaded silk are effectively com .
bined in this dress at figure No. 311 R in this magazine, with a
rich garniture of jewel-and-bead passementerie . At figure
A 91 on the Ladies' Plate for Summer, 1896 , the dress is again
represented .

The dress has the quaint air of the Empire styles and is here

shown in two different combinations, one of réséda camel' s-hair,

rose silk and écru lace net, and the other of figured challis, green

tom and arranged on fitted linings, are completed with ripple

ruffles of silk over deep frills of lace. The small back view

shows the tea -gown in round length .

Elaborate tea- gowns are made up in this way of brocaded
silk , with chiffon , plain silk or lace for the full fronts, and vel-
vet and bands of lace insertion add a dressy decorative touch .
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silk and white lace net. The short waist has low -necked full
fronts and a low -necked full back gathered at their upper and
lower edges and arranged on a high -necked lining fitted by single
bust darts and the usualseams; it is closed invisibly at the center
of the front. It may be made with a high or round neck , as
preferred , the lining being faced to have the effect of a round
yoke and the neck finished with a standing collar, when the high

dress for a lady of medium size, will need nine yards and an
eighth of dress goods forty inches wide, with a yard and seven
eighths of silk twenty inches wide, and one yard of lace net
twenty -seven inches wide. Of one material, it calls for seven
teen yards and an eighth twenty -two inches wide, or thirteen
yards and a fourth thirty inches wide, or ten yards and three
fourths thirty-six inches wide, or nine yards forty -four inches

wide. Price of pattern , 1s.
8d. or 40 cents.
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LADIES' CIRCULAR RIP

PLE CAPE , WITH ROUND
YOKE. ( TO BE MADE SINGLE
OR DOUBLE.)

(For Illustrations see Page 589.)
No. 8321. – At figure No.

310 R in this magazine this
cape is shown made of faille
silk and adorned with jet, lace
edging and ribbon. It is also
seen at figure A 87 on the La
dies' Plate for Summer, 1896 .

The cape is oneof the jaun
tiest of the new Spring wraps
and is here pictured madeup
in a seasonable combination
of black peau de soie and lace
net. To the round yoke of

8366
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8366
Front View .

LADIES' COSTUME , WITH Six - PIECE SRIRT HAVING A STRAIGHT BACK
BREADTH . ( TO BE MADE WITH OR WITHOUT THE FICHU

AND WITH FULL-LENGTH OR ELBOW DOUBLE
PUFF SLEEVES.) (COPYRIGHT.)

(For Description see Page 528.)
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neck is desired . A Bertha in two sections that flare in points
at the back and front and shape a long point on each shoul
der droops from the upper edge of the full portions. The
puff sleevesmay be made up in full length or in elbow length ,
as preferred . A novel completion for the puffs , which are
arranged on coat-shaped sleeves, is given by handkerchief
cuffs that are sewed to narrow bands joined to the lower
edges of the puffs, the cuffs spreading broadly and being
tacked lightly at the corners to the puffs . The waist is con
nected with the skirt by a belt that is lapped to the left side,
where the placket is made. The skirt is made with three
wide gores and is gathered at the top all round ; it is given
additional fulness by a graceful Watteau , which is lapped
in a double box- plait over the waist to the top of the full back ,
its edges below being joined separately to the back edges of
the back -gores. The dress may bemade with a slight train or
in round length . With the train it will measure five yards
and a half at the bottom in the medium sizes, while in round
length it will be a little over four yards and a fourth round .

Figured chiné taffeta will combine beautifully with velvet in
a dress of this style , and an edging of lace about the Bertha will
heighten its elaborate effect.
We have pattern No. 8330 in thirteen sizes for ladies from

twenty -eight to forty - six inches, bust measure. To make the

8366
Back View .

silk overlaid with lace net which forms the upper part of the
cape , two circular ripple capes shaped with center seams are
joined smoothly , their shaping causing them to roll in large, grace
ful flutes and stand out stylishly at the sides. The upper cape
is only a trifle shorter than the under one and either cape may
be omitted , if a single cape be desired . A frill of lace edging
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outlines the yoke. At the neck is a standing collar to the

upper edge of which is joined a circular turn -down section

that rolls and flares in a stylish way and is overlaid with a

frill of edging. The standing collar is closed at the throat

in line with the closing of the yoke, and about it is arranged

a wrinkled ribbon that is formed in four outstanding loops

at the front and in a large loop -bow at the back .

All stately silks, plain or bearing large chiné figures in subdued

this magazine, the materials being broadcloth , velvet and chiffon

and the decorations lace , ribbon and steel-bead embroidery .

This is a stylish cape for demi-season wear and is here pie

tured made of black satin , with mousseline de soie for the ruche

and passementerie and ribbon for garniture. The cape is of

jaunty depth and circular shape, with a center seam , and falls

in soft, rippling folds about the figure. The stole sailor-collar

lies smoothly on the cape and is included in the seam with the
standing collar, its long stole ends reaching to the bottom of the

cape in front. A doubled frill of mousseline de soie encircles the

standing collar and is decorated with ribbon bows.

• Cloth , velvet, silk or satin may be chosen for a wrap of this

kind, and the decoration may consist of jet bands or Vandykes

or of lace, ribbon and chiffon . An attractive cape may com

bine gray cloth , chiffon to match and royal-purple velvet , the vel

vet being used for the sailor collar, and the tissue for the ruche.

Wehave pattern No. 8365 in ten sizes for ladies from twenty

eight to forty- six inches, bust measure. To make the cape and

standing collar for a lady of medium size, requires two yards

and three -eighths of material twenty -two inches wide, or two

yards thirty inches wide, or a yard and seven -eighths thirty - six

inches wide, or a yard and five- eighths forty -four inches wide,

or one yard fifty -four inches wide. The stole sailor- collar

calls for seven -eighths of a yard twenty-two or more inches
wide, and the ruche needs å yard and three- fourths twenty

two inches wide, or a yard and a fourth thirty inches wide, or

SORII

8356

Front View .

LADIES' COSTUME, WITH RIPPLE PEPLUM SEWED ON AND A SEVIN

GORED SKIRT SIDE - PLAITED AT THE BACK. (IN

Louis XV. STYLE.). (COPYRIGHT.)

(For Description see Page 528 .)

tones, and fine cloth will be used for the cape, and a pleas

ing effect may be created by making the yoke and the

flaring section of the collar of velvet, corded silk or some

other contrasting fabric.
We have pattern No. 8321 in ten sizes for ladies from twen

ty -eight to forty- six inches, bust measure. To make the

double cape for a lady of medium size, calls for four yards

and an eighth of material twenty -two inches wide, or three

yards and three-eighths thirty inches wide, or two yards and

seven - eighths thirty -six inches wide, or two yards and three

eighths forty -four inches wide, or a yard and seven -eighths

fifty - four inches wide. The single cape requires two yards

and seven -eighths twenty -two inches wide, or two yards and

a half thirty inches wide, or two yards thirty- six inches wide,

or a yard and five -eighths forty -four inches wide, or a yard

and a fourth fifty- four inches wide. Price of pattern , 1s, or 25

cents.

S356

Buck l'ieu .

Price of pattern ,seven -eighthsof a yard forty - five inches wide.

1s. or 25 cents,

LADIES' CIRCULAR RIPPLE CAPE. (TO BE MADE WITH OR

WITHOUT THE STOLE SAILOR - COLLAR.)

(For Illustrations see Page 539.)

No. 8365 . — This cape is again shown at figure No. 330 R in

LADIES' JACKET.

For Illustrations see Page 540.)

No. 8363. – At figure No. 319 R in this magazine this jacket

is shown made of tan covert cloth and finished in tailor style
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LADIES' EMPIRE JACKET (ALSO CALLED THE New Box COAT),

WITH SQUARE YOKE. ( TO BE MADE WITH A FANCY

COLLARETTE OR WITH A MEDICI COLLAR.)

(For Illustrations see Page 540.)

No. 8346 . - Other views of this jacket are given at figures
Nos. 333 R and 334 R in this number of THE DELINEATOP..

This jacket is in Empire style and is also called the new

O

U

with machine-stitching. At figure A 86 on the Ladies' Plate

for Spring , 1896 , the jacket is again illustrated .
A symmetrical long-waisted effect is noticeable in the jacket,

which is here pictured made of tan cloth . The jacket is of fash

ionable length and is fitted at the back and sides by under-arm
and side-back gores and a curving center seam , the seamsbeing
well sprung below the waist- line to form the skirt in deep , out-
standing flutes at the back . The fronts are fitted by single bust
darts and are reversed at the top in lapels that are of the
same width as the ends of the rolling collar, with which
the lapels form points . The lapels are faced with the
material, which is continued to the bottom of the jacket

for underfacings, the underfacing on the right front

being finished for a fly . Curved openings to side pock
ets are finished with machine-stitching. The one-seam
leg - o '-mutton sleeves are very full at the top , where
they are laid in forward and backward turning plaits.

Pointed gauntlet cuffs inlaid with velvet and finished
with machine-stitching roll upward and flare from the

wrists . The rolling collar is also inlaid with velvet

and the edges of the jacket and collar are machine
stitched .

Covert and tailor cloth , fine diagonal, whipcord ,

etc., are favored materials for this jacket, and stitch
ing is the preferred finish . Straps of the material
stitched on , however, are also liked as a completion .
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8359

Back View .

LADIES ' COSTUME, WITH A RIPPLE PEPLUM SEWED ON AND A NINE

GORED SKIRT SIDE -PLAITED AT THE BACK . (COPYRIGHT.)

(For Description see Page 529.)

8359
Front View .

box coat. It is elaborate as here developed in violet silk and

darker velvet, with jet for decoration . The upper part of

the jacket is a deep , square yoke shaped by shoulder seams.
The wide seamless back is laid in a wide box-plait at each side

of the center and the loose fronts are laid in a similar plait at
each side of the closing , which is made invisibly at the center.

A dressy feature of the jacket is the fancy collarette, which is

composed of four sections and shapes tabs of different lengths
below the yoke at the front and back and is extended at the

top to form a high Medici collar. The fancy collarette may be

omitted in favor of a Medici collar having square or rounding

corners. When the fancy collarette is used the neck is com

pleted with a narrow neck -band , the fancy ' collarette being

removable. Full one-seam Paquin sleeves are gathered twice

at the top and three times at the bottom , the lower gatherings
being tacked to a stay. The sleeves are finished with deep ,

pointed, gauntlet cuffs that separate and flare at the back of
the arm .

Velvet, silk or silk combined with velvet will be selected to
make a jacket of this kind for elaborate wear, while cloth in
any of the delicate shades now fashionable will be chosen for

We have pattern No. 8363 in thirteen sizes for ladies from
twenty-eight to forty -six inches, bust measure. For a lady of
medium size, the jacket calls for seven yards and three-eighths

of material twenty -two inches wide, or five yards and three

fourths thirty inches wide , or four yards and five-eighths thirty

six inches wide, or three yards and three- fourths forty -four

inches wide, or three yards and an eighth fifty- four inches wide.
Price of pattern , 1s. 3d , or 30 cents.
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more general use . The deeoration willaccord with thematerial.
We have pattern No. 8346 in ten sizes for ladies from twenty-

eight to forty-six inches, bust measure. To make the jacket
with the collarette for a lady of medium size , needs seven yards
and an eighth of silk and two yards and a fourth of velvet
twenty inches wide. Of one fabric, it needs eight yards and
three-eighths twenty -two inches wide, or six yards and three
eighths thirty inches wide, or four yards and three-fourths
thirty -six inches wide, or four yards and a fourth forty -four
inches wide, or three yards and a half fifty -four inches wide.
The jacket with the Medici collar requires seven yards and
three-fourths of goods twenty -two inches wide, or six yards
thirty inches wide, or four yards and three-eighths thirty -six
inches wide, or three yards and seven - eighths forty - four in

W
W
W

back gores and a curving center seam , the parts being skilfully
shaped to produce deep , outstanding flutes at the back and
slight ripples over the hips. Openings to side pockets and a
left breast-pocket are covered with pocket-laps having square

corners. The two
seam leg - o ' -mutton
sleeves have great ful
ness above the elbow
collected in double box
plaits between down.
ward -turning plait s.
The edges of the jack
et, pocket- laps , collar
and lapels are finished
in tailor style with ma
chine-stitching.

Cloth , cheviot and
fancy light-weight
coatings in brown , tan
and serviceable shades
of gray may be sel
ected for this jacket,
and if a dressy finish
be desired , a velvet
collar and lapel facings
would be appropriate.
Machine - stitching in ,
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8343
Front View .

LADIES' EVENING DRESS, WITH A BERTHA-COLLAR AND A STRAIGHT,

FULL SKIRT OVER A FIVE -GORED SKIRT. (EITHER
SKIRT MAY BE OMITTED .) (COPYRIGHT.)

(For Description see Page 530.)
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ches wide, or three yards and an eighth fifty -four inches
wide. Price of pattern , 1s. 3d , or 30 cents.

8343
Back View .

LADIES' COVERT JACKET. (TO BE MADE WITH A SNIP
OR NOTCHED COLLAR.)

(For Illustrations see Page 541.)

No. 8324. - Another view of this jacketmay be obtained
by referring to figure No. 324 R in this number of THE DELIN -
EATOR, the materialbeing light-brown broadcloth and the finish
machine-stitching.

Tan covert cloth was here chosen for the jacket, which is
shaped to give the long , slender-waisted effect now so fashionable.
The loose fronts are reversed in small lapels by a rolling collar,
which may be in snip or notched style , as preferred . Below
the lapels the fronts are finished for a fly closing . The jacket
is closely fitted at the sides and back by under-arm and side

variably finishes the edges and sometimes the seams also.
We have pattern No. 8324 in thirteen sizes for ladies from

twenty -eight to forty - six inches, bust measure. For a lady of
medium size, the jacket requires six yards of goods twenty -two
inches wide, or four yards and five -eighths thirty inches wide,
or three yards and three-fourths thirty-six inches wide , or three
yards and a fourth forty-four inches wide, or two yards and
five-eighths fifty - four inches wide. Price of pattern , 18. 3d.
or 30 cents.
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ping
TA Jackets like this are made of broadcloth , covert

suiting and similar materials of fine quality and are
usually decorated in military style with braid . Straps

of the material would also form a good finish .

We have pattern No. 8318 in thirteen sizes for ladies
from twenty -eight to forty-six inches, bust measure .

To make the jacket for a lady of medium size, will re
quire six yards and a fourth of goods twenty-two inches

1

LADIES' JACKET. ( TO BE MADE WITH A

STANDING OR Essex COLLAR AND WITH

OR WITHOUT FLARING CUFFS.) KNOWN

AS THE MILITARY JACKET.

(For Illustrations see Page 541.)

No. 8318 . — This jacket forms part
of a stylish toilette shown at figure No.
328 R in this number of THE DELINEA

TOR , cheviotbeing the material chosen ,

with braid and buttons for trimming.
Army-blue serge was here selected

for the jacket, the military style of
which is heightened by the arrange

ment of soutache braid in the decora

tion . The close adjustment is accom

plished by single bust darts , under-arm

and side-back gores and a curving
center seam and the parts are skilfully

shaped to throw the skirtinto deep ,out

8333
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8333

Front View .

LADIES' TEA -GOWN. ( TO BE MADE WITH A TRAIN OR IN ROUND

LENGTH.) (COPYRIGHT.)

(For Description see Page 531.)
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wide, or four yardsand three-fourths thirty

inches wide, or three yards ard seven

eighths thirty -six inches wide, or three

yards and three-eighths forty - four inches

wide, ortwo yardsand seven -eighths fifty

four inches wide. Price of pattern , 1s. 3d .

or 30 cents.

8333

Side- Back View .

standing ripples at the back and sides and give an easy effect at
the front. The closing is made invisibly at the center of the

front from the throat to just below the waist, and the front edges

flare slightly below . The neck may be finished with a standing
or Essex collar, as preferred , both styles being illustrated . The
Essex collar is mounted upon a high standing collar and has

rounding lower corners. The one-seam leg -o '-mutton sleeves
are shirred twice at the top and may be completed with or

without flaring cavalier cuffs.

LADIES' DOUBLE -BREASTED JACKET,

WITH BOX FRONT.

(For Illustrations see Page 542 .)

No. 8319 . — Another view of this

jacket, showing it made of gray covert
cloth with a velvet inlaid collar, is given

at figure No. 317 R in this magazine.
The jacket is a captivating Spring style and is here shown

made of plain cloth and finished with machine-stitching. A

curving center seam and under-arm and side-back gores render

the jacket close-fitting at the back and sides, the shaping giving
it the fashionable long-waisted effect and producing pretty rip
ples in the skirt across the sides and deep outstanding flutes at

the back . The loose box fronts lap in regular double -breasted
style to the throat and are closed with large buttons and button

holes at the top and near the bottom and between with buttong
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eighths thirty -six inches wide, or three yards forty - four inches
wide, or two yards and a half fifty - four inches wide. Price of
pattern , 1s. 3d . or 30 cents.

and button -holes in a fly . Openings to side pockets are com -
pleted with square-cornered laps. The collar is in military
turn -down style closed at the throat. The two-seam leg -o '-
mutton sleeves are of fashionable size and are arranged in two
downward -turning plaits at each side of two double box -plaits.

The jacket will prove becoming to both slender and gener-
ously proportioned figures. Broadcloth and numerous other

LADIES' ETON JACKET. ( TO BE MADE WITH MEDIUM OR LARGE

COLLAR AND LAPELS.)

· (For Ilustrations see Page 542.)

No. 8340 . - Dark camel' s-hairand light silk are associated in this
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8330

Back View

LADIES ' EMPIRE DRESS. ( TO BE MADE WITH A HIGH OR
ROUND NECK, WITH FULL- LENGTH OR ELBOW PUFF

SLEEVES AND WITH A SLIGHT TRAIN OR IN

ROUND LENGTH .) . (COPYRIGHT.)

(For Description see Page 532.)

8330

Front Vieu .

jacket at figure No. 322 R in this number of THE DE
LINEATOR. The jacket is again represented at figure
A 89 on the Ladies' Plate for Summer, 1896 .
Dark -blue serge was here selected for the Eton jacket ,

a style which will have renewed popularity during the
coming season . The wide , seamless back is separated

by under-arm gores from the flaring fronts, which are
rendered shapely by single bust darts. The jacket is
straight across at the back and has sharply pointed
lower front corners, and its fronts may be reversed in

medium or very large pointed lapels by a rolling collar that will
be medium or large to correspond with the lapels. The ends of
the collar flare only slightly from the lapels , which extend in
points beyond the collar. The one-seam mutton -leg sleeves are
drawn by three rows of shirring at the top and droop and flare
above the elbow . Two rows of stitching finish all the edges of
the jacket.

Spring coatings are suitable for it, but in the matter of color

stoutwomen should be careful to select dark hues, while their

slender sisters may allow themselves greater freedom of choice.
We have pattern No. 8319 in thirteen sizes for ladies from

twenty -eight to forty -six inches, bust measure. For a lady of

medium size, the jacket calls for four yards and five- eiyhths of

material twenty-seven inches wide, or three yards and seven -
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Such a jacket may be worn with shirt -waists or fancy vests rolls over it in a stylish way and shapes deep points at the ends,

and may be of cloth , wool or mohair serge, velvet in dark which flare prettily. The gathered one-seam leg- o'-mutton

shades or fancy cheviot. The skirt worn will usually match it. sleeves flare above the elbow and fit closely below ; they are
completed by roll-up flaring

cuffs and are arranged over

coat-shaped linings.

The simplicity of thismode

commends it for all the stand

ard weaves of dressmaterials

and for many novelty goods ;

it is also appropriate for some

washable fabrics. The deco
ration will be in harmony

with the materia ).

8321 We have pattern No. 8362

in fifteen sizes for ladies from

twenty -eight to forty -eight

inches, bust measure. For a

lady of medium size, the

basque requires three yards

and a half of dress goods for

ty inches wide, with three

8321 fourths of a yard of satin

Back View . twenty inches wide. Of one

material, it requires six yards

and an eighth twenty -two in

ches wide, or four yards and five-eighths thirty inches wide, or

four yards thirty -six inches wide, or three yards and a fourth

forty -four inches wide, or two yards and three-fourths fifty inches

wide. Price of pattern , 1s. 3d , or 30 cents .

8321

Front View .

LADIES' CIRCULAR RIPPLE CAPE, with Round YOKE. (TO BE MADE
SINGLE OR DOUBLE.) (COPYRIGHT.) .

(For Description see Page 533.)

LADIES' DOUBLE - BREASTED BASQUE. (TO BE DEEP OR SHORT

IN THE SKIRT AND MADE WITH AN ESSEX OR STANDING

COLLAR AND WITH OR WITHOUT THE CUFFS.)

(For Illustrations see Page 543 .)

No. 8370 . – By referring to figure No. 323 R in this magazine,

this basque may be observed made of cloth and trimmed with
braid and buttons.

The basque is here pictured made of tan cheviot and brown

w
w
w

Wehave pattern No. 8340 in thirteen sizes for ladies from
twenty -eight to forty -six inches, bust measure. For a lady of

medium size, the jacket calls for five yards and five-eighths of

goods twenty -two

inches wide, or four

yardsand an eighth

thirty inches wide,

or three yards and
three-fourthsthirty

six inches wide, or

two yards and sev

en -eighths forty

four inches wide,

or two yards and
three-fourths fifty

four inches wide.

Price of pattern ,

1s. or 25 cents.

8365 8365

W
W
W

LADIES' BASQUE.

(For Illustrations see
Page 543.) 8365

No. 8362. - An Front Vieu .
other illustration of

this basque , show

ing it made of green mohair and light-green silk , is given at

figure No. 320 R in this number of THE DELINEATOR, black sou

tache braid and Persian ribbon supplying the decoration .

The basque is here shown made of armure mohair and plain ,
satin and decorated with ribbon and jet passementerie. It

is of uniform depth and is closely fitted by double bust darty,

under-arm and side-back gores and a curving center seam , the 8365
shaping of the parts below the waist producing soft ripples at Back View .
the sides and deep , rolling flutes that have the effect of under LADIES' CIRCULAR RIPPLE CAPE. (TO BE MADE WITH OR WITHOUT
folded plaits at the back . Fancifully shaped revers extend from THE STOLE SAILOR -COLLAR.) (COPYRIGHT.)
the shoulder seams to below the bust, giving a dressy appear

ance. The basque is closed nearly to the lower edge at the ( For Description see Page 534 .)

center of the front with buttons and button -holes. The standing

collar is encircled by a wrinkled ribbon bowed stylishly at the velvet. It may be short or deep in the skirt, as is considered

back , and a turn -down collar of satin edged with passementerie most becoming, and is fitted with great precision by double bust
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darts, under-arm and side-back gores and a center seam , the
parts being sprung to form slight ripples on the hips and deep,

or three yards and seven -eighths thirty- six inches wide, or three
yards and a fourth forty - four inches wide. Price of pattern ,

1s. 3d . or 30

cents.
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LADIES'

BASQUE,

WITH BLOUSE

VEST,

AND A RIPPLE

PEPLUM

SEWED ON .

(For Illustrations

see Page 544 .)

No. 8336.
Cloth and fig .
ured and plain

silk are associ

ated in this
basque at figure

8363 8363 No. 313R in
this number of

Hront l'ieu . Back View .
THE DELINEA

LADIES' JACKET. (COPYRIGHT.) :
TOR , and 'gilt

(For Description see Page 584 .) braid supplies
the decoraton.

outstanding flutes at the back . The fronts are closed in double. A different illustration of the basque is given at figure
breasted fashion with button -holes and buttonsfrom the shoulders A 85 on the Ladies ' Plate for Summer, 1896 .
to a little below the waist- line, and below the The salient features

closing they separate with a slight flare . The of the basque are here

one -seam leg - o ' -mutton sleeves, which are well brought out in a

arranged over coat-shaped linings, droop and combination of plain

flare stylishly above the elbow and fit closely green silk and figured

below ; they may be completed with or with fawn silk . The wide
out roll-up cuffs that are inlaid with velvet seamlessbackissmooth

and flare in gauntlet style . The neck may be at the top , but has ful

finished with a standing collar or with an ness below collected

Essex collar, as preferred , both styles being in backward -turning,

illustrated . The turn -down portion of the overlapping plaits that

Essex collar is inlaid with velvet and flares flare becomingly from

prettily over the standing portion , the ends the lower edge. It is
being rounding

and flaring pret. 8346 8346

tily .

Most of the

seasonable dress

goods may be

made in this

style , but it is
particularly de
sirable for light

weight suitings,
camel' s -hair ,

serge, cheviot,
mohair and

cloth . A basque

made like this

of dark - blue

broadcloth was

decorated with

white silk cord

ornaments that

cross the front

above the bust.

Appliqué orna

ments to match

were applied on

the Essex collar

and the cuffs.

We have pat.

tern No. 8370 8346 8346

in thirteen sizes Front fiev . Back Vie
for ladies from

LADIES' EMPIRE JACKET (ALSO CALLED THE NEW Box Coat), with SQUARE YORE. (TO BE MADE WITH A FANCY
twenty -eight to COLLARETTE OR WITH A MEDICI COLLAR. ) (COPYRIGIIT.)

forty - six inches,

bust measure.
(For Description see Page535.)

For a lady of
medium size, the basque will require six yards of goods twen - mounted on a lining that is closed in front and smoothly adjusted

ty -two inches wide, or four yards and a half thirty inches wide, by double bust darts and the usual seams. The front intro
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duces a long blouse-vest that is gathered at the top and bottom twenty -eight to forty -six inches,
and droops in French fashion between side- fronts that bave ful bust measure. For a lady of me

ness below the bust collected near their front edges in forward . dium size, the basque needs three
turning, overlapping plaits that flare from the lower edges. yards and a fourth of plain with

Under-arm gores give a smooth effect at the sides, and broad fouryardsand three-eighthsof spot

pointed revers that reach to below the bust are sewed along the ted silk each twenty inches wide.

front edges of the side- fronts and stand out stylishly over the Of one material, it requires six yards
large putf sleeves. The puffs reach to the elbows on coat- and three- eighths twenty-two inches

shaped sleeves and are gathered at the top and bottom , a band wide, or tive yards and an eighth
of ribbon ericircling
them at the bottom .

8324

A ripple ruffle is

joined to the upper
edge of the high
standing collar and

its ends flare at the

throat, where the

collar is closed in

line with the closing
of the basque. A
circular ripple pep

lum lengthens the

basque back of the

blouse- vest ; it
stands out in deep

flutes at the sides
and is laid in two
backward -turn

ing plaits at each
side of its center

seam , the plaits

flaring with jabot 8324 8324
effect. Front View . Back View

In this basque a · LADIES' COVERT JACKET. (TO BE MADE WITH A SNIP OR NOTCHED COLLAR. (COPYRIGHT.)
combination is nec

essary to display its
(For Description see Page 536 .)

most attractive fea
tures. Velvet may be associated with either silken or woollen fab - thirty inches wide, or four yards and a fourth thirty -six inches

rics, and batiste embroidery or silk mull will be dainty with lawn wide, or three yards and a fourth forty -four inches wide. Price

of pattern , 1s. 3d . or 30 cents.
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LADIES' BASQUE, WITH REMOVABLE CHEMISETTE .

(For Illustrations see Page 544 .)

No. 8371. - This basque formspart of the stylish toilette made

of brown cheviot and finished with machine-stitching shown at
figure No. 327 R in this number of THE DELINEATOR. At figure

A 88 on the Ladies' Plate for Summer, 1896 , the basque is

again illustrated .
8318 8318

Dark -blue mohair was here chosen for the basque, which is
of the new shap

ing that gives the

effect of a long,
slender waist .

The basque is
fitted by double
bust darts, un

der-arm and

side-back gores
and a curving

center seam , and

the shaping of
its parts pro

duces ripples
over the hips
and deep , out

standing flutes

at the back .

The fronts are

closed at the

8318 center with but

8318 tons and but

ton -holes, are

Front View . Back Pierc . rounded at their

lower front cor
LADIES' JACKET. (TO BE MADE WITH A STANDING OR Essex COLLAR AND WITH OR WITHOUT FLARING CUFFS.)

ners and are re
KNOWN AS THE MILITARY JACKET. (COPYRIGHT.)

versed in small
(For Description see Page 537.) la pels that form

notches with a
or batiste over silk , zephyr gingham or some similar material. rolling coat-collar. In the opening appears a removable chemi
We have pattern No. 8336 in thirteen sizes for ladies from sette that has a shallow cape-back and a high standing collar

S
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and closes in front with buttons and button-holes. The sleeves that is fitted by double bust darts, is smooth at the top and

are in one-seam leg-o' -mutton style, with coat-shaped linings; sides but has fulness below the bust drawn well to the center

they are gathered at the top and stand by gathers at the bottom , the

out fashionably above the elbow . A front drooping in French -blouse

single row of machine-stitching finishes fashion at the center. A novel

the edges of the basque. effect is produced by narrow

Thisbasque will make up prettily in bolero fronts that are connected

cheviot, plain or figured mohair, cré by a strap extension across the

pon , serge, whipcord , faced cloth and bust. The basque-waist may

wool novelty goods, and machine be made with a bias whole back

stitching will provide a neat and ap or with a conventional basque

proved finish . back, both styles being illustrat.

We have pattern No. 8371 in fifteen ed. Large gathered puffs reach

sizes for ladies from twenty-eight to to the elbow on the coat sleeves.

A fancy ribbon belt encircles the

waist and a wide ribbon is wrin .

kled about the standing collar.

This is a pretty mode for silk ,

crépon, challis and novelty goods

combined with velvet.

We have pattern No. 8354 in

thirteen sizes for ladies from

wenty -right to forty-six inches,

bust measure.

8319

For a lady of

medium size, the basque -waist

Back View . needs two yards and a half of cré

LADIES' DOUBLE - BREASTED JACKET, WITH
pon forty inches wide, with three

Box FRONT. (COPYRIGHT. ) eighths of a yard of velvet twenty

inches wide. Of one material , it
( For Description see Page 537.)

requires five yardsand an eighth

twenty-two inches wide , or four

forty-eight yards and an eighth thirty inches wide, or threeyards and a halt

inches, bust thirty-six inches wide , or two yards and seven -eighths forty

measure. To fourinches wide. Price of pattern, 1s. 3d. or 30 cents.

8319
make the

basque of

Front View .
one material

LADIES' BASQUE -WAIST, WITH RIPPLE PEPLUM SEWED

for a lady of

medium size,
ON. (TO BE MADE WITH A WHOLE BACK OR A

CONVENTIONAL BASQUE- BACK .)
calls for six yards twenty -two inches wide, or four yards and

(For Illustrations see Page 345.)

a fourth thirty inches wide , or three yards and three- fourths

thirty- six inches wide, or three yards forty -four inches wide. No. 8355. - Other views of this basque-waist may be obtained

Price of pattern ,
by referring to

1s . 3d . or 30 cents. figures Ñ os .

310 Rand 332 R

in this number

LADIES' BASQUE
of THE DELIN

EATOR. At fig
WAIST, CLOSED

ure A 82 on the

AT THE LEFT Ladies ' Plate

SIDE. (To for Summer

MADE WITH A BIAS 1896, the gar

WHOLE BACK OR ment is illus

CONVENTIONAL 8340
trated differ

BASQUE BACK, AND ently developed.

WITH A High OR

SQUARE NECK AND

FULL- LENGTH

OR ELBOW PUFF

SLEEVES.)

( For Ilustrations see

Page 545.)

No. 83 54.—A

handsome combin. 8340

ation of Persian Front View .

silk and plain cloth
LADIES' ETON JACKET. (TO BE MADE WITH MEDIUM

is shown in this
OR LARGE COLLAR AND LAPELS .) (COPYRIGHT. )

basque -waist at fig .
(For Description see Page 538.)

ure No. 325 R in

this magazine, and

ribbon and jet supply the garniture. The waist is again shown

at figure A 83 on the Ladies' Plate for Summer, 1896 .

The basque-waist is here illustrated in a combination of light

brown crépon and green velvet. Made with a low , square

neck and elbow sleeves, it is a charming evening waist, while

with a high neck and long sleeves it is handsome for any occa 8340

sion not calling for full dress . The basque -waist is closed Back View .

along the left shoulder and under -arm seams and is made over

a smoothly adjusted lining that is fitted by double bust darts

and the usual seams and closed at the center of the front. A handsome effect is here produced in the basque-waist , te

The full front, which is arranged on a whole frout of lining materials being réséda suiting and darker ribbon and velvei

W
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The basque-waist may be made with a smooth French back or with one yard of velvet twenty inches wide, and two yards

with a conventional basque back , as illustrated . It is arranged and three-eighths of ribbon four inches and three-fourths wide.

over a lining fitted by Of onematerial, it needs six yards and five
double bust darts and eighths twenty -two inches wide, or four yards
the usual seams and and three-fourths thirty inches wide, or four

the closing is made in . yards and an eighth thirty -six inches wide ,

visibly down the cen . or three yards and three -eighths forty -four
ter of the front. Each inches wide. Price of pattern , 1s. 3d. or 30
front consists of three cents.

sections, the middle

section being of velvet LADIES' SPENCER WAIST, WITH FITTED
and sewed underneath

LINING ( THAT MAY BE OMITTED ).
to the other sections ;

the overlapping edges (For Illustrations see Page 546.)

of the sections are fol No. 8338. - This waist is shown made of

lowed by a row of jet
passementerie and be

coming fulness col
lected in gathers at the

top and bottom of the

front is drawn well to

the center, leaving the
sides smooth . The

basque-waist extends

to the waist -line, but is 8362
lengthened by a circu

lar ripple peplum made Front View .

with a center seam and LADIES' BASQUE. (COPYRIGHT.)
ending at each side of
the fulness in the front. (For Description see Page 539 .)

A gilt beltwith a fancy

buckle conceals the joining of the peplum . At the neck is a

standing collar on which is mounted a circular turned -over por

tion of velvet ; a wrinkled ribbon covers the standing collar and

is stylishly bowed at the back . The one-seam leg- o ' -mutton

sleeves are madeover coat-shaped linings ; they fit closely on the
forearm , but have much fulness collected in gathers at the top ,

and they droop and flare with the effect of large puffs above the
8362

elbow . Gauntlet cuffs of velvet bordered at the top and ends

with passementerie flare stylishly from the wrists. A novel effect Back View .
is produced by epaulettes of ribbon that are arranged in plaits
over the shoulders and fall in two long loops over each sleeve. green silk at figure No. 321 R in this number of THE DELINEATOR .

Mohair , brilliantine, crépon , serge and light-weight novelty A pretty cotton crépon was here used for the waist , which
goods in combin maybemade with or with
ation with velvet out a lining that is fitted by

are stylish for double bust darts and the
developing this usual seams. The fronts
basque-waist. and back of the waist are
We have pat joined in shoulder and un

tern No. 8355 in der -arm seams and are
thirteen sizes

smooth at the top but have
for ladies from fulness below drawn well
twenty -eight to to the center by two row's
forty -six inches, of shirring under an ap

8370 plied belt. The closing is

made at the center of the

front with buttons and

buton -holes and the neck

is completed with a mod
erately high standing col

lar. The one-seam leg

o '-mutton sleeves have
coat- shaped linings and

show moderate fulness

collected in two rows of
shirring at the top.

All substantialmaterials
8370 will be made up in this
Back View way for morning wear,

and a pretty afternoonLADIFS' DOUBLE- BREASTED BASQUE. (TO BE DEEP OR
bodice may be producedSHORT IN THE SKIRT AND MADE WITH AN ESSEX

OR STANDING COLLAR AND WITH OR WITH by wearing a fancy collar

OUT THE CUFFS.) (COPYRIGHT.) with a waist fashioned in

this manner from lawn,(For Description see Page 539.)
batiste, Madras, etc. A
waist made after this

8370
fashion of black or changeable silk can , by the use of elaborate

or simple garnitures, be made to serve for day receptions or
Front View . for afternoon wear at home.

We have pattern No. 8338 in thirteen sizes for ladies from
bust measure. For a lady of medium size, the garment calls twenty-eight to forty-six inches, bust measure. For a lady of
for three yards and an eighth of dress goods forty inches wide, medium size, the waist requires five yards and an eighth of
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goods twenty -two inches wide , or three yards and three-fourths

thirty inches wide, or three yards thirty -six inches wide, or two

We have pattern No. 8347 in thirteen, sizes for ladies from

twenty -eight to forty-six inches, bust measure. For a lady of

medium size, the shirt-waist calls for six yards and fire - eighths
of material twenty -two inches wide, or five yards and a half
twenty -seven inches wide, or four yards and a half thirty - six
inches wide. Price of pattern , 1s. or 25 cents.

8336

Front View .

LADIES' BASQUE. WITH BLOUSE VEST, AND A RIPPLE
PEPLUM SEWED ON. (COPYRIGHT.)

(For Description see Page 540 .)

LADIES' LARGE COLLARS.

(For Illustrations see Page 547.)

No. 8367. -- The pretty styles of large collars here illustrated

are made of batiste , and decorated at their outer edges

with a row of batiste insertion. They are a stylish feature of

many of the
Spring gowns

and will also be
useful in fresh

ening up anů
giving a new air
to waists or

gowns that are

not quite up -to

date . They lie
smoothly on the

waist and ex
tend in long,

tapering revers

at the front. One

of the collars is
shaped like a

triple - pointed
sailor-collar at

the back , is

curved across
the shoulders

8336 and is pointed

Back View .
at the front of

each sleeve.
Another style

falls deep and square at the back in sailor-collar fashion :

it curves preilily across the shoulders and is notched in froni

of the shoulders, giving the effect of lony , notcbed lapels. I like

yards and three -fourths forty-four inches wide.

Price of pattern , 10d , or 20 cents.
N
O

987

LADIES' SHIRT-WAIST, WITH BACK YOKE

FACING AND LARGE SAILOR - COLLAR .
(For Illustrations see Page 546.)

No. 8347 . — Persian silk gingham is repre

sented in this shirt-waist at figure No. 331 R in this magazine,

and lace insertion and edging provide the garniture.

The shirt-waist is here pictured developed in white lawn

and trimmed with embroidered edging .
The fronts have becoming fulness col

lected in gathers at the neck , and the
closing is made with studs through a box

plait formed at the front edge of the right

front. On the seamless back , which is
smooth at thetop, is applied a square yoke

facing, and the fulness at the waist-line is
drawn closely to the center by tapes inser

ted in a short casing and tied over the

fronts to hold the fulness closely about
the waist. Around the waist is a belt

that has pointed ends and is closed in

front. Thebishop shirt

sleeves are gathered at
the top and bottom and

finished with narrow

wristbands over which

roll deepcuffsthathave
square ends flaring at

the back of the arm ;
they are made with

openings finished with

overlapy and under

laps in shirt -sleeve

style and the wrist
bands are closed with

link buttons. At the

neck is a large sailor
collar that is broad and

square at the back and

has broad ends flaring
widely at the throat.

Appropriate mate

rials for making these
8371

shirt-waists are che
viot, batiste, grass Front View .

linen , percale , zephyr

gingham , dimity and figured , dotted or striped lawn ; more

dressy shirt-waists may be made of Japanese or India silk .

8
7
9/

8371

Back View

LADIES' BASQUE, WITH REMOVABLE CHEMISETTE.

(COPYRIGHT.)

(For Description see Page 541.)
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other collar is fashioned to fall deep and round

at the back and across the shoulders. The dress

is displayed with vest effect between the front

edges of the collars.

These collars may be attractively fashioned
from velvet, all-over embroidered batiste, grass
linen , organdy , dotted Swiss, lawn, etc., and
gimp, ribbon , fine lace edging or embroidered

insertion will provide appropriate trimming.

We have pattern No. 8367 in three sizes, small, medium and
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large. In the medium size, any one of the collars calls forfrill: Yellow lace on sheer pure-white textures is just now

seven - eighths of a yard of material twenty-two or more inche's rather a fad , and the result of their union is decidedly pleasing.

wide. Price

of pattern ,

5d. of 10

cents.

LADIES'

FICHU.

8354
(For Illustra

tions Bee Page

547 . )

No. 1087 . 8354
- This hand

some fichu

is pictured

in a de of

French nain

sook and em

broidered

edging and

trimmed

with inser

tion and will

give a pictur

esque touch

to the plain

est gown. It

is quite fanci
ful in shape,

being short

est at the 8354
center of the

Front Viep,
back , deep

eping into

two long epaulette- like tabs on each sleeve, and crossing below

the bust in surplice fashion. The ends are each narrowed by a

forward -turning plait and caught to the sides of the waist. The

edging is arranged in a full frill about the outer edges of the

fichu and the insertion follows these edges and also the neck

8354

Back View .

LADIES' BASQUE -WAIST, CLOSED AT THE LEFT SIDE.

( TO BE MADE WITH A BIAS WHOLE BACK OR A CON

VENTIONAL BASQUE BACK AND WITH A HIGH OR

SQUARE NECK AND FULL -LENGTH OR ELBOW PUFF

SLEEVES.) (COPYRIGHT.)

(For Description see Page 542.)

We have pattern No. 1087 in three sizes, small, medium and

large. In the medium size, the tichu , except the frill, will re

quire seven -eighths of a yard of material twenty -two, twenty

seven or more inches wide, while the frill will need six yards

and five-eighths of edging four inches and a half wide. Price
of pattern , 5d . or 10 cents.

V

A

LR

8355

LADIES' BLOUSE VEST-FRONT. (TO

BE MADE WITH OR WITHOUT

THE JABOT.)

(For Illustrations see Page 548 .)

No. 1082. - Écru lace edging and

red silk are combined in this pretty

8355
blouse vest - front, which is to be ad .

justed on plain

vests or bodices

that are worn

with open coats

or jackets. The

blouse vest is

gathered at the
upper and lower

edges and ar

ranged on a

smooth lining

below which it

droops at the

center in loose
blouse style.

The softly fall

ing double ja

bot of lace is

in one section ;

it is gathered

through the cen

ter and also at
8355 the inner edge

and sewed over

the center of
Back View .

the vest and for

some distance

along the joining of the standing collar to the neck , the effect at

the neck being broad. A ribbon stock finished at the back

W
A

W
W
W

Front View .

LADIES' BASQUE -WAIST, WITH RIPPLE PEPLUM SEWED

ON. ( TO BE MADE WITH A WHOLE BACK OR A CON

VENTIONAL BASQUE BACK .) (COPYRIGHT.)

(For Description see Page 542.)

5
2
3
9
3
3
2

edge and is continued from the tabs to the neck

on the shoulders.

This stylish accessory will be made of grass

linen , or of sheer white lawn, mull or plain or

embroidered mousselline de soie , and lace or em

broidery in bands of insertion or edging will

be used for decoration. One exquisite fichu

was of grass linen with a frill of white embroidered chiffon ;

another was of wuite mull, with butter- colored lace for the
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with a bow is arranged about the collar, and the upper edge require half a yard of goods twenty inches wide, while the fri!!
of the collar is trimmed with a flaring frill of narrow lace. will need four yards and three-fourths of edging seven inches

Lace or chiffon will be combined with grass

linen , lawn or fancy silk in this attractive access Price of pattern ,
ory. A dainty front could be of batiste, with 5d. or 10 cents.
the jabot of batiste embroidered edging .

We have pattern No. 1082 in three sizes,
small,medium and large. In the medium size, LADIES' TURN

the full front and collar need a yard and an DOWN COLLARS
eighth of goods twenty -two inches wide, or

AND TURN -UP
tive- eighths of a yard twenty-seven or more
inches wide, while the jabot requires two yards CUFFS. (FOR WEAR

and seven -eighths of edging five inches and WITH SHIRTS,
SHIRT-WAISTS, ETC. )

(For Ilustrations ste
Page 548 . )

No. 1091. - Two
fashionable styles of
collars and cuffs are
here shownmade of

wbite lipen and fin

ished with machine

stitching . One col

Jar has separated
square ends and

8338 rolls over a high

neck -band that is
Back View . closed in frontwith

LADIES' SPENCER WAIST, WITH FITTED LINING a stud , the ends of

( THAT MAY BE OMITTED ). (COPYRIGHT.) the band flaring
very slightly above

(For Description see Page 543.)
the closing. The
cuff accompanying

this collar also has square ends that separate all the way at the

back of the arm , showing the ends of the deep band on which it
is mounted closed with a stud through small extensions and

8338 with link buttons.

The other collar is also mounted on a high band and its ends
Front View . flare in deep points far below the band, which is closed with a

stud, the ends separating slightly above. Its accompanying

three-fourths wide, or seven -eighths of a yard of goods twenty - cuff rolls over a deep band that is closed with a stud and link

tuo inches wide, or half a yard thirty -six or forty -four inches buttons at the back of the arm ; the ends of the cuff flare and
wide. Price of pat extend high above

tern , 5d . or 10 cents. the band in deep
points, the upper

edge being prettily
curved.

LADIES' COLLAR
Percale and cam

ETTE. bric in pretty

(For Ilustrations see striped and figured
Page 548.) designs are used for

No. 1083. - This these accessories ,

pretty collarette will as is also linen .

give a plain waist a Stitching is the in .

most elaborate and 83449

graceful effect. The

tour points are of silk
overlaid with lace

points of similar size
and are joined to a

standing collar of silk .
A full frill of wide
eiging droops with HULLUVU
graceful effect from
the edges of the points
and from the collar 8347
between the points.
The collarette may be Front View .

arranged so that a
LADIES' SHIRT -WAIST. WITH BACK YOKE -FACING AND

LARGE SAILOR - COLLAR. (COPYRIGHT.)
point will fall at the

( enter of the back and (For Description see Page 544.)

front and over each

shoulder or so that a point will come at each side of the front variable fin .
and back , both effects being illustrated . A ribbon is folded ish .
about the collar and formed in a bow at the back . We have

Points of lace of any heavy variety will be united with lace pattern No.

edging or white or tinted chiffon edging in this collarette , and 10 91 in 8347
the points may be laid over silk or left unlired to show the twelve collar

Back View .
bodicematerialunderneath . The stocks for the neck are of Dres- sizes from
den or Persian ribbon or double-faced satin with a corded edge. eleven inches

Wehave pattern No. 1083 in three sizes, small, medium and and a half to seventeen inches, and in five cuff sizes from
large. In the medium size, the standing collar and points will eight to ten inches. To make either style of collar and a pair
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of either style of cuffs for a lady wearing a thirteen and a half inch

collar, and an eight and a half inch cuff, will need five-eighths
of a yard of goods thirty -six inches wide. Price

of pattern , 5d . or 10 cents.

are made with the stock and one end in one piece, the other end

being tacked to the end of the stock only at the upper and lower
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LADIES' STOCK - TIES, WITH STRING AND FLOW

ING ENDS. (TO WEAR OVER NECK - BANDS.)

(For Illustrations see Page 549.)

No. 1090 . - The two styles of stock -ties here

shown are stylishly worn with shirt-waists or other

waists that are finished with

neck -bands. The stock with 8367
string ends is made of black

satin and is relieved from

sombreness by a cording of

white satin at the upper

edge ; it is deepest at the

center of the frontand curves

gracefully to the back , where
8367

its endsmeet. A loop of round

elastic is sewed to one end of
2700000ponow000

the stock and a button -hole
is worked at the center of

8367
the front for attachment to

buttons on the waist to pre

vent the stock from slipping

out of place. One string end

is sewed firmly across one

end of the stock , while the
8367other string end is firmly

tacked only at the top and

bottom , thus forming a loup through which the op Ooooooo
posite tie string is passed . When the string ends

are drawn round the stock one is slipped through

an elastic loop on the front above the button -hole 8367
and the ends are stylishly bowed as illustrated . Back Views.

The stock with flowing ends is made of light fig .

ured silk and has a cording of white satin at its

upper edge. In detail it is like the stock above edges, thus leaving an opening. The
described , the difference being only in the style of 8367 stocks are curved at their upper and
the ends, which are wide and tied in a large bow . lower edges to fit the neck closely and

Plain black silk or satin or light figured silk may Front Views a small triangular gusset is inserted at
be selected for stock ties of this kind . LADIES' LARGE COLLARS. (COPY the center of the front to give the de
We have pattern No. 1090 in three sizes, small, RIGHT.) sirable spring at the lower edge. A

medium and large. In the medium size, either (For Description see Page 544.) button -hole for attaching each to the

style of stock -tie needs three-fourths of a yard neck -band is made in the gusset. One
of material twenty inches wide. Price of pattern , 5d. or 10 of the stocks is deeper than the other, and its ends, which are nar
cents. row where they encircle the stock but very wide where they bow ,

are brought round to the front, the tie-string that is continuous

LADIES' STOCK TIES. (FOR WEAR OVER NECK - BANDS AND TO BE with the stock being passed through the opening formed between

the tackings of the other end to the stock , and are formed in an
ARRANGED IN ASCOT OR FOUR - IN -HAND STYLE.)

Ascot puff ; a fancy scarf-pin is used to secure the puff. The
(For Illuetrations see Page 549.) other stock is shallower, and its ends, which are also narrower,

No. 1093. — These stocks are to be worn with shirts, shirt are arranged about the stock like those of the one just des

cribed and are tied in a four-in -hand knot.
Black satin is popular for these stocks and so are silk , lawn

and linen either plain or bearing small figures. The Ascot puff

is, of course, always secured by a scarf-pin inserted just above

the juncture of the two folds.

We have pattern No. 1093 in three sizes, small , medium

and large. In the medium size, either style of stock - tie will

require a yard and a fourth of goods twenty inches or more

wide. Price of pattern 5d. or 10 cents .

R
O

108

LADIES' SEVEN - GORED

SKIRT, SIDE - PLAITED

AT THE BACK AND

HAVING UNDERFOLDED

PLAITS FORMING DEEP

FLUTES AT THE SIDE

SEAMS BELOW THE

HIPS. (KNOWN AS THE CON

1087 SUELO SKIRT.)

Back Vier . (For Illustrations see Page 550.)

No. 8320 . - Fancy suiting

is represented in this skirt at figure No. 330 R in this magazine.

The skirt has novelty and grace to commend it. It is here

Front View .

LADIES' FICHU. (COPYRIGHT.)

(For Description see Page 545 .)

waists and chemisettes that are finished with neck -bands instead

of collars. Both styles are shown developed in white piqué and
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pictured made of swallow -blue lustrousmohair. It is known as of gathers or in two upturning plaits at each side of a box-plait .

the Consuelo skirt and includes seven gores. Extra widths al. The sleeve may be inserted in any jacket and may be of velvet

lowed below the hips at the or silk if used in remodelling .

side edges of all the gores are We have pattern No. 8345 in
laid in forward -turning plaits eight sizes for ladies from nine
underneath , producing deep to sixteen inches, arm measure ,

rolling folds that are held well measuring thearm about an inch

in position by a strap tacked below the bottom of the arm 's

across the tops of the plaits. At eye. To make a pair of sleeves

the front the skirt shows the for a lady whose arm measures

fashionable broad flare, and at eleven inches as described , will

the back the fulness is arranged call for three yards and three

at the top in four backward eighths of goods twenty -two

turning plaits. The skirtmeas inches wide, or two yards and
ures about six yards round at five-eighths thirty inches wide,

the bottom in the medium sizes. or two yards thirty -six inches

The placket is finished above wide, or a yard and seven

the center seam and the skirt is eighths forty -four inches wide,

completed with a belt . or a yard and three -fourths fifty

The tendency toward the four incheswide. Price of pat

adoption of classically straight . tern , 5d . or 10 cents .

lines is noticeable in the newest

skirts, and the fulness is dis 1082 1082

posed with charming grace.

Silk , cloth , challis , mohair and
LADIES' BLOUSE VEST-FRONT. ( TO BE MADE WITH OR WITHOUT LADIES' TWO-SEAM SMALL

THE JABOT.) (COPYRIGHT.) LEG - O -MUTTON DRESS
most of the seasonable dress

goodsmay bemade in this man For Description see Page 545.) SLEEVE, WITH FITTED LINING .

ner with an effect calculated to (For Illustrations see Page 551.)

please the most refined taste. No. 8325 . — There is a slight

. Wehave pattern No. 8320 in nine sizes for ladies from twenty demand for smaller sleeves, and the leg - o '-mutton sleeve here

to thirty -six inches, waist measure. For a lady of medium size , illustrated made of light-weight cloth is much fancied . The
the skirt requires ten yards and five-eighths of goods twenty- sleeve is shaped with an inside and outside seam and has a coat

two inches wide, or eight yards and a fourth thirty inches wide, shaped lining. It fits smoothly below the elbow and themod

or eight yards thirty -six inches wide, or seven yards forty -four

inches wide , or six yards fifty inches wide. Price of pattern ,

18. 3d. or 30 cents.

C
h
i
n
g

LADIES” ONE -SEAM SMALL LEG - O -MUTTON SLEEVE. (To

BE GATHERED OR PLAITED AT THE TOP.) FOR

OUTSIDE GARMENTS.

(For Illustrations see Page 550 .)

No. 8345. - This stylish sleeve is issued to meet a demand in

some quarters for smaller

sleevesand is shown made

of light-weight coating.
It is in one-seam ieg- o '

1091

LADIES' TORN -DOWN COLLARS AND TURN -UP CUFFS. (FOR WEAR

WITH SHIRTS, SHIRT-WAISTS, ETC.) (COPYRIGHT.)

(For Description see Page 546 .)

1083

erate fulness above the elbow is collected in gathers at the top

and flares fashionably from the arm .

The sleeve may be made of any dress material in vogue and

trimming may be arranged below the elbow .

We have pattern No. 8325 in eight sizes for ladies from nine

to sixteen inches, arm measure, meas

uring the arm about an inch below the

bottom of the arm 's -eye. For a lady

whose arm measures eleven inches as
described , a pair of sleeves requires

two yards and three-eighths ofmaterial
twenty -two inches wide, or a yard and
a half either thirty or thirty -six inches

wide, or a yard and a fourth forty-four
inches wide, or a yard and an eighth

fifty inches wide. Price of pattern ,

5d. or 10 cents.

1083

P
u
b

LADIES' SKIRT, CIRCULAR AT THE

1083 FRONT AND SIDES AND IN SIX

GORES AT THE BACK FORMING
Back Views

A FAN . (IN CONSUELO STYLE .)

LADIES' COLLARETTE . (COPYRIGHT.) (For Illustrations see Page 551.)

(For Description see Page 546 .) No. 8344. - By referring to figure

1083 No. 327 R in this magazine, another

illustration of this stylish skirt may be
Front Views. mutton style and fits with obtained . At figure A 85 on the Ladies' Plate for Summer,

comfortable closeness on the 1896 , it is again represented .

forearm , while above the elbow it has moderate fulness that This novel and graceful skirt is here shown made of mohair.

flares gracefully and may be collected at the top in a double row It has six gores at the back and is circular at the front and
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sides, the front expanding with the fashionable broad flare at position . The skirt measures about six yards and a half round

the foot and the sides breaking into deep ripples below the hips at the foot in themedium sizes. The placket is tinished above the

after the man. center seam and

ner of the Con the skirt is coin

suelo skirt. The pleted by a belt .

gores are shaped Lustrous taf.

to be very nar feta or faille in

row at the top , Persian or Dres

where they are den coloring

sewed with will be chosen

slight fulness to 1090 for the skirt, as
the belt and are well as the bril
wide at the bot liant chamélon

tom , the expan poult de sore

sion being grad when the skirt

ual and produc is to do duty for

ing a fan effect social functions.

at each side of Many of the thin

the center seam . Summer fabrics

The skirt meas. will also be

ures about eight 1090 1090 made up in this

yards round at 1090 manner. The

the bottom in LADIES' STOCK -TIES, WITH STRING AND FLOWING ENDS. (TO WEAR Over Neck -BANDS.) skirt is in itself

the medium (COPYRIGHT.) ornamental

sizes. Rings,that
(For Description see Page 547 .)

enough to obvi.

may be bought ate the necessity

expressly for the for trimming .

purpose, are sewed on the inside of the skirt a short distance We have pattern No. 8360 in nine sizes for ladies from twenty
from the top and an elastic is passed through them and tacked to thirty -six inches, waist measure . For a lady of medium

to hold the fulness gracefully in position . The placket is finished size, the skirt needs twelve yards and five- eighths of material
above the seam 'nearest the cnter at the left side, and the top twenty -two inches wide, or ten yards and a half thirty inches

of the skirt is completed with a belt. wide , or eight yards and three- eighths thirty -six inches wide, or

Light-weight woollens, such as cheviot, serge, etc . , may be six yards and five-eighths forty -four inches wide , or six yards and

fashioned in this manner, and so may many novelty goods. a fourth fifty

We have pattern No. 8344 in nine sizes for ladies from twenty inches wide.

to thirty-six inches, waist measure. For a lady of medium size, Price of pat.

the skirt calls for thirteen yards and an eighth of goods twenty tern , 1s. 6d . or

two inches wide, or eleven yards and an eighth thirty inches 35 cents.

wide, or nine yards and three-eighths thirty - six inches wide, or

six yards and five-eighths forty -four inches wide, or six yards

and a fourth fifty inches wide. Price of pattern , 1s. 3d. or 30 LADIES CIR

cents . CULAR FULL

RIPPLE SKIRT.

LADIES' BISHOP SHIRT-SLEEVE, WITH LINK CUFF.
( For Illustrations

(For Illustration see Page 552.) see Page 553. )

No. 1080. - A stylish bishop shirt-sleeve is here pictured made
pictured made No. 8331.

of heliotrope and white striped shirting and finished with At figure No.

machine-stitching. The sleeve is gathered at the top and 313 R in this

bottom and finished with straight cuffs that close with link but. number of THE 1093

tons. It is made with an opening wbich is finished with an DELINEATOR

underlap and a pointed overlap in regular shirt- sleeve style. this shapely

The cuff may contrast with the sleeve. White linen is now skirt is shown 1093

much used for the cuffs and collars of colored shirt-waists.

All the washable fabrics, such as percale, cheviot, dimity , silk

gingham , etc . , are available for this mode.

Wehave pattern No. 1080 in eight sizes for ladies from

nine to sixteen inches, arm measure,measuring the arm about

an inch below the bottom of the arm 's-eye. For a lady whose
arm measures eleven inches as described , a pair of sleeves

will need three yards and an eighth of material twenty -two
inches wide, or two yards and five -eighths twenty -seven inches

wide, or two yards thirty - six inches wide. Price of pattern ,

5d. or 10 cents.

l
u

LADIES' ELEVEN -GORED SKIRT, HAVING A BACK

WARD - TURNING PLAIT OVER EACH SEAM .

(KNOWN AS THE CONSUELO SKIRT.)

(For Illustrations see Page 552.)

No. 8360 . - Other views of this skirt may obtained by re

ferring to figures Nos. 328 R and 332 R in this number of

THE DELINEATOR. At figure A 82 on the Ladies' Plate for
Summer, 1896 , it is shown differently developed.

The garment is very handsome in effect and is styled the 1093 1093

Consuelo skirt. It is highly commended for silk , but is in this LADIES' STOCK - TIES. (FOR WEAR OVER NECK -BANDS AND TO BE
instance shown made of lustrous mohair. Eleven gores are ARRANGED IN ASCOT OR FOUR -IN - HAND STYLE.) (COPYRIGHT.)

comprised in the skirt and the joining of each gore is con
(For Description eee Page 547.)

cealed by a backward -turning plait : this gives the effect of
a broad box plait in front and causes deep flute - folds to stand

out all round with stately grace. A tape tacked on the inside of made of gray cloth and decorated with gilt braid . It is also

the skirt a short distance from the top holds the fulness well in seen at figure AS3 on the Ladies' Plate for Summer, 1896 .
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W ony
The skirt is here pictured made of serge, and is in full

circular shape. It is quite wide, measuring about six

yards round at the bottom in the medium sizes. At the

front and sides the skirt is smooth at the top, but below
the hips the sides break into deep , outstanding flutes. The
bias back edges are joined nearly to the top at the center
of the back and above the seam a placket is finished.
The fulness at the back is laid in four small box-plaits
between two backward -turning plaits , the plaits spreading

in deep organ -pipe folds that are held in place by a strap
tacked to them underneath . The skirt is finished with a
belt.

Silk , cheviot, mohair , serge, light-weight faced cloth
and dress goods of all varieties are selected for skirts of
this kind and trimming may be applied or not, as desired .
Wehave pattern No. 8531 in nine sizes for ladies from

twenty to thirty -six inches, waist measure. To make the
skirt of one material for a lady of medium size, will

require nine yards twenty -two inches wide, or seven

yards thirty inches wide, or six yards and an eighth

thirty -six inches wide, or five yards and three-eighths
forty - four inches wide, or four yards and seven -eighths

8345
8345

LADIES' ONE-SEAM SMALL LEG - O -MUTTON SLEEVE. ( TO BE GAIL
ERED OR PLAITED AT THE TOP .) FOR OUTSIDE

GARMENTS. (COPYRIGHT.)

(For Description see Page 548.)

1
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Consuelo skirt, the front spreading with the fashionable broad
effect at the foot. The placket is made at the center of the back
and the skirt may be gathered or side-plaited at the top at each
side of the placket, as preferred , both effects being illustrated .

The back hangs in tubular folds that expand towards the lower
edge of skirt, where it measures about five yards and an eighth
round in the medium sizes. The skirt is finished with a belt.
Wool or silk grenadine, silk ,mohair or wool serge, and tweed

will be suitable for this skirt. The skirt may be made of

material contrasting with its bodice. Thus, with a fancy taffeta

basque-waist or Louis XV. coat may be worn a skirt of
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8320

Side-Front View .

LADIES' SEVEN -GORED SKIRT, SIDE -PLAITED AT THE BACK AND
HAVING UNDERFOLDED PLAITS FORMING DEEP FLUTES AT

THE SIDE SEAMS BELOW THE HIPS. (KNOWN AS

TAE CONSUELO SKIRT.) (COPYRIGHT.)

(For Description see Page 547.)

fifty inches wide.
cents .

Price of pattern , 1s. 3d . or 30

LADIES' MEDIUM WIDTH CIRCULAR RIPPLE

SKIRT. ( TO BE SIDE - PLAITED OR GATHERED AT

THE BACK .) IN CONSUELO STYLE.

(For Illustrations see Page 554 ,)
No. 8329 . - Other views of this skirt may be obtained

by referring to figures Nos. 323 R , 324 R , and 325 R

in this magazine. At figures A 86 and A 89 on the

Ladies' Plate for Summer, 1896 , it is pictured differ.
ently made up .

The skirt is remarkably graceful and is here shown

made of cheviot. It is circular in shape and of medium width
and fits smoothly over the hips at the sides, but breaks into
graceful deep ripples below the hips, after the manner of the

8320

Side- Back Vieu .

light-weight faced cloth or moiré velouté in a solid color.
Wehave pattern No. 8329 in ten sizes for ladies from twenty

to thirty-eight inches,waist measure. For a lady ofmedium size,
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outside leg -seams; they are drawn in about the knees by elastics

in the hems at the lower edges and droop in the regular way.

The skirt is in two sections each of circular shaping and having
a seam that comes over the corresponding inside leg -seam of

the knickerbockers. Above these seams the edges are hol
lowed out, and the back edges are joined in a center seam with

the corresponding edges of the knickerbockers, while the front

edges of the knickerbockers and skirt are finished together and
closed with buttons and button -holes in a fly . In the top of the

skirt two deep , forward -turning, overlapping plaits are laid ut

each side of the closing and two backward -turning plaits at each
side of the center seam , and a belt completing the top is closeil
in front. The skirt may be worn with or without a front- gore,

which , when used , conceals the division at the front. The gore

is buttoned on across the top and at the side edges for a short

distance from the upper and lower edges. The skirt hangs with

exceeding grace, looks well whether the wearer is mounted or
standing and is of stylish width , each divided portion measur
ing nearly three yards at the lower edge in the medium sizes.

The skirtmay be made of diagonal, serge, cheviot, linen , duck ,
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8325 6325

LADIES' TWO- SEAM SMALL LEG -o '-MUTTON DRESS SLEEVE. (WITH
FITTED LINING.) (COPYRIGHT.)

(For Description see Page 548.)

the garment will need seven yards and a half of mate
rial twenty -two inches wide, or five yards and three

fourths thirty inches wide, or five yards thirty- six
incheswide, or four yards and seven -eighths forty - four

inches wide, or four yards and a fourth fifty inches
wide. Price of pattern , 1s. 3d. or 30 cents .

W
h

LADIES' DIVIDED CYCLING SKIRT, WITH KNICK

ERBOCKERS, AND A FRONT-GORE THAT MAY

BE BUTTONED ON OR OMITTED.

(For Illustrations see Page 555 .)

No. 1085. — These engravings illustrate the newest

S344

Side-Back View .

LADIES' SKIRT, CIRCULAR AT THE FRONT AND SIDES AND IN Six GORES AT

THE BACK , FORMING A FAN . (IN CONSUELO STYLE.) (COPYRIGHT. )

(For Description see Page 548.)

whipcord , etc . For warm -weather use , the knicker

bockers will sometimes be made of linen , preferably

the color of the skirt material. A stylish bicycle skirt

of this kind was fashioned from navy -blue mixed covert
cloth and grass-linen , the latter being used for the

knickerbockers. With the skirt was worn a shirt.

waist of navy-blue gingham , with a sailor collar and

cuffs of navy blue -and-white striped Galatea .

We have pattern No. 1085 in nine sizes for ladies
from twenty to thirty -six inches, waist measure. For
a lady of medium size, the skirt with the front-gore
needs eleven yards of goods twenty -seven inches
wide, or eight yards and an eighth thirty-six inches

wide, or six yards and five-eighths forty -four inches

wide, or six yards fifty inches wide, or five yards
and three -fourths fifty -four inches wide. The skirt

without the front- gore calls for ten yards twenty
seven inches wide, or seven yards and an eighth

thirty - six inches wide, or six yards and in eighth forty
four inches wide, or five yards and a fourth fifty or fifty

four inches wide. Price of pattern , 1s. 3d. or 30 cents .

8344

Side-Front View .

style of divided cycling skirt with knickerbockers. The material

used is light-brown cloth , with a tailor finish ofmachine-stitching.

The knickerbockers are dart- fitted at the top and have inside and
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STYLISH LINGERIE .
(For Illustrations see Page 499.)

Feminine fancy now declares for a stock and tie in one.
This neck -piece is made of satin , fancy silk , lawn or piqué in
several styles, narrow and wide bows, four- in - hand knots and
puffs being seen .

Blouse effects are still prominent in waist decorations, designs

for which seem to be almost unlimited , and the close stock
remains the favored neck finish .

Exquisite little fichus of chiffon or some other sheer fabric
are worn about the shoulders over gowns of organdy or some
similar textile , not so much for the protection they may afford

silk overlaid with
embroidered batiste
was used for the
points at figure No.

15 X and ba tiste
edging forms the
frill. Narrow span

gle gimp edges the
points and the pret
ty stock placed over
the collar is of
Dresden ribbon .
The points could
be of lace alone if
preferred , the ma
terial of the gown
showing through
the openings in the

lace. A charming
collarette could be
made of butter -col

1080 ored lace points
and a frill of fine

LADIES' Bishop SHIRT SLEEVE, WITH LINK white embroidered

CUFF. (COPYRIGHT.) chiffon . The neck
ribbon could be yel

(For Description see Page 549. low of the Dres
den variety .

This collarette may be closed at the side or back , a point
coming at each side of the front and back in the latter case , and
one coming at the front and back and on each shoulder in the
former. At figure No. 16 X olive silk and écru lace edging are
combined . The points are of silk ornamented with smaller
points of lace and from them a frill of lace droops. A standing
collar at the neck is covered with a folded ribbon arranged ir
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W8360
Side- Front Vieu .

LADIES ELEVEN -GORED SKIRT, HAVING A BACKWARD- TURNING PLAIT
OVER EACH SEAM . (KNOWN AS THE CONSUELO SKIRT. ) (COPYRIGHT.)

(For Description see Page 519.)
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the wearer as for the dainty effectwhich they produce.
Other conceits are lace collars and those of batiste

ormull embroidery, almost invariably accompanied by
a Dresden or Persian ribbon stock .

The method of arranging the Ascot puff and four
in -hand scarf will be instructive to the fashionable
young woman who , to be quite up-to -date will find it
necessary to add one or more of these to her already
long list of accessories.

The ribbon stocks, softly wrinkled and stylishly
bowed at the back, still delight the popular fancy and
form a pleasing yet simple completion , tending to
brighten and freshen a partially worn waist.

Collarettes of grass linen , linen batiste and lace are
dressy adjuncts for Summer wear to which Dresden
ribbon bows add a dainty touch if artistically ar
ranged and placed . Ladies of taste and leisure can,
with the aid of a pattern , make many of these pretty
little accessories at a trifling expense. The variety
of embroidered edgings and insertions and the enormous stock
of ribbons from which to select make it possible without any
extravagant outlay to have the newest and most becoming
accessories
With lawns, dimities, etc., a mull fichu or one of lace or

mousseline de soie will be effective .
The stock ties are used with shirt-waists and the fancy collars

are worn with washable. wool or silk dresses.
FIGURES Nos. 15 X AND 16 X . — LADIES' COLLARETTE. - Rose

W
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8360
Side-Back View

a fashionable spreading bow at the back . The pattern of this
collarette is No. 1083, price 5d . or 10 cents .

FIGURE No. 17 X - METHOD OF ARRANGING THE Ascot Puff
AND FOUR - IN -HAND TIE . - Ties made continuous with a close
fitting shaped stock , but identical in shape with those worn by
men , are regarded with much favor this year for outing wear,
bicycling and kindred uses. This group of illustrations shows
the correctmethod of forming the Ascot puff and four-in -hand
knot, styles included in pattern No. 1093, price 5d . or 10 cents .
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style and on it the lace is disposed down the center in a double

jabot and in a frill at the neck . A standing collar finishing the

neck is covered with a ribbon bowed at the back , and a frill of

narrow lace falls softly from its upper edge. Pattern No. 1082,

which costs 5d . or 10 cents, provides the design .

FIGURES Nos. 21 X AND 22 X . - Ladies' COLLARS. – The collar

shown at figure No. 21 X made of grass linen falls deep in the

outline of a sailor collar at the back, where it is curved to form

In making the Ascot puff the tie -ends are brought forward

as shown at A , the left end being slipped through an opening

between the stock and right end . The left end , which is then

at the right side, is thrown over the right end and passed up

next to the stock as pictured at B . It is then brought down

and turned under so that it crosses the right end as shown at C .

The right end is now slipped through the loop thus formed and

carried over the end, crossing it as shown at D . When both

ends are drawn out a knot is formed as pic

tured at E . The ends are then brought down,

that at the right being crossed over its fellow

and secured by a scarf -pin . The effect when
completed is shown at F .

In tying the four -in-hand knot the ends are

drawn forward as at A , bringing the right end

at the left side. The right end is passed over

the left and brought out again under it ( G ) and

once more folded over the left end , this time

being drawn up next to the stock as shown

at H . It is then passed down through the

loop just formed , as at I, and the knot thus

made when drawn tight gives the result de

picted at J.

FIGURE No. 18 X . -- LADIES' Fichu . — This

quaint and dainty accessory was made of white

chiffon and chiffon edging and trimmed with

narrow chiffon edging by pattern No. 1087 ,

which costs 5d . or 10 cents . The fichu extends

out on each shoulder both front and back in

tabs, and its tapering ends are crossed below

the bust and carried to the sides. A deep chif

fon frill follows the outer edge, and a narrow

frill trims the inner edge. These fichus are

made of silk mull, grass linen and embroidered

tissues and trimmed with embroidered chiffon ,

lace edging and insertion , and plain colored or
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8331

Side- Buck View .

LADIES' CIRCULAR FULL RIPPLE SKIRT. (COPYRIGHT.)

(For Description see Page 549.)

three points, and it is also shaped in peints in front of the
shoulders, being narrowed below . Three frills of lace

edging are applied on the collar to outline it , with at

tractive results.

The other collar, shown at figure No. 22 X , is also

of grass linen . It is in square sailor shape at the back ,

and is notched in front of the shoulders to form the ends

in long revers that are tapered to narrow points at the

bottom and shape wide points on the bust. The attrac

tive outline is accentuated by a band of fancy batiste

edging near the edge, a full rosette of velvet baby ribbon

placed at the end of each notch enhancing the pretty

effect. Pattern No. 8367 , which costs 5d . or 10 cents ,

containsboth of these collars and also another style .

8331

Side-Front View

Dresden ribbon bowsmay sometimes be added with good effect.

FIGURES Nos. 19 X AND 20 X . - LADIES' BLOUSE VEST- FRONT.

- Embroidered batiste is pictured in the vest front shown at

figure No. 19 X , the lining of light-blue silk showing effectively

through the material. The jabot is omitted , and the ribbon

folded about the collar and bowed at the back is of light-blue
satin . Yellow silk and ribbon would be pretty for a brunette.

The vest front is shown at figure No. 20 X made of rose-pink

silk and white lace . The soft fulness of the vest droops in blouse

FASHIONABLE HATS.
(For Illustrations see Page 505.)

This season bids fair to be a luxurious one in mil

linery . Flowers galore blossom on fields of fancy straw

or chiffon and to offset them are ribbons of bewildering

loveliness, rosettes of delicate-hued velvet or lace and . last.

but surely not least, graceful plumes. The display of Dres

den and Persian ribbons this season is extremely handsome

and their beautifying power in millinery can hardly be over

estimated . The colors shown in their combinations are never

vivid yet the most artistic , soft shadings and shot effects
are, secured .

Malines is a novelty used in trimming both hats and bonnets ,

for which purpose it is made up into choux and bows. Some
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times two colors are employed in a chou of Malines, always

an effective combination with floral garniture foliage or

wings.

Spangled hair -net, ribbon and fancy grasses arranged with

studied carelessness forms an exceptionally pretty combination .

Feathers are associated with flowers on the newest models.

Silver or gilt buckles enriched with vari-colored stones are

popular and dressy on evening toques or bonnets that are

FIGURE No. 1 . - LADIES' HAT. — This hat is of light-brown

rougb straw . From its edge a doubled ruffle of violet figured

silk stands out in flutes, with novel effect. Violets with their

leaves are disposed in a small bunch at the right side and more

abundantly at the back and left side, a full black aigrette rising

above those at the left. The violet stems extend downward

toward each side at the back and a few leaves also fall

artistically upon the hair. Dark and light purple violets could

be used in conjunction

on a hat of this kind .

| FIGURE No. 2 . – LA

DIES' HAT. — This simple

but striking hat is shaped

in dark -brown fine strav .

The brim curves down

slightly toward the sides

and double loops of

blue-and-gold changeable

ribbon stand out broadly

upon it. The ribbon is
bordered at its upper

edge with self-colored

fancy straw and is

caught against the crown
in front by a broad fancy

gilt buckle . A vari-col
ored Mercury wing is

placed at each side just

back of loops , giving to
the trimming a stylish

8329 height which in most

cases is very becoming .
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8329

Side-Front View .

LADIES' MEDIUM -WIDTH CIRCULAR RIPPLE SKIRT. ( TO BE SIDE

PLAITED OR GATHERED AT THE BACK.) IN

CONSUELO STYLE . (COPYRIGHT.)

(For Description see Page 550.)

adorned with Malines, point appliqué lace or spangled
hair-net.

Rhinestone ornaments are sometimes made to secure

relief from sombre trimmings, turquoises being frequently

united with them . Plaided straw hats or plaided straw

crowns united with brims of black , white or butter

colored straw are fashionable and the decoration on such

hats duplicates the colors in the plaid .

Laces are seen in cream or pure white tints and may

be associated with all kinds of trimming. The ever

graceful aigrettes appear this season in contrasts of color

and are charmingly dainty .

Harmonious color effects are the rule in themost styl
ish hats, although one occasionally sees some glaring con

trasts. Warm and cold tints are, as a rule, tastefully

commingled . Too much brilliancy of color is never

effective, hence the prevalence of sheer, soft trimmings

that serve to tone down the very gay coloring seen in

flowers. A knowledge of how to subdue the bright and light

up the too sombre hues is essential in trimming or selecting a

hat, and the woman who understands the science of color com -
prehends one of the most important of the fine points of dress.

Fashion decrees that trimming shall be most lavishly bestowed

on the backs of hats, though the fronts are by no means ne -

glected . Crowns are of many shapes and brims, too, show va -

ried curves and indentations and may be either wide or narrow .

The sailor hat holds its own , as usual, and it now appears be

decked with flowers of all descriptions, its beauty being further
enhanced by bowsof ribbon judiciously selected and becomingly
placed .

8329

Side- Back View .

FIGURE No. 3 . - LADIES' Hat. - In this hat a brim of black

net shirred upon a wire frame is combined with a fancy black

straw crown. The brim is turned up sharply at the back and is
also rolled slightly in front and its under surface is crossed by

several bands of jet. White flowers and green leaves are

mingled with light- green Dresden ribbon in the decoration ,

which is placed at the sides and back , some of the flowers

drooping upon the hair at the back .
FIGURE No. 4 . – LADIES' CARRIAGE HAT. — The showy

character ofthis hat suggests its use for driving and other dressy

wear. It is shaped in light- lilac fancy straw . The brim is bent
up from the face becomingly and is reversed sharply at the back .
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The low crown is smothered in a mass of light and dark lilacs The bird is placed directly in front against the low crown, the

from the midst of which a fine black aigrette rises . Lilac leaves wings being poised with admirable effect. At the sides is a

are mingled with the flowers and an American Beauty rose with prettily fluted arrangement of black velvet ribbon having a

its foliage is placed at each side . A loop of rose -pink velvet fancy edge. This hat would be quite as effective if flowers

and a lilac spray fall below the hat at the back. were used instead of ribbon .

Figure No. 5.—LADIES' Sailor Hat.--On this hat of natural FIGURE No. 9.—YOUNG LADIES' SAILOR Hat.—Light-green

colored rough straw an artistic trimming of Dresden ribbon fancy straw chosen for this youthful hat, which is of the

and fine white flowers with their foliage appears. A ribbon bow popular short back sailor style. At the back is a black aigrette

with spreading

loops and ends is

placed on the crown

near the front and

a few leaves mingle

withthe loops, while

the flowers almost

cover the brim at

the front and sides.

The idea could be

successfully

ried out in cord

edged double-faced

black satin ribbon

and violets or any

preferred flower.

रस्तावाला
मात्र नि

બારમો જ નિરમાં કાર્ડ પર

FIGURE No. 6.

YOUNG LADIES'

HAT.—This hat of 1085
1085

gray fancy straw

has a low crown,

and a broad brim

poked just a trifle

in front to display

two lovely poppies

underneath . Black

plumes are grace

fully disposed at

the left side , and

from poufs of gray

chiffon at the rigbt

rises a full aigrette.

The hat will look

charming above a

fresh young face

and could be worn

for light mourning.

1085

Figure No. 7. Side - Back View

LADIES ' SMALL
LADIES' DIVIDED CYCLING SKIRT, WITH KNICKERBOCKERS,

HAT. – This hat is
AND A FRONT -GORE THAT MAY BE BUTTONED

of the turban order
ON OR OMITTED. ( COPYRIGJIT.)

and is very jaunty .

The shapeisin gray
(For Description see Page 551.)

fancy straw and

shows a brim bent in

a curve at the center balanced by a spray of heliotrope rising high at the

of the front against
left side. Heliotrope and pink rose-buds accom

a low , rounding panied by foliage are strewn with a lavish hand upon

crown. Violets are the brimat the frontand right side, and dainty bows

placed in the inden of light Dresden ribbon in a pink, green and helio

tation and the same
trope color scheme are arranged at each side of the

flowers and their
back to show prettily against the hair.

leaves are disposed FIGURE No. 10.- LADIES' Hat . - This hat ,

generously at each charming for dressy occasions, is of natural- col

side, a fancyaigrette ored fancy straw . It has a brim -facing of light
rising at the left side

1085
of the back . The hat,

blue velvet. Rhinestone ornaments and light-blue

ribbon with a fancy border contribute effectivei

in brighter colors,
Side- Front Viera

to the trimming. The flowers are purple orchids.

would prove becom The ribbon is unconventionally arranged in an up

ing to young faces.
standing ruffle against the crown in front , the orna

Figure No. 8. ---LADIES' Hat.—A large black bird is a ments and orchid leaves appearing in its folds. Flowers give

stylish feature of the decoration of this prettily bent hat of height and are also disposed at the left side under the brim ,

light-green straw . which is bent up at this point.

" KINDERGARTEN PAPERS ” IN BOOK FORM . — The gifts, occupations and games and of the way they pre used .

marked interest and approval shown the “ Kindergarten There are also chapters on Christmas work , on the home Kin

Papers,” by Mrs. Sara Miller Kirby , just concluded in The dergarten , on training and training schools, on the preparation

DELINEATOR , and the continuous demand for back numbers of of topics and on the literature and materials used.

the magazines containing them , have induced us to reissue them The book will be published in the Metropolitan Culture

in book form . In these papers Mrs. Kirby makes comprehen . Series, and will cost Four Shillings or One Dollar a copy. It

sive and popular review of the whole Kindergarten system , be will be handsomely printed and bound, and , it is expected, will

ginning with a brief biography of Friedrich Froebel , and be ready for distribution about May 1st . Orders will be now

then proceeding to a graphic and detailed description of the received and copies will be sent as soon as issued.
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Styles for Misses and Girls.
FIGURE No. 335 R . - MISSES' ETON COSTUME.

(For Dlustration see this Page.)
FIGURE No. 335 R . – This illustrates a Misses' costume. The

pattern , which is No. 8350 and costs 1s. 6d. or 35 cents, is in

tive decoration . The Eton jacket is removable and is worn over
a blouse-waist that has a box -plait over the closing and gathered
fulness at each side of the plait, the fulness drooping slightly at
the center over the fancy belt. A neat satin band-bow gives a
finishing touch to the standing collar. The jacket is completed
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FIGURE .No. 335 R . - This illustrates MISSES' ETON COSTUME. — The
pattern is No. 8350 (copyright), price Is. 6d. or 35 cents.

(For Description see this Page.)

FIGURE No. 336 R . - This illustrates Misses' DRESS. — The pattern is
No. 8328 ( copyright), price 1s. 3d. or 30 cents .

For Description see Page557.)

seven sizes for misses from ten to sixteen years of age , and may
be seen in three views on page 560 of this number of The
DELINEATOR .

Plain and striped mohair form the pretty combination here
seen in the costume and wide and narrow braid provide effec-

with a sailor collar that is attractively decorated with braid and
falls deep and square at the back , its broad , curved ends termin .
ating at the bust. The one-seam gigot sleeves flare above the
elbow and fit closely below .

The five-gored skirt, which is gathered at the back , falls in
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deep flutes at the sides and back and flares broadly at the front.
This is a very becoming style for slender , undeveloped figures

and may appropriately be made up in mohair, serge, novelty
suitings and some washable fabrics.

The straw hat is decorated with flowers and ribbon .

hanging in soft folds from the waist, which is closed at the back .
The waist has full center -backs between smooth side-backs that
are each laid in a backward -turning plait near their back edges,
the side-backs flaring toward the shoulders. The side- fronts
correspond with the side-backs and lap over the side edges of a
full center-front that droops stylishly in French fashion . The
neck is trimmed with a lace ruching on which a ribbon bow is
set at each side ; similar ruching encircles the bands finishing
the three -quarter length puff -sleeves, which are double -shirred
at the top . A long bow drooping over the skirt is placed at the
center of the front on a twist of ribbon that encircles the waist.

FIGURE No. 336 R - MISSES' DRESS.
( For Illustration see Page 556.)

FIGURE No. 336 R . — This illustrates a Misses' dress. The pat-
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FIGURE No. 337 R . — This illustrates MISSES' EMPIRE DRESS. — The
pattern is No. 8332 ( copyright), price Is. 6d. or 35 cents.

(For Description see Page 558.)

FIGURE No. 338 R . — This illustrates MISSES' AFTERNOON DRESS.
The paitern is No. 8357 (copyright), price ls. 3d. or 30 cents .

(For Description see Page 558 .)

tern , which is No. 8328 and costs 1s. 3d. or 30 cents , is in nine
sizes for misses from eight to sixteen years of age, and may be
seen again on page 561 of this magazine.
Very attractive and graceful is the dress here shown made of

figured challis and fine lace net. It has a straight, full skirt

Many combinations will be devised for this pretty style. Or.
gandy , linen or cotton , lawn, grass linen and similar fabrics
will unite pleasingly with silk or chiffon , and trimming will be
supplied by ribbon , fancy bands, lace, etc .

The fancy straw hat is adorned with flowers and ribbon .
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FIGURE No. 337 R. - MISSES' EMPIRE DRESS.

(For Illustration see Page 557.)

FIGURE No. 337 R. - This illustrates a Misses' dress. The pat

FIGURE No. 338 R. - MISSES AFTERNOON DRESS.

( For Iliustration see Page 557.)

FIGURE No. 338 R. — This illustrates a Misses' dress. The pat

tern , which is No. 8357 and costs 1s . 3d. or 30 cents, is in seven

sizes for misses from ten to sixteen years of age, and may be

seen differently made up on page562 of this magazine.

Pale-heliotrope silk , darker velvet and white lace effect the

charming combination here pictured in this youthful dress.

The full skirt hangs in free folds from the round body, which is

made upon a fitted lining and closed at the back. The front

and backs have gathered fulness in the lower part and are

turned over in three-cornered revers at the top, revealing a full

yoke that is shirred to form a frill about the neck . The

revers are faced with velvet and decorated with pearl buttons

and from their outer edges falls a soft lace frill that gives the

effect of a Bertha. The sleeves have large gathered puffs end

ing at the elbows , and a wrinkled ribbon matching the velvet is

passed about the waist and fastened under a bow of long loops

and ends at the back.

The sheer fabrics will make up prettily in this dress, as will

also challis , camel's -hair and canvas weaves. Gimp , lace

edging and inser

tion , ribbon , etc. , are

dainty trimmings.

k
d
e

A

FIGURE No. 339 R.

MISSES '

EMPIRE JACKET.

(For Illustration see

this Page.)

FIGURE No.

339 R.–This illus

trates Misses'

jacket .

tern , which is No.

8326 and costs 1s .

or 25 cents, is in

The pat

seven sizes for miss

FIGURE No. 339 R. — This illustrates MISSES' EMPIRE
es from ten to six

JACKET. — The pattern is No. 8326 ( copyright), teen years of age,

price 1s. or 25 cents.
and may be seen

(For Description see this Page.)
differently portray

ed on page 567 .

Light -tan faced

tern , which is No. 8332 and costs 1s. 6d . or cloth and golden

35 cents, is in seven sizes for misses from ten brown velvet are

to sixteen years, and maybe seen again on effectively united in

page 563 of this number of The DELINEATOR. the jacket, which

Figured and white lawn are here tastefully
is known both as

combined in this quaint Empire dress and the Empire jacket

lace edging and ribbon supply the decoration.
and the new box

In its present development the dress is charm coat. A wide box

ing for party wear but will be made with a
plait is laid in the

high neck and full-length sleeves for day use . loose back and

The full front and full backsof the short Em
fronts at each side

pire waist are gathered at the top and bottom of the center and

and the waist is finished with a belt,to which the fronts and back

the fully gathered skirt is joined . The waist are joined to a

is closed at the back. Falling from the low square yoke that

round neck is a smooth Bertha of figured is shaped by shoul

lawn in two sections, that separate in long
der seams. The

points at the center of the front and back and fancy collarette and

extend in long points on the elbow puff
the stylish rolling

sleeves. Handkerchief cuffs give a quaint
collar are of velvet

touch to the sleeves and their corners are overlaid with lace

tacked . A fancy ribbon encircles the waist
and outlined with

and is artistically bowed in long loops and gimp. The hand

ends at the left side . somePaquin sleeves

: To wear at small or large entertainments are completed with

the dress will be made of silk , organdy , fine turn-up flaring cuffs

lawn, mull or dotted Swiss and trimmed with
that match the col

lace embroidery and ribbon . For ordinary FIGURE No. 340 R.—This illustrates Girls' DRESS.—The pattern
lar.

wear cashmere, crépon , vailing or novelty is No. 8327 ( copyright), price 1s. or 25 cents .
Silk and faced

goods will be chosen . A dainty gown of this
cloth in black or

(For Description see Page 559.)
sort may be fashioned from pin -dotted pink colors and covert

Swiss. The Bertha and cuffs may be cut
and mixed cloths

from the goods and trimmed with several rows of cream Valen are commended for the jacket, and lace, open -work embroidery

ciennes lace insertion and edging. A pink -and -cream striped resembling lace , jet or gimp will provide suitable decoration.

silk ribbon sash may be tied about the waist. The brown hat is adorned with flowers.
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-

front and backs joined to a square yoke and is closed at the

back. It is provided wttha fitted lining that may be used or

not. Square -cornered epaulettes stand out over the full bishop

sleeves , which are completed with wristbands overlaid with

may be

FIGURE No. 340 R. - GIRLS' DRESS .

(For Illustration see Page 558.)

FIGURE No. 340 R. — This illustrates a Girls' dress. The pat

tern , which is No. 8327 and costs 1s. or 25 cents , is in eight

sizes for girls from five to twelve years of age, and may be

seen again on page 564 of this magazine.

Dotted, plain and embroidered linen batiste in the natural

linen color are here pleasingly united and embroidered edg

ing contributes harmonious decoration . The round waist is

closed at the back and arranged over a fitted body. The upper

part of the waist is a pointed yoke and the full portions are

gathered at the top and bottom , the front drooping slightly. A

belt finishes the bottom of the waist and a Bertha of the plain

linen bordered with a frill of embroidered edging follows the

lower edge of the yoke and stands out in deep points on the

sleeves. A pointed belt covers the plain belt and is closed at

the left side. A frill of embroidered edging rises above the

standing collar. Thefullbishop sleeves are gathered at the top

and bottom and completed by round cuffs.

The full, straight skirt, which is deeply hemmed at the bot

tom, is gathered quite full at the top and joined to the waist.

Plain linen

spotted with cot

ton or silk dots

com

bined with plain

or semi-transpa

rent linen made

up over colored

percaline as

here illustrated .

Heavily embroi

dered linen or

that which is

perforated and

effectively made

over silk or Sile

sia may be

chosen , or
TO U DON

re

placed by silk

gingham, cotton

batiste, dimity,

lawn or organdy

for a dress of

this style , with

lace or embroi

dered edging for

decoration .

The hat is

trimmed with

ribbon and flow .

ers.

mater

FIGURE No. 342 R.-This illustrates MISSES SHIRT

Waist.— The pattern is No. 8348 ( copyright),

price 10d . or 20 cents .

(For Description see this Page .)

insertion. The standing collar is also trimmed

with insertion. The straight , full skirt is

joined to the body.

Very effective combinations could be car

ried out in challis , zephyr gingham , organdy

and silk and fancy silk , embroidery or lace.

Ribbon and flowers are mingled on the flar

ing straw hat.

FIGURE No. 342 R. - MISSES' SHIRT-WAIST.

FIGURE No.
( For Illustration see this Page.)

341 R. — GIRLS'

FIGURE No. 342 R.–This depicts aMisses'
DRESS .

shirt-waist. The pattern , which is No. 8348
(For Illustration

and costs 10d. or20 cents, is in seven sizes
see this Page.)

for misses from ten to sixteen years of age,

FIGURE No. andis again portrayed on page 569 .

341 R. — This il . This pretty shirt-waist is here pictured made

lustrates a Girls '
of dark -blue lawn pin-dotted in white, with

dress. The pat white lawn for the collar and cuffs. The

tern , which is
fronts are closed with studs through a box

No. 8364 and plait at the center and have prettyfulness at

costs 1s. or 25 each side gathered at the neck. A square

cents, is in eight yoke is stitched on the back , which is smooth

sizes for girls at the top but has fulness below drawn in by

from five to
tapes that are tied over the fronts to hold the

twelve years of fulness in closely at the waist. A pretty

age , and may feature is the large sailor-collar , which is

be seen again on trimmed with a friil of edging put on under

page 564 of this
FIGURE No. 341 R.—This illustrates GIRLS' DRESS. — The pattern is a feather -stitched band and stands out on

number of THE
No. 8364 (copyright), price lg. or 25 cents . flaring bishop sbirt-sleeves. The sleeves are

DELINEATOR. slashed and finished with underlaps and

This is a pic
(For Description see this Page .)

pointed overlaps in regular shirt - sleeve style

turesque gown and are completed with rolling link cuffs

for little maidens and a very pretty effect is here produced in it trimmed to match the collar. A spangle belt displaces one

by the union of plain and embroidered nainsook , with a deco included in the pattern.

retion of insertion and edging. The waist has a full , gathered Such a shirt-waist is suitable for wash silk , the lovely grass
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or stitching will give the finish . Two rows of black soutache

braid may outline all the free edges of a dark-red cloth jacket

of this kind . The braid may be scrolled in the corners of the

pocket-laps and at intervals along the front and lower edges.

The straw sailor hat is trimmed with ribbon .

FIGURE No. 344 R.-GIRLS' DRESS.

( For Illustration see Page 561. )

FIGURE No. 344 R.— This illustrates a Girls' dress. The pat

tern , which is No. 8361 and costs 18. or 25 cents, is in eight

sizes for girls from five to twelve years of age, and may be seen

again on page 563 of this number of Tae DELINEATOR.

The pretty combination of tan and brown serge shown in

the present development of the dress is given a more pleasing

effect by the decoration of gilt braid and gilt buttons. The

dress has a five-gored skirt that is gathered at the back and

sewed to the waist. The low -necked full front and back of the

waist are gathered at the bottom , the front drooping slightly in

blouse fashion ; they are smooth at the top anda V in thetop

of the front at the center is

outlined with buttons. Above

the front and backs the high

necked lining is faced with the

dark goods and decorated

with braid to have the effect of

a yoke. The closing is made at

the back and a Bertha in two

FIGURE NO. 343 R. - This illustrates GIRLS' DOUBLE - BREASTED sections falls from the low.

JACKET. — The pattern is No. 8368 ( copyright), price necked portions in pretty

10d . or 20 cents .
ripples. The full puff - sleeves

( For Description see this Page.)
arefinished to have the effect

of round cuffs and the braid .

linens, dotted or striped batiste, figured nainsooks and other trimmed belt is closed with a

similar fabrics.

fancy buckle . The neck is fin

ished with a standing collar.

Dresses are made up in this

FIGURE NO. 343 R. - GIRLS' DOUBLE-BREASTED JACKET.
style of two shades of cash

(For Illustration see this Page .) mere, camel's- hair , mohair,

FIGURE No. 343 R. — This illustrates a Girls' jacket. The pat cheviot and novelty goods, 8350

tern , which is No. 8368

and costs 10d. or 20

cents, is in eight sizes

for girls from five to

twelve years of age,

and is differently pic

tured on page 568 of

this magazine.

The little jacket is

jaunty in its present

development in écru

French flannel, with a

decoration of gilt sou

lache braid and but

tons. The loose fronts

are lapped and closed

in regular double

breasted style with

button-holes and gilt

buttons below lapels in

which they are re

versed by a rolling

collar that shapes

square tabs at the ends

and forms notches with

the lapels. Laps cover

openings to side pock

ets . A close adjust

ment is made at the

back and sides, which

stand out in large rip

ples below the waist.

Gathered one - seam

leg -o ' -mutton sleeves

complete this natty

top - garment.
8350

This is a favorite

8350

jacket for girls and
Front View . Back View .

will be made of cloth , Misses ' Eton CoSTUME, CONSISTING OF A JACKET, A BLOUSE -Waist (THAT MAY BE MADE WITH OR WITHOUT

serge , cheviot and A FITTED LINING), AND A FIVE -GORED SKIRT. (COPYRIGHT.)

mixed coatings. Braid
(For Description see Page 561.)
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ty -two inches wide, or six
yards and seven - eighths
thirty inches wide, or six
yards and an eighth thir
ty -six inches wide, or five
yards forty -four inches
wide, or four yards and
five-eighths fifty inches
wide. The blouse-waist
calls for four yards and a

fourth twenty -two inches
wide, or three yards and
a half thirty inches wide ,
or two yards and seven
eighths thirty-six inches
wide, or two yards and

seven-eighths forty - four
inches wide. Price of pat
tern , 1s. 6d . or 35 cents .
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MISSES' DRESS, WITH

STRAIGHT, FULL
SKIRT AND THREE

QUARTER LENGTH

SLEEVES.

(For Illustrations see this Page.)

No. 8328. - Figured

8328 8328

Pront View . Back View .

MISSES' DRESS, WITH STRAIGHT, FULL SKIRT AND THREE-QUARTER LENGTH SLEEVES. (COPYRIGHT.)

(For Description see this Page.)
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and the decoration may be ribbon , lace or embroidery . A challis and
stylish gown may be made of white canvas and Persian silk . lace net are

united in this

dress at fig

MISSES' ETON COSTUME, CONSISTING OF A JACKET, A ure No. 336 R
in this mag

BLOUSE -WAIST (THAT MAY BE MADE WITH OR WITHOUT azine, ribbon
A FITTED LINING), AND A FIVE -GORED SKIRT. and ruchings

(For Illustrations see Page 560.) of lace net
No. 8350 . - Plain and striped mohair are associated in this providing the

costume at figure No. 335 R in this number of The DELINEATOR , garniture.
braid providing the decoration . This girl

The Eton styles have perennial popularity and the costume ish -looking
here shown made of serge and silk and decorated with batiste dress is here

embroidery and ribbon is especially youthful and pretty . represented
The blouse-waist may be made with or without a body lining made up in a

fitted by single bust darts and the usual seams. The seamless combination
back is smooth across the shoulders and has gathered fulness at of plain and
the waist-line drawn well to the center ; it joins the fronts in embroidered
shoulder and under-arm seams. The fronts droop prettily and grass linen .
are gathered at the top and waist-line at each side of a boxside of a box- The waist is

plait which is formed at the front edge of the right front and made over
conceals the closing . The one -seam gigot sleeves, which aremade a lining

over coat-shaped linings, are gathered at the top and droop with smoothly fit
a pretty flare above the elbow , the effect below being close. A ted by single

wrinkled stock of ribbon bowed stylishly at the back gives a bust darts

fashionable completion to the standing collar, and a belt of and under

French gilt surrounds the waist. arm and side
The independent Eton jacket opens all the way down, reveal back gores

ing the blouse-waist attractively . Its loose fronts meet its and is closed
seamless back in shoulder and under-arm seams and the sailor at the back .
collar falls deep and square at the back and has broad curved The full cen
ends which reach to the bust. The one-seam gigot sleeves are ter-front and
shirred twice at the top and flare stylishly above the elbow . full center

The five-gored skirt falls in deep flutes below the hips and is back are
gathered at the back . It shows a broad flare at the front and gathered at
is of desirable width , measuring about three yards and three- the top and
quarters round at the bottom in the middle sizes. The placket is bottom , the
made above the center seam and the skirt is completed with a belt. center - front

For any of the pretty prints , or for figured piqué, duck , grass drooping in
linen and some thin wool material the mode is admirable. French fash-
We have pattern No. 8350 in seven sizes for misses from ten to ion , while the

sixteen years of age. To make the jacket and skirt for a miss of center - back
twelve years, needs eight yards and five-eighths of goodstwen - is drawn
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FIGURE No. 344 R . — This illustrates GIRLS' DRESS.
- The pattern is No. 8361 (copyright),

price 1s. or 25 cents .

(For Description see Page 560.)
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down straight. At each side of the center- front is a side-front wide, or five yards and three-eighths thirty - six inches wide , or
with its fulness laid in a lengthwise plait near its hemmed front four yards and seven -eighths forty -four inches wide. Price of
edge which overlaps the center -front, and at each side of the pattern , 1s. 3d. or 30 cents.
center-back is a similarly arranged side -back , which is separated
from the side- front by an under-arm gore. The neck is prettily
finished with a cording of the material and a ruching of lace. MISSES' DRESS, WITH STRAIGHT, FULL SKIRT. (TO BE Made
The full puff-sleeves, which are made over coat-shaped linings, w . rh A High OR Low NECK AND WITH FULL-LENGTH
are in three-quarter length ; they are gathered twice at the top OR ELBOW PUFF -SLEEVES.)and once at the bottom , and completed with narrow bands that

are covered with a lace ruch (For Illustrations see this Page.)
ing. The straight, full skirt No. 8357. – At figure No. 338 R in this number of The DE
is hemmed at the bottom LINEATOR this dress is shown made up in a stylish combination
and gathered at the top ; it is of pale-heliotrope silk and darker velvet, pearl buttons, dark
sewed to the lower edge of the ribbon and white lace providing the trimming .
waist with a cording of the Figured lawn was here selected for the dress, with lace edg.
material, and a wrinkled rib - ing and ribbon for decoration . The dress is extremely tasteful
bon is arranged about the and stylish and will be a favorite mode for Summer fêtes. The
waist and bowed in graceful round waist is made over a lining fitted by single bust darts and
loops and ends at the back . under-arm and side-back gores and is closed at the back . The
The skirt measures about upper part of the waist consists of a full yoke that is gathered
three yards round in the to form a frill above the neck . The full front and backs are
middle sizes. separated by under-arm gores and are gathered at the bottom ,

Exceedingly attractive the fulness being drawn well to the center ; at the top they are
dresses may be made up by reversed in four triangular-shaped revers - one at each side of
this mode from plain and the center of the front and back — and to the edges of the revers
embroidered batiste or cham is joined a deep lace-edged frill of the material that gives a
bray, Swiss, Scotch ging - stylish Bertha effect. On the coat-shaped sleeves are arranged
ham and zephyr. Such ma large puffs that are gathered at the top and bottom and extend
terials as Summer silks and to just below the elbow . A straight, full skirt, which is

8357 soft woollen goods of liglıt hemmed at the bottom and gathered at the top, is sewed to the
loweredge of
thewaistand
a wrinkled
ribbon is pas
sed around
the waist
and bowed
in long loops
and ends at

the back .
The skirt
measures
about three
yards and a
half round in
the middle
sizes. For
party wear
thedressmay
be made with
a low neck
and elbow
sleeves, as
shown in the
small en
graving .
Grass lin

en , lawn in
delicate col
ors, the Dres
den dimities,
linen batiste
or any of the
dainty Sum
mer fabrics
now shown
will develop

8357 8357 attractively

Front View . Back View . in a dress of
this descripMISSES' DRESS, WITH STRAIGHT, FULL SKIRT. ( TO BE MADE WITH A High OR Low NECK AND WITH FULL- LENGTH OR tion , and ribELBOW PUFF - SLEEVES.) (COPYRIGHT.)
bons will be

(For Description see this Page.) the favored
trimming. If

weight will also prove satisfactory in combination with some other the dress is made of a heavier fabric than these mentioned , vel
fabric. Fancy silk and chiffon may be happily united by themode. vet ribbon will trim it.
We have pattern No. 8328 in nine sizes for misses from eight Wehave pattern No. 8357 in seven sizes for misses from ten

to sixteen years of age. To make the dress for a miss of twelve to sixteen years . To make the dress for a miss of twelve years ,
years, calls for six yards of plain grass linen thirty inches needs ten yards and three-fourths of goods twenty -two inches
wide, and a yard of all-over embroidered grass linen thirty wide, or seven and seven -eighths thirty inches wide, or six yards
inches wide. Of onematerial, it requires eight yards and seven - and a half thirty - six inches wide, or five yards and three-eighths
eighths twenty-two inches wide, or seven yards thirty inches forty -four inches wide. Price of pattern, ls. 3d. or 30 cents.
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MISSES' EMPIRE DRESS. (TO BE MADE WITH A HIGH OR ROUND GIRLS' DRESS, WITH FIVE-GORED SKIRT.

NECK AND WITH FULL -LENGTH OR ELBOW PUFF - SLEEVES.) ( For Illustrations see this Page .)

(For Illustrations Ree this Page .)
No. 8361.-Tan and brown serge form the stylish com

No. 8332.-This dress is shown made up in a combination of bination in this dress at figure No. 344 R in this magazine, and

plain and figured lawn at figure No. 337 R In this number of gilt braid , buttons and a buckle provide the ornamentation .

THE DELINEATOR, lace

e dging and fancy

ribbon supplying the

decoration.

The dress is in quaint

Empire style and is

here shown made of fig

ured challis combined

with silk and lace net.

It may be made with

a high or round neck

and with full-length

or elbow puff - sleeves.

The waist is made over

a high-necked lining fit

ted by single bust darts

and under - arm and

side-back gores and the

closing is made at the

back . The full front

and full backs , which

are low and round at

the neck , are joined in

under- arm and very

short shoulder seams

and gathered at their

upperand loweredges;

and when a high neck

is desired the lining is

faced above them with

silk overlaid with lace

net to have the effect

by of a round yoke. A
8332

del Bertha in two sections

is a stylish adjunct of 8332

iki the dress; it is joined Front View . Back View .

to the upper edge of

t the full portions and
Misses' EMPIRE DRESS. (TO BE MADE WITH A HIGH OR ROUND NECK AND WITH FULL - LENGTH OR ELBOW

PUFF-SLEEVES. ) ( COPYRIGHT.)

111 shapes a deep point at

od each side of the center
( For Description see this Page .)

of the front and back

Til and extends in long points on the sleeves,

rippling slightly. A standing collar of

ob silk overlaid with lace finishes the high

den neck . On the coat- shaped sleeves are ar

Dranged large puffs that are gathered at the

e top and bottom and extend to the elbow ,

and a novelty is introduced in the way

ni of handkerchief cuffs that are made of the

1 silk. The cuffs are turned up over nar

S

55 bo
tt
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in th
e mi
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siz
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.

Beti
re sil

k
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des fo
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mi
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fr
om

ten to six
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sw
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fo
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e
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an eig
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. Fo
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a mi
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of tw
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row bands, which finish the puffs and are

tacked invisibly to position at each of their

four corners. The lower edge of the body

ste is sewed to a belt overlaid with lace net

hell and to the belt is joined a straight, full

fint skirt that is deeply hemmed at the bottom

h and gathered at the top. The skirt meas

ures three yards and a half round at the

This dress will make up prettily in mo

hair,crépon, challis, camel's- hair or light

der weight novelty goods in combination with

We have pattern No. 8332 in seven sizes

S361 8361

Front View . Back View .

of dress goods forty inches wide, with a
GIRLS' DRESS, WITH FIVE -GORED SKIRT. (COPYRIGHT.)

yard and three -fourths of silk twenty

inches wide, and seven-eighths of a yard
(For Description see this Page . )

of lace net twenty -seven inches wide.

Of one material, it will require ten yards and three- fourths An appropriate and becoming little dress is here shown made

twenty-two inches wide, or eight yards thirty inches wide , or of blue and white serge and trimmed with gilt buttons and

to sixyards and three-fourths thirty -six inches wide, or five white braid. The waist is made over a high -necked lining

yards and five-eighths forty-four inches wide.
Price of pat having single bust darts and under-arm and side - back gores and

tern , 1s. 6d. or 35 cents. is closed at the back . The full front and the full backs are

ļydo

one
d

ire,
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E
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joined in under-arm and short shoulder seams and both are this dress at figure No. 341 R in this magazine, and edging and

shaped low at the top , the front having a V cut out at the center insertion provide the decoration .

with fanciful effect ; they are gathered at the bottom and the This simple and stylish dress is here pictured made of spotted

front droops slightly in blouse style . Following the upper edge gingham and decorated with insertion and embroidered edging.

of the front and backs is a gracefulripple Bertha in two sections The waist is provided with a fitted lining that may be used or

that meet at the back and terminate in points at each side of the not, and is closed at the back . The upper part of the waist is

V . The lining is faced with the white fannel above the full por- a square yoke fitted with shoulder seams, and to the yoke are

tions and a standing collar of white flannel finishes the neck joined a full front and full backs that are gathered at the top and

bottom , the

gathers at the

lower edge be

ing covered by a

row of insertion .

Square-cornered
epaulettes lie

smoothly over

the top ofthe full

bishop sleeves,

which are gath

ered at the top

and bottom and
8364 completed with

narrow wrist

bands. The

standing collar is overlaid with in

sertion. The skirt, which is joined

to the waist , is deeply hemmed at

the bottom and gathered at the top,

falling in soft full folds about the
figure .

Dresses made up in this way of

batiste , chambray, linen or cotton

lawn, dimity, percale or orgaudy

and trimmed tastefully with lace

8364 8361 insertion and edging or batiste or

Front View . Back View nainsook embroidery will be serv

GIRLS' DRESS. (TO BE MADE WITH OR WITHOUT A FITTED LINING.) (COPYRIGHT.)
iceable and attractive to wear during
the Summer. Serge, cashmere and

(For Description see this Page.) camel' s -hair will be chosen for

cooler weather. A pretty dress

The large puff sleeves are arranged on coat-shaped linings, may be fashioned from all-white and flowered white piqué,

which are faced below to have the effect of round cuffs ; they with white open -work embroidery and insertion for trimming .

are gathered at the top and bottom and droop stylishly. À The plain pique will be useà for the yoke and epaulettes.
five -gored skirt

that is smooth at

the top across the

front and sides and

gatheredattheback ,

is joined to the low

er edge of thebody

and falls in deep

flutes below the

hips. A pretty gilt
belt with a fancy

buckle is worn

around the waist. 8327
The dressmay be

made up in challis,

camel' s -hair ,mohair , serge or any novelty

goods, with velvet or silk for the facings

and braid , ribbon , or passementerie for

garniture. Dresden silk and old -rose silk

warp crépon may be united in a gown of

this character, and a ribbon sash match

ing the silk may replace the belt.
We have pattern No. 8361 in eight sizes

for girls from five to twelve years of age.

For a girl of eight years, the dress needs

three yards and three-eighths of blue and

three-eighths of a yard of white serge each 8327 8327
forty inches wide. Ofone fabric, it calls for Front View . Back View .
five yards and three- fourths twenty -two

inches wide, or four yards and a fourth
GIRLS ' DRESS, WITH BERTHA BRETELLES AND POINTED BELT. (COPYRIGHT.)

thirty inches wide, or three yards and five ( For Description see Page 565.)

eighths thirty -six inches wide, or two yards

and seven- eighths forty -four inches wide. Price of pattern , 1s. Wehave pattern No. 8364 in eight sizes for girls from five to
or 25 cents, twelve years of age. To make the dress for a girl of eight

years will require six yards and an eighth of goods twenty

GIRLS' DRESS. (TO BE MADE WITH OR WITHOUT A FITTED LINING .) two inches wide, or four yards and an eighth thirty inches

wide, or three yards and three-fourths thirty- six inches wide,
(For Illustrations see this Page.)

or three yards and a fourth forty -four inches wide. Price
No. 8364. – Plain and embroidered nainsook are associated in of pattern , 1s. or 25 cents .
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• GIRLS' DRESS, WITH BERTHA -BRETELLES AND POINTED and insertion or ribbon -run peading will provide the trimming.

BELT. Wehave pattern No. 8327 in eight sizes for girls from five to

twelve years of age. For a girl of eight years , the dress calls
(For Illustrations see Page 564 .) for three yards and seven -eighths of wash goods thirty -six inches

No. 8327 . - At figure No. 340 R in this number of THE DE- wide, with seven -eighths of a yard of all-over embroidery twenty

LINEATOR this dress is shown made of plain , embroidered and seven inches wide. Of one fabric, it calls for six yards and a

dotted batiste and trimmed with batiste edging. fourth twenty -two inches wide, or four yards and a half thirty

The dress is here represented made of a combination of checked inches wide, or four yards and a fourth thirty - six inches wide, or

pink chambray

and all -over em

broidery and

trimmed wiih

embroidered

ed ging . The
waist is made

over a lining

that is fitted by

single bust darts

and shoulder

and under-arm

seams and is 8372
closed at the

back . The up
per part of the waist is a pointed yoke to

which are joined the full fronts and full

backs. The fulness of the front and backs

is collected in gathers at the top, and in

two rows of shirring at the bottom which 8372
8372

are concealed by an applied belt, the front

drooping prettily in blouse fashion . Fol Front View . Back Vieu .

lowing the lower edge of the yoke are MIASES' COVERT JACKET. (TO BE MADE WITH A SNIP OR NOTCHED COLLAR.) (COPYRIGHT.)
handsome Bertha -bretelles of the all-over

embroidery, which stand out in a long (For Description see this Page.)

pointover each sleeve and narrow towards

the back and front, forming a point at the

center of the front and separating in points at the center of the three yards and a half forty-four inches wide. Price of pattern ,
back . The standing collar is of all-over embroidery, with a 1s. or 25 cents .

frill of edging at the top. The one-seam bishop sleeves, which

are gathered at the top and bottom , are arranged over large one MISSES' COVERT JACKET. (TO BE MADEWITH A SNIP OR NOTCHED
seam linings and completed with deep , round cuffs . To the

lower edge of the body is joined a straight, full skirt that is
COLLAR.)

(For Illustrations see this Page.)
deeply hemmed at the bottom and gathered at the top . A pretty

belt made of all-over embroidery forms a point at the center of No. 8372. - This serviceable and stylish covert jacket is illus
trated made of cloth

and finished with

machine - stitching.

It is of fashionable

depth and is ren .

dered close- fitting

at the sides and

back by under-arm
and side-back gores

and a curving cen

ter seam , the parts

being sprung below

8335 the waist to form

deep flutes that

stand out with styl

ish effect at the back . The loose fronts

are closed in a fly and are reversed at the

top by the rolling collar, which may be

in snip or notched style , as preferred ,

the pattern making provision for both , as

illustrated . Pocket-laps cover openings

to side pockets and a left breast-pocket.

The two-seam leg - o ' -mutton sleeves are

plaited at the top and stand out in a styl

8335 8335
ish way above the elbow .

Jackets of this style are made of faced
Front View . Back View . cloth , whipcord , serge , flannel and fancy

GIRLS' DRESS. (TO BE SMOCKED OR SHIRRED AND WORN WITH OR WITHOUT A GUIMPE.) coatings and finished with machine

(COPYRIGHT.) stitching. A specially smart jacket was
of light mode broadcloth . Black Velvet

(For Description see Page 566.)
inlaid the collar and lapels and the edges
were double- stitched .

the front and closes at the left side, the overlapping end being We have pattern No. 8372 in seven sizes for misses from ten

slightly pointed . The small engraving shows the dress with the to sixteen years of age. For a miss of twelve years, the jacket

pointed belt and Bertha -bretelles omitted . will need five yards of goods twenty -two inches wide, or three

Pretty materials for making this dress are grass linen , Scotch yards and seven -eighths thirty inches wide , or three yards and

ginghams and zephyr, lawn, Swiss, chambray and percale . All. a fourth thirty- six inches wide, or two yards and five-eighths

over embroidery in cambric, Swiss, mull or batiste will usually forty -four inches wide, or two yards fifty -four inches wide.

be associated with these fabrics, and lace or embroidered edging Price of pattern , 10d. or 20 cents .
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GIRLS' DRESS. ( TO BE SMOCKED OR SHIRRED AND WORN With below the bust ; they are reversed in large, pointed lapels by a

OR WITHOUT A GUIMPE.) rolling coat-collar of stylish depth . Under-arm gores, side-back
gores extending to the shoulders and a center seam complete the

(For Illustrations see Page 565.) pretty adjustment. The side-back seams are terminated just
No. 8335 . - This dainty little dress is shown made of rose silk below the waist-line and over each is stitched a box-plait , the

and itmay be smocked or shirred , as preferred , both effects being side edges of which are joined to the loose side edges of the
illustrated . It may be

worn with or without

a guimpe and is pro
vided with a body lin

ing fitted by single

bust darts. The dress

is deeply hemmed at
the bottom and is

shaped by shoulder
seams only ; it is cut

low and round at the

top , where it is prettily

and deeply smocked or
shirred , the neck being

finished with a cording
of the material. It is

also deeply smocked

or shirred at the waist 1079
line and tacked to the 1079

lining, the front droop Front View . Back View .

ing softly while the
MISSES' JACKET, WITH BELTED NORFOLK BACK . (FOR CYCLING OR GENERAL OUTDOOR WEAR.) (COPYRIGHT.)

back is drawn down

tightly . The short puff (For Description see this Page.)

sleeves are arranged

over smooth one

seam linings and are gathered at the top and deeply smocked backs and side-backs to give additional fulness in the skirt ,

or shirred at the bottom ; they are finished with a cording of which ripples prettily at the sides. A belt crosses the back and

the material. is passed under the fronts through openings in the under-arm

Pretty dresses will be made up in this way in pale-pink , blue, seams and closed in frontwith a buckle. The seamsare in one
heliotrope or rose lawn, dimity or chambray and also in plain seam leg -o '-mutton style , with two rows of shirring at the top .

or fancy silk , China or wash silk or cashmere. Stitching finishes the jacket in tailor style.
We have pattern No. 8335 in eight sizes for girls from five to A jacket like this is desirable for bicycling or for general

twelve years old . Of one material for a girl of eight years, the wear and will be made of covert suiting , tailor cloth , plain
dress requires six yards twenty -two inches wide, or four yards cheviot, the heather mixtures and other light-weight coatings,
and an eighth thirty inches wide, or four yards and an eighth Stitching is the preferred finish .

thirty - six inches wide , or three We have pattern No. 1079 in seven sizes for misses from ten

yards and a fourth forty -four to sixteen years of age. For a miss of twelve years, the jacket
inches wide. Price of pattern , needs four yards and three-eighths of material twenty -seven

1s. or 25 cents. inches wide, or three yards and a fourth thirty-six inches wide,

or two yards and seven - eighths forty -four inches wide, or two

yards and a half fifty -four inches wide. Price of pattern , 18. or

MISSES' JACKET, WITH BELT 25 cents.

ED NORFOLK BACK . (For

CYCLING OR GENERAL OUTDOOR MISSES' ETON JACKET. (TO BE MADE with Medium OR LARGE

WEAR.) COLLAR AND LAPELS.)

(For Illustrations see this Page.) (For Illustrations see this Page.)
8341

No. 1079. - Cheviotwaschosen No. 8341. — This stylish Eton jacket may be made with large

ormedium collar

and lapels and is

represented de
veloped in navy

blue serge. Its

smooth , seam

less back joins

the fronts in

shoulderand un

der-arm seams.

The jacket ex

tends to the

waist- line and is

straight across

at the back .

Its fronts open

widely and are

pointed at their

lower front cor
8341

8341
ners ; they are

reversed above
Front View . Back View .

the bust in
MISSES ETON JACKET. (TO BE MADE WITH MEDIUM OR LARGE COLLAR AND LAPELS.) (COPYRIGHT.) pointed lapels

(For Description see this Page.) that extend be

yond the end of

the rolling col
for making this jacket, which has a distinctly jaunty air. The lar. The leg- o '-mutton sleeves are shaped by one seam only and

open fronts are fitted by single bust darts and flare decidedly their ample fulness is collected in double shirrings at the top ;
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they show the fashionable droop and flare above the elbow ,whileMISSES' EMPIRE JACKET (ALSO CALLED THE NEW Box COAT),
they fit the fore-arm closely . Two rows of machine-stitching WITH SQUARE YOKE. (TO BE MADE WITH OR
finish all the edges of the jacket.

WITHOUT THE FANCY COLLARETTE .)The jacket may be appropriately made of serge, flannel,

smooth cloth , fancy suitings, cheviot, etc ., and will be finished (For Ilustrations see this Page.)

with one or several rows of stitching made close to the edge No. 8326 . — This jacket may be seen made of cloth and velvet

overlaid with lace , with gimp for
decoration , by referring to figure

No. 339 R in this magazine.
The jacket is in Empire style and

is also called the new box coat.

Light cloth was here selected for it.

The upper part of the jacket is a
square yoke shaped by shoulder
seams, and to the yoke are joined

the loose fronts and back , which
meet in under-arm seams and are
laid in a wide box -plait at each
side of the center of the back and

at each side of the closing, which is

made invisibly at the center of
the front. The plaits are well
pressed to the lower edge, the
loose effect of the box coat being

8322 8322 presented . The full sleeve is gath

ered at the top and bottom and is
Front View . Back View

completed with a flaring round
MISSES' DOUBLE - BREASTED JACKET, WITH Box FRONT. (COPYRIGHT.) cuff that rolls upward from the

(For Description see this Page.) lower edge. A large lining, shaped
by two seams and finished with

deep wristbands, supports the

and narrowly or quite widely spaced , according to preference. sleeve. At the neck is a rolling collar and included in the

Wehave pattern No. 8341 in nine sizes for misses from eight seam with it is a deep fancy collar that conceals the yoke and
to sixteen years of age. To make the jacket of one material shapes four small pointed tabs across the front and back and
for a miss of twelve years, will require four yards and an a larger tab on each sleeve. The collars and cuffs are bordered

eighth twenty -two inches wide, or three yards and three-eighths with silk gimp. The effect of the jacket without the fancy

thirty inches wide, or three yards thirty -six inches wide, or two collarette is shown in the small views.

yards and three-eighths forty -four inches wide, or a yard and For such a jacket any of the fashionable coatings may be se
seven -eighths fifty -four inches wide. Price of pattern , 10d . or lected , and velvet or silk may be used for the fancy collar and

20 cents. cuffs. A simple trimming is desirable but not necessary.
Wehave pattern No. 8326 in seven sizes for misses from ten

MISSES' DOUBLE -BREASTED JACKET, WITH BOX FRONT. to sixteen years of age. For a miss of twelve years , the jacket
calls for six vards and three-eighths of material twenty -two

(For Illustrations see this Page.) inches wide,

No. 8322. — This jacket is characterized by an air of trimness or four yards
and is one of the newest Spring styles. It is represented and five

made of tan cloth , with a neat finish of machine- stitching. The eighths thir

fronts are in loose box style and are lapped in regular double- ty inches
breasted fashion to the throat and closed at the left side with a wide, or four

button -hole and button at the top and below the waist and with yards and a

a fly between . An accurate adjustment at the sides and back is fourth thir
made by under-arm and side-back gores and a curving center ty- six inches
sam , the shaping giving the fashionable long , slender waist and wide , or

producing slight ripples on the hips and deep flutes at the back . three yards 8326 8326
The openings to side pockets in

the fronts are finished with small,
square -cornered laps. The collar

is in military , turn -down style with

a high band that is closed at the

throat. Inside and outside seams
shape the leg - o '-mutton sleeves,

which have moderate fulness at

the top collected in two double

box-plaits and two downward

turning plaits at each side of

the box -plaits.

Very stylish jackets will be
made up like this of covert cloth ,
melton and fancy Spring coat
ings, the finish invariably being

given by stitching. The turn -down

portion of the collar will frequently
8326be inlaid with velvet.

S326
We have pattern No. 8322 in

seven sizes for misses from ten Front View . Back View .

to sixteen years of age. For a MISSES' EMPIRE JACKET (ALSO CALLED THE NEW Box Coat), WITH SQUARE YOKE. (TO BE

miss of twelve years, the jacket MADE WITH OR WITHOUT THE FANCY COLLARETTE.) (COPYRIGHT.)

calls for four yards of goods twen (For Description see this Page.)
ty- seven inches wide, 07 three

yards thirty - six inches wide , or

two yards and five- eighths forty- four inches wide, or two yards and five- eighths forty- four inches wide, or three yards and a
fifty-four inches wide. Price of pattern, 1s . or 25 cents. fourth fifty -four inches wide. Price of pattern , 1s, or 25 cents.
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GIRLS' EMPIRE JACKET (ALSO CALLED GIRLS' DOUBLE - BREASTED JACKET.

THE New Box Coat), WITH SQUARE ( For Illustrations see this Page .)

YOKE. (TO BE MADE WITH OR WITB
No. 8368.–At figure No. 343 R in this mag.

OUT THE FANCY COLLARETTE .)

azine this jacket is again shown.
( For Illustrations see this Page.)

The jacket is here pictured made of fawn

No. 8323.—There is a charming air of 8323 8323
colored broadcloth and finished in tailor style

with machine- stitching . The loose fronts lap

and close in double-breasted style with but

ton -holes and large pearl buttons. Above the

closing the fronts are reversed in pointed lap

els by a rolling collar, which is shaped in

square tabs at the ends and forms notches

with the lapels. The jacket is closely ad.

justed at the back and sides by under - arm and

side -back gores and a curving center seam ,

the parts being sprung below the waist- line to

produce deep, rolling flutes at the back . The

one - seam leg-o ' -mutton sleeves are gathered

at the top and stand out stylishly. Square

cornered pocket -laps cover openings to side

pockets in the fronts.

Covert cloth , broadcloth , cheviot, faced

8323 8323 cloth , tweed and light-weight coatings are

Front View . Back View . stylish for making up this jacket.

GIRLS' EMPIRE JACKET (ALSO CALLED THE New Box Coat), WITH SQUARE YOKE. (TO
We have pattern No. 8368 in eight sizes

BE MADE WITH OR WITHOUT THE FANCY COLLARETTE .) (COPYRIGHT.) for girls froni five to twelve yearsold. For a

(For Description see this Page.)
girl of eight years, the jacket calls for three

yards and five-eighths of goods twenty - seven

inches wide, or two yards and seven - eighths

quaintness about this top garment, which is known both as the thirty- six inches wide, or two yards and a half forty -four inches

Empire jacket and the new box coat. Tan box cloth was here wide, or two yards fifty - four

chosen for its development and fancy gimp provides the deco inches wide. Price of pattern ,

ration . The fronts and back fall free from a square yoke that 10d. or 20 cents.

is shaped by shoulder seams, and a broad box-plait is laid in

each front hack of the hemmed front edge, a similar box -plait

being folded at each side of the center of the back . A fancy
MISSES' SHIRT-WAIST, WITH

collarette is a stylish feature and is included in the seam with the
BACK YOKE-FACING AND

rolling collar , which has prettily flaring ends ; the collarette lies

smoothly on the jacket and is shaped at the bottom in a series
LARGE SAILOR - COLLAR.

of square tabs. The full bishop sleeves are gathered at the top
(For Illustrations see Page 569.)

and bottom and arranged over two-seam linings ; they are com No. 8348. - Dark -blue lawn

pleted with round , close -fitting cuffs. dotted in white and plain white

Graceful little jackets of cloth , fancy cos ing, cheviot, tweed lawn are combined in this shirt

and some fancy wool suitings will be becomingly made up in waist at figure No. 342 R in this

this style , and braid , gimp or passementerie will provide dec. magazine, and embroidered edg

oration . Such jackets will often be needed to match a special ing and feather - stitched bands

dress. provide the decoration .

We have pattern No. 8323 in eight sizes for girls from two to Thesimply constructed shirt

nine years of age. To make the jacket , except the fancy waist is made quite fanciful by

collarette, for a girl of eight years, will need four yards of the sailor collar. White lawn 1081

material twenty -two inches wide, or two yards and three was here selected for it. The MISSES AND GIRLS' BISHOP

fourths thirty inches wide, or two yards and three-eighths fronts are gathered at the neck SHIRT- SLEEVE, WITH LINK

thirty - six inches wide, or two yards forty - four inches wide, or a at each side of the closing, which Cuff. ( COPYRIGHT.)

yard and five -eighths fifty -four inches wide. The fancy collarette is made with button -holes and ( For Description see this Page.)

will need five- eighths of a yard twenty-two inches

or more wide. Price of pattern, 10d . or 20 cents.

©

MISS bei AND GIRLS' BISHOP SHIRT -SLEEVE,

WITI LINK CUFF.

(For Ilustration see this Page .)

No. 1081.–The bishop shirt - sleeve is meeting with

very general approval and is used in all sorts of wash

dresses. The one here pictured is made of striped

lawn and its becoming fulness is collected in gath

ers at the upper and lower edges . The sleeve flares

from the arm and is slashed at the back of the arm ,

the slash being finished with an underlap and a

pointed overlap. To the lower edge of the sleeve

is joined a straight cuff closed with link buttons.

Stitching finishes the sleeves in the correct way.

All the popular shirt- waist materials , such as

dimity, batiste, grass linen , plain and figured lawn ,

percale and cambric , are suitable for the sleeve.

We have pattern No. 1081 in six sizes , from six to sixteen years

of age. To make a pair of sleeves for a miss of twelve years,

calls for two yards and three -fourths of material twenty -two

inches wide, or two yards and an eighth twenty-seven inches

wide, or a yard and three-fourths thirty-six inches wide. Price

of pattern , 5d. or 10 cents.

8368 8368

Front Vieu . Back View .

Girls' DOUBLE - BREASTED JACKET. (COPYRIGHT. )

( For Description see this Page .)

buttons or studs through a box- plait formed at the front edge of

the right front. The back is smooth at the top, where a square

yoke-facing is stitched on , and it is drawn in at the waist -line by

tapes inserted in a casing , the tapes being tied over the fronts to

collect their fulness prettily. A belt finished with stitching and

having pointed ends encircles the waist. The sailor collar isvery
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MISSES' AND GIRLS' SPENCER

WAIST, WITH FITTED LINING (THAT

MAY BE OMITTED ).

(For Illustrations see this Page.)

No. 8339. — This simple Spencer waist
is both practical and youthful and is

8348

broad and deep at the back and its ends flare from the throat.
The shirt sleeves, which are slashed at the back of the arm and

finished with underlaps and pointed overlaps in regular shirt

sleeve style , have deep rolling cuffs joined to narrow wrist
bands, the ends of the wristbands being closed with link buttons
and the ends of the cuffs flaring quite widely . A frill of
embroidered edging trims the edges of the collar and cuffs .

Very cool and comfortable shirt-waistsmay

be made up like this from figured lawn, ba

tiste , zephyr gingham , dimity and also from

wash silk . Fancy bands, insertion , edging and

ruffles of the goods are liked for decoration .
Wehave pattern No. 8348 in seven sizes for

misses from ten to sixteen years of age. For

a miss of twelve years, the shirt-waist requires

five yards and a half of goods twenty -two

inches wide, or four yards and seven -eighths

twenty -seven inches wide, or four yards thir

ty - six inches wide. Price of pattern , 10d . or

20 cents.
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MISSES AND GIRLS' ONE -SEAM LEG - 0 '

MUTTON DRESS SLEEVE,WITH

FITTED LINING .

(For Illustration see this Page.) 8348 8348
No. 1078. - Light dress goodswere used for Front View . Back View .

this sleeve, which flares fashionably above

the elbow MISSES' SHIRT-WAIST, WITH BACK YOKE- FACING AND LARGE SAILOR -COLLAR.

and fits
(COPYRIGHT.)

(For Description see Page 668 .)
closely

below . It

is shaped with only an inside worn with all kinds of skirts. It is shown developed in chambray

seam and is shirred twice at and may be made up with or without the lining , which is fitted
the top and arranged over a smoothly by single bust darts and under-arm and side-back

lining fitted in coat- sleeve gores. The full front joins the full backs in shoulder and under

style. arm seamsand the closing is made with button-holes and buttons

The sleeve will look well at the back . The waist presents a smooth effect at the top , while
madeupin silk ,mohair in any the fulness at the lower edge is becomingly drawn to the center
of the weaves in which it is in short rows of shirring in front and at each side of the closing ,

now seen , serge, whipcord , the shirrings being concealed by a belt that is stitched to position.
lawn, gingham or any of the The neck is completed by a standing collar. The stylish one
Summer textiles. seam gigot sleeves are shirred twice at the top and droop fashion

We have pattern No. 1078 ably to the elbow , below which they fit closely ; they aremounted

in eight sizes from two to six - upon smooth , coat-shaped linings.

teen years of age. To make a Washable fabrics may be made up in this manner with a cer

pair of sleeves for a miss of tainity of becomingness and the waist may be easily laundered .

twelve years , calls for three It is also suitable for cashmere, vailing and various soft woollen
1078 yards and three -eighths of textures.

MISSES' AND GIRLS' ONE- SEAM goods twenty -two inches Wehave pattern No. 8339 in thirteen sizes from four to six
LEG - o ' -MUTTON DRESS SLEEVE, wide, or two yards and teen years of age. For a miss of twelve years, the waist requires

WITH FITTED LINING ). three- fourths thirty inches four yards and five-eighths of goods twenty -two inches wide , or
(COPYRIGHT.) wide, or two yards and an three yards and a fourth thirty inches wide, or two yards and

(For Description see this Page.) eighth thirty- six inches wide, three-fourths thirty- six inches wide, or two yards and a half
forty -four inches wide.

Price of pattern , 7d . or

15 cents .

1
0
0

7
7
0

MISSES' SHIRT-WAIST,

WITH BISHOP SHIRT

SLEEVES. (TO BE MADE

WITH PERMANENT OR RE

MOVABLE TURN - OVER

CUFFS AND STANDING OR

TURN - DƏWN COLLAR AND
WITH OR WITHOUT A FIT

TED LINING .)

(For Ilustrations see Page 570.)

No. 8334. - This shirt

waist is illustrated made
of all-over embroidered
linen and plain white linen ,

8339 8339
with a finish of machine

Front View . Back View . stitching. It is provided
MISSES' AND GIRLS' SPENCER WAIST, WITH FITTED LINING ( THAT MAY BE OMITTED). (COPYRIGHT.) with a body lining which

(For Description see this Page.)
consists of a back fitted

by a dart at each side and
fronts adjusted by single

or two yards forty-four inches wide, or a yard and seven - bust darts,but the use or omission of the lining is optional. The

eighihs fifty inches wide. Price of pattern , 5d . or 10 cents. back of the shirt-waist extends some distance below the waist and
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has becoming fulness drawn to the center by gathers at the neck thirty inches wide, with half a yard of plain white linen thirty
and by shirrings at the waist-line ; it is joined in shoulder and six inches wide. Of one material, it calls for three yards and &

under-arm half twenty -seven inches wide, or three yards thirty -six inches

seams to the wide. Price of pattern , 10d . or 20 cents .

full fronts ,

whichextend

only to the MISSES' SEVEN -GORED SKIRT, SIDE -PLAITED AT THE
waist- line.

BACK AND HAVING UNDERFOLDED PLAITS FORM
The full

ING DEEP FLUTES AT THE SIDE SEAMS BELOW
fronts are

disposed in THE HIPS. (KNOWN AS THE CONSUELO SKIRT.)

soft folds by (For Illustrations see this Page.)

8334 8334 gathersat the No. 8373 . - Tbe skirt duplicates a new and attractive style

for ladies and is shown made of light

camel's -hair . It comprises seven gores.

The two back -gores are each laid in
two backward -turning , overla pping

plaits that flare in flute folds to the

lower edge , and extra widths allowed

a short distance below the belt on the

front edges of the back -gores and on
the side edges of all the other gores are

underfolded in forward -turning plaits

to form deep , backward -rolling fiutes
thatstand out well and are held in posi
tion by a strap tacked underneath to

the tops of the plaits . The skirt shows

the fashionable broad flare at the front

and is of stylish width , measuring five

yards round at the lower edge in the

middle sizes. The placket is finished
8334

8334
at the center seam and the top of the

skirt is completed with a belt.

Front View . Back Vieu . The skirt will be particularly charm

MISSES' SHIRT-WAIST, WITH BISHOP SHIRT- SLEEVES. (TO BE MADE WITH PERMANENT OR ing made up in organdy , lawn or grass

REMOVABLE TURN -OVER CUFFS AND STANDING OR TURN - DOWN COLLAR linen , with or without a lining. It is

AND WITH OR WITHOUT A FITTED LINING .) (COPYRIGHT.) also suitable for mohair, crépon, silk
and other seasonable materials . A

(For Description see Page 569 .)
pretty decoration on an organdy skirt

consisted of plaited ribbons placed over

neck and shoulder edges and by shirrings at the lower edge and the upper part of the side seams and falling in short loops below .

droop in French blouse style at the center. A belt stitched on We have pattern No. 8373 in seven sizes for misses from ten

underneath stays the shirrings when the lining is not used . The to sixteen years of age. For a miss of twelve years, the skirt

shirt-waist is closed invisibly at the center of the front. The calls for five yards and a fourth of goods twenty -two inches
bishop shirt- sleeves are

slashed at the back of the

arm and finished with the

usualunderlaps and point.

ed overlaps ; they are

completed with turn -up

cuffs that may be made

permanent or removable ,

as preferred . The cuffs

are closed under the roll

with link buttons and

when removable theyhave

pointed tabs at the cen

ter underneath , and the

sleeves are finished with

wristbands to which the

cuffs are buttoned by

means of the tabs. The
collar may be in turn
down or Piccadilly style ,
and may be sewed to the

shirt-waist or buttoned to

a neck -band, which will

finish the neck when the

collar is removable. A

belt encircles the waist. 8373
The change from the 8373

conventional shirt-waist Side- Front Pier . Side- Back View .
offered in the drooping MISSES' SEVEN -GORED SKIRT, SIDE - PLAITED AT THE BACK AND HAVING UNDERPOLDED PLAITS FORMING

fronts of this design will LEEP FLUTES AT THE SIDE SEAMS BELOW THE HIPS. (KNOWN
prove a welcome one, AS THE CONSUELO SKIRT.) (COPYRIGHT.)
especially to slendermiss (For Description see this Page.)
es whose figures are im

proved by loose effects .

All the usual shirt-waist materials are suitable for the mode. wide, or four yards and seven -eighths thirty inches wide, or
Wehave pattern No. 8334 in seven sizes for misses from ten to four yards and a fourth thirty -six inches wide, or three yards

sixteen years of age. For a miss of twelve years , the shirt and three-eighths forty -four inches wide, or three yards and an
waist needs three yards and a fourth of figured grass linen eighth fifty inches wide. Price of pattern , 1s. or 25 cents .
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Styles for Little Folks.
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FIGURES Nos. 345 R AND underneath the box .

346 R . - CHIL plait at the center , and

DREN'S DRESSES. pearl buttons add a
dressy finish to the

(For Ilustrations see plait. Side-back goresthis Page.)
and a curving center

FIGURE No. 345 R . seam render the sides
- This illustrates a and back of the jacket

Child ' s dress. The pat close-fitting and ful
tern , which is No. ness below the waist

8342 and costs 10d , or line is underfolded in
20 cents , is in seven plaits at the mid

sizes for children from dle three seams. The
one-half to six years large sailor -collar lies

of age, and may be smoothly on the jacket
again seen on page and is bordered with
572 of this magazine. a till of embroidered

In this quaint little edging and included in

dress plain white lawn the seam with the styl

is here combined with ish rolling collar,which

white lawn figured in is decorated to corre
pink and green . The spond. The one-seam

short body has gath sleeves flare above the

ered fulness at the front elbow and fit closely
and back framed by below .

smooth bretelles that Greatlicense in color

stand out prettily over is now permissible in
the full bishop sleeves. the little top - garments

The bretelles are trim for children. Such
med with a frill of em shadesof piqué as buff,
broidered edging and heliotrope, blue, pink
a frillof narrower edg and lavender are pro

FIGURE No. 345 R . FIGURE No. 346 R .
ing rises at the neck curable, and if heavier
and falls from the low FIGURE No. 345 R . — This illustrates Child's DRESS. — The pattern is No. 8342 (copy goodsare desired , flan
er edges of the wrist

right), price 10d. or 20 cents. FIGURE No. 346 R . — This illustrates Child's nel, cloth and serge are
bands. The full skirt DRESS. - The pattern is No. 8349 (copyright), price 10d . or 20 cents. appropriate. A lavish

is joined to the body amount of trimming is

with a cording and
( For Descriptions see this Page.)

not required , but on

drooping bowsof pink piqué, be it white or

ribbon with very long ends are set under the lower front corners colored , the pretty embroidered edgings now sold sometimes

of the bretelles. accompanied by insertions are used for decoration , while on the

Charming afternoon dresses can be made up after this mode heavier goods braid or machine-stitching is the preferred tinish .

from dimity , figured India silk , mull and dotted Swiss, and The fancy straw

gingham or percale will be chosen for morning dresses. Com - hat is trimmed with
wite effectivebinations of colors or materials will be quite effective. flowers.
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FIGURE No. 346 R . - - This represents a Child ' s dress. The
pattern , which is No. 8349 and costs 10d . or 20 cents, is in

seven sizes for children from one-half to six years of age, and is
again portrayed on page 572.

This dainty little gown is here pictured inade of white lawn,
and decoration is contributed by lace edging and insertion .
The little maiden' s dress falls all round in full folds from a
shallow , square yoke that is shaped by shoulder seams and con
cealed by a deep , pointed collar. A row of lace insertion and
a frill of wide lace edging trim the collar, and two rows of in -

sertion decorate the dress above the hem . A frill of narrow
lace set on under a narrow band of the material finishes the
neck and a similar frill falls from the lower edges of wrist

bands finishing the full bishop sleeves.

This dress would be quite elaborate made of striped taffeta ,
with a collar of white silk and lace for trimming . Nainsook ,
batiste , zephyr gingham , Madras and cambric will be appropriate
for it, and embroidery or ribbon will provide suitable garniture

FIGURE NO. 348 R .

LITTLE GIRLS'LITTLE

DRESS.

(For Illustration

see Page 573 .)

FIGURE No .
348 R . — This illus

trates a Little Girls '

dress. The pattern ,
which is No. 8358

and costs 10d. or
20 cents , is in seven

sizes for little girls

from two to eight

years of age, and
may beseen in three

views on page 572 .
For a little golden

haired maiden the
FIGURE No. 347 R . – This illustrates Child's

dress as here made JACKET. — The pattern is No. 8369, (copy
up in pink dotted

right), price 10d. or 20 cents .
Swiss will be very

dainty and becom
(For Description see this Page.)

ing. In this instance
it is worn withoutaguimpe, but a guimpe may be added if
desired . A short body closed at the back supports the gathered

skirt, which falls in soft folds. The skirt is joined to the lower

edge of the body at the sides and back and extends over the
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FIGURE No. 347 R . - CHILD 'S JACKET.

(For Illustration see this Page.)

FIGURE No. 347 R . — This illustrates a Child ' s jacket. The

pattern , which is No. 8369 and costs 10d. or 20 cents , is in
seven sizes for children from two to eight years, and may be

seen again on page 573 of this number of THE DELINEATOR .
Pale -blue piqué is the material pictured in this quaint jacket,

and embroidered edging and large pearl buttons furnish the
decoration . The loose fronts of the jacket are closed with a fly
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body almost to the neck at the front, where it is headed by a shoulders to the front, drooping over the sleeves with the effect

band of insertion , Bretelles bordered with a frill of lace edging of epaulettes, and their front ends are nicely rounded . A wrin

lie smoothly over the shoulders and on the sleeves and present kled ribbon is passed around the waist at the back and termin .

the broad sailor -collar outline at the back . The pretty elbow ates under a bow at each side of the deeper portion of the skirt.

puff -sleeves are Silk , French

finished with & flannel, cash
frill of lace edg mere, camel' s
ing , and ribbon hair and mixed

sash -ties tacked suitings com

to the body at bined with vel

each side of the vet will be suit

deeper portion able for this

of the skirt are little dress, and

handsomely lace, passemen

bowed at the terie or braid
back . will be attract

There is an ive as trimming .

air of pictur We have pat

esque quaint tern No. 8358 in
ness in the mode seven sizes for

that makes the little girls from
charm of child two to eight

hood irresisti 8358 years of age .
ble . Nastur. To make the

tium -yellow dress for a girl
lawn, silk , mull of four years,

or organdy will 8358 8358 calls for four

answer for a
Front View .

yards and five
Back View .

little brunette , eighths of goods
while her blonde LITTLE GIRLS' DRESS. (TO BE WORN WITH OR WITHOUT A GUIMPE.) (COPYRIGHT.) twenty -two in

playmate will (For Description see this Page.) ches wide, or

appear best in three yards and

blue, lavender, three-eighths
pink , rose or helio thirty inches wide, or
trope. Lace or em three yards and a

broidered edging are fourth thirty -six inch

commended for deco es wide, or two yards

ration . and five- eighths forty
four inches wide .

Price of pattern, 10d .

LITTLE GIRLS' or 20 cents.

DRESS . ( TO BE WORN

WITH OR WITHOUT 8349
CHILD' S SQUARE

A GUIMPE.)
YOKE DRESS, WITH

For Illustrations see
this Page .) POINTED COLLAR .

No. 8358 . - Another (For Illustrations see

view of this dainty
this Page . )

dress is given at figure 8349 No. 8349. - By re

No. 348 R in this mag 8349 ferring to figure No.
azine. Front View . Back View . 346 R in this number

This dress, with its Child 's SQUARE - YOKE DRESS, With Pointen GOLLAR. (COPYRIGHT.) of THE DELINEATOR,
unique fancy bretelles,

is
this dress may be seen

here
(For Description see this Page.)

illustrated made of white lawn

made of Dresden taf and trimmed with lace

feta and decoration is edging and insertion .
supplied by insertion The dainty little

and edging . It has a dress is here pictured
short square-necked made of white lawn

body , fitted by under and trimmed with em

arm seams and very broidered edging and
short shoulder seams insertion . The full

and closed at the skirt is deeply hemmed
back . The full skirt at the bottom and gath

is hemmed at the bot 8342 ered at the top across
tom and gathered at the front and back ,

the top ; it is joined to where it joins the lower
the lower edge of the edge of a square yoke
body at the back and that is shaped by shoul
sides and extends over der seams and closed
the body nearly to the 8342 at the back. A deep
neck at the front, the 8342 fancy collar, which
body being covered Front View . Back View . shapes a point at the
with a row of insertion Child's DRESS. (COPYRIGHT.) center of the front and

above to have the ef back and stands out in

fect of a narrow yoke .
(For Description see Page 573.)

a point over each

The short puff-sleeves sleeve, gives a touch
are made over smooth linings and spread in balloon style at the of quaintness to the dress. At the neck is an upright frill of

bottom . The dress may be worn with or without a guimpe. narrow edging set on under a narrow band of the material.

The fancy bretelles are in two sections and fall in the broad . The bishop sleeves are gathered at the top and bottom and
square outline of a sailor collar at the back ; they extend over the finished with wristbands.
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Pretty little dresses may be made up by this mode in lawn, An attractive dress was made of figured organdy. The bretelles

cambric , nainsook , dimity , mull and organdy , with all -over em - and wristbands of embroidered mullwere trimmed with fine lace ,

broidery in mull, Swiss, cambric or baiste - according to the and frills of lace were at the neck and lower edges of the body.

texture of thematerial in the dress — for the pointed collar. Ham . We have pattern No. 8342 in seven sizes for children from

burg or lace edging and insertion will provide appropriate trim . one-half to six years of age. For a child of four years, the dress

ming. A little dress of pink lawn had a collar of bastiste calls for four yards and a fourth of goods twenty-two inches

embroidery and was trimmed with batiste edging and beading. wide, or three yards and a fourth thirty inches wide, or three

We have pattern No. 8349 in seven sizes for children from yards and an eighth thirty-six inches wide, or two yards and

one-half to six years of age. To three-eighths forty-four inches

make the dress for a child of four wide. Price of pattern , 10d . or 20

years, will require three yards and · cents .

a half of lawn thirty - six inches

wide, with half a yard of insertion CHILD'S JACKET.
an inch and three-fourths wide. Of

one fabric , it calls for four yards (For Illustrations see this Page.)

and an eighth twenty -two inches No. 8369. - At figure No. 347 R

wide, or three yards and a half in this number of THE DELINEATOR

thirty or thirty -six inches wide, or this jacket is shown made of piqué

two yards and three-eighths forty and decorated with embroidered

four inches wide. Price of pat edging and large buttons.

tern , 100 . or 20 cents. The stylish little jacket is here

pictured made of piqué and deco

rated with embroidered edging and

CHILD' S DRESS. pearl buttons. The loose fronts are

closed with a fly under a broad
(For Illustrations see Page 572 .)

box-plait that is formed at the front
No. 8342. - A pretty combination edge of the right front. At the

of figured and plain lawn is shown sides and back the jacket is closely

in this dress at figure No. 345 R in fitted by side-back gores and a

this magazine, edging and ribbon curving center seam , and fulness

contributing the garniture. below the waist-line of the middle

The dress is here pictured made three seams is laid in an under

of light-blue checked gingham and folded box -plait at each seam , the
trimmed with embroidered edging plaits standing out in deep flutes.
and insertion . The upper part of The large sailor-collar falls deep
the dress consists of a short body and square at the back and its front

having a full front and full backs edges are sewed to position under

arranged on a smooth lining front the plait , the broad ends being pret

and lining backs and joined by tily shaped : The neck is finished
shoulder and under-arm seams. with a becoming rolling collar, the

The front and backs are gathered ends of which flare stylishly . The

at the neck and lower edges and fashionable one-seam leg - o ' -mutton

also half -way down the shoulder sleeves are gathered at the top and
edges and are smooth at the display the popular droop and flare

sides. The closing is made at the FIGURE NO. 348 R . - This illustrates LITTLE GIRLS' DRESS. above the elbow and the close ad

back with button -holes and small - The pattern is No. 8358 (copyright), price justment below .

pearl buttons. The neck is finished 10d , or 20 cents . White or colored piqué may be

with a cording of the material and (For Description see Page 571.) made up in this manner, and so

an upright frill of embroi may flannel, serge and

dery. The bishop sleeves cloth , and machine-stitch

are gathered at the top ing , lace or embroidered

and bottom and finished edging and insertion will

with narrow wristbands. provide effective decora
Pretty bretelles droop over tion .

the sleeves, adding a We have pattern No.

dressy touch to the dainty 8369 in seven sizes for

little garment. A straight, children from two to eight

full skirt that is deeply years of age. To make

hemmed at the bottom the jacket for a child

and gathered at the top is of four years, will re

sewed to the lower edge quire three yards and

of the body with a cord 8369 seven -eighths of material

ing of the material. The 8369 twenty -two inches wide,

dress may be made with Front View . Back View . or two yards and seven

out the bretelles, as shown CHILD'S JACKET. (COPYRIGHT.) eighthsthirty incheswide,

in the small engraving.
(For Description see this Page.)

or two yards and three
Nainsook , lawn, cam eighths thirty-six inches

bric , dimity, gingham and wide, or a yard and
percale will make pretty little dresses of this kind, and Ham . seven -eighths forty- four inches wide, or a yard and five-eighths

burg or lace edging and insertion may provide the trimming fifty-four inches wide. Price of pattern , 10d. or 20 cents.

X
X

" KINDERGARTEN PAPERS ” IN BOOK FORM . — The

marked interest and approval shown the “ Kindergarten

Papers," by Mrs. Sara Miller Kirby, just concluded in THE

DELINEATOR, and the continuous demand for back numbers of

the magazines containing them , have induced us to reissue them

in book form . In these papers Mrs. Kirby makes comprehen -

sive and popular review of the whole Kindergarten system , be

ginning with a brief biography of Friedrich Froebel, and

then proceeding to a graphic and detailed description of the

gifts, occupations and games and of the way they are used .

There are also chapters on Christmas work , on the home Kin

dergarten , on training and training schools , on the preparation

of topics and on the literature and materials used .

The book will be published in the Metropolitan Culture

Series, and will cost Four Shillings or One Dollar a copy . It

will be handsomely printed and bound , and, it is expected , will

be ready for distribution about May 1st. Orders will be now

received and copies will be sentas soon as issued .
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Styles for Boys.

lapels that extend in points beyond the square ends of a deep

sailor -color. Rolling cuffs complete the sleeves.

The close-fitting knee trousers are closed at the sides.

A band finishes the cap, which has a hexagonal crown and is

decorated at the center with a tassel .

For this little suit, tricot, cassimere, serge, cloth or velveteen

will be appropriate, and the blouse will be of lawn or nainsook

decorated with embroidery.

FIGURE No. 349 R.-LITTLE BOYS' SUIT.

(For Illustration see this Page.)

FIGURE No. 349 R.—This consists of a Little Boys' jacket ,

blouse , knee

trousersandcap.

The jacket pat

tern , which is

No. 8312 and

costs 7d. or 15

cents , is in six

sizes for little

boys from three

to eight years of

age , and is dif

ferently portray

ed on page 576.

The blouse 'pat

tern , which is

No. 6868 and

costs 7d. or 15

cents, is in seven

sizes for little

boys from two

FIGURE No. 350 R.-LITTLE BOYS' SAILOR SUIT.

( For Illustration see this Page .)

FIGURE No. 350 R. — This consists of a Little Boys' jacket ,

trousers and cap. The jacket pattern , which is No. 8314 and

costs 10d. or 20 cents, is in six sizes for little boys from three to

eight years of age, and may be seen in three views on page 577 .

The trousers pattern , which is No. 7582 and costs 7d . or 15

cents, is in eight sizes for boys from three to ten years of age,

and may be seen again on its accompanying label . Tbe

cap pattern , which is No. 3033 and costs 5d. or 10 cents , is

in seven sizes from six to six and three -fourths, cap sizes, or

from nineteen inches and a fourth to twenty -one inches and

a half, head measures, and is again represented on its label.

STITCITTO ,

FIGURE No. 349 R.-LITTLE BOYS' SUIT .-This

consists of Litue Boys' Jacket No. 8312, price

7d. or 15 cents ; Blouse No. 6868 ( copyright),

price 7d . or 15 cents ; Knee Trousers No. 3163,

price 7d. or 15 cents ; and Cap No. 6075 (copy.

right), price 5d. or 10 cents.

( For Description see this Page.)

to eight years old, and is also shown on its

accompanying label. The trousers pattern ,

which is No. 3163 and costs 7d. or 15 cents,

is in eight sizes from ühree to ten years old ,

and may be seen again on its label . The cap

pattern , which is No. 6075 and costs 5d. or

10 cents, is in seven sizes from six to six

and three -fourths, cap sizes, or from nineteen

inches and a fourth to twenty -one inches and

a half, head measures, and is also shown on FIGURE No. 350 R. FIGURE No. 351 R.

its label.

This is a jaunty suit for dressy wear.

The blouse is of white lawn and is closed FIGURE No. 350 R. – LITTLE Boys' SAILOR SUIT. — This consists of Little Boys' Jacket No

with buttons and button-holes through a 8314, price 10d . or 20 cents ; Trousers No. 7582, price 7d. or 15 cents ; and Cap

box - plait at the center of the front , a tiny
No. 3033, price 5d. or 10 cents. FIGURE No. 351 R. - LITTLE Boys' COAT AND CAP.

frill of lawn edging the plait . It has gath
This illustrates Little Boys' Long Coat No. 8315 (copyright), price 10d . or 20 cents ; and

ered fulness at the top at each side of the
Cap No. 3033, price 5d. or 10 cents.

plait , and the lower edge is drawn in about (For Descriptions see Pages 574 and 575.)

the waist to cause the usual blouse droop .

The neck is finished with a rolling collar

between the flaring ends of which a Windsor scarf is bowed. White and blue flannel are associated in this nautical-looking

Brown diagonal was used for the remainder of the suit , braid suit, and brass buttons andwide and narrow white braid furnish

and buttons providing a pretty decoration. The jacket reaches the decoration. The jacket is provided with a separate middy

just to the waist and its fronts are closed on the breast and flare vest that is closed at the back and finished with a neck-band ; it

widely below. The fronts are reversed at the top in fanciful is attractively decorated with braid . The jacket is of uniform
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Little boys coats for the warm season are made of piqué in

white and light colors and of linen , with trimmings of embroid .

ered edging and insertion or washable braid. The cap will usu

ally match the coat.

depth and the back is handsomely conformed to the figure .

The fronts open widely all the way down and are decorated

with buttons below the ends of a deep sailor-collar that is pret-

tily trimmed with braid . The comfortable cvat sleeves are each

finished with two buttons sewed to the upper side at cuff depth .

The long sailor trousers present the approved nautical flare

over the boots and are made without a fly .

The cap is in harmony with the suit and on its blue ribbon

band the word “ Union ” is embroidered in gilt.

The suit suggests sand and sea breezes, and pleasant Summer

outings on boats or by sea -shore or mountain side. For its best

development serge, flannel or cheviot will be chosen . Braid

will provide the neatest decoration .

FIGURE No. 351 R . - LITTLE BOYS' COAT AND CAP.

(For Ilustration see Page 574.)

FIGURE No. 351 R . — This consists of a Little Boys' long coat

and cap. The coat pattern , which is No. 8315 and costs 10d.

or 20 cents, is in five sizes for little boys from one to five years

of age, and is again portrayed on page 576 . The cap pattern ,

which is No. 3033 and costs 5d . or 10 cents , is in seven sizes

from six to six and three-fourths, cap sizes, or from nineteen

inches and a fourth to twenty -one inches and a half, head meas-

ures , and is also shown on its label.

This picturesque coat and cap are here illustrated made of

linen in the dark écru tone natural to that fabric . A box -plait

LITTLE BOYS' RUSSIAN BLOUSE SUIT, WITH SAILOR

COLLAR.

(For Nlustrations see this Page.)

No. 8309. - The Russian modes for little boys are popular
and the suit here shown made of blue serge and trimmed with

braid , but

tons, buckles

andmachine

stitching is

practical and

stylish . The

trousers are

in knicker

bocker style

and are shap

ed with the

usual seams

and hip

darts ; they

are buttoned

to an under
8311 8311

waist of lin . Front View . Back View .

ing shaped LITTLE Boys' SHORT OVERCOAT. (Knowx AS THE

by shoulder COVERT Coat.)
and under

( For Description see Page 576.)
arm seams

and closed at

the back with button -holes and buttons. The trousers are closed at

the sides, and the outside leg -seamsterminate above extra widths

on the backs, the legs being closed with two button -holes and
buttons above a narrow band that is ornamented with a buckle

and fastened with a button -hole and button , the overlapping end

being pointed . Pockets are inserted in the outside leg -seams.

The Russian blouse extends far below the waist. Its right

front is plain and narrow , while its left front laps to the right

shoulder seanı ; the closing is made with a fly underneath a

wide box -plait formed at the front edge of the right front. The

loose, seamless back is smooth across the shoulders and the

blouse is drawn at the waist by an elastic inserted in a casing

across the back and sides. A belt of the material having a

pointed , overlapping end is passed through straps sewed over

the side seamsand on the fronts and is closed with button -holes

and buttons. The sailor collar is decorated with lengthwise

rows of braid and its free edges are followed with a band of the

material machine-stitched at its edges ; it lies smoothly on the

blouse and its wide ends flare stylishly. The full sleeves are

gathered at the top and bottom and droop stylishly over round

cuffs that are braid -trimmed . An opening to a breast pocket

in the left front is finished with machine-stitching.

Flannel, cloth , serge, cheviot and such washable fabrics as

piqué may be made up in this manner and the collar may be

of contrasting material, or braid may provide the decoration .
We have pattern No. 8309 in six sizes for little boys from

three to eight years old . For a boy of five years, the suit re

quires three yards and three -eighths of material twenty -seven

inches wide, or a yard and five-eighths fifty- four inches wide.
Price of pattern , 1s. or 25 cents.
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8309

8309 8309

Front View . Back View

LITTLE BOYS' RUSSIAN BLOUSE SUIT, with SAILOR COLLAR.

(For Description see this Page.)

8317

8317 8317

Front View . Back View

LITTLE Boys' MIDDY -BLOUSE Suit. (WITHOUT A Fly.)

(For Description see this Page.)

formed at the center of the back widens gradually toward the

lower edge, and a belt trimmed with braid is slipped under the

box -plait and closed with a pearl buckle over the closing of the
coat, which is made at the center of the front under a row of

braid . Bretelles decorated with braid are stylish accessories

and pearl buttons are set on the fronts below them . The stand-

ing collar and the round cuffs finishing the fashionably full

sleeves are also braid -trimmed .

The cap is in Tam -O ’-Shanter or sailor style and its band is

covered with braid on which the word “ Victor” is embroidered .

LITTLE BOYS' MIDDY BLOUSE SUIT. (WITHOUT A FLY.)

(For Illustrations see this Page.)

No. 8317 . - In this suit a jaunty middy vest is most at

tractively introduced in a drooping sailor blouse. Blue and

red serge were selected for the suit . The vest droops like

the blouse and is buttoned to a sleevless under-waist that is

shaped by shoulder and under-arm seams and closed at the

back . It is finished at the neck with a row of machine-stitch

ing and decorated just below with an embroidered emblem .
The vest appears in middy style between the widely separated

fronts of the blouse, which is shaped by shoulder and under
arm seams. An elastic inserted in a hem at the lower edge of

the blouse draws the edge in about the waist, causing the regula

tion droop. The sailor collar is deep and broad and has wide
ends that are fancifully shaped . The sleeves bave fulness col

lected in gathers at the top and in side-plaits at the wrists, the
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plaits being stitched to position to cuff depth . The blouse is This serviceable top -coat is here pictured developed in pique

buttoned to the vest and under-waist. and decorated with lace insertion and lace edging . The loose

The trousers are shaped by inside and outside leg seams, a fronts join the loose, seamless back in shoulder and under-arm

center seam and hip darts. The outside leg seams end above seams and are closed invisibly at the center , a band of insertion

underlaps on the backs, the openings being closed with buttons outlined with lace edging concealing the closing. A box-plait is

and button -holes. The trousers are closed at the sides and are laid in the back at the center and is sewed along its underfolds

finished with under-waistbands in which button -holes are made from the neck to the waist, falling frec below . A belt , which is

for attachment to the un slipped through openings
der-waist. Pockets are in under the box -plait , has

serted in theoutside seams. pointed ends closed in
Blue and red , brown front under a strap of

and white, and green and thematerial. Bretelle-like

tan are among the pretty epaulettes give an air of

combinations for this suit , novelty to the coat ; they
and the most appropriate droop smoothly over the

materials are twilled or top of the stylish full
plain flannel, tweed , tricot 8315 sleeves, which are gath
and smooth cloth . ered at the top and bottom

We have pattern No. : and completed with round

8317 in six sizes for little cuffs . At the neck is a

boys from three to eight standing collar.

years of age. To make A comfortable top -gar

the suit for a boy of five ment of this style may be

years, will require a yard made up in Marseilles,
and an eighth of red with

8315
piqué, cloth and some

two yards and five-eighths 8315 suiting materials, and the
of blue serge each twenty · Front View . Back View . decoration will accord

geven inches wide. Of LITTLE BOYS' LONG COAT. (COPYRIGHT.) with the goods.
one material, it calls for (For Description see this Page.) We have pattern No.

three yards and five 8315 in five sizes for little

eighths twenty-seven inch boys from one to five
eswide, or a yard and five years of age. To make

eighths fifty -four inches the coat for a boy of four

wide. Price of pattern , years, requires three yards
1s. or 25 cents. and five-eighths of goods

twenty-two inches wide,
or two yards and seven .

LITTLE BOYS' SHORT eighths twenty-seven in
ches wide, or two yards

OVERCOAT. (KNOWN AS
and a half thirty -six inches

THE COVERT COAT.) wide, or a yard and seven .
(For Illustrations see Page 575.) eighths forty - four inches

No. 8311. – The over wide. Price of pattern ,

coat here shown ismadeof 10d. or 20 cents.

Spring coating and neatly 8313
finished with machine 8313

stitching. The broad, Front Viero. Back Vieu .
BOYS' FOUR - BUTTON

seamless back is joined Boys' FOUR -BUTTON CUTAWAY SAOK COAT.
to the fronts in shoulder

CUTAWAY SACK COAT.

(For Description see this Page.)
and side seams, the side (For Ilustrations see this Page.)

seams terminating at the No. 8313 . - This com

top of underlaps allowed on the back edges of the fronts. The fortable and jaunty coat is illustrated madeofmixed cheviot and

fronts are lapped widely and closed with buttons and button - finished with machine- stitching. The fronts are reversed in
holes in a fly . A well shaped roll- small lapels by the rolling collar,
ing collar reverses the fronts in the ends of the collar and lapels

small lapels that form notches forming notches. They are closed

with the ends of the collar, and with four button -holes and but

openings to inserted breast, cash tons, and below the closing they

and side pockets are finished round gracefully toward the

with laps. The coat sleeves are back . The back is nicely curved

encircled with rows of stitching to the form by a center'seam and

to cuff depth . side seams. The well shaped
Covert coating, plain cloth coat sleeves are comfortably

and mixed coatings will be se - wide and are shaped by the

lected for the overcoat, which is usual seams and finished at
8312 of excellent style. cuff depth with two rows of 8312

Front View . Wehave pattern No. 8311 in machine-stitching. Openings to Back View .

LITTLE Bors' JACKET. (To BE
eight sizes for little boys from side pockets inserted in the

LITTLE Boys' JACKET. (TO BE
WORN WITH SKIRTS OR

three to ten years of age. Offronts and also a breast pocket WORN WITH SKIRTS OR

TROUSERS.) one material for a boy of five in the left front are inished
TROUSERS.)

years, the overcoat needs two with welts . All the edges of
(For Description see Page 577.)

yards and an eighth twenty - the coat are finished with a (For Description see Page577.)

seven inches wide, or a yard row of stitching made close to

and an eighth fifty -four inches wide. Price of pattern , 1s. or the edge, and the pocket-welts are stitched in the same way.

25 cents . Coats of this style are fashionably made of serge, cheviot,
either plain ormixed , and flannel, cassimere, fine or wide-wale

· LITTLE BOYS' LONG COAT.
diagonal, cloth or tweed .

Wehave pattern No. 8313 in twelve sizes for boys from five
(For Illustrations see this Page.)

to sixteen years of age. For a boy of eleven years , the coat
No. 8315 . - At figure No. 351 R in this magazine this coat is calls for two yards and three- eighths of goods twenty -seven iy.

shown made of linen in its natural color, decoration being sup ches wide, or a yard and three- eighths fifty- four inches wide.
plied by white braid and pearl buttons. Price of pattern , 15. or 25 cents.
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LITTLE BOYS' JACKET. (TO BE WORN WITH SKIRTS OR TROUSERS.) LITTLE BOYS' KNICKERBOCKER TROUSERS (WITHOUT A FLY)

(For Illustrations see Page 576.) AND UNDER -WAIST.

No. 8312 . - Another view of this jacket, showing it made (For Illustrations see this Page.)

of brown diagonal and decorated with braid and , buttons, No. 8310 . – Trousers of this style are becoming very fashion

is given at figure No. 349 R in this magazine. able. Those here illustrated are developed in serge and finished

This boyish and jaunty jacket, which will be serviceable with machine-stitching. They are shaped by inside and outside

and stylish to wear with skirts leg seams, a center seam and hip

or trousers, is here pictured darts, the outside seams being

made of velvet and decorated terminated at the tops of extra

with braid and buttons. It may widths allowed on thebacksand

be stylishly worn over a shirt - lapped under the fronts. The

waist or over a drooping blouse trousers are closed at the sides

that will be prettily revealed and the legs are closed with

below the jacket and between buttons and button -holes. The

its flaring fronts. The jacket is lower edges are drawn close

made shapely by centerand side about the knees by gathers and
seamsand the fronts are reversed each is completed with a narrow

at the top in fanciful lapels that band having a pointed , overlap

meet the endsof the large sailor. ping end over which a small

8316 collar and extend in points be - buckle is slipped . The bands 8316
Front View . yond them . The sailor collar falls are each fastened with a button

Back View .
Boys' Shirt- W A IST. square and broad at the back . hole and button. Pockets are Boys' SHIRT-WAIST.

(For Description see this Page.) Below the revers the jacket inserted at the sides, and the top

fronts are closed with a hook of the trousers is completed with (For Description see this Page.)

and loop and then flare stylishly . under waistbands in which but

The coat sleeves are finished with turn -up cuffs that flare prettily. ton -holes are made for attachment to a sleeveless under- waist

Cloth , velvet, serge, flannel and fancy suitings may be made that is made of lining and shaped by under-arm and shoulder

up in this manner with stylish results , and decorated with braid . seams and closed at the back with button -holes and buttons.

We have pattern No. 8312 in six sizes for little boys from Cloth , mixed goods, serge, tweed , etc . , will be made up in
three to eight years of age. . thismanner and finished with

To make the jacket for a machine -stitching .

boy of five years, calls for Wehave pattern No. 8310

two yards and an eighth of ip six sizes for little boys

goods twenty inches wide, from three to eight years old .

or a yard and a half twenty For a boy of five years, the

seven inches wide, or seven

eighths of a yard fifty -four

garment needs a yard and an
8314 eighth of material twenty

inches wide. Price of pat seven inches wide, or five

tern , 7d. or 15 cents . eighths of a yard fifty - four

inches wide. Price of pat

tern , 7d. or 15 cents .

LITTLE BOYS' JACKET,

WITH SEPARATE

MIDDY VEST, 8314 8314
BOYS' SHIRT-WAIST.

(For Illustrations seethis Page .) Front View . Back View . (For Dlustrations see tbie Page.)

No. 8314. – This jacket LITTLE BOYS' JACKET, WITH SEPARATE MIDDY VEST. No. 8316 . - This popular

forms part of the sailor suit shirt-waist is portrayed made

shown made of white and (For Description see this Page.)
of cambric and finished with

blue flannel and trimmed machine-stitching. It is worn

with white braid and gilt buttons at figure beneath the skirt or trousers and has a
No. 350 R in this magazine. full,seamless back and full fronts joined

The jacket and vest are here pictured in shoulder and under-arm seams. An

made of cloth in two shades - dark -blue applied plait is arranged on the front
and tan — with blue braid and brass but edge of the left front and through it the

tons for decoration . The middy vest is closing is made with button -holes and

simply shaped by shoulder and side seams buttons. . The fronts and back are smooth

and the backs are closed at the center at the top, and the fulness at the waist is
with button -holes and buttons. Thewidth collected in two rows of gatherings at the

of the back is regulated at the waist by center of the back and at each side of

straps buckled together at the center. A the closing , the gatherings being con

band finishes the neck . cealed beneath a belt that is stitched to

The jacket is handsomely conformed to position . Buttons are sewed on the belt

the figure by side seams and a center seam for the attachment of the skirt or trous

and the fronts open all the way down. ers. At the neck is a deep , round col

The large sailor -collar is broad and square 8310 8310 lar that is mounted on a fitted band , its

across the back and has wide, fancifully square ends flaring prettily. The shirt

shaped ends. The coat sleeves are of
Front View . Back View . sleeves are gathered at the the top and

comfortable width . . LITTLE Boys' KNICKERBOCKER TROUSERS bottom and finished with wristbands that

Jaunty jackets will be made up in this (WITHOUT A FLY) AND UNDER-WAIST. are closed at the back of the arm with a
manner of cloth , serge, flannel and such button -hole and button ; they are slashed

.washable fabrics as piqué, Galatea and
· (For Description see this Page.)

at the back of the arm and the edges of

white flannel. Two materials , or two col the slashes are finished in regular shirt

ors of one material, may be united and braid will provide the sleeve style with underlaps and pointed overlaps.

most satisfactory decoration . Percale , cambric and gingham , are favored materials in which

Wehave pattern No. 8314 in six sizes for little boys from to develop shirt -waists and machine-stitching is the best finish .

three to eight years of age. For a boy of five years, the jacket We have pattern No. 8316 in ten sizes for boys from three to

calls for a yard and a half of dark and one yard of light cloth twelve years of age. For a boy of seven years, the shirt-waist

twenty -seven inches wide. Of one fabric , it needs two yards requires two yards and three-eighths of material twenty -seven

and an eighth twenty-seven inches wide, or a yard and a fourth inches wide, or a yard and five- eighths thirty- six inches wide.

fifty-four inches wide. Price of pattern , 10d, or 20 cents. Price of pattern, 10d . or 20 cents.
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SMAKING AT HOME.

(For Illustrations see Pages 578 to 580.)

Many fanciful modes have been devised for this Summer,
skirts in particular being more complex than for several seasons.

skirt lining is

too fascinating
to be abandoned
by women who
can afford such
a luxury , but
those to whom
this is an extrav
agance will be

pleased with
Lucerne, a wa
tered skirt lin
ing of the perca

line order which has a rustle which is very like that of silk but
not as lasting . French cambric and percaline are also much
used for skirt linings. The bottomsof skirts are completed with
velveteen or mohair braid . The braid is two inches or a trifie
less in width and is adjusted so that an eighth of an inch pro
jects beyond the edge of the skirt, the remainder acting as a

facing. Before us

ing the braid , it
should be shrunk
by immersing it in
water, then drying
and pressing , other
wise the braid will,
when wet, shrink
and pucker and de

cidedly impair the
pose of the skirt.
A practical way of

adjusting velveteen
binding is to cover
a cord with the vel
veteen and sew it
to the edge of the

FIGURE No. 25 X .-- COMBINATION skirt, while the free
AND DECORATION FOR A LADIES' edge is stitched to

BASQUE-WAIST. — (Cut by Pat- the lining.
tern No. 8354; 13 sizes ; 28 to In bodices silk ,

46 inches, bust measure ; price cambric, percaline
1s. 3d. or 30 cents.) or silesia linings are

B

o

d

o

FIGURE NO. 23 X . - COMBINA
TION AND DECORATION FOR A
LADIES' RIPPLE CAPE. — (Cut
by Pattern No. 8321; 10 sizes;
28 to 46 inches, bust meas
ure; price ls, or 25 cents.)
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The newest skirts are very
wide and show a marked dis
tension toward the bottom ,
a broad effect at the front
being also secured. A shirt
waist and plain skirt, how
ever , still form the Summer

toilette par excellence for gen
eral wear.

Sleeves are to be smaller,
but the decrease in size will
be gradual, so that the con FIGURE No. 24 X . - COMBINATION

venience of a cape is still to AND DECORATION FOR A LADIES'

be considered . BASQUE-WAIST. - (Cutby Pattern

Home dressmakers are fre No. 8355 ; 13 sizes ; 28 to 46

quently at a loss to know just inches, bust measure ; price ls.
3d. or 30 cents.)what linings, stiffening mate

rials, etc., are themost satis
facory and economical. Of course, in this as in other things
the best will often prove the wisest choice, but a really profit
able economy is often made possible by a practical knowledge
of this subject. Sheer goods are made over linings of watered
percaline, the nearest approach to silk yet attained in a cotton
material. It is a yard wide and is obtainable in all colors .
Lawn is also used as a foundation for sheer goods. Light
striped sateens are liked for the waist lining of Summer
woollens or silks. A light and pleasant lining is double -faced
percaline having one black and one colored surface , the latter
being placed next the material.

French hair- cloth will continue to hold out skirts at the bottom
and will be added as an interlining all round for a depth of ten in
ches. All its raw edges must be bound with braid , else the hair
cloth will pierce the dress material. The frou -frou of taffeta
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FIGURE No. 26 X . - DECORATION FOR A LADIES' SEVEN -GORED SKIRT. –

(Cut by Pattern No. 8320 ; 9 sizes; 20 to 36 inches, waist measure ;
price ls. 3d. or 30 cents.)

(For Descriptions of Figures Nor. 23 X , 24 X , 25 X and 26 X , see " Dressmaking
at Home," on Pages 579 and 580 .)
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DIES' BASQUE -WAIST. - In this basque-waist figured taffeta ,
white satin and white satin ribbon were combined according
to pattern No. 8355 , price 1s. 3d. or 30 cents. The back may
be seamless or fitted in the usual way, and the fronts are in sec
tions, the middle one at each side being cut from white satin
and the edges overlapping these being followed by gimp to
emphasize the unique effect. Gathered fulness appears at the
center. A gilt belt conceals the joining of a ripple peplum
which lengthens the waist. Plaited ribbou epaulettes on each
shoulder end in loops that all upon the leg - o '-mutton sleeves,
which are completed with pointed cavalier cuffs of satin

A
N

imp
ort

ant
e

per
so

used . Whalebones are softened and rendered flexible by allowing
them to remain in water for an hour ormore ; while yetmoistthey

are slipped into
the casings,
which are sewed
on easily , par
ticularly at the
waist-line, so
that the basque
can give freely
to the figure
when worn . In
sleeves Fibre
Chamois, crino
line or French
hair-cloth inter
linings are intro
duced as far as
the elbow .

The new hair
cloth for the
sleeves of Sum

FIGURE No. 27 X . - DECORATION FOR A LADIES' mer waists is

SHIRT-WAIST. - (Cut by Pattern No. 83475 13 like gauze, being

sizes; 28 to 46 inches, bust measure; price light yet wiry

ls, or 25 cents .) and fulfilling its
mission perfect
ly . It is twenty

two inches wide. A bustle is made of hair-cloth, which is
light and not easily crushed , by doubling the material, one
width and a half being used . It is folded in a triple box
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FIGURE NO. 29 X . - LADIES' SILK SKIRT.- -(Cut by Pattern No. 8344 ;
9 sizes ; 20 to 36 inches, waist measure ; price 18. 3d. or 30 cents.)
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FIGURE NO. 28 X . - LADIES' SILK SKIRT. - (Cut by Pattern No. 8360 ;
9 sizes ; 20 to 36 inches, waist measure ; price is. 6d . or 35 cents.)
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plait at the top and tacked to the inside of the lining about two
inches below the arm 's -eye. Crinoline and Fibre Chamoismaybe
similarly adjusted. Linen canvas is used to stiffen collars.
Hooks and eyes are sewed on alternately and the eyes are
spread widely apart to give them firmness.
FIGURE No. 23 X . - COMBINATION AND DECORATION FOR A LA

DIES' RIPPLE CAPE. - Royal-purple velvet and golden -brown
satin achieve an elaborate effect in this cape. The round yoke
of velvet is overlaid with white appliqué lace and from it hang
two circular ripple capes, the upper one being richly decorated
with appliqué lace and a black lace frill being included in
the joining with them . A black lace frill covers the flaring
collar, which is mounted on a high neck-band covered with a
ribbon formed in outstanding loops at each side of the closing
and in a four-loop bow at the back . The pattern is No. 8321,
price 1s. or 25 cents.

FIGURE No. 24 X . - COMBINATION AND DECORATION FOR A LA-

FIGURE NO. 30 X . - DECORATION FOR A LADIES' CONSUELO SKIRT.
(Cut by Pattern No. 8360 ; 9 sizes ; 20 to 36 inches, waist

measure ; price 1s. 6d. or 35 cents.)
(For Descriptions of Figures Nos. 27X, 28 X , 29 X and 30 X , see “ Dressmaking

at Home," on Pages 580 and 581.)

trimmed with gimp. The collar flares over a neck -band cov.
ered with a white satin ribbon bowed at the back .

FIGURE No. 25 X . - COMBINATION AND DECORATION FOR A LA
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DIES' BASQUE -WAIST. - For this stylish waist a combination of

novelty suiting and white cloth was decided upon , and pattern

No. 8354 , which costs 1s. 3d , or 30 cents , was used in making

and deep flutes below result from underfolded plaits below the

hips at the seams. This skirt has been styled the Consuelo

skirt.

FIGURE No. 27 X . - DECORATION FOR A LADIES' SHIRT-WAIST.

- This shirt-waist of figured lawn looks remarkably cool and

Summery , besides being of a pretty design. A decoration of

lace edging is placed at the edges of rolling cuffs finishing the
bishop shirt- sleeves and of a square sailor-collar the ends of

which flare from the throat ; insertion

further ornaments the collar. The

full fronts of the shirt-waist are closed

with studs through a box -plait at the

center, and the back has fulness in the

lower part and an applied square yoke

at the top . The belt is of the lawn

finished with stitching. Pattern No.

8347, price 1s. or 25 cents, was used
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PIEURE No. 3.

FIGURES Nos. 2 AND 3 .
- A HOUSEHOLD

ASSISTANT.

Pretty your
FIGURE No. 31 X . - DECORATION FOR A LADIES' SKIRT. - (Cut by

Pattern No. 8344 ; 9 sizes; 20 to 36 inches, waist measure ;

price ls. 3d, or 30 cents.)

(For Description see “ Dressmaking at Home," on Page 581.)

Wril
l
make ya

Will Go to her for yo

So

cur lutto
ns in making this waist.

FIGURES Nos. 28 X

AND 29 X . – LADIES'

Silk SKIRTS. - Atthese

figures are shown two

stately skirts that de

pend entirely upon the

perfection of their

shaping and the rich

ness of the materialFIGURE NO. 2.

it. The front has gathered fulness that droops slightly in the

lower part and on its smooth upper part are boleros of the

white cloth connected by a broad strap. The boléros are out

lined with jet bead gimp. The back may be of the broad bias

variety or in the conventional basque style. White taffeta

ribbon decorates the lower edge attractively and the fashionable

stock covering the standing collar is of wider ribbon to match.

The sleeves are in elbow length , but may extend smoothly to

the wrists, if preferred .

FIGURE No. 26 X - DECORATION FOR A LADIES' SEVEN -GORED

SKIRT. — The decoration on this skirt, though simple , is very

effective. It consists of a milliner' s fold of black satin placed

near the lower edge of the skirt, which was made of green

v

y

FIGURE No. 4 . - ORNAMENTAL LAMP -SHADE.

( For Descriptions of Figures Nos . 1, 2, 3 and 4, see " The Work - Table ," on
Page 581.)

FIGURE No. 1. - FANCY LETTER - HOLDER .

for their elegant effect. The skirt shown at figure No. 28 X was

made of black silk brocaded in a conventional design, the pat
tern used being No. 8360 , price 1s. 6d. or 35 cents. It is known

as the Consuelo skirt and comprises eleven gores ; deep flutes all

round result from a plait at the top over each seam . .

Figure No. 29 X presents another skirt that has the deep flutes

of the Consuelo style . It is in circular shape at the front and

illuminated serge by pattern No. 8320 , price 1s. 3d. or 30 cents.

Seven gores are comprised in the skirt, those at the back being

side-plaited . The front and side gores fit smoothly at the top
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sides, while six gores at the back are arranged to give a fan
effect. A Marie Antoinette brocade was used for this skirt, the

ground being dark -green and the design in harmonizing tints.

The pattern is

No. 8344 , price

1s. , 3d . or 30

cents.

FIGURE No.

30 X . - DECORA-

TION FOR A LA-

The dress consists of a straight breadth of light blue percale ,
hemmed at the bottom and gathered at the top , where it is fas

tened around the stem just underneath the bowl, the stem hav .

ing previously been wound with a strip of muslin at that point
to facilitate the fastening . A striped satin kerchief worn

around the neck is secured at the front by a large needle.
A little bag for shoe-buttons made of the satin is fastened by
one corner to the right sleeve to have the appearance of being
held in the hand. The apron is stiffly starched enabling one

to write legibly upon it with ink this verse :

Pretty young Miss Piper
Will make your work lighter ;

Go to her for your thread

To sew buttons on tighter.

THE WORK - TABLE .

A view of the little assistant when com

pleted is shown at figure No. 2 .
FIGURE No. 5 .

FIGURES Nos . 4 , 5 AND 6 . - ORNAMENTAL

FIGURES Nos. 5 AND 6. - FRAME FOR LAMP-SHADE AND FRAME. - Severallamp
LAMP-SHADE AND DIAGRAM SHOW shades are frequently provided for. one

ING HOW TO CUT SHADE. lamp,and agreeable variety ofeffect is thus
(For Descriptions of Figures Nos. 5 and 6 , assured . This is an especially happy
see “ The Work -Table ," on this page.) thought if it is desired to use the lamp in

several rooms showing different color
DIES' ConsueLO SKIRT. - At this fig schemes . At figure No. 4 is shown a very

ure is pictured a back view of pat pretty lamp-shade,which maybe construct

tern No. 8360, price 1s. 6d , or 35 ed with but little expense and affords an

cents, shown in a front view at fig opportunity for the exercise of taste and in

ure No. 28 X . Novelty suiting was genuity . Figure No. 5 shows the construc

chosen for the skirt and the foot tion of the frame,made of wire. The shade

trimming consists of braid in four is cut from cardboard in the shape shown

widths, the narrowest being placed FIGURE No. 6 . by the diagram given at figure No. 6 . Its

at the top . actual shape is shown by the solid lines,
FIGURE No. 31 X . - DECORATION but the cutting will be facilitated by

FOR A LADIES' SKIRT. - This figure gives a back view of the drawing two complete circles, the unused portion being indi

skirt shown at figure No. 29 X , the pattern being No. 8344 , price cated by the dotted lines. The distance between the two circles

1s. 3d. or 30 cents . Gray camel' s-hair was here selected for it, gives the depth of the shade. The shade is made double, so two

and gold embroidery provided the piecesmust be cut, the piece for the inner

elaborate decoration . section being just a trifle shorter than the

other one. The ends of both piecesmust

meet but not lap ; the junctures should

be placed on opposite sides of the shade

and the two sections securely pasted to

gether. Oval and square openings are
(For Illustrations see Pages 580 and 581.)

cut in the shade under which translucent

FIGURE No. 1 . - FANCY LETTER colored pictures are pasted , a neat border
HOLDER . — This handy receptacle being painted around each picture. When

for letters is made of pasteboard the lamp is lighted a very pretty effect is

covered with silk decorated with a produced by the light shining through the

rococo design in gold . It might pictures, the remainder of the shade

also be made of thin wood covered being opaque. The shade could be neatly
with linen or leatherette. A wide covered with fancy paper or silk , or with
box with a high fanciful back is

partitioned into two compartments,

one for answered and the other for

unanswered letters . At the center,

in front, is fastened a third box

designed for letters ready for mail.

ing , a word showing the use of the

compartment being painted or em

broidered diagonally across the

face of each . A tiny calendar sur

rounded by a wreath is attached to

the center of the fanciful back and
FIGURE No. 1.

above it is a small circular opening

by which the holder can be hung. FIGURES Nos. 1 AND 2. - PHOTOGRAPH

FIGURES Nos. 2 AND 3 . — A HOUSE HOLDERS.

HOLD ASSISTANT. - A novel and use (For Descriptions of Figures Nos. 1 and 2, see “ Ar.

ful article, which may serve as a itic Needlework ," on Page 582.)

“ booby ” prize at whist parties, is
the quaint little doll , “ Miss Piper, "

here represented . At first glance its utility would scarcely be crêpe paper

suspected , but on closer inspection one finds that the odd little put on quite

figure is really a receptacle for shoe-buttons, linen thread and a full. An ex

needle. At figure No. 3 the foundation of the article , a clayceptionally

pipe , is shown. The stem of the pipe is inserted in the center pretty shade

of a spool of black linen thread and a curious face is painted on made like this FIGURE No. 2 .

the bowl of the pipe. A piece of muslin is drawn smoothly was covered

over the opening of the pipe at the back , and over this is placed with light

a little cap of tarlatan that is edged with a frill of lace and green crêpe paper and tne pictures were colored landscapes.

forms a frame for the face. Covering the joining of the cap and The openings were cut with jagged edges, giving a novel and

lace frill is a band of narrow pink ribbon bowed at the front. pretty effect.
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ARTISTIC NEEDLE

WORK .

(For Illustrations see Pages 581 to 583.)

FIGURES Nos. 1 AND 2 . - PHO

TOGRAPH HOLDERS. — Two novel

= )

al SON

FIGURE No. 3. – TABLE - COVER.

ideas for photograph holders are here illustrated . In the frame

shown at figure No. 1 the Yale color (dark -blue ) is pleasingly

employed . Fine white linen was chosen for themaking, and

dark -blue violets are embroidered upon it, the flags and other
decorations being worked with silk of the same hue.

The color scheme of the Princeton holder depicted at figure

No. 2 — orange and black - is exceedingly effective upon the

colorless duck background. “ Black -eyed Susans " are embroid

ered upon the linen and the bow knot is worked in

black , black being also used for the letter at the

top . The Princeton flags are worked in orange

and black

After the linen is embroidered it is attached to

a thin wood foundation , a glass being then placed

over the embroidery to preserve its freshness and
protect the picture as well . When the picture has

been placed in position a back of thin wood is

added and all the parts are secured in a narrow

frame or bound together by ribbon glued over the

edges. A small support is tacked to the back .

FIGURES Nos. 3 , 4 AND 5 . — TABLE - COVER , AND

EMBROIDERY DESIGN IN ACTUAL SIZE . — At figure

No. 3 is shown a pretty table -cover made of dark

blue silk and decorated with a handsome design

which , though elaborate in effect, is in reality of simple con

struction . The sections of embroidery in actual size are pic

"tured at figures Nos. 4 and 5 . Only one-half of the design

for a side is shown at figure No. 4 , and at figure No. 5 the

corner is illustrated ; it will be seen that the corner is incom

plete as pictured , but it can easily be made perfect by revers

ing that portion of the design above the dotted line A and

adding it to the side of the corner marked A . In reproducing

the design the sections are joined at the pointsmarked B . Upon

the cover fanciful sections of white silk are appliquéed ; they are

edged with Japanese gold cord couched on , the effect upon the

dark back -ground being pleasingly pronounced . The remainder

of the design is worked in old -rose embroidery silk , but, if pre

ferred , ribosene may be used instead with equally satisfactory

results. A moderately deep fringe finishes the cover. Many

FIGURE No. 4 . - PART OF EMBROIDERY DESIGN FOR TABLE - COVER.

(IN ACTUAL SIZE.)

(For Descriptions of Figures Nos. 3 and 4 , see “ Artistic Needlework ," op
1his Page. )

tasteful effects may be realized in a cover of this kind, personal

fancy being allowed much latitude in the choice of materials.
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FIGURE No. 5.— COVER or EMBROIDERY DESIGN FOR TABLE- COVER. ( IN ACTUAL SIZE.)

(For Description see “ Artistic Needlework ,” on Page 582.)
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. (HILDREN'S CORNER .
(For Illustrations see this Page.)

I know my little friends enjoyed last month' s tricks, for you

are fond of all tricks, and I can sec your bright faces radiant

clear to you . Wewill suppose that the double - four has been

selected . Point to any of the dominoes for 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 , 5 , 6 and

7, but on 8 be careful to point to the double-six and then con

tinue toward the right, pointing to each domino in turn . When

you have reached the double -four the person who selected the

domino will tell you to stop because the twelve he has counted

added to the eight spots on the double

four will make twenty.

:
:

:
:

STYLES FOR GENTLE

MEN.

(For Illustrations see Pages 584 and 585.)

First in importance among the

FIGURE No. 1. ground shades for neckwear come the

FIGURE No. 2 blues, in which are navy ,marine, mate
with delight and mischief when you havemystified

your playmates with some wonderful feat- which,
however, turns out to be very simple when
explained .

I shall tell you this month of two tricks which

will be very easy when you have mastered them

but which will be a source of great wonderment to

the little friends whom you entertain with them .

First we will try the trick illustrated at figures Nos.

1, 2 and 3 . Place a good sized cork in each hand
in the crotch between the thumb and palm , as : : : : :
shown at figure No. 1 . Remove the cork in the

left hanit with the right and the one in the right FIGURE No. 3 .

hand with the left without letting them catch FIGURES Nos. 1, 2 AND 3. - CORK

against each other as shown at figure No. 2 . The TRICK .

secret is this — after placing the corks, hold your

hands before you with the back of the left hand and the palm lot, clochette, corsair

of the right hand toward you . Then take the cork in the right and cornflower are

hand between the thumb and second finger of the left hand, plac- most prominent.

ing the finger on the upper end. At the same time place the Almost equal to them FIGURE NO. 4. - DOMINO PUZZLE.

right thumb on the uppermost end of the cork in the left hand, is the green family,

slipping it between the left thumb and second finger, and pass (For Descriptions of Figures Nos. 1, 2 , 3 and 4,
composed of myrtle , see Children's Corner," on this Page.)

the second finger of the right

hand under the left thumb

to bring it on the lower end Russe, Delphes, Azol (middle

of the cork . This is pictured tone), Ormean (new olive) ,

at figure No. 3 . Now you and Moskowa (light- green ).

will find that the corks can White and black may , of

be taken out without any course, be taken for granted .

trouble. You will not be The favorite shot effects

able to do this at the first for the warm season are

trial, I am quite sure, so do printanier (new Nile ) , peu

not feel dismayed at a fail plier (light-green ), pecheur

ure, but look at the picture ( light-blue), ebeniere (gold ),

and follow the directions mais (straw ), Reine (cherry ),

carefully and success will Palissy (peacock ), genet,

crown your efforts. Benvenuto , Fleurette, coque

The other trick is very dif licot and cardinal. White

erent, although quite as puz shot effectsare much admired

zling to those who do not on dark grounds. Then come

understand it. We will call finally Formose (light

it the domino puzzle . Ar brown ) , argent (silver ), rose ,

range twelve dominos as corail, lilium , ciel, nickel,

shown at figure No. 4 , being etc. , etc.

careful to select the correct As the season advances

ones — the double-six , six - five, printed effects in English
double - five , five -four, etc . - twills and satin grounds will

and to place them in the doubtless be shown consider

proper positions. Now tell able preference. The most

anyone present to select one desirable thus far seen are

of the dominoes and you will mixtures : green , cardinal

point it out. After the dom and gold ; myrtle , light-green

ino has been selected ask the and cardinal; blue, green and

person who has chosen it to cardinal; olive, cardinal and

count while you point to the gold . White grounds with

dominoes. When he has jardinière effects will win

counted to a number which FIGURE No. 1. FIGURE No. 2 . FIGURE No. 8. many friends and deserved .

when added to the number FIGURES Nos. 1, 2 AND 3. — GENTLEMEX's HALF -HOSE. ly , too, for they make up

of spots on the domino into exquisite scarfs . Navy

thought of will produce
(For Descriptions see “ Styles for Gentlemen," on Page 585.)

and white, olive and white,

twenty , your finger will rest prune and white, myrtle and

on the selected domino . I have no doubt you are mightily white, black and white,myrtle and rose, black and apple , black

puzzled yourselves now , butmynext words will make the trick and sky, and , of course, white and navy , white and black , and
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white and myrtle offer a wide choice among the neater
combinations

The illustrations in this department for this month
show two views of an Ascot puff scarf, four linen
handkerchiefs, two Ascot scarfs and three styles of
half hose.

FIGURES Nos. 1, 2 AND 3 . - GENTLEMEN'S HALF
HOSE . - The three styles of half -bose shown at these

FIGURE No. 6 . FIGURE No. 7.

FIGURES Nos. 6 AND 7 . - GENTLEMEN'S ASCOT PUFF SCARFS.

FIGURES Nos. 6 AND 7 . - -GENTLEMEN 'S Ascot Puff SCARF

- OPEN AND CLOSED . — White silk was chosen for making the
scarf shown at figure No. 6 . It is adjustable and may be ar
ranged to suit the wearer' s taste.

Figure No. in pictures the scarf closed , the material selected
for it being black satin of fine quality .

FIGURE No. 8 . - GENTLEMEN'S LINEN HANDKERCHIEFS. - The

accepted width in borders for linen handkerchiefs for conserva
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figures give one a good idea of the trend of popular
taste, the favored colors being blue, black , brown and
tan , and the material lisle thread .

At figure No. 1 is shown a sock made of black lisle ,
the graduated relief bars of yellow silk woven in the
heel, toe and ankle lending an attractive finish .

The sock pictured at figure No. 2 is a favored style

for wear with low - cut shoes of tan leather. Black

is the color of the sock itself, and a lively plaid

pattern is worked in with silk thread in five colors
up to the ankle.
At figure No. 3 is pictured a sock with a solid blue

ground, the ornamentation being white silk dots, which
are regularly spaced as far up as the ankle.

FIGURE NO. 8 . — GENTLEMEN'S LINEN HANDKERCHIEFS.

Figures Nos. 4 AND 5 . - GENTLEMEN 'S Ascot SCARFS. (For Descriptions of Figures Nos . 4 , 5 , 6 , 7 and 8 , see “ Styles for Gentlemen," on this page.)

- Fashion has placed her seal on three, three and a

half and four inches as the proper widths for these
scarfs. Figure No. 4 showsa scarf made of figured pink satin, tive tastes is an inch and a quarter and such is shown at this
the ends being cut off square. figure. The centers are plain white, and the hemmed borders

The scarf shown at figure No. 5 is made of figured white show the varying tastes of neat dressers, vines, floral figures,
satin and is graduated , with pointed ends. leaves and tracery patterns being printed thereon in pretty colors.
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FANCY STITCHES AND EMBROIDERIES.
BY EMMA HAYWOOD.

EMBROIDERED FANS

The fan is a veritable weapon of offence and defence in the

hands of a woman , especially of a young one who knows how

to use it. The Spanish signora is an adept in this art, Spain

being a land of fans in the sense of their universal use there.

Fans came intereneral use in Europe in the

fourteenth . c . tury, although

their origin is of very

great antiquity.

Wesee repre
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ILLUSTRATION No. 1 .

mer day fan . It might be made to match any costume, as it is

by no means necessary that the foliage should follow Nature's

coloring. The most expeditious way of treating this design

would be to paint the leaves in any given shade contrasting

happily with the ground color chosen and then outline the

design in stem stitch with filo floss of the same color but of a

darker shade. Solid embroidery would take much longer to

execute, but the effect would well repay the additional trouble ;

it must be very fine in order not to interfere with the closing of
the fan . As to the coloring, on pink , pale -blue, lilac, warm - sepia

or golden -brown would look well; on pale -yellow , écru or

white, apple-green would be suitable. For material, silk ,

satin , linen , gauze or bolting cloth would serve equally

well. The fitness of any given material depends upon

the occasion for which the fan is destined . Sprays

of any flower that lends itself well to embroidery

or a sprig of fruit blossom might be substituted

for the foliage design . On the upper and lower

edge may be placed a border of Honiton lace

braid button -holed down with silk to match

the prevailing shade in the design . This

gives a very pretty finish , although it is not

absolutely indispensable . The dragon flies'

wings may be put in with delicate pris

matic tints outlined in burnt sienna .

The design surmounted with a bow -knot

shown at illustration No. 2 may be treated

in embroidery only or in embroidery com

bined with the spangles now so much in use. Spangles are,

however, more particularly suited for evening wear. The bow .

knot and foliage must in any case be worked with filo floss, but

the berries and conventional forins may be spangled or em

broidered , according to taste. This design is not tedious to

execute although very effective. It gives scope for varied color

ing. If spangles are introduced , the berries might be red and the

other forms of gold . Another way of working this design , mak

ing the fan very charming for a young girl arrayed in white

muslin to carry at a garden party, is to employ fine white silk or

thread upon very sheer linen or grass lawn.

The most elaborate design of all, that shown at illustration

No. 3 , does not present any serious difficulties to the average

worker. It is dainty in the extreme when

worked in natural colors on cream

silk . The scroll forms should

be in gold . Here again

tinting and outlines
may be employed

advantageous.
ly , if desired.

This meth

od would

look

well

017

Indian monuments large fans of feathers or palm leaves

carried behind and held over the principal characters

delineated .

The folded fan comes from China and was first introduced

into Spain and Portugal. Thence it found its way to France,

where it soon became the rage, rapidly displacing the screen -

shaped fans previously in use. Since then many novelties have

been introduced , some of them more remarkable for eccentricity

than for beauty , but the folding fap has held its own and is still
considered the orthodox shape. The convenience with which

it may be carried when closed doubtless has much to do with

its lasting popularity.
In the time of Queen Elizabeth beautifully wrought fans with

carved and jewelled sticks were used as royal gifts. In the in

ventory of that august queen' s wardrobe mention is made

of twenty -seven fans of rare workmanship . At this

period it was customary for men of fashion to

carry huge fans mounted upon long sticks.

Fans are no longer a luxury reserved

for the rich alone. Both inexpensive

and artistic are the wonderful

Japanese paper fans hand

painted but costing only a few

cents each . The decoration

of painted fans of a higher
order hasnot been thought

unworthy the skill o
artists of high repute

There are great pos

sibilities for an expert

needlewomen in the

manufacture of em

broidered fans. The

beautiful specimen

illustrated in The

DELINEATOR for

February shows

that noble ladies
have found in

such employment

a congenial pas

time. The illustrations show three styles for such fans, varying

in elaboration from the simple spray of foliage displayed on

one side only of the fan to the dainty Empire design that

almost covers the ground.

To begin with the simplest of the trio , the design shown at
illustration No. 1 would make a tasteful decoration for a Sum -

2
0
0
0

ILLUSTRATION NO. 2.

gauze or bolting cloth . It may be noted that since the fan

forms a half circle , this particular design could easily be turned

into a very charming center-piece for the table if worked on

linen with wash silks. The opening at the center could be

filled in with a design in Honiton or Battenburg lace appliquéed ,

on , or it could be left plain .
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EARLY SUMMER DRESS GOODS.
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The Persian color harmony is sounded in every key in tbe ing wear, appearing in a brighter blue than heretofore. This

new textiles. It is echoed and re-echoed in every type of goods, new shade is known as the bleu de France and is an ultramarine

from the sheer, flimsy organdies to the crisp , rustling taffetas, tone much seen in the heavier sorts of washable goods, such as

and even the staidest tastes surrender to its charms. White, duck , piqué and Galatea, from which outing suits will be made

tinted and deeply colored taffeta grounds support these color for Midsummer wear. An open -meshed canvas in solid colors
medleys, which take the form of flowers , of shawl. palm leaves that willmake up acceptably for general wear introduces flowers
or of some device all the more interesting because undefined . or foliage in its weave. Shaded mohairs in canvas weave

Trailing vines or large bunches of misty -looking flowers are promise to become popular. They appear in blue-and -gold ,
seen on shaded bronze, olive or blue grounds, which are also réséda -and -rose, light-blue -and -tan, and olive -and -pink . Tan or

plaided or striped with black . Yellow , green or rose may pre gray mohair in a very light weight étamine weave resembling
vail in the device with other tones intermixed . Entire gowns, heavy linen is embroidered with small black leaves. Mohair

fancy waists or coat-basques are fashioned from these silks for ' foulard is a light-weightmohair with a device in Persian colors

visiting or reception wear. showing well upon a neutral ground such as tan or mode.

Monochrome taffetas divide honors with the Persian figured Mozambique recalls the wool baréges our mothers wore and

silks. Several shades of the chosen color are introduced in each is greatly favored . Golden -brown and black are united in one

style and all the fashionable colors are seen . The designs are sample of this material, and green and blue in another. A more

largely floral, small satiny figures being wrought upon the sur fanciful variety in réséda is varied by broad open -work stripes

face in some instances . The silks thus figured are described touched with white at the edges, and another in olive- green is

as façonné. In a Louis XV. reception gown a réséda façonné traversed with stripes in Scotch coloring . Large black and

taffeta of the monochrome order patterned with branching white checks are seen in a crinkly silk -and-wool fabric resem

vines in various darker shades was associated with white bling crépon. :

chiffon embroidered with tiny pink and green flowers, with here Silk -mixed grenadines figure prominently among the season ' s

and there a fine thread of gilt. The gored skirt flares in flutes novelties. One sort in black with black brocaded silk stripes

at the front and sides, and at the back it is laid in plaits which is enlivened with ruby or other colored beads. A light-gray

fall with a rounding effect like godets. The coat-basque is grenadine has heavy and cord-like white lines rising from

lengthened by a rippled peplum , which ends at each its surface. Another grenadine combines golden

side of the front in a line with rounding brown and black and is elaborated with

jacket-fronts that separate over a full SUV V9VVVVV black satin ovals and heavy black lines.

vest of the chiffon . The jacket fronts Akin to grenadines are the gauzes,

are rolled back in huge revers the some in turquoise-blue with heavy

points of which lap over the half- inch stripes of white, others

gigot sleeves. Cuffs turn back in dark -red with olive-green

over the wrists. The stock stripes— a rich combination .

is of chiffon and is formed A black gauze of the

in loops at the back in same character shows

stead of at the sides. graduated golden

Shaded green spangled brown wool stripes

galloon follows the and at intervals black

edges of the jacket , lines giving the ef.

peplum and cuffs fect of jet. All

and is also carried these semi- sheer

about the waist at nonje shtoa fabrics are choice

the back . A small and adaptable for

bat of butter-col very dressy wear

ored straw trim only .
ILLUSTRATION No. 3 .

med with pink One of the silk

roses and a black and -wool novel

aigrette, white ties is woven in

glacé kid gloves and a parasol made from the dress fabric two tones to give a watered effect, minute loops of contrasting

completes a very charming ensemble . color being distributed over portions of the surface, while over

Plaided taffetas of exaggerated coloring are considered good the whole is a haphazard sprinkling of silk dots of a lighter
form for fancy bodices, which if found too gorgeous when made hue than the ground, these glistening dots almost giving the

up may always be subdued by a black stock . effect of jewels . All the fashionable color unions are found

Moiré velouté , another name for moiré velours , continues to in these exquisite fabrics.
gain followers and is equally rich in black and colors. Brocaded As soft in texture as challis, which it resembles, is a

satin , which it is the privilege of only the mature to wear, is new weave of mohair in white and light tints with zigzag

very stylish despite its many rivals. One specimen bears a Jacquard figures and printed flowers. Challies are shown in both

design showing large branches of black flowers tied with ribbon light and dark grounds, with and without satin stripes and pat

in a field of silver -gray , while another displays great black roses terned with Oriental devices in the approved color schemes or

and foliage in cameo effect on a French-gray ground . Chamé- with blossoms that seem to have fallen at random upon the

léon taffetas and poult de soie combining odd colors , such as réséda fabric, so natural are their formsand colors. Challies never lose

and eminence, are often chosen for the foundation of gowns or prestige though hosts of other goods are shown.

for waists of grenadine or gaze de Chambray. The latter mate New among piqués, for which an extensive vogue is predicted ,

rial is highly artistic in black and white and bears not only self- are those bearing printed flowers in Dresden effects or odd , in
colored satin figures, but great clusters of flowers printed in describable devices in Persian combinations. There are also

natural colors. The linings for these are chosen with reference piqués embroidered in self, and dotted and satin -striped piqués,

to the color of the design . which run the entire gamut of tones. A satin -striped piqué in

Peau de daim (deer skin ) is the name given a soft black silk of the bleu de France hue was combined with white embroidered

& dull , cloth - like surface that is used for coats , capes and the nainsook in a Summer outing suit. The skirt has seven gores,

like and is of seasonable weight. the seams at the sides being nearly hidden by the flutes, which

Etamine is offered in numberless varieties. One of the newest roll naturally over the seams below the hips. The back is laid

combines mohair , silk and wool ; it has a wool foundation of in side-plaits , which , however, fall in tubular folds to the bot
corri-like threads in an open weave glistening with broken bars tom . The shirt-waist is cut from the embroidered nainsook , the

of the silk and mohair. This is shown in white and solid colors figure being a tiny rose, white like the ground. It is made full

and is an unusually attractive novelty . in front at each side of a box-plait that conceals the closing and

Seaside canvas, with and without minute loops thrown up on has leg - o '-mutton sleeves shirred twice at the shoulder edges.

the surface, is to some extent taking the place of serge for out. Over the standing collar is worn a stock of black satin ribbon
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though several plain and fancy ribbon stocks were provided .

A narrow white leather belt with a gold buckle is worn about

the waist . The Eton jacket is made with a large sailor-collar

having ends terminating at the bust, and largemutton -leg sleeves .

With this suit will be worn white chamois gloves and a white

straw sailor -hat. Any of the figured piqués could be made up

by the same mode. The embroidered nainsook used for the

shirt-waist is new and will be used quite as often as Swiss. Like

the latter it is dotted as well as figured , but unlike Swiss it may

be laundered satisfactorily .

Linen Swiss with open -work stripes , dots, rings and other

devices is new and so is embroidered mull. Cream -white

Honiton lace braid is applied upon écru inen batiste in a

graceful floral pattern , with unusually good effect. The vari.

eties of this much admired material seem without limit .

New designs are shown in linen lawns, which are not only

beautiful but so durable that one grows tired of them long be

fore they have lost their usefulness. Checked dimities and

French dimities are among the daintiest of Summer textiles and

will be developed fancifully for outdoor fêtes. Ginghams show

Persian designs as well as black or white knots and frisés sueh

as are woven in wool goods. Then there are plaided ginghams

with flowers in chiné effect almost as handsome as the more

expensive cottons.

Flowered and Persian - figured organdies will this Summer be

worn over waists of a different color cut from percaline or

sateen . Thus, an organdy presenting pink rose-buds on a wbite

ground may be worn over a closely fitted waist of blue, pink ,

green or yellow lining and the effect of several changesmay by

such means be secured .

STYLISH TRIMMINGS.

The fancy for lace is manifest in divers garnitures. In one

form or another it is combined with jetted , spangled and colored

trimmings, invariably heightening the Summery effect. Palm

leaves in écru point Venise and scrolls, flowers and other devices

in the popular Honiton lace braid are oftenest seen .

In a garniture of black net following the idea of a Louis XV.

jacket in construction palm leaves of écru net are applied all

along the edges and sprinkled with tiny jet nail-heads. Scrolls

are embroidered with both large and small jet beads upon the

net contributing a very brilliant effect. The jacket is in two

parts, connected at the back with three jetted straps, each of

which has a large jet star shining in the center.

Another Louis XV. jacket is of black chiffon , with arabesques

of cream Honiton braid and elaborate jet bead and spangle

embroidery. Hip pieces are introduced in this garniture. A

.black satin jacket is wrought with beads and cabochons in a

graceful fern design and écru point Venise lace medallions

seeded with small jet facets further enhance the beauty of the

garniture.

A third jacket garniture in net includes a standing collar,

epaulettes and a peplum , the design showing glistening bow .

knots of various sized beads and cabochons. White lace in

the form of forget-me-nots enters into still another garniture of

jet passementerie , comprising a yoke and epaulettes. In the

center of each flower sparkles a well cut cabochon of diminutive

size . .

Revers, shoulder-pieces, a V -shaped back and a peplum com

pose a garniture of black chiffon heavy with jet embroidery,

the various parts being cut into battlements.

Usually the bodices upon which these garnitures are used are

plainly fashioned and in most instances full frons of various

soft textiles accompany them . A Marie Antoin tte fichu of

jetted black chiffon and jet beads di. osed in a lattice design

is a charming conceit adaptable eithei to a low or high necked

bodice of silk , grenadine or wool.

Jet girdles composed of nail-heads and tipped with long

tassels formed of fine beads pendant from a large ball of cut

jet are frequently worn with Louis XIV . or Louis XV. coats

and are highly decorative. Revers of various kinds are pro

vided for application upon these coats . In carriage and promen

ade toilettes, when combined with a wide skirt, such a coat,

whether of silk or of some fine wool fabric, may be adorned with

white satin revers embroidered with gold and turquoise-blue

metal braid in scrolls , or with jet and jewels or colored heads.

There are also white kid revers enriched with colored spangles

and jet cabochons, black satin revers similarly ornamented and

net revers which furnish a foundation for jet and Persian bead

decorations.

Blouse fronts of exceptional attractiveness are now made of

embroidered shaded taffetas provided for that express purpose.

In one of these exquisite creations pale-blue and gold are united

in the silk , a vine design is worked out in Honiton lace braid ,

and jet and steel beads exert a brightening influence. White

Renaissance lace is appliquéed upon a rose -and -green taffeta ,

with admirable effect.

In all- jet trimming the styles and patterns are legion . Orna-

ments showing a branching effect, as of ferns, are brilliantwben

composed of cabochons and beads. They are furnished in two

sizes and are used both upon skirts and bodices, though the

latter, of course, offer the greater opportunities for adornment.

A costume of réséda wool grenadine and white chiffon is adorned

with jet fern ornaments of the smaller size and narrow jet bands

duplicating the design of the ornaments. Seven gores enter

into the construction of the skirt , the back of which is laid in

side-plaits. Two seamsat each side are concealed by jet bands,

which glisten fascinatingly with every movement of the wearer.

The waist is cut a trifle low and round at the back , the lower

part being plaited , and the front is cut in a long, narrow V at

the center and round at each side, the bottom drooping slightly

over a double row of shirring. Plaited chiffon is applied upon

the lining above the front and back , and at each side of the V

is fixed an ornament. Shoulder- pieces and cuffs that form

parts of the gigot sleeves are outlined with jet and the same

trimming is disposed girdle-wise about the waist and encircles

the standing collar. A réséda fancy straw braid trimmed with

white chiffon , black tips and pink roses, white glacé kid gloves

and a black chiffon -trimmed parasol supplement the costume.
Most of the trimmings are produced in designs that admit of

being dissected and skilful modistes can arrange jacket and

other garnitures the more economically on this account. A

passementerie trimming of this kind combines jet spangles with

beads and nail-heads, the spangles assuming the form of flowers

among traceries of facets and beads. Another is in bow -knot

and floral designs, executed with round and crescent- shaped

cabochons, the latter being particularly attractive. Black net and

chiffon furnish a basis for jet decorations of all kinds in both

bands and edgings.

Among the fine black trimmings which especially appeal to

quiet tastes are what are called chiffon laces, or embroideries,

heavily wroughtwith silk in very open devices and suggesting

Irish point laces, though , of course, the latter are only obtain

able in white, cream and écru . Color is often introduced be

neath chiffon laces, especially when used upon black gowns.

Black -and-white effects in trimming are unusually popular.

Arabesques of jet spangles, lapped scale -wise , are wrought

upon white chiffon ; white Renaissance lace is applied upon

black chiffon or net ; black and white Honiton braids are used

together in various patterns on either white or black founda

tions. Some of the chiffon novelties are painted as well as em

broidered , always in floral devices and in delicate tones. An

admirable band trimming of black chiffon bears appliqué baskets

and bow -knots of écru Renaissance lace. In another a French

color scheme is effected with pale pink and blue Honiton braid .

The same idea is carried out in a sheer linen batiste band.

Printed Japanese crape showing palm leaves, stemless flowers

or Japanese designs, all in odd color blendings, are among the

soft materials used for blouse and other loose fronts of Louis

coats and other bodices. New printed chiffons for the same

purpose show palm leaves in Cachemire colors.

Chiffons and mousselines are variously elaborated with jet,

silk or lace embroideries for fronts. For these adjuncts there

is a crimped accordion -plaited chiffon in white, black and colors

with traceries of black Honiton braid .

An artistic trimming used chiefly (and , it might be added.
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rather sparingly) upon bodices is a gold gauze with palms in with rosettes of white Malines and a bunch of blue flowers is

Persian color unions or with a scale device printed in iridescent worn with the dainty gown .

hues. Lace is also applied over the seams of the many -gored skirts ;

Hand - run Mechlin laces upon finely meshed nets, as well as waists are striped vertically with it, as are also the sleeves,

Breton and lierre laces, are soft and handsome and will be used when of the bishop or leg - o '-mutton styles.

abundantly upon Summer silks, grenadines, tine cottons and Batiste embroideries are used extensively . They are shown

linens. · Between the fronts of Louis coats laces of this kind in varying designs of fineness and beauty and are used upon

are used for bowsand for full cascades or jabots, which flow silks as well as upon cottons. Silk batiste bands and edgings

over full fronts or are destined as substitutes for the drooping in linen color are decorated with Honiton lace braid in a variety

fronts. Both lierre and Breton laces may be obtained in edg- of patterns. Batiste appliquées upon chiffon or net are among

ings and insertions. the finest of the season' s novelties and their use is limited to

Honiton , point – Alençon , point appliqué and point Venise are the choicest fabrics.

among the choicest laces for carriage or reception gowns. Colors are worked in the linen embroideries, the neutral tones

Point de Paris laces in white, écru and two-toned floral pat- of the linen admitting the use of all hues. Someof these em

terns and Valenciennes lace in both white and linen color are broideries are done with silk and others with cotton threads,

abundantly used upon organdies, linens, batistes and other Most of the designs are open , a fancy which , it will be observed ,

washable gowns. obtains in every type of trimming.

White Valenciennes lace insertion and edging and blue satin Black laces, among which the lierre are the very newest, are

ribbon were used in the decoration of a sheer linen batiste made gaining in favor and , though not washable like the white or

over light-blue percaline. The skirt is in six pieces and at the tinted laces, are nevertheless used upon cottons, which , however,

bottom is a flounce with three rows of insertion let in and fol. when fancifully fashioned , are never laundered . Black lierre or

lowed at the top and bottom with lace edging . The waist hasFrench lace insertions and edgings are adaptable as a trimming

a back made with fulness at the bottom and a full vest set in to linen batiste, and solid-hued dimities or mulls are given char

between the fronts , crosswise rows of insertion trimming it. A acter by such decorations.

quaint- looking fichu is worn over the waist . Three rows of A new neck trimming for blouse-waists of organdy , gingham

insertion and a ruffle with a row of insertion and edging dec . and the like consists of a black satin collar-band and a high

orate the fichu , the ends of which are tucked under a ribbon ruff of black satin ribbon caught down in front. Atthe back

belt. A ribbon stock disposed in a bow at the back completes a large bow is fastened to the band and inside the ruff is frilled

the neck . The sleeves are each formed in a double puff and white or écru lace when such softening influence is required .

from the lower puff a ruffle corresponding with that about the The arrangement is smarter in appearance than it is comfortable

fichu falls over the elbow . A yellow straw sailor-bat trimmed to the wearer.

FASHIONABLE MILLINERY.

Fashion declares in favor of large hats. They are abundantly

and, for the most part , gaily. trimmed , the adornment being

piled high at the back . Dressy hats are mostly made of fancy

straw in shaded or plain colors or of Leghorn . The new Leg-

horns are given a mode tone resembling that natural to Manilla

straw . The Manilla is vastly popular in the narrow -back sailor

shape.

In trimmings flowers rule, their variety being as great as their

vogue. Plumage is also brought into requisition , but not to

the same extent. Lace is still in favor, but fancy ribbons have

been replaced by miroir velvet. This material is employed for

loops and pointed ends like rabbits' ears and has no suggestion

of heaviness in effect. Delicate, web - like Malines is used

principally in black or white - the two often being employed

together - and is converted into great rosettes or poufs, always

with admirable effect. Flowers and Malines form the ideal

Summer trimmings.

A picture hat for a bridesmaid or for the carriage is a large
shape in Manilla -colored Leghorn . Rosettes of pale-pink ac

cordion - plaited chiffon are adjusted on the brim near the crown

and in front is fastened a large steel buckle. Atthe left side

are four black plumes, two drooping and two standing erect.

At each side of the back is fixed a long streamer of chiffon com -

pleted with an accordion -plaited end . These streamers may be

lightly wound round the throat or pinned upon the bodice and

will be found highly becoming. A piping of black velvet is

arranged beneath the brim near the edge.

Another Leghorn in the rich Manilla hue is shaped very like

the picturesque, broad -brimmed hats worn by the court ladies

who surrounded Marie Antoinette, the revived fashion being

named after that ill- starred queen . Pale -pink dotted chiffon is

twisted lightly about the crown, which is almost concealed by a

mass of large pink, white and yellow clover blossoms and much

foliage, the flowers being perfect replicas of those which wave

in the fields. A black velvet head -band at the back supports a

great bow of the chiffon , the brim being turned up against the

crown . A fold of black velvet is applied near the edge of

the brim underneath . Such a hat would prove a fitting com

plement to a costume embodying a Marie Antoinette fichu.

Black and white are combined with the usual happy effect in

the trimming of a poke-shaped hat in Manilla straw . The brim

facing is of black straw . A large Alsatian bow is arranged in
front with black over white Malines, and at each side of the full

knot, which forms the center of the bow , is perched a black

and-white bird of soft plumage. The brim is turned up against

the crown under a large bow of the Malines, a duplicate of that

adorning the front.

Velvet and Malines are used together with perfect congruity

upon a Manilla sailor. About the crown is a fold of apple

green miroir velvet, the tone harmonizing admirably with the

mode straw . At the left side a bow of the velvet, including two

short loops and two sharp standing ears, is fastened against the

crown and balances a bunch of lilies-of-the-valley and leaves.

At the opposite side is a large chori of Malines matching the

velvet. The style is exquisite and very simple.

A medium shape - for large hats are not adaptable to all

types — in fancy leaf- green straw has a brim that flares slightly

from the face and is covered with black Malines. In front is

fixed a large pearl ornament studded with and set in brilliants ,

and at each side of it are bunched green , white and black

wheat-heads, the left side being also adorned with a rosette of

black Malines. At the back is a bow of green satin ribbon , and

green and white wheat-headsare arranged at each side of it.

An Amazon hat would furnish a fitting supplement to a tailor.

finished suit. A stylish example of such a hat is shaped in

fancy black chip. The brim is rather broad and is turned up at

each side, being draped with a black - and -white scarf the ends

of which are disposed in a bow at the back . In front a large

Rhinestone buckle is fastened over the lace , and at each side is

a trio of black tips, those at the right side standing and those at

the left drooping over the brim .

An unusually dainty sailor-hat has a Manilla crown and a

brim of fancy green straw . In front a Rhinestone-and-steel

buckle glistens among the folds of a soft arrangement of cream

appliqué lace. At the back of the brim above the crown stands

& box- plaited ruche of white Dresden ribbon flowered with
pink rose -budsand foliage and edged with fancy white chiffon , &

pointed ear protruding at each end. The back of the brim is

rolled up and against it rest tufts of green -and -white snowballs

sustained by a black velvet band. The brim is faced with

white net having two rows of white Honiton braid at the edge.

O nly a youthful-looking woman would look well in a small

M
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bonnet shaped in rose-pink fancy straw . At one side of the

front stand points of black and white lace and a bunch of pink

roses ; at the other side are clustered yellow roses and directly

in front is a pearl-and-Rhinestone ornament. A bow of pink

satin ribbon is fixed at the back .

Simple yet stylish is a rough black straw sailor-hat for gen

eral wear. A black Malines bow is arranged in front and

apparently caught to the brim with a large jet pin . At each

side are green -and-black wings, which complete the decoration .

The dressiest of street or visiting toilettes may be supple-

mented by a hat of black spangled hair net bent in flutes all

round . In front a broad effect is achieved by a black Malines
bow held at each side with a Rhinestone buckle and supporting

a jetted black aigrette. At the back the brim is turned up high
above the crown and against the brim are placed American

Beauty roses and foliage, the roses bending gracefully over their
rubber stems.

An unusual though perfectly harmonious color union is found

in a toque of fancy brown straw . The crown is smothered

under green leaves and among them rise, at the left side, a

bunch of pale -blue taffeta ribbon ends. At each side is a tuft of

silk roses in a wood -brown shade.

Conservative tastes will approve a sailor hat of fancy black

straw , with a white straw brim -facing . Several rosettes are

disposed on the brim of white Malines over black , and at the

left side is a profusion of violets. Any bright-colored blossoms

might be used to replace the violets if the combination is deemed

too sober .

Turbans are always in vogue and always look smart. The

crown of a captivating turban is of gold -and-black net, the

brim being of fancy black straw over which is twisted a gold

spangled black net. Pale -green and heliotrope velvet ears and

loops stand at the left side and atthe right is a bunch of pansies

and leaves. Pansies are also arranged below the brim at the

back on a velvet head -band . The color union is a pleasing one.
A large fancy green straw hat has its brim well nigh con

cealed by a wreath of green holly leaves aflame with scarlet

berries . A bunch of pale -green moiré ribbon loops stands at

the left side and a bow of the samehue is fastened with a Rhines

stone pin to the brim , which is bent up against the crown.

Réséda -green and a medium shade of blue are intermingled in

a fashionable poke of fancy straw blending the two colors.

The broad brim supports a mass of lilacs in both hues, and
above the crown at the back rises a bow of réséda velvet, the

ends being pointed , according to a prevailing fancy. The brim

is tacked up at the back to show a trimming of lilacs like those
covering its front.

The coloring of a dark-purple rough straw sailor is rich and
handsome. On the brim are carelessly arranged orchids, some

being shaded purple and others purple touched with yellow . A

pair of sable wings spread at the back gives character to the hat.

An all-black hat- and there are some who favor the hueless

tone even in this season of gay color - is of rough straw in a

poke shape. A broad bow of satin ribbon and wings are ar

ranged in front, a pearl-and -Rhinestone ornament thrust through

the center of the bow relieving the hat from absolute sombre

ness. A satin bow is placed at each side of the back , catching

the brim to the crown .

A brunette may becomingly wear a fancy black straw sailor

with black chenille-dotted net draped very full upon the brim ,

a small bow of scarlet velvet being placed just in front under

the net. At the left side a bunch of scarlet poppies and leaves

rises from the net, which provides a charming background for

the bright-colored flowers. No other trimming is used and

none is needed to make the hat a success.

Hats are worn far forward , as the style of trimming requires,

and set securely upon the coiffure, which is built up at the

crown .

THE HOME .

EIGHTEENTH PAPER. - IMPROVED KITCHEN UTENSILS.

The ingenuity of man has done much within the last half

century to lessen household toil. There are some housekeepers

who still turn away from labor-saving devices, with that over-

worn sentimental plea : “ Mymother used no such appliances and

she was a perfect housekeeper. " Another woman declines to

avail herself of their advantages because she already possesses

“ utensils that will do ” and fears labor-saving devices may lead

to laziness in the kitchen . This last objection explains why it

is that capable young women prefer shop and factory work to
domestic service .

The last half century has lifted - or made ample provision for

lifting - very heavy burdens from the shoulders of conscientious

wives and mothers whose homes are so remote from centers of

population that to secure assistance in domestic work is almost

impossible . To be without the refinements of living is a misery

to most of us, and if there are mechanical aids for providing

them it is a wicked waste of human vitality , an unpardonable

indifference to assistance, to get along without them . Many of

the most helpful kitchen devices are so simple and cost so little

that only dire poverty should binder their possession .

It is many years since women's hearts were made glad by

mechanical carpet sweepers and clothes wringers, and every

now and then these inventions are reinforced by some cunning

improvement which brings them still nearer perfection .

A covered pan in which to place bread to rise will save many

4 mistake and much anxious watching. Then the kneading of
bread - what a toil and weariness it is, and how many loaves

have been less than perfect solely because a woman ' s strength

was exhausted before the dough was properly mixed ! There are

severalmachines for kneading the dough , themost effective being

but very lately completed and not yet to be had everywhere. It

has two short , thick steel rollers adjusted very much like the
rubber rollers of a clothes wringer. This mechanism is attached

to a table by clamps, and a lump of dough large enough for one

loaf is placed between the rollers, which are turned by a crank ,

and in a few seconds the dough comes out on the other side a

flat mass to be folded up quickly and run through again and

again until it is ready for the baking pan . No one has been

worn out by the process, and the bread thus worked is a better

and safer food than if perspiring hands had moulded it.

Since we are rapidly becoming a nation of dyspeptics, in well

crusted bread only can we find comfort. The more thoroughly

any cereal is cooked , the easier it is to digest, hence “ the crusty

bread pan ” is likely to supersede the baking dishes from which

come thick loaves that aremoist all through . Few persons are

now willing to eat slices from thick loaves of bread until they

are well toasted . “ Toasted breads are half digested . " These

new bread pans are round atthe bottom and made of cold , rolled

steel ; therefore , they have no sharp corners. They provide for

an all- over crisp crust. Children should be allowed to eat no

other than crusty bread for the welfare both of their teeth

and digestions.

Then there are cake moulds both round and square from whicb

the baked loaves may be detached before the under crusts are

spoiled by self steaming. These pans do not require greasing.

A measuring cup accompanies them , a decided improvement

upon tea cups, which vary greatly in size.

There is a scientifically constructed , self-basting meat-roaster

that is also used for baking bread, because as thick a crust as

may be required can be secured by it without charring . Tbis

utensil saves cooks much labor and anxiety and is besides an

economy. It preserves the nourishing qualities of all meats
roasted in it and requires no attention except to keep up a

steady fire . It has a cover and a valve, the latter being closed

until ten or fifteen minutes before serving when it is opened to

allow browning or, if it is to be crisped , the cover is removed .

No water is put into the pan , its own steam basting it perfectly

and bringing out its flavors. No kitchen should be without this

roaster. Cooks familiar with it bake cakes, puddings, Boston

brown bread, beans and other dishes in it and pronounce it a

trustworthy and labor-saving friend .

The Keystone egg -beater has by home experiments been dis

covered to be a speedy cream whip , while for mayonnaise it is

perfection . Its deep glass receptacle with cream to be whipped
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2or yolks of eggs to be made into salad dressing is packed

around with ice in a box, its cover with the beater wheel is put

on and five to eightminutes suffice to do the work . Of course,

there are other good egg-beaters that cost less money , but they

do not include a jar nor are they as rapid in action .

A good word should be said for convenient and inexpensive

potato -mashers and fruit-presses. It is claimed for the first

named that potatoes need not be peeled before boiling , but in

Winter the skins of most potatoes have a rank flavor that per

meates the vegetable when boiled before its removal.

There are raisin -seeders that, screwed to a table edge, do

their work quickly and thoroughly. .

In meat- grinders for making Hamburg steaks, hash , beef tea ,

and sandwiches of uncooked beef, knives neatly cutting the

fibre to a desirable fineness have replaced the tearing and mash

ing mechanism at first devoted to this purpose. The latest cut-

ter is fastened to a table by clamps and by the.turning of a
crank raw or cooked meats, lobster , almonds, citron , cocoanut ,

figs, stale bread, and , indeed , almost everything that is eatable

may be cut into tiny bits. It is simple to use and may be quickly

taken apart for cleaning .

Cherry stoners, of which there are many varieties, are a con

venience to those who preserve cherries by drying or in boiled

sugar.

There is a new nutmeg-grater that is a help to the cook . It

clamps the nutmeg and protects the fingers from the rasping

they were likely to get in using the old style grater.

An automatic cooker of value in large families and in kitchens

where stove or range space is limited has a deep receptacle for

water over which may be set one, two, three or four closely

fitting vessels, the contents of each being secured from the

flavored steam of all the others. Burning is impossible and it

fits any stove or range, while oil, gas, coal and wood fires are

equally well suited to its perfect working. It is so simple that

any person can use it. It may be opened while food is in pre-

paration , and whatever is wanted first — say something onewould

like to brown in the oven or set aside to cool before serving

may be taken out and the steamer closed again without inter

fering with the cooking of the other articles.

A recently devised bread-toaster and steak -broiler, made of

fine wire and steel rods, has a netting which prevents the blaze

from reaching the bread , oysters, steak , chops or whatever is

placed within it.

A gas stove that costs little and fits any gas burner is used in

a bread -toaster on the principle of the Sir Humphry Davy lamp

when only a slice or two of toast is wanted .

There is a double pan for dish washing the use of which

renders nicks, chips and cracks in the dishes much less likely
to occur.

Strong glass has superseded tin and iron in the making of

many utensils, to the housekeeper' s great advantage . Tin and

other metals hitherto used tarnish readily and are liable to taint

the food.

A glass measuring cup with ridges that indicate one-fourth ,

one-half , three-fourths and a full tea -cupful has made exact

that which has hitherto been a matter of guesswork in getting

the due proportions for cakes, puddings, etc.

A glass funnel is a decided improvement upon the tin affair.

Its tube shows whether it is clean or not and it can never cor-

rode as tin and copper funnels do .

A glass lemon cone for perfectly squeezing out the juice from

lemons that have first been cut in half keeps the rind and pips

from the juice, thus saving the trouble of straining .

In coffee pots there are many new inventions that are war-

ranted to produce a perfect beverage, provided the coffee is of

good quality , finely ground and the water poured over it is at its

hottest. No expert now boils coffee. The chemist tells us that

it is only boiled coffee that is hurtful to health and that the inju .

rious properties in coffee are retained in grounds that have

escaped boiling . Most of the new coffee pots have the French

percolating apparatus in one form or another.

Knives with serrated edges and in three sizes for cutting cake

and bread without crumbling even when hot have come into

quite general use.

Potato -parers and slicers are labor saving , and potato-scoops

quickly cut the raw vegetable into attractive little balls, Apple

parers and corers have long been in use.

A pancake-baker is one of the latest productions in agate

ware. It is a griddle , a parallelogram in shape, with a hinge at

its center. Upon one half of it are circular indentations of pan -

cake size. These hold and shape the dough , and when the cakes

are browned on their under sides this half of the griddle is

thrown over upon the plain half to brown the tops. While

these cakes are being completed more dough is turned into the

indented side, thus increasing by half the speed of cooking a
breakfast, luncheon and dessert delicacy . The same hollows

may be used for shirring eggs by buttering them , pouring one

egg into each indentation, seasoning, and setting the griddle in

the oven with or without the flat half laid over its contents. If

well-done eggs are preferred , they should be covered .

The advantages of flat-irons with nickle-plated surfaces that

cannot rust and are not likely to become sticky need only to be

mentioned to be appreciated . Asbestosholders preventthe heat

from reaching the hand while ironing , or, indeed, when handling
any very warm utensil. Asbestos griddles to lay upon iron ones

or over gas flames prevent scorching , and their cost is trifling.

Papier -maché pails of all sizes are much lighter than those of

either wood or metal and bowls of the samematerial save the

breakage of glass and china bowls in washing Papier -maché
utensils are inexpensive, enduring and cleanly .

The more intelligent the housekeeper the more careful

she is to prevent garbage from becoming a menace or an un

pleasantness to her household . Her latest ally is a kitchen

garbage drier shaped to slip into a space arranged for it in the

stove or range pipe , where its contents are almost if not quite

charred without odor or noise. They may then be burned as

easily as any other light fuel , thus promoting economy and abat

ing a nuisance. Ashes from burned garbage have a distinct value

as a garden fertilizer. Country homes will be safer dwelling

places when this garbage drier comes into general use.

An automatic ice-cream freezer with which an extra smooth

cream may be frozen in the shortest possible time has just been

put upon the market.

More than ever before the materials of which cooking uten

sils are made are receiving attention . Health and economy

combine to favor certain substances that do not rust and are

readily kept in order. The latter is by no means a trifling con

sideration . The agate ware has for some timebeen recognized

as a great improvement upon iron , tin , copper and brass ware,

because no acid influences its unbroken surface to the injury of

foods. Now we have aluminum , which bids fair to become

the most agreeable and useful of all metals for cooking utensils

and kitchen -ware in general. It is light in weight, wears in

definitely and no greasing is required for baking pans, griddles

and waffle irons made of it. Being a non -radiant, it holds heat

much longer than any other metal used in cooking utensils ,

which is certainly a valuable quality. Foods do not scorch or

stick to it over ordinary fires . Double boilers are needless for

cereals and sauces cooked in this metal. The quickness with

which it absorbs heat and the persistent way it retains it

lessen the time required for cooking. Then , too, much less

attention is demanded by the contents of aluminum kettles and

pans while over a blaze, and thus a cook has leisure to attend

to other work or to rest while her foods are perfecting . An

other virtue that persons with fastidious taste and delicate di.

gestive organs will appreciate is that no metallic flavors or

poisons are thrown off from the heated or superheated surfaces

of aluminum utensils. Neither tea por coffee stains are left

upon it, tannic acid not affecting it, an immunity not shared by

any other metal in habitual use. .

Porcelains and enamels, while stainless and untarnishable as

long as they are perfect, seldom remain long without their glaze

being chipped , broken or cracked , a sharp blow or extra hot

fire injuring them irremediably . To bake pancakes without

greasing the griddle or scorching the cakes is a gratification

afforded by aluminum , and the same is true of waffle cookers

and milk boilers. As a material for utensils in which to

heat the food for babies aluminum has no rivals. Cooking

utensils of almost every variety are now to be had in this metal.

Even some patented devices are being made of this clean and

wholesome metal. Most of these utensils are cast in moulds ;

there is no chance of leakage on account of unsoldered seams.

The first cost of a supply of aluminum cooking utensils is !

considerably greater than that of ordinary ware, but it is an

economy in the long run , particularly to those who are provid . *

ing a first outfit for housekeeping . They can better afford to

economize in some other part of the home than in the kitchen .

Once utensils of this ideal material are provided , there need

be no replacement for many a year, unless the purchaser forgets

that vessels which hold enough for six may bemade to contain

sufficient food for two only , while the reverse is not true. It it

equally injudicious to purchase either very small or extra large

utensils for kitchen use , unless, of course , a large family is at

once to be provided for. A . B . LONGSTREET.
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THE ART OF
OF NETTING . – No. 58.

NETTED TUMBLER DOILY.

FIGURE No. 1. - A very dainty doily is here shown . It

may be made large enough to use under a finger-bowl, if

desired. To make it , work as follows : First use the large

NETTED DOILEYS.

FIGURES Nos. 2, 3 AND 4. — The foundation of each of these

doileys is worked by the same details, which are as follows :

Begin at one corner with 2 stitches, using a No. 14 knitting

FIGURE No. 1.- NETTED TUMBLER Doily. FIGORE No. 2. - NETTED DOILY.

*

X
2

X

FIGURE No. 3. FIGURE No. 4.

FIGURES Nos. 3 AND 4. - NETTED DOILEYS.

mesh and cast on 46 stitches or loops. Next use the small

mesh and work two rounds ; then , still using the small mesh ,

net two loops, * thread around mesh, net 2 ; repeat from * to

the end of round.

Next round . — Net plain over the small mesh . Repeat the

last 2 rounds until you have worked 11 times around. Then

use the large mesh and net 4 in every small meshof preceding

round. Then with small mesh net 2 rounds. Still using small

mesh , net 3 , skip 1 , net 3 , skip 1 , and repeat. Next use the

small mesh and net 2 , skip to next group of 2 , and repeat details

described .

needle for a mesh. Increase on each edge until you have 29

rows , and then decrease on each edge to form the square.

For the Border. - Net around the square 6 times , using a No.

18 knitting needle for the mesh ; then net 3 loops, skip 1 , net 3,

skip 1 and repeat.

Next round . - Net 2 , skip to next group , net 2 and repeat

around the work. When the foundations are completed darn

each as seen in the engravings. In our book on Tatting and

Netting , price 50 cents or 2s., will be found many designs for

darning netting, together with details for darning daisies, stars,

wheels, etc., the process being fully pictured by engravings.
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DRAWN -WORK .
For the information contained in this article thanks are due

Mrs. S . E . Criss-Wise, dealer in drawn-work of every descripSLIP FOR INFANTS' PILLOW , IN DRAWN -WORK AND
LINEN LAWN.

FIGURE No. 1. — This pretty slip ismade of fine linen lawn,

>

FIGURE No. 1. - SLIP FOR INFANTS' PILLOW , IN DRAWN -WORK AND LINEN LAWN. FIG .No. 2. - RUFFLE OF DRAWN -WORK AND LAWN.
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drawn-work and Valenciennes lace. The construc
tion is the same as that of an ordinary ornamental
pillow slip , the back being plain and buttoning at one
end. The pillow used with a slip like the one illus
trated should be covered with pale- pink or pale-blue

sateen , Silesia , silk or satin . Hemstitching borders
the center, outer edge and ruffle. If preferred , the
ruffle might also be decorated with drawn -work .
The slip can be purchased ready -made or, if a lady
prefers, she can buy thematerials and put them to
gether herself.

a
n

RUFFLE OF DRAWN -WORK AND LAWN.

1
3%FIGURE No. 2 . — This illustration shows a dainty

strip of lawn decorated with drawn -work . The
drawn -work at the top of the engraving is intended
for an insertion to be set above the gathered edge
of the ruffle, and that at the bottom is above a hem

which is to be at the edge of the ruffle when the latter

is gathered .

B
C
1

.

ROUND DOILY OF DRAWN -WORK.

D
O

FIGURE No. 3 . - A new departure in drawn-work
doileys is here illustrated . The round drawn -work

doily is beautiful to look at but difficult to make ,
and is, therefore, more expensive than doileys of the
ordinary shape. The one illustrated is exquisite in
workmanship and the materials are very delicate, yet
the result is a unique doily that will last a life-time in the hands
of a careful owner. It is about twelve inches in diameter.

* FIGURE No. 3. - ROUND DOILY OF DRAWN-WORK.

tion and grade, including novelties and standard varieties, No.
399 Fifth Avenue, New York .
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THE ART OF KNITTING.—No. 58.

ABBREVIATIONS USED IN KNITTING .

k . - Knit plain .

P. - Purl, oras it is often called , seam . sl. – Slip a stitch from the left needle tothe right needle without knitting it.
pl. - Plaid kaitting. sland b . - Slip and bind. Slip one stitch, knitthe next ; pass the slipped

n . - Narrow stitch over theknit stitchas inbinding offwork.
k 2 to . - Koit 2 together. Same as D. To Bind orCast Off .- Either slip or knit the first stitch ; knit the next ; pass
th o or 0. - Throw the thread over the needle. thefirst orslipped stitch over the second,andrepeatas far asdirected .
Makeone.-Make a stitch thus : Throw the thread in front of the needle and Row . - Knitting once across the work when battwo needles areused.

knit the next stitch in theordinary manner. ( In the next rowor round this Round . - Knitting once around the work when four or more needles are used ,

throw -over, or put-over as it is frequently called , is used as a stitch .) Or, knit as in a sockor stocking

one and purl one out of a stitch . Repeat.-- This means to work designated rows, rounds or portions of work as
To Knit Crossed . - Iosert needle in the back of the stitch and knit as usual. many times as directed .

* Stars or asteriske mean, as mentioned wherever they occur, that the detalls given 'betwoon them are to be repeated

as many times as directed before going on with those detalls which follow the next *. As an example : * K 2, pl , th

o, and repeat twice more from * (or last *), means that you are to knit as follows : k 2 , p 1 , th o ; k 2, p 1 , th o ; k 2,

pi, th o , thus repeating the k2, p 1 , th o, tuice more after making it the first time, making it three times in all before

proceeding with the next part of the diroction .

o , k 2 .

12 .

o , k 2 .

Eleventh row . --Sl 1 , k 8 , n , o , k 1 , n , o , k 3 , o , n , k1 , o

| KNITTED CENTER-PIECE.
twice , p 2 to . , k 8 , n, o , n , o , k 1 , n , o , k 3 , o , n , k 1 , o

FIGURE No. 1.-Cast on 85 stitches. twice, p 2 to ., k 5 , n, o twice, n , n, o twice, n, n , o twice,

First rouo . - S1 1 , k 23 , n, o , k 4, o twice, p 2 to . , k 13 , n, o , n, n, o twice, n, k 4 , o twice , p 2 to, k 1 , o , k 2 .

n , o , k 4, o twice,
I'welfth row . - K

p 2 to. , k 11 , n , o 4 , o twice , p 2 to . ,

twice , n , k 10 , 0 k 6 , p 1 , k 3 , p 1 ,

twice, p 2 to. , k 1 , k 3 , p 1 , k 3 , p 1 ,

k 6 , o twice, p 2

Second row . - K4, to . , k 21 , o twice,

o twice , p 2 to. , k р 2 to. , k 18 , leave

12 , p1 , k12, 0

twice , p 3 to . , k 21 , Thirteenth row .-

o twice, p 2 to. , k Sl 1 , k 5 , n, o , k 2 ,

28 , leave 2. n , o , k 3 , o , n , k 1 ,

Third row . — SI 1 , o twice, p 2 to. ,

k 20 , n , o , k 5 , o 7 , n. 0 , 0 , 0 , k 2 , n ,

twice , p 2 to. , k 12 , o, k 3 , o , n , k 1 , o

n , 0 , 0 , 0 , k 5 , 0 twice, p 2 to,, k 7 ,

twice, p 2 to. , k 9 , n , o twice, n , n , o

n, o twice, n , n, o twice , n , n , o twice,

twice, n , k 8 , O
n , k 6 , o twice , P

twice, p 2 to. , k 2 , 2 to . , k 2 , o k 2.

Fourteenth row .-

Fourth roro . - K
K 5 , o twice, p 2

5 , o twice, p 2 to. , to. , k 8 , p 1 , k 3 , P

k 10 , p 1 , k 3 , p 1 , k 1 , k 3 , p 1 , k 8,0

10 , o twice, p 2 to ., twice , p 2 to. , k 21 ,

k 21 , o twice, p 2 o twice, p 2 to ., k
to . , k 26 , leave 4. 16 , leave 14 .

Fifth row . – S1 1 , Fifteenth roro.

k 17 , n , o , k 6 , o Sl 1 , k 5 , o , n , k 2 ,

twice, p 2 to. , k 11 , o , k 3 to . , o , k 3 , o

n , 0 , n , o , k 6 , 0
twice, p 2 , to . , k 6 ,

twice, p 2 to. , k 7 , n , o , n , o , k 5 , o , k

n , o twice , n , n , o 3 to. , 0 , k 3 , o twice ,

twice , n , n , o twice , p 2 to . , k 9 , n, o

n , k 6 , o twice, p 2 twice , n , n , o twice,

to . , k 3 , o , k 2 .
n , k 8 , o twice, p

Sixth row . - K 6 , 2 to . , k 3 , o, k 2 .

o twice, p 2 to . , k Sixteenth row .-

8 , p 1 , k 3 , p 1 , k
K 6 , o twice, p 2

3 , p1 , k 8 , o twice, to. , k 10, p 1 , k 3 ,

p 2 to. , k 21 , 0 p1 , k 10 , o twice ,
FIGURE No. 1.-KNITTED CENTER -PIECE .

twice , p 2 to. , k 24 , p 2 to . , k 21 , 0

leave 6. twice, p 2 to. , k 14 ,

Seventh row . - SI leave 16 .

1 , k 14 , n , o , k 7 , o twice , p 2 to. , k 10 , n , o , n , o , k 7 , o Seventeenth ro . - SI 1 , k 4 , 0 , n , k 7, o twice, p 2 to. , k 5 , n,

twice, p 2 to . , k 5 , n , o twice , n , n , o twice , n , n , o twice , n , 0 , n , o , k 12 , o twice , p 2 to . , k 11 , n , o twice, n, k 10 , o twice,

n , o twice, n , k 4 , o twice, p 2 to , n , o twice , n , o , k 2 . p 2 to . , n , o twice , n , o , k 2 .

Eighth row . - K 5 , p 1, k 1 , o twice, p 2 to. , k 6 , p 1 , k 3 , р Eighteenth row . - K 5 , p 1 , k1 , o twice, p 2 to . , k 12 , p 1 , k

1 , k 3 , p 1 , k 3 , p 1 , k 6 , o twice, p 2 to, k 21 , o twice , p 2 to . , 12, o twice, p 2 to. , k 21, o twice , p 2 to. , k 12 , leave 18.

k 22 , leave 8.
Nineteenth rou . — S 1 , k 3 , 0 , 0 , k 6 , o twice, p 2 to. , k 4 , n ,

Ninth row . -Sl1 , k 11 , n , o , k 1 , n , o , k 1 , o , n , k 2 , o twice , o , n , o , k 1 , n , o , k 1 , o , n , k 7 , o twice, p 2 to . , k 2 , n , o

p 2 to. , k 9 , n , o, n , o , k 1 , n , o , k 1 , o , n , k 2,0 twice , p 2 to . , twice , n , k 13 , n , o twice , n , k 2 , o twice, p 2 to . , k 7 .

k 3 , n , o twice, n , n , o twice , n , n , o twice , n , n , o twice , n , n , I'wentieth row . -Bind off 4 , k 2 , o twice , p 2 to , 4 , p 1 , k

o twice , n , k 2 , o twice , p 2 to . , 16 , p 1 , k 3 , o twice , p 2 to. , k 21 , o twice, p 2 to. , k 10 , leave

Tenth row . -Bind off 4, k 2 , o twice, p 2 to . , k 4 , p 1 , k 3 ,

p1 , k 3 , p 1 , k 3 , p 1 , k 3 , p 1 , k 4 , o twice, p 2 to., k 21 , o Twenty- first row . — SI 1 , k 2 , o , n , k 5 , o twice, p 2 to. , k 3 ,

twice , p 2 to ., k 20 , leave 10. n , o , n, o , k 1 , n , o , k 3 , o , n , k 6 , o twice, p 2 to. , k 4 , a ,

20 .

0
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twice , n , k 9 , n , o twice, n , k 4 , o twice, p 2 to. , k 1 , o , k 2 . Forty- seventh row . - Sl 1 , k 6 , o twice, p 2 to. , k 2 , n , o twice,

Twenty -second row . - K 4 , o twice , p 2 to., k 6 , p 1 , k 12, pi, n , k 13 , n , o twice, n , k 2 , o twice, p 2 to. , n , o twice, n , o , k 2 .

k 5 , o twice , p 2 to. , k 21, o twice, p 2 to. , k 8 , leave 22. Forty -eighth roro. - K 5 , p 1, k1, o twice, p 2 to ., k 4 , p 1 ,

Twenty- third roro . - Sl 1 , k 1 , o , n , k 4 , o twice, p 2 to., k2, k 16 , p 1 , k 3 , o twice, p 2 to., k 5 , leave 48.

n , o , n , o , k 2 , n , o , k 3, 0 , n , k 6 , o twice, p 2 to ., k 2 , n , o Forty-ninth row . -- Sl 1, k 4, o twice, p 2 to., k 11, n , o twice,

twice, n , k 13 , n , o twice, n , k 2 , o twice, p 2 to. , k 2 , o, k 2. n , k 10, o twice, p 2 to ., k 7.
Twenty- fourth roro . - K 5 , o twice, p 2 to., k 4 , p 1 , k 16 , p1, Fiftieth rouo . - Bind off 4 , k 2 , o twice, p 2 to ., k 12, p 1 , k

k 3 , o twice , p 2 to., k 21, o twice, p 2 to ., k 6 , leave 24 . 12 , o twice , p 2 to . , k 3 , leave 50.

Twenty- fifth row . - Sl 1 , o, n , k 3 , o twice, p 2 to ., k 4 , o , n , Fifty - first roro . - Sl 1 , k 2 , o twice, p 2 to., k 9 , n , o twice, n ,

o , n , k 2 , o , k 3 to ., 0, k 8, o twice, p 2 to ., k 11, n , o twice, n , n , o twice, n , k 8 , o twice, p 2 to ., k i, o , k 2 .

k 10 , o twice, p 2 to. , k 3 , o , k 2 . Fifty -second row . - K 4 , o twice, p 2 to . , k 10 , p 1 , k 3 , p 1 ,

Trenty - sixth row . - K 6 , o twice, p 2 to ., k 12, p 1 , k 12, o k 10 , o twice, p 2 to ., k 1 , leave 52 .

twice, p 2 to ., k 21, o twice, p 2 to . , k 4 , leave 26 . Fifty -third roro . Sl 1 , o twice, p 2 to ., k 7 , n , o twice, n , n ,

Twenty - seventh rou . - Sl 1 , k 3 , o twice, p 2 to. , k 5 , o , n , o , o twice, n , n , o twice, n , k 6 , o twice , p 2 to ., k 2 , o , k 2 .

n , k 12, o twice, p 2 to ., k 9 , n , o twice, n , n , o twice , n , k 8 , Fifty - fourth roro. - K 5 , o twice, p 2 to ., k 8 , p 1, k 3, p 1 , k

o twice, p 2 to ., n , o twice , n , o , k 2 . 3 , p 1 , k 9 , leave 54 .

Twenty -eighth row . - K 5 , p 1 , k1, o twice, p 2 to ., k 10 , p 1 , Fifty - fifth roro. — Sl 1 , k 5 , n , o twice, n , n , o twice, n , n , o

k 3 , p 1 , k 10, o twice, p 2 to ., k 21, o twice, p 2 to ., k2, twice, n , n , o twice, n , k 4 , o twice, p 2 to ., k 3 , o , k 2 .

leave 28 . Fifty - sitth row . - K 6 , o twice, p 2 to ., k 6 ,p1, k 3 , p1, k 3 ,

Twenty-ninth ro . - SI 1 ,k1, o twice, p 2 to., k 6 , o, n , o , n , p1, k 3 , p 1 , k 5 , leave 56 .

k 4 , n , o , k 1 , o , n , k 2 , o twice, p 2 to ., k 7 , n , o twice, d , n , Fifty - seventh row . — SI 1 , k 1 , n , o twice, n , n , o twice, n , n , o

o twice, n , n , o twice, n , k 6 , o twice, p 2 to . , k 7 . twice, n , n , o twice, n , n , o twice, n , k 2 , o twice, p 2 to . , n , o

Thirtieth rouo . - Bind off 4 , k 2 , o twice, p 2 to . , k 8 , p1, k 3 , twice, n , o , k 2 .

p1, k 3 , p 1 , k 8 , o twice, p 2 to ., k 21, o twice, p 2 to. , leave 30 . Fifty - eighth row . - K 5 , p1,k1, o twice, p 2 to , k 4 , p1, k

Thirty- first row . - Sl 1 , k 8 , o , n , o , n , k 2 , n , o , k 3 , o , n , k 3 , p1, k 3 , p 1 , k 3 , p1, k 3 , p 1 , k 1 , leave 58 .

1 , o twice, p 2 to., k 5 , n , o twice, n , n , o twice, n , n , o twice, Fifty -ninth row . - 81 1 , k 1 , n , o twice, n , n , o twice , n , n , o

n , n , o twice, n , k 4 , o twice, p 2 to., k 1 , o , k 2 . twice, n , n , o twice, n k 4 , o twice, p 2 to ., k 7 .

Thirty -second row . - K 4 , o twice , p 2 to., k 6 , p 1 , k 3 , p 1 , Sixtieth roue . - Bind off 4 , k 2 , o twice, p 2 to., k 6 , p 1, k 3 ,

k 3 , p 1 , k 3 , p 1 , k 6 , o twice, p 2 to., k 21, leave 32. p1, k 3 , p 1 , k 3 , p 1 , k 1 , leave 60.

Thirty-third row . – Sl 1 , k 7 , o , n , o, n , k 1 , n , o, k 3 , o , n,k1, Sixty - first rouo. - Sl 1 , k 1, n , o twice, n , n , o twice, n , n , o

o twice, p 2 to ., k 3 , n , o twice, n , n , o twice n , n , o twice, n , n , twice, n , k 6, o twice, p 2 to.. k 1, o , k 2 .

o twice, n , n , o twice, n , k 2 , o twice, p 2 to ., k 2 , o k 2 . Sixty -second row . - K 4 , o twice, p 2 to ., k 8 , p 1 , k 3 , p1, k

Thirty-fourth row . - K 5 , o twice , p 2 to ., k 4 , p 1 , k 3 , p 1 , 3 , p1,k1, leave 62.

k 3 , p 1, k 3, p 1, k 3 , p 1 , k 4 , o twice, p 2 to ., k 19, leave 34 . Sixty-third roro. - SI 1, k 1, n , o twice, n , n , o twice, n , k 8 ,

Thirty- fifth row . - S1 i , k 6 , 0, n , o, n , k 2 , o , k 3 to ., 0 , k 3 , o twice, p 2 to ., k 2, 0 , k 2 .

o twice, p 2 to ., k 5 , n , o twice, n , n , o twice, n , n , o twice, n , Sixty -fourth row . - K 5 , o twice , p 2 to ., k 10 , p 1 , k 3 , p 1, k

n , o twice, n , k 4 , o twice, p 2 to., k 3 , o , k 2 . 1 , leave 64 .

Thirty-sixth row . - K 6 , o twice, p 2 to ., k 6 , p 1 , k 3 , p1, Sixty -fifth row . — SI 1, k 1, n , o twice, n , k 10 , o twice, p 2
k 3 , p1, k 3 , p 1 , k 6, o twice, p 2 to., k 17, leave 36 . to., k 3 , o , k 2 .

Thirty- seventh row . - Sl 1 , k 5 , o , n , o , n , k 7 , o twice, p 2 Sixty -sixth roro. - K 6 , o twice, p 2 to ., k 12 , p 1 , k 1 , leave 66 .

to . , k 7 , n , o twice, n , n , o twice, n , n , o twice, n , k 6 , o twice, Sixty - seventh rou . - S1 1 , k 7 , n , o twice, n , k 2 , o twice , p 2

p 2 to . , n , o twice , n , o , k 2 . to . , n , o twice, n , o , k 2 .

Thirty-eighth rouo . - K 5 , p 1 ,k1, o twice, p 2 to ., k 8 , p 1 , Sixty -eighth row . - K 5 , p 1 ,k1, o twice, p 2 to ., k 4 , p 1 , k
k 3 , p1, k 3 , p 1 , k 8 , o twice , p 2 to ., k 15, leave 38 . 7 , leave 68 .

Thirty-ninth row . - Sl 1 , k 4 , 0 , n , o , n , k 6 , o twice , p 2 to. , Sixty -ninth rou . - S1 1, k 3, n , o twice, n , k 4 , o twice, p 2

k 9 , n , o twice, n , n , o twice, n , k 8 , o twice, p 2 to., k 7 .

Fortieth row . - Bind off 4 , k 2 , o twice, p 2 to ., k 10 , p 1 , k 3 , Seventieth row . — Bind off 4, k 2 , o twice, p 2 to., k 6, p 1, k .

p1, k 10, o twice, p 2 to., k 13, leave 40. 3 , leave 70.

Forty- first rou . - Sl 1 , k 3 , o , n , o , n , k 5 , o twice, p 2 to ., Seventy-first rou . — Si 1 , k 3, n , o twice, n , k 2 , o twice, p 2
k 11, n , o twice , n , k 10, o twice , p 2 to ., k 1 , o , k 2 . to . , k 1, o , k 2 .

Forty- second row . - K 4 , 0 , twice, p 2 to ., k 12 , p 1 , k 12 , o Seventy -second rou . — K 4 , o twice, p 2 to., k 4 , p 1 , k 3 , leave

twice, p 2 to., k 11, leave 42 .

Forty - third roro . - Sl 1 , k 2 , o, n , o , n , k 4 , o twice, p 2 to ., Seventy -third row . - S1 1 , k 7 , o twice, p 2 to ., k 2 , o, k 2.

k 2 , n , o twice , n , k 13, n , o twice, n , k 2 , o twice, p 2 to., k ' 2 , Seventy- fourth roro. - K 5 , o twice, p 2 to, , k 6 , leave 74 .

o , k 2 . Seventy -fifth row . Sl 1 , k 5 , o twice, p 2 to ., k 3 , o, k 2.

Forty- fourth roro . - K 5 , o twice, p 2 to ., k 4 , p 1 , k 16 , p 1 , Seventy - sixth roro . - K 6 , o twice, p 2 to ., k 4 , leave 76 .

k 3 , o twice, p 2 to., k 9, leave 44 . Seventy -seventh ro . - Sl 1 , k 3 , o twice, p 2 to . , n, o twice, n ,

Forty -fifth row . — Ś1 1, k 1, o , n , o , n , k 3 , twice , p 2 to., 0 , k 2 .
k 4 , n , o twice, n , k 9 , n , o twice, n , k 4 , o twice, p 2 to ., k 3 , Seventy - eighth rouo. - K5,p1,k1, o twice, p 2 to., k 2 , leave 78.

o , k 2 . Seventy -ninth row . - Sl 1 ,k1, , twice, p 2 to. , k 7 .

Forty-sixth row . - K 6 , o twice, p 2 to ., k 6 , p1, k 12, p 1 , Eightieth row . Bind off 4 , k 2 , o twice, p 2 to ., k 80.

k 5 , o twice, p 2 to ., k 7 , leave 46 . Repeat from first row until there are twelve points.

to., k .

172 .

VENETIAN IRON WORK . - The information , instruction and house weddings, including the latest forms of invitations,

and designs contained in this handsomely illustrated manual announcements and " At Home " cards; illustrates the choicest

will be of the utmost value to every one interested in Venetian and most artistic styles for the gowning of brides, brides

Iron Work . The details are minute, the implements fully maids and maids of honor ; describes the most fashionable

described , and the designs so clear and comprehensive that the materials and garnitures for wedding toilettes of all kinds, and

veriest amateur will have no difficulty in developing the work . presents a number of unique and original sketches that contain

It offers a new field to the clever Amateur Decorator, and in the abundant suggestions for the celebration of the various wed

multitude of its designs will be found exceedingly useful to the ding anniversaries, from the first- the Cotton Wedding - to the

skilled worker. Price, 1s. (by post 1s. 20 .) or 25 cents per copy, seventy -fifth - the Diamond Wedding. In the matter of wedding

anniversaries the pamphlet completely covers a field that has
OUR WEDDING PAMPHLET. _ " Weddings and Wedding never before been entered upon with anything like thorough

Anniversaries " is the title of a pamphlet published by us, that ness, and the numerous hints regarding house decorations, menus

treats fully and entertainingly of subjects in which the average and table ornaments will be found of great value by any hostess

woman is always deeply interested . It gives the rules and regu - who desires to offer tasteful hospitalities to her friends. The

lations approved by good society for the arrangement of church price of the pamphlet is 6d. (by post, 7 } d .) or 15 cents.
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WOMEN IN THE PROFESSIONS.
PHARMACY. - BY HARRIETTE GILLESPIE.

A profession to which women have as yet contributed but &

small quota of followers, and yet one for which their mental

gifts and physical attributes fit them in an eminent degree, is

pharmacy . It commends itself to bright, clever women of scien

tific tastes, being as important and as remunerative as other

callings demanding especial aptitude and a particular training.

It is true there still exists, both on the part of the public and

among the members of the profession , a certain amount of

prejudice against women druggists. But a number of veteran

pharmacists, whose opinions are of especial value, unhesitatingly

assert their firm belief in the usefulness of women in this branch

and express satisfaction that members of the sex are taking it

up. Many women prominent in other professions lend this view

of the matter the weight of their approval.

Prominent among women who have successfully taken &

pharmaceutical training is Dr. Mary Putnam Jacobi, the first

woman in the United States to become a Ph. G . She was grad -

uated from the New York City College of Pharmacy in 1868,

subsequently supplementing this course with a medical training.

She is now a prominent practicing physician in New York

City . Her procedure is quite in line with the conviction , which

has already found many adherents , that an essential require-

ment of all aspirants for the study of medicine should be a

preliminary pharmaceutical training.

Mrs. Adda Hall Roby, who conducted the Illinois Pharma.

ceutical Exhibit at the Columbian Exposition , is also a graduate

of pharmacy and is successfully managing her own establish -

ment in Chicago . Dr. Amelia Fendler and Dr. Mary Bond, both

practicing physicians of New York City, are practical pharma-

cists . In the State of Wisconsin there are thirty women drug-

gists who own and operate their own stores. Miss Clara

Abbott, now located in Milwaukee , was the first Wisconsin

woman to graduate from a college of pharmacy. In the United

States there are altogether some three hundred women phar-

macists.

There are many and divers reasons why women may safely

and properly adopt this profession . An argument that bears

conclusive testimony to their mental fitness is the well-attested

fact that in nearly all cases where women have entered colleges

of pharmacy in competition with men they have outranked

their masculine competitors in class percentage. The necessary

qualifications for a pharmacist are, primarily, a predilection

for the work , a good general education , breadth of intelligence

sufficient to understand and apply the rules set forth in the

college curriculum , a mathematical mind , self confidence in

meeting emergencies and a good inoral character.

One of the chief considerations in advising women to adopt

this profession is their notable faithfulness in positions of trust

owing in a great measure to their freedom from the temptations

and dissipations of men , such as gambling, speculation , high

living and the various forms of amusements in which men

engage to the detriment of their business relations.

Toxicology is an important branch of pharmacy. It includes

a knowledge of the various poisons, their effects , detection and

antidotes. In cases of accidental poisoning the pharmacist is

often called upon to prescribe as well as furnish an antidote

until a physcian can be summoned . Experience has shown that

women possess the rapidity of decision , calmness and good

judgment necessary to meet and deal with such emergencies.

Perhaps the most responsible branch of the pharmacist's

work is the compounding of prescriptions, a task in which

accuracy, care and information in regard to the properties of

drugs are necessary . Women possess the deftness of manip -

ulation and delicacy of touch essential to this work , especially

in filling prescriptions dealing with minute quantities .

A generalknowledge of the laws of hygiene seems to come

naturally to women . The pharmacist is frequently consulted

by the public for information on hygienic matters and is often

depended upon to give first aid in emergencies to the sick or

injured .

To successfully master the curriculum of study required by a

pharmaceutical course requires constant, uninterrupted applica -

tion and here feminine persistence and enthusiasm will find full

scope . Women apply themselves and devote their entire time

to a chosen study in a manner which compares favorably with

the average manifestation of these traits by the other sex .

Woman ' s innate artistic taste and ingenuity of device are of

especial value in arranging and displaying the stock carried in a

drug store so as to produce the most attractive effect. She is

likewise an expert in scented soaps and perfumes and the dainty

et cætera forming so large a part of the stock of a modern drug

store.

A graduate of pharmacy may begin work either as a clerk or

proprietor, the requirements for both functions being indentical.

Practical pharmacy embraces two classes of duties, viz : First,

the identification , preservation , testing, compounding and dis

pensing of drugs and chemicals; second, the manipulation and

care of stock , buying , selling, etc .

Intending students should first consider the relativemerits of

the various schools of pharmacy from which a selection is pos

sible and then take into account their personal preferences in

regard to them . The relative merits of co -educational and

separate schools scarcely require consideration , as there is but

one school of pharmacy in the country , that located at Louis

ville, Kentucky, devoted exclusively to women . The cost of a

pharmaceutical education varies considerably according to the

institution selected . The course, with one or two exceptions,

covers a period of two years. At the most expensive schools

the fees will aggregate about $ 500. The minimum is $ 75 , while

a fair average is about $ 100. In themaximum sum mentioned

is included the cost of extra quiz classes, advanced botany and

extra laboratory work , none of which are absolutely necessary

to a good drug clerk . The incidental expenses , such as board ,

railway fares, dress, etc . , vary so greatly that it is difficult to

make a reliable estimate in regard to them .

Candidates for admission to the junior class of a college of

pharmacy must pass an entrance examination on the elements

of an English education . A certificate of graduation from a high

school or grammar school will be accepted in lieu of this exam

ination . To enter the senior class the student must have suc

cessfully passed the junior class examination or present satis

factory proof of having had ten years' practical experience in a

drug store. The course includes instruction in chemistry ,

botany , materia medica and microscopy, as well as lectures on

hygiene, embracing the subjects of ventilation , heating , clothing ,

care of the person , communicable diseases, antiseptics, disin .

fectants and the treatment of emergencies. There are also

short courses in Latin , physiology and in the theory and practice

of pharmacy , the last being so arranged that the student may

becomeacquainted with correct methods and familiar with the

difficulties likely to arise in compounding prescriptions and with

the chemical combinations involved . At the end of the course

the student is expected to be competent to put up any prescrip

tion of the Pharmacopæia , determine the strength and purity of

a drug, provide for its propor keeping and be able to meet any

emergency that may arise in the life of a practical pharmacist.

The salaries paid prescription clerks vary from $ 15 to $ 25 a
week , and , in exceptional cases, more than this. While not

guaranteeing their graduates positions there is an unwritten
understanding in the various colleges that positions will be ob

tained for their graduates, and to that end every effort is made.

Students, to reduce their expenses to a minimum , often

secure positions as drug clerks with “ college privileges," their

employers permitting their attendance upon the regular col.

lege exercises, which are held in the afternoon. While this

plan necessitates longer hours and closer application , the bene

fits resulting are great. It generates a self confidence at

critical moments that no amount of college training could

supply . It enables the student to differentiate between matters

of theoretical and of practical value and inculcates orderly and

thorough methods.

It is human nature to desire to do that which requires from

us the least amount of effort ; hence those occupations which

are easily acquired are rapidly filled and poorly paid , but work

which , like pharmacy, necessitates laborious and extended

special training is that most likely to be always in demand at

remunerative wages. The more successful a woman becomes
in such a line of work the more difficult to replace and invalu

able is she to her employer and themore likely is she lo suc

ceed should she go into business for herself.
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DRESS FOR GRADUATION DAY.
(For Illustrations 8f Figures Nos. 1GA to 6GĄ see Page 501.)

In memory 's calendar graduation day stands out with a
vividness which time cannot efface. It is the first great land -
mark in youth' s journey. What golden hopes lie beyond it !
A galaxy of youthful graduates, their
faces flushed with the pride of success ,
is a gladsome sight, a sight calculated
to awaken a host of pleasantmemories
in the minds of those who have left
their own school life far behind.

A winsome personality is that of the
young graduate. Her attire, ideally
simple , is suited to her girlhood and
to the demands of the occasion . The
wearing of all- white is asmuch a mat
ter of sentiment as of fashion. Often ,
however, the necessity for a touch of
color, usually in some delicate shade,
is imposed by the wearer' s complex
ional characteristics.

The material may be silk , wool or
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or 40 cents. The skirt, though full, is made with a front-gore
and is trimmed with three frills of lace headed by lace beading
threaded with cream satin ribbon. The waist droops slightly in

front and is gathered at the top to shallow
yoke-portions of insertion. A box -plait
is formed over the closing and overlaid
with insertion edged with a frill of lace,
the lace also trimming the yoke portions.
The standing collar is made of insertion
and over its upper edge falls a frill of
lace. The color under the insertion gives

IL character to the gown. Below the puffs
the sleeves are cut away and replaced by
white Suède mousquetaire gloves. A .
sash of ribbon matching the silk is tied
about the waist.

In the costume pictured at figure No.
2 GA figured white China silk and deep
cream chiffon showing an application of
white Renaissance lace are prettily com
bined . The seven - gored skirt sweeps out
with perfect grace. The bodice has full
surplice-fronts which open over a yoke
faced with chiffon . The sleeves are cut
off below great elbow puffs which are
trimmed with fancy ribbon formed in
loops at the back of the arm . They are
met by white Suèdemousquetaire gloves .
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cotton , according Over the , puffs
to taste , there being fall full chiffon

an embarassment caps trimmed
of riches in fabrics with loops of
adaptable to this ribbon. The
purpose. Figured stock is of rib
white China and bon and is dis
India silks, French posed in a bow
and Chinese crêpes, at the back .
gauzes, among Pattern No.
which mousseline de 8185 , price 1s.

FIGURE No. 7 GA. soie and chiffon 8d . or 40 cents,
reign , have not only is used in the

beautiful lustrous surfaces, but in texture are soft, flexible and making.
conformable to presentmodes. Among the woollens are plain White and
and small figured mohairs, satin - striped canvas, finely figured rose taffeta and
étamine, crépon and Fayetta . Silk -warp crépon is much white Breton
admired and so is a new linen -and -silk mixed dotted gazine, a lace achieve a
fabric not easily distinguished from silk . Silk mull is also worn , happy union in
but it really gives no better satisfaction than French organdy , the dress pic FIGURE No. 9GA.nainsook , dotted Swiss or India mull, the favorite cotton textiles. tured at figure

Ribbon , lace, embroidery , some simple gimp and, of course, No. 3 GA . The
flowers, are the decorations most generally employed . skirt hangs in folds from a full, low -necked bodice. A square

The hosiery is white lisle thread or silk embroidered or in Bertha -collar of the darker silk edged with a narrow white
open work . The slippers or Oxford ties are of white glacé kid . spangle band is adjusted at the neck , the round outline of which
White Suède gloves are in order - mousquetaires when the is emphasized by a garland of small pink flowers. The full puff
sleeves are short and buttoned when they extend to the wrist. sleeves have pointed cuffs corresponding with the Bertha-collar,
The coiffure generally worn is by all means that which should and over the puffs fall double frills of lace. The waist is girdled
be chosen for graduation . New styles of hair -dressing are, with white taffeta ribbon showing rose blurred figures, a full bow
however, shown elsewhere in this number of The DELINEATOR. with long floating ends being arranged at the left side. Pattern
White India mull and fine point Venise insertion over deep- No. 8343 , price 18. 8d , or 40 cents, is used in the construction .

cream silk produce a charming effect in the costume represented An Empire mode is depicted at figure No. 4 GA in white
at figure No. 1 G A and made by pattern No. 8216 , price 1s. 8d . embroidered and plain organdy. The full skirt shows a scroll
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design of embroidery at the bottom and flows in graceful folds buttons. A satin peplum is correspondingly decorated . Over &
, from a full, short -waisted bodice , the back of the skirt, however, standing collar of crépon rolls a narrow ripple collar of satin ,
being extended in a Watteau to the neck . The bodice is cut the same material being used for a band on the sleeve below
low and round at the neck, the lining above exposing a yoke the elbow puff. For the basque pattern No. 8336 , price 1s. 3d .
facing of écru point Venise lace. Many-pointed bretelles fall or 30 cents, is used .
from the neck edge and are trimmed with embroidered insertion White satin -striped étamine and white chiffon bring out the
corresponding with that in the skirt. The stock collar is of charming features of the costume illustrated at figure No. 8GA .
Dresden ribbon , the ground of which is in the sametone as the The flutes of the seven -gored skirt flare in the approved way ;
lace employed in the yoke. The elbow puff sleeves are finished the skirt is entirely plain . The waist is full and above the back
with square cuffs trimmed like the bretelles and are met by and fronts on the lining is folded chiffon crossed in surplice

white Suède style and edged

mousquetaire with a Valenciennes
gloves. A belt lace frill, which is
of the material soft and becoming

is clasped with to the face. Lace
a pearl buckle . also stands up from
The lining could the full fronts ,bows
be cut away of white satin rib
above the bre- bon being tacked in
telles. The pat- the upper corners.
tern used is No. Ribbon is applied
8330 , price 1s. across the shoulders
8d . or 40 cents . and formed in bows

The combina on top. The puffs

tion represented are full and long,

in the costume the sleeves being
shown at figure cut off below , and
No. 5GA is wide lace falls
white figured nearly to the
mohairand plain wrists. A ribbon

white satin , pat- belt encircles the
tern No. 8356 , waist. The design
price 1s. 8d . or is furnished by
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40 cents , being used in the construction . pattern No. 8236 , price 18. 8d . or 40 cents .
The skirt is of the seven -gored variety and At figure No. 9 G A is shown a costume

ripples in the approved way. The basque in which a pretty contrast is secured by
is a picturesque Louis XV.mode. Between a combination of fine white novelty éta
jacket fronts that round away at the bot mine bearing floral figures and plain yellow
tom and are reversed in la pels at the top is poult de soie. The skirt has nine gores and
disclosed a full vest of satin with a ruching is decorated at the top with pointed ends
of Valenciennes lace arranged down the of the silken fabric outlined with narrow
center. The la pels are faced with satin and Valenciennes lace edging . The waist is
edged with narrow white silk cord gimp. lengthened by a rippled peplum edged
A rippled peplum falls from the edge and with lace , the fronts being formed in box
gives depth to the basque. The mutton plaits and opening over a vestof silk from
leg sleeves are finished with white satin which the full stock is also cut. The box.
cuffs trimmed like the lapels . The stock plaits are trimmed at each edge with lace.

is of white satin ribbon , with a large bow A belt of thematerial fastened with a small
at the back . pearl buckle is clasped about the waist.

Quaintly pretty is the costumedepicted Below the full puffs the sleeves are fash
at figure No. 6 GA made of white dotted ioned from silk and encircled with four
Swiss and white chiffon . It was fashioned frills of lace. The costume is shaped by
by pattern No. 8366 , price 1s. 8d . or 40 pattern No. 8359 , price 1s. 8d . or 40 cents.
cents . The six -piece skirt is trimmed with A toilette embodying color is portrayed
four frills of narrow lierre lace edging . FIGURE No. 11GA. at figure No. 10GA. Thematerials used in

The fronts of the waist separate over a full its development are figured white French

vest crossed with three frills of lace . Over the waist is worn a crêpe and light- green failie . Over each seam of the eleven - gored

fichu of chiffon , the ends of which are crossed at the waist- line skirt is formed a plait that rolls backward , and from the belt,
under a belt of taffeta Dresden ribbon in light tones, the ribbon be- which is of silk , depend five graduated , pointed straps to match ,

ing formed in a rosette and long ends over the closing of the belt. a group of three pearl-ball buttons decorating the bottom of each
Wide lace is frilled about the edges of the fichu and also below strap. The basque shows drooping fulness in the lower part of

the second sleeve puff, the sleeve below the puffs being cut off to the front and at the top are boleros cut from silk and connected
accommodate white Suède mousquetaire gloves. The ribbon with a strap , a group of three buttons like those on the skirt
stock matches the belt and is formed in a bow at the back . trimming each above and below the strap. A full stock of silk/

Figured white silk -warp crépon , réséda satin and embroidered with a large, spreading bow at the back is at the neck . The
white chiffon combine to render the toilette shown at figure No. sleeves are cut off below large elbow puffs. The neck could
7 G A very attractive. The skirt is fan -plaited at the back and be cut out above the boleros, if a Pompadour outline were
fluted at the sides, and is shaped according to pattern No. 8344, desired . The toilette comprises skirt No. 8360, price 1s. 6d .
price 1s. 3d. or 30 cents. In the basque is introduced a droop - or 35 cents, and basque-waist No. 8354 , price 1s. 3d . or 30
ing chiffon vest which is visible between the fronts, from each of cents .
which turns back a great revers of satin trimmed with Rhinestone In the toilette illustrated at figure No. 11 G A white taffeta is
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relieved by light-yellow taffeta , yellow lierre lace, satin ribbon the costume depicted at figure No. 14 G A . The five-gored skirt

and very small pearl-and-Rhinestone buttons. The skirt has hangs in flutes at the back and in less defined flutes at the

seven gores, the seams being concealed by rolling flutes which sides. The waist is full and gains a quaint air from a deep col.

result from plaits underfolded below the hips. A lace flounce lar shaped in points at the back and on the shoulders and in

headed by a twist of yellow silk caught at double points in front, a frill of Breton lace

intervals with buttons trims the skirt, flowing from the edge below a lace bead

which is made up by pattern No. 8320 , ing threaded with satin baby ribbon also
price 1s . 3d . or 30 cents . The basque arranged in a bunch of loops at the points

waist is made full at the center of the and at the center. On each front is
front between slashes , revealing full sec applied a band of satin ribbon , which falls

tions of yellow silk crossed by several rows in a loop and long end below a narrow
of insertion . A yellow silk peplum bor. belt, a butterfly bow being formed at
dered with insertion falls from the edge of the end of each strip , while a small

the waist, a narrow belt of the tinted silk Rhinestone buckle sparkles in each bow

being clasped about the waist with a small and also at the belt. A deep collar rolls

Rhinestone buckle. Pointed flaring cuffs over the standing collar, and the reversed

corresponding with the peplum finish the cuffs finishing the bishop sleeves corre

leg - o ' -mutton sleeves, over which fall deep spond with it, a frill of lace standing out

lace flounces headed like the skirt flounce. from the free edges of the cuffs . Pattern

The stock is made of ribbon disposed in a No. 8353, price 1s. 8d . or 40 cents, sup

bow at the back and over the top rolls an plies the design for this dainty costume.

Essex collar of the white silk , the contrast White Fayetta and chiffon are united
being very effective. Pattern No. 8355 , in the misses' dress pictured at figure No.
price 1s. 3d . or 30 cents, is used for the 15 GA , for which pattern No. 8328 , price

basque-waist. 1s. 3d . or 30 cents , was selected . The full

Figure No. 12 GA represents a ladies' skirt is bordered with a chiffon ruching
costume developed in figured white mo and depends from a fanciful bodice. The

hair and light-yellow faille . The seven fanciful fronts open over a drooping vest of
gored skirt is trimmed at the top at each chiffon . Two diagonal rows of white point

side of the side- front seams with small d ' esprit lace insertion are let in the fronts

pearl ball buttons and flares correctly in diagonally and above are small pearl but
fiutes. The waist is pouched in front, and tons with tiny brilliants set in the center.

Floating ends of white taffeta ribbon fall

upon the skirt from small bow3 fixed at
the bottom of the waist. The puff sleeves

FIGURE No. 14 G A . are trimmed with a ruching of chiffon ,

which also contributes theneck trimming.
An equally dainty misses' gown is por

the top in cut down in trayed at figure No. 16 GA , pattern No. 8357, price 1s. 3d . or 30

a V , at each side of cents, furnishing the design . White pin -dotted Swiss , fine white

which it is round and Valenciennes lace and white silk mull are associated in this

moderately low , a yoke dress. The full skirt is encircled at the bottom with two rows of

facing of faille being insertion . The full waist is turned away back and front in revers

exposed above the from a full yoke of mull. The revers are faced with the plain
front and in the V goodsand edged all round with a deep frill of lace. Small pearl

opening. Lierre lace is and -Rhinestonebucklesare fastened on the shoulders and in front

fulled about the edges between the revers. Puffs fall over the sleeves to the elbows and

of the front and satin

ribbon bows are fas

tened upon the shoul
ders, a ribbon stock

with a bow at the back

finishing the neck , and

a belt to match encir
cling the waist. Over

the gigot sleeves fall

faille epaulettes edged

with lace, which also

trims cuffs of faille re
versed on the sleeves.

The'mode is furnished

by pattern No. 8352 ,

price 1s. 8d. or 40
cents.

FIGURE No. 13GA. At figure No. 13GA

is shown a costume in

which a dainty combination is carried out in white silk mull and

fine, lace-like Irish point embroidery. The full skirt ripples all
round and has a hem and three spaced tucksall headed with white
satin ribbon that is disposed in loops at frequent intervals. The

waist is full, and abovethe square-necked back and front a yoke
effect is produced with embroidery set upon the high-necked

lining. This lining may be dispensed with. Two rows of em
broidered insertion encircle the bodice below the bust and the
top is outlined with folded white satin ribbon , which also encir

cles the arms'-eyes and is arranged in bows on the shoulders. FIGURE No. 15GA. FIGURE No. 16GA.

The puffs on the sleeves are tucked and trimmed to correspond
with the skirt and a frill of embroidery droops below them on about the waist is worn a sash of figured white taffeta ribbon

the sleeves. A white satin stock is arranged in a bow at the formed in loops at each side of the center.

back and a sash to match is tied about the waist. Pattern No. Natural flowers may be worn with any of the costumes illus

8301, price 1s. 8d . or 40 cents, is used in shaping the gown. trated , and the choice and disposition of trimming can be modi

White broché China silk bearing a floral pattern is used for fied to suit individual taste.
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INTERIOR DECORATION. — No. 1.

Interior decoration derives its origin and finds its rudiments

in the sacredness of service to the home, and we must ap -

proach its theory and principles by a careful consideration of its

details . The same deliberation should be observed in planning

and securing internal harmony as is devoted to the external,

architectural structure.

We have advanced in the true theory of interior decora -

tion when we seek to make every detail accord with a general

scheme ; a thing is no longer bought because it is beautiful in

itself, but because of its relation to the beauty of the whole.

Thus may one thing in a room give the note by which the

theme of coloring is regulated . The symphonic result depends

upon a theory of harmonics as absolute in the art of decora -

tion as in the art of music .

At the time of this writing there is a decided reaction from

the superabundant in decoration . From the simple to the

complex and then a return to the simple , is the law of civiliza -

tion . Weare fortunate in seeing simplicity in household deco -

ration once more in favor with those sensitive to the fitness

of things. The epicureanism that was once disturbed by a

rumpled rose-leaf exists in our day in the jarring effect which

a badly selected bit of bric-à -brac may have upon the nerves

of the sensitive decorator, but such susceptibility is along the

lines of a true artistic evolution .
To keep color doron , to suppress kaleidoscopic results , to

simplify, by means of a cultivated capacity for rejection , is the

aim of the decorators of to -day . The general use of aniline

dyes has resulted in an era of low tones and delicate tints.

Even the Philistine manufacturer bas felt the necessity of re-

sponding to this artistic demand, and in the cheapest ingrain

carpets it is now easy to get charming effects of solid color,

while the burlaps and denims, with their refined tints, make

good drapery no longer a matter of costly fabrics and a heavy

purse . With so much from which to select the process would

be hopeless were not the decorator to formulate a general plan

and make all the details conform to it in spite of specious

temptations. To assist the homedecorator in forming and put.

ting into execution such plans, to suggest simple methods and

show practically how pleasing results may be attained and to

cultivate individuality is the object of these papers.

the French call them , and the effect of a harmonious whole

will be lost by these permanent contrasts in light and shade .

If the amateur decorator undertakes to hang the paper , a

judicious selection being finally made, there are many minor

details that must be observed as stepping stones to success .

Difficulty number one is cleaning the wall by removing the old

paper, if it has been previously papered . A large, clean white

wash brush dipped in warm water and patiently applied before

scraping with an old kitchen knife will slowly expose the bare

plaster. The small holes must then be filled with a little plaster

of Paris mixed with mortar. At this stage the ceiling must

receive attention . Shall it be color-washed or papered ? If the

former, the woman amateur must trust to the skilled workman ,

as wielding a kalsomine brush with uplifted arms is a task too

heavy to be imposed even by enthusiasm . The third process is

painting the wood work and then thoroughly cleaning the floor

and windows, as after scraping the walls and papering or color

ing the ceiling the floor will have been liberally besprinkled

with tenacious spots .

Then follows the exciting moment of preparation for the

most important function. The long kitchen table forms'an

excellent support upon which the paper may be pasted . Other

necessaries are a lesser table upon which to cut off the strips

and trim the edges, a step- ladder, sharp scissors, a bowl of

paste, & good-sized whitewash brush , a soft, long -haired

brush for smoothing down the paper when hung, and several

clean dusters or, better still, an old sheet torn into six or eight

squares. A patient and deft assistant is also essential, one

person being required to stand on the ladder and lay the paper

even with the cornice, the second remaining on the floor to

unfold the doubled -up strip and fit it even with the edge of the

piece already fixed to the wall. A novice in wall-papering

should select for her first venture a paper neither too thin nor

too thick , and having a distinctly marked pattern repeating

itself at short intervals so that the strips can be easily made to

match that placed next it .

To ascertain the quantity of paper required , find out first the

height of the ceiling in yards, then measure all round the wall

with a 21-inch measure ( the width of the paper) and multiply

the number of those measures by the height and divide the

sum by eight ( the number of yards in a single roll of paper) and

you will have the number of rolls required . This measurement

should include the spaces occupied by doors and windows, as

these remnants will be found most useful for the patch-work

which the accidents of timewill occasion .

To make the amount of paste necessary for hanging ten rolls

of paper, take seven pounds of flour, adding to it half a pound

of powdered alum . This mixture must first be reduced to a

paste with a little cold water ; then abouttwo gallons of boiling

water must be poured upon it , and the whole stirred over the

fire till it acquires the consistency of thick porridge; it is then

rubbed through a coarse kitchen colander to free it from lumps.

Great care must be taken not to burn it.

H ave the floor perfectly clean and begin your work at a point

remote from the window or door, so that the joining may show

less and also that the strongest light may not fall upon your

first efforts. Should the walls be irregular, you will find it a

great help to paste a strip of the paper about four inches wide

close to the cornice and wainscot, so that these irregularities

may escape the eye when the room is finished . Study the pat

tern of the paper well before you cut it. Then unroll a piece

from which the left hand unprinted margin has been evenly

cut, and hold it against the wall from ceiling to wainscot ;

mark the length required , cut off the strip and lay it face

downward on the table , keeping the top of the strip always to

your left hand . Now paste it over well and evenly, beginning

at the lower end . Fold part of it over, pasted side upon pasted

side, while you draw the rest of the strip upon the table to

finish it. When the strip is prepared , mount the steps, attach

one end of it gently to the wall , while your assistant draws

down the doubled -up part and lays it flush with the angle of the

wall or casement. When quite straight, dab the corner edge

with a clean cloth and sweep lightly all the wrinkles before you

from left to right.

The second strip must be measured like the first and the

whole process repeated , being careful that the pared edge
completely covers the margin left on the right side of its pre

THE HALL.

Since the hall is the entrance to the home it may properly be

first considered . Is it spacious or contracted ? Is it a product

of architectural skill, or a narrow entry, the building contrac

tor' s manifesto at once of economy and incompetence? As these

telescopic entrances are in the majority let us consider what

may be done with one of them . Is it dark ? Then its gloom

must be brightened by the decorator's skill. Is it narrow ?

This effect must be overcome and the tube- like appearance of

the ceiling interrupted and broken up by introducing a

wooden arch , which may be inexpensively adjusted midway

of the hall. Then fill it in and build it down with the open

wood -work to be had at any good art- furnishing store. By

having the arch filled with this kind of scroll-work no light

is obscured and the rigid lines of the ceiling are effectively

broken . It may have attached to it one of the charming reed

curtains which Japan affords the western decorator, if a further

shortening of the hall be desired . This arch must be painted

the same color as the wainscot and doors. The effect is

magical, there being no better way of correcting the mono

tonous appearance of the ceiling in a long, narrow hall.

THE WALL PAPER . — The walls must now be treated .

The decorator will decide whether or not the paper-hanger is

to be given carte blanche. In any event the paper must be

selected after trying it against the wall while yet in the roll.

One should become acquainted with a wall-paper before intro

ducing it into the house as a familiar friend . Tack up a

strip along the wall, study the effects of light and shade upon

it when the front door is opened , and upon dark days and sunny.

A paper seen and liked in a book of samples when judged upon

the wall is quite another thing. Gold (never to be accepted in

any paper except with great discretion ) is inappropriate for a

hall on account of its reflections. Where the light strikes it ,

as from the front door for example, the paper will be bright,

but in the dark corners of the hall there can be no reflets, as
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decessor. Always cut the paper to the width required where side by side on the floor, brushes down. Put on them a strong

the sides and recesses do not take whole pieces of the full wooden box just the size of the two brushes ; screw this box to

width . The result of turning corners is that paper shrinks the backs of the brushes with four long screws, fill the box

away in time, and holes are inevitable. with flat irons or anything equally heavy, attach an old broom

The Latin proverb , festina lente, should be repeated often handle to one of its ends by a leather hinge, and you will have a

during the process, for the only haste that is judicious is the cheap but entirely satisfactory polishing-brush . Shove the box

haste with slowness. Keep the table clean , washing it con - a few times steadily over the floor after applying a little of the

stantly so that no marring spots of paste may adhere to the French polish , and in a few moments it will surprise you by its

front of the paper. Never press a strip down until you are sure glossy effect. For corners and angles a detached scrubbing

that it is perfectly straight, for when once the paste is hardened brush is needed . Repolish the floor once a month and it will

shifting is impossible . Given light hands, a correct eye and grow smoother and more brilliant and become themost perfect

above all , a patient spirit one can paper a hall or room for a foundation for rugs.

trifling sum . THE FURNISHING . – The ceiling , side-walls and floor hav .

THE FLOOR . - The floor must be undertaken next. What ing now been put in condition , the decorative furnishing must

is its condition ? Are there yawning cracks between the begin . What is the position of the house the hall of which

boards ? Then they must first be filled , and if expense be you are decorating ? If it fronts due north or east, a bright

an object, the amateur may do this herself. Should she decide ening touch must enliven it ; if it faces the south , a subduing

upon having a polished floor, with rugs, which is the most . olive or light-absorbing blue should receive the sun bursts

advisable method , she must first close the crevices betweenvouchsafed to this position . One must bear in mind that

the boards to prepare the boards for its polish . A pulp made nowhere else as in a hall does economy 80 rigidly demand

of old newspapers which are cut in bits and saturated with the same caution which regulated the Vicar of Wakefield' s

water may be used to chink the spaces between the boards. wife in the selection of her wedding dress. “ Will it wear,"

This soaked pulp hardens into excellent papier -mâché and is is the question of first importance. A hall facing the “ cold

easily plugged into cracks while wet. Let it become dry and and bitter north " can be warmed and lighted by decorat

hard before staining the floor. ing it in yellow and white. Have a yellow and white paper

It is quite feasible for an amateur to stain a floor properly . and a yellow wash ceiling ( if a papered ceiling be impossible ).

The ordinary stain sold in bulk is less expensive than that Attach a matting dado above the wainscot after papering, run .

which comes in tins. Should the decorator wish to prepare herning it from the front door up to the top of the stairs on both

own floor coloring , the following recipes may be relied upon . sides of the ball. This is not only a charming addition in effect

but is a saving to paper during the transit of trunks and furni
To produce a dark mahogany color, boil half a pound of madder and ture. The effective Japanese mattings now so common are

two ounces of logwood in a gallon of water. Apply the liquid while used for this purpose. Tack the matting well above the wain
hot. When dry go over the whole with a solution of pearlash made
of two drachms of pearlash in a quart of water. For a walnut stain ,

scot, letting it rest upon it, and top this dado with a narrow
wooden moulding. The moulding, balusters and stairs should

buy a one pound can of burnt umber, ground in oil. Mix with boiled
be painted white, the handrail' alone being left of dark wood .

linseed oil a sufficient amount of this to color properly without percep

tibly thickening the oil.
As to the rugs for the floor, try them carefully in the position

they are to occupy, just as the wall-paper was tested . These

Try the stain on a bit of wood until the desired color is gained . rugs should be of different sizes and disposed irregularly upon

As a general rule, it takes a quart of stain for every twelve the floor with the idea of breaking its continuous lines. The

square yards of floor, but this varies according to the floor, soft selection of these rugs is a matter of great importance. Edgar

wood requiring more stain than hard wood . Allen Poe declares that “ the carpet is the soul of the room ."

The floor should be well scrubbed , then “ slipped ” with the Furniture for the hall should suggest a certain severity .

paper pulp or with putty. When the floor is dry and the slip Antique oak is preferable, but if impossible, modern reproduc

ping is hard , cover the floor with the stain put on lengthwise of tionsmay replace it. The decorator may even try something of

the boards, using a good -sized painter' s brush . A smaller brush her own manufacture. A box covered with Japanese paper or

is required for the corners and at the wainscot. Begin at the the useful Lincrusta -Walton , stained a dark oak color, becomes

point farthest from the door in staining a room , but in a hall an ornamental and appropriate settle for a hall, as well as a

begin at the front door, so as not to walk over the floor when it useful “ catch -all ” for collected impedimenta , old newspapers,

is camp. The stain will take two or three hours to dry . If rubber shoes and whatnot.

the floor is to be varnished after it is stained , dissolve some size B rass brightens up dark corners wonderfully. A brass flower

(about four pounds for every quart of stain ) in a bowl in the oven pot glinting on the newel post and holding an aspidestra catches

with some water, allowing a good half pint of the water to each the visitor's eye agreeably . Rivet this brass pot to the post and

pound of the size. When this is quite melted and the floor is place the plant in an earthenware pot, so that it may be re

absolutely dry , put on the size as you did the stain , having pre- moved for the light and air which is always required .

viously washed the brushes. If the size is troublesome and Place curtains of yellow serge about the parlor door. Mirrors

froths or sticks instead of spreading easily upon the boards, add help to lighten the room and they may bemade in many ways.

a little warm water to it very carefully till it runs freely. Mirrors of the colonial period are always fascinating .

Should there be a sediment, strain it through coarse muslin It is easy to lower the apparent height of a ceiling by paper

before using . When the coating of size is perfectly dry , applying the hall only three-quarters of the way up from the wainscot.

the varnish . You will require a quart and a half of varnish for Then the ceiling and the one quarter of the side wall space

each quart of stain , and it must be spread evenly all over the must be papered or colored exactly alike. Place a wooden

floor ; then let the floor dry till quite hard before the room is moulding where the two papers join. Pictures must be hung

used . A varnished floor requires twenty - four hours to harden . from themoulding which defines the two papers.

When worn , a rubbing all over with pure linseed oil will A square hall may be treated in many ways, though certain

freshen it. fixed principlesmust be observed . Although a square hall may

For a hall a wax polish is more advisable than varnish , while become a living room , made especially attractive by an open

the varnish is best as a border for roomsnot completely cov - fireplace , it must never be given the same air of familiarity

ered by rugs or carpets. For the wax to be used on a floor after as the other living rooms. A hall is a place of movement, not

staining it the following recipe will be found capital. The repose , and despite its cosy corners and easy leather chairs, it

house- steward of the Tuileries under Napoleon III. gave it to a must always have a certain air of reserve and dignity. Cabinets,

friend of the writer as the preparation used for waxing the if placed here, should be filled with large “ specimens," not the

floors of the ball-rooms in that palace : tiny curios to examine which roquires prolonged attention .

The Delft ware now so high in favor is peculiarly appropriate
Take half a pound of yellow wax, a quart of turpentine, a quart of for brightening a hall having a color scheme in brown. The

water and one fourth of a pound of liquid ammonia, strength B . F . mantel-piece, usually treated as a shelf for bric-à -brac, cannot
Chop up the wax and put it in a jug with the turpentine, letting it

stand for two or three days until the wax dissolves, shaking it ocea
subserve this purpose in a hall. Bronze, brass and bent iron

sionally. Next add the ammonia and then the water. This mixture
ornaments, massive and dignified , are the only suitable deco

has the consistency of a thiok cream . Apply a little at a time with a rations for a hall mantel-piece. In the wooden mantel itself, it

brush . The jug must be kept well corked.
has become an accepted custom to carve themotto of the coat

of-arms belonging to the master of the house, and with this
Manufacture your own polishing-brush by buying two new reminder of ancestral dignity the other ornaments must be in

scrubbing brushes that have level brush faces. Place them harmony. FRANCES LEEDS.
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MODERN LACE -MAKING .

POINT FOR CUFF OR COLLAR IN MODERN LACE .WHITE SATIN REVERS DECORATED WITH LACE BRAID,

CORD, NET AND BEADS.

FIGURE No. 1 . - These handsome accessories to the toilette

are used upon velvet or satin dressy short coats or waists, and

are usually supplemented by cuffs , collar, and sometimes, a

FIGURE No 2 . - This design is about one- third less than its

proper size, but it clearly shows how pretty decorations of the

kind are ormay be . Points aremade in many ways or varieties

and may match any other lace decoration used upon a gown.

The point is generally made large enough to cover

the upper half of the wrist of a sleeve ; and just large

enough to turn over from the inside of a stock collar

of ribbon or velvet.

FLOUNCE IN MODERN LACE APPLIQUÉ.

FIGURE No. 3. — This engraving shows a section
of a flounce and is about one-half the width of the

flounce from

which it was

made. Flounces,
bands, points,

collars, etc. , are

made of this lace
in sets to use

upon thelinen or
batiste dresses

s
i

FIGURE NO. 2.- POINT FOR CUFF OR COLLAR IN MODERN LACE,

Four
CAUSE

Kesicomoon syop Zoomereneen gegewesence

FIGURE No. 1. - WHITE SATIN
REVERS DECORATED WITH Lace

BRAID , CORD, NET AND BEADS.

girdle of the same. The foundation is white

satin laid over the crinoline. The design

is worked out in fine lace braid , cord , net

and beads. The beads upon the net are

pearl, while tiny gilt beads form veins to the

small blossoms and are also dotted along

the edge of the revers in the folds ofthe braid.

In attempting to copy this revers it would

be advisable to prepare the foundation in

the manner described , making it of the size
and shape desired . Then send the revers

to a lace-maker who will stamp the design

upon them and begin the work on one of them

- particularly the border, which cannot be FIGURE No. 3. - FLOUNCE IN MODERN LACE APPLIQUÉ.

clearly illustrated . A clever worker can then

prepare the collar, cuffs, etc., by copying the revers ; but if she so popular this season . They will also appear upon taffeta gowns

feels at all hesitant she would better have the design stamped for dressy or house wear. Beads may be introduced in the

upon all the accessories. The lace-maker will also supply the design if the lace is never to be renovated .

materials necessary for the decoration , and in this way the worker For the information contained in this article thanks are due

will get exactly what is required , both in quality and quantity. Miss Sara Hadley, lace-maker, 923 Broadway, New York .
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TATTING . — No. 43.

ABBREVIATIONS USED IN MAKING TATTING .

d . s. - Double- stitch or the two halves forming one stitch . p. - Picot. * . - Indicates a repetition as directed wherever a * is seen

INFANTS' SACK COLLAR DECORATED WITH TATTING .

FIGURE No. 1 . - Make a ring of 9 d . s., 1 p ., 9 d . 8 . and close.

Make two others in the same manner. Then make a chain of

5 p . with 2 d . s . before, between and after each ring. Join to

SQUARE IN TATTING .

FIGURE No. 2 . - This square may be used in forming doileys

or in decorating scarfs , tidies, etc. In the latter case the square

is to be button -holed (appliquéed ) on and the linen then cut out
underneath . To make one section of the square :
* With one thread make 6 d . s ., 1 p . , 2 d . s., 3 p .

with 1 d . s. between , 4 d . s. , draw up, close, and

make 4 d . s. Fasten in last p . of first loop , 2 d .

S., 5 p . with 1 d . s. between , 2 d . s ., 1 p . , 4 d .
S ., draw up , close and make 4 d . S . Fasten in

last p . of middle loop , 2 p . with 1 d . s. between ,
2 d . s., 1 p ., 6 d . 8., draw up. With two threads
make 4 d . s., 1 p., 4 d . s., repeat three times from
* . In making last half-loopmake 4 d . s., slip thread
through 3 preceding p . , 4 d . s ., tie. Join squares
as shown in illustration ,

The appliqué idea has been successfully carried

out in a whole border.

HANDKERCHIEF CORNER DECORATED WITH

TATTED MEDALLION .

FIGURE No. 3 . - To make the Medallion . Make
the center ring as follows: 1 d . s ., 1 p ., * 2 d . s. ,

1 p ., * repeat between stars till there are 12 p . ,

then make 1 d . s . , and close ring ; fasten thread to p .

First row of Rings. - Make 4 d. s ., 1 p. , 2 d . s.,
1 p ., 2 d . 8. , 1 p ., 4 d . s ., close ring, fasten thread

to next p . of center. After the first ring on the row ,
fasten to ' preceding ring when you have made
first 4 d . s. Repeat from beginning of row till you
have 12 rings, after which tie and break thread .

FIGURE No. 1. - SECTION OF INFANTS SACK COLLAR DECORATED WITH TATTING.
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p . in solid ring .

Make another mm

chainin the same

way, joining to

p .in second ring. S TARE
Make another

simiiar chain ,

joining to p . in
third ring.Make SU
another chain ,

joining to base
of thtee solid

rings. Now
make a chain of

2 d . s. , 1 p . , 2d .

S . , 1 p . , 2 d . s . ,

1 p . , 2 d . s. ; join

to second p . in
last chain .Make

similar chains,

joining to each
second p . until

clear around the
figure, fastening
at base. Then FIGURE No. 2. - SQUARE IN TATTING,
chain 9 p with

2 d . s. burore,

between and after each . Next make a ring of 18 d . s. separated

by 2 p . and close. Make a chain of 2 d . s . , 1 p . , 2 d . s., 1 p . ,

2 d . s. ; join to second p . in second chain of last figure ; 2 d . s. ,

1 p . , 2 d . s., 1 p., 2 d . s.; join to first p . in center ring. Now

make a chain of 5 p . with 2 d . s. before, between and after each ;

join to last or second p . in center ring. Now make another

chain the same and close the figure by fastening to base of cen -

ter ring . Make a ring of 6 d . s. , 1 p . , 2 d . s., 4 p . separated by

2 d . s ., 6 d . s., close. Make a chain of 9 p . with 2 d . s. before,

between and after each . This brings us to the large figure. Re-

peat for all the work . Attach to the collar along the top of the

trimming through the chain and rings by long fancy stitches.

S000

FIGURE NO. 3. - HANDKERCHIEF CORNER DECORATED

WITH TATTED MEDALLION.

Second roro . — Make 4 d . s ., 1 p ., 2 d . s. and fasten to top (or

center p . ) of one of the rings in first row ; 2 d . s. , 1 p . , 4 d . s .

and close the ring.

Third row . — Leave about 1 inch of thread and make 4 d . s .,

1 p . , * 2 d . s. , 1 p . , * repeat till there are 7 P .; make 4 d . s , and

close ring . Now repeat from the beginning of the second row

until there are 12 large and 12 small rings in second and third

row . This finishes the medallion.

To fasten to the handkerchief, baste in place, then trace

around with double thread , fastening each center p . as you

come to it ; button -hole stitch with filo silk and cut away the

linen from underneath .
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STYLE AND UTILITY IN CYCLING SUITS.

N

PATURE' S moods at this

season are alluring .

Bracing air , spark -

ling sunshine ,

greening foliage
and good roads are

temptations which

no cyclist can with .

stand, and the plea -

sures of wheeling

All garments should fit easily . Compression of the waist or

hips is disastrous to comfort and , as a consequence, to grace

and regularity of motion .

At once sensible and stylish is the toilette represented at

figure No . 9 BA embodying bloomer costume No. 7140, price 18.
6d . or 35 cents ; shirt-waist No. 8287 , price 1s, or 25 cents, and

leggings No. 4794 , price 7d . or 15 cents. The costume is fash

ioned from brown-and-gray mixed tweed . The skirt is box.

plaited at the back and gathered at each side of the plaits, the

front being smooth . Under the skirt, which is so adjusted as to

th

2seem redoubled after the long Winter's rest .

Correct dress for the wheel is a matter ab

sorbing much of the attention of up -to - date

riders. The question is one which has to be

considered both from the standpoint of com

fort and of appearance, and the most uncon

ventional and enthusiastic woman cyclist

would be loth to attain one at the expense of

the other. That utility and grace may be
combined in a bicycle costume can hardly

fail to be apparent to those who study the

several styles here represented .

Materials that have only an effective ap

pearance to recommend them should notenter

into the composition of a suit for bicycling .

Durable fabrics, preferably in neutral color

ing and of medium texture, are by allmeans

'

MARTIN

FIGURE NO. 11BA.

FIGURE NO. 12 BA. FIGURE No. 13 BA.

P
e
r

be of just the right length either on or off the wheel, areworn

Turkish trousers of ample width . The jacket is rolled back by

a collar in revers in which button -holes are worked along the

edges for closing over buttons placed back of the revers at each

side . The darts are left open near the waist-line to allow a belt,

which finishes the back and sides of the jacket , to pass under

the fronts and close over the skirt. The shirt -waist is made of

grass linen and has a yoke and bishop sleeves. The closing is

made with gilt studs through a box - plait, and under the rolling

collar is worn a dark -red four- in -hand scarf the ends of which

are slipped beneath the box-plait. The jacketmay be closed to
any desired point upon the shirt-waist and for this reason will

be found a very practical style. The leggings match the cos

tume and fit snugly over the boots. A low brown felt Alpine

hat and chamois gloves in the natural color are worn .
Not less admirable is the toilette pictured at figure No. 10 BA,

consisting of skirt No. 920, price 1s. 3d , or 30 cents ; shirt-waist

No. 8260 , price 1s. or 25 cents ; jacket No. 8227 , price 1s. 3d .

or 30 cents ; and legging8 No. 927, price 7d . or 15 cents.

Golden -brown onal is the material used for the skirt, jacket

and leggings. skirt hangs somewhat full below the hips

and ends som a nce above the ankles. Pointed straps are

stitched above each side-front seam , concealing the placket

opening. The jacket is turned back in revers by a rolling col

lar and the back ripples below the waist-line. The leg - o '-mut

ton sleeves are very full and have sloping shoulders. The

shirt-waist is cut from white Madras sprigged with green. It
is made with & yoke back , bishop sleeves and a full front

with a box-plait over the closing. A black band-bow is

G
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FIGURE No. 9 BA. FIGURE No. 10 BA.

the most desirable . The necessity for the use of underwear of

the lightest wool that will readily absorb perspiration and thus

prevent the rider from taking cold cannot be too strongly urged
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FIGURE No. 14 BA. FIGURE No. 15 BA

V

the shirt-waist. The fronts are rolled in lapels at the

top, the lapels meeting the collar in notches. The sleeves

are in leg - o '-mutton style . The gingham shirt-waist has

a yoke back and full fronts that are closed with studs

through a box -plait .

Mode cheviot brings out the good style of the toilette

pictured at figure No. 12 BA . The skirt, which is cut by

pattern No. 868 , price 1s. or 25 cents, is in three pieces

and is worn over knickerbockers. The back is plaited

and pointed straps are buttoned over the placket open

ing at each side of the front. The Norfolk basque is

made with plaits laid on and a rippled peplum . A belt

with a pointed , overlapping end encircles the waist, and

the collar corresponds with it. The sleeves are in mut

ton -leg style. Pattern No. 8152, price 1s. 3d . or 30 cents, is

used to make the basque. The leggings are laced their

entiredepth in front and are cut by pattern No. 927, price

7d . or 15 cents. A mode felt Alpine hat trimmed with

black ribbon and quills completes the toilette .

Smart in effect and practical for wear is the toilette

shown at figure No. 13 BA . The leggings are made of

leather by pattern No. 4794 , price 7d . or 15 cents, and

the skirt and jacket of a mixed navy-blue and whitemo

hair serge. The skirt is circular and is both full and

short enough to give comfort in the saddle. A placket

opening is made above each side-front seam , and three
rows of stitching appear above the hem . Pattern No.

7786 , price 1s. or 25 cents, furnishes the design . Either

knickerbockers or bloomers or linen or a materialmatch

ing the skirt may be worn. The jacket is an Eton style ,

shaped by pattern No. 8340, price 1s. or 25 cents . The

fronts are turned back in lapels by a rolling collar, and
the back is comfortably adjusted to the figure. The

sleeves are in mutton -leg style and show three rows of

stitching at the
wrist, the same fin

ish being adopted

for the other free

edges ofthe jacket.
Either a shirt-waist
or amiddy vestmay
be worn beneath

the jacket. A com

fortable cap of blue

and-white striped
flannel supplements

the toilette.

Appropriate toil
ettes for a tandem

wheel are illustrat

ed at figures Nos.

14 BA and 15 BA .

A new and eminent

ly practical idea is

followed in the de
sign of the skirts

shown at both fig
ures, one pattern ,
No. 1085 , price 1s.
3d , or 30 cents, be

ing used in the con

struction . Mixed
brown whipcord is
the material repre

sented in the skirt

at figure No. 14 BA .

It is of the divided

order and is worn
with knickerbock
ers . In this in

stance a front

gore is fastened at

the top and at each

side for a short dis

tance below thebelt

and again at the

bottom with brown

FIGURE No. 17 BA. covered buttons, its

adjustment render

ing the skirt sightly

when off the wheel. The skirt falls nearly to the ankles and with

it are worn cloth overgaiters. The shirt-waist is developed in
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worn with the roll- .

ing collar, and a
black leather belt

clasps the waist.

The leggings are
laced up the front.

A golf cap of the
material completes
the toilette .

Figure No. 11BA
represents a Misses'

toilette , comprising

skirt No. 915 , price

1s. or 25 cents ;

shirt-waist No.
8235 , price 10d. or

20 cents ; and jack .

et No. 1079, price

19. or 25 cents.

Cheviot interming

ling gray, white
and occa sional
dashes of red and

blue, and old -rose

zephyr gingham

compose the stylish

combination seen

in this toilette . The
skirt, though of the

bifurcated type, is
made with an ad

ded front-gore and

plaits at the back ,
a round skirt effect

being produced by
the arrangement.

Buttonsand button

holes are used in

closing the placket
opening at each

side above the
FIGURE No. 16 BA .

seams. The jacket

has plaits applied

at the back and a black leather belt passes through an opening

left in each under-arm seam and closes under the fronts over
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Madras in a Persian design , by pattern No. 8286 , price 1s. or

25 cents. The back and fronts are full and the latter droop

blouse-like over a brown leather belt. The cap is a commodore

shape in white flannel.

The skirt pictured at figure No. 15 BA is made of navy -blue

serge without the front-gore. The front is divided and a dou .

ble row ofmachine-stitching finishes the hem at the bottom . In

this construction the skirt is adaptable to a diamond as well as

to a drop frame wheel. White piqué and blue figured white

percale are associated in the shirt-waist, which is made by
pattern No. 8347, price 1s. or 25 cents. The fronts are fuil

at each side of a box -plait and the back is made with a yoke,

which is concealed by a very deep piqué sailor-collar. A blue

Windsor scarf is tied between the widely faring ends of the

sailor collar. The deep cuffs match the collar. The leggings

and Alpine hat agree with the skirt, the hat being trimmed

with white ribbon and blue quills.

The suits for both sexes portrayed at figures Nos. 16 BA and

17 BA are in all particulars adapted to the “ duplex " wheel

shown in the engraving . At figure No. 16 BA the skirt and

jacket are pictured developed in tan mixed covert cloth . Plaits

dispose of the fulness at the back of the skirt and at the left

side a closing is made with bone buttons. Linen knickerbockers

are worn beneath the skirt, which is long enough to conceal

them . Pattern No. 858, price ls. or 25 cents , is used for this

skirt. The jacket is full below the waist-line at the back and

closes in single -breasted style , the fronts being reversed in la .

pels above the closing by a rolling collar, notches resulting from

the union of the parts in the regular way. The leg- o '-mutton

sleeves are large enough to admit the Paquin shirt sleeves in

the shirt-waist, the latter garment being made of blue zephyr

gingham , with a full front, yoke back and turn -down collar,

between the ends of which a black tie is worn . The jacket

is shaped by pattern No. 8219, price 1s. 3d , or 30 cents ; and

the shirt-waist by No. 8234, price 1s. or 25 cents . The Alpine

hat is cut from the material, stitched round and round many

times and made by pattern No. 4940, price 5d . or 10 cents .
The leggings are of tan linen.

The man's suit at figure No. 17BA includes knickerbockers
No. 945 , price 1s. or 25 cents ; coat No. 726 , price 1s. 3d . or 30

cents ; shirt No. 745 , price 1s..or 25 cents ; and cap No. 846 ,

price 5d, or 10 cents. The knickerbockers are shaped in mixed

gray cheviot and plain gray cloth , the latter being used for the

calf-band, which , however, in this instance is concealed by the

reversed tops of dark -red checked wool golf hose . The coat is

of the same material. It is provided with two convenient

patch -pockets at each side and may be buttoned to the throat.

The collar is in rolling style and the coat sleeves have cuffs

outlined with two rows of stitching, the same finish being given

all the edges of the coat. The shirt is made of navy -blue and

white striped flannel. With the rolling collar is worn a navy

blue band -bow . A black leather belt encircles the waist. The

golf cap matches the coat and knickerbockers.

In the development of the cycling suit all ornamentation must

be .eschewed , absolute simplicity being the ideal to be fol

lowed .

SEASONABLE COOKERY.
IN THE MARKETS. - WAYS TO COOK RHUBARB. - STRAWBERRY PREPARATIONS.-- -OTHER RECIPES.PES. .

and sprinkle with flour until each piece is quite white. Place

the rhubarb in the pie-plate, adding one cupful of sugar and half

a cupful of water. Bake slowly without a top crust, and when

done spread over the top the beaten whites of two eggs into

which has been stirred one table-spoonful of sugar. Brown

lightly in the oven .

STEAMED RHUBARB PUDDING.

6 stalks of rhubarb . . . tea- spoonfulof salt.

1 cupful of suet. 1 cupful of sugar.

2 cupfuls of flour.

Spring is as yet too young to afford much change from April

in the way of fruits and vegetables. Toward the last of the

month , however, the markets show decided signs that Nature

has really awakened and is commencing to deal out her gifts

with no grudging hand. Strawberries, high in price and poor

in flavor, are to be had from the first of the month , but become

better and cheaper towards its close. The strav;berry season is

a very short one , and if preserving is to be done , it should not be

delayed beyond the last week in May or the first in June.

Among the new vegetables is asparagus, which is at its best and

cheapest in May. The wise caterer now takes her cue from

Nature, giving her family green vegetables, ripe fruits and fish

and reducing the supply of meat. In the Spring the system

craves acids and the green things which the season naturally

affords. Lettuce, water cress, dandelion and all green vege

tables shouid be freely eaten . Fish is essentially a Spring and

Summer food and should often be found in the menu. Sweet-

breads, a delicate food , are at their cheapest at this time.

Among the meats seen in the large markets are beef, mutton ,

lamb and veal, the latter at its best. Spring chickens, snipe

and squab are also to be had . The fish offered include halibut,

mackerel, shad , bass, porgies, brook trout, weak fish , salmon ,

crabs, lobster, white fish , bull heads, pickerel and flounders.

In the vegetable market are asparagus, string beans, lettuce ,

cress, cucumbers, peas and rhubarb , while beets, cabbage, par

snips and spinach are plentiful. Strawberries and pineapples

are the fresh fruits shown. Shaddocks go out with May, but

lemons, oranges and bananas are still to be had .

Chop the suet until fine, mix with it the salt and flour and add

sufficient cold water to make a dough . Roll this into a sheet

and with part of it cover the bottom of a baking dish . Fill the

dish with the rhubarb cut into inch lengths , adding the sugar.

Cover the top with the remainder of the dough , cutting an

opening in the center to allow the escape of the steam in cook .

ing. Place the baking dish in a steamer and steam for two

hours. Then turn from the dish and serve with either a hard

sauce or with milk and sugar.

THE STRAWBERRY.

RHUBARB:

This vegetable is one of the most luscious that Spring gives

us, and , because of its pronounced acidity , is very beneficial

at this season . It is now plentiful, cheap and easily prepared

for the table. When it is to be stewed it should be cut into

small pieces with a silver kniſe, then measured , allowing to

every quart of the rhubarb one cupful each of sugar and water.

Cover the kettle and stew slowly until the stalks are tender but

not falling to pieces ; then turn out to cool. The best cooks

never peel rhubarb , claiming thatmuch of the flavor is thus lost.

RHUBARB MERINGUE. - Line a pie plate with plain

paste . Cut into inch pieces sufficient rhubarb to fill the plate ,

PRESERVED STRAWBERRIES . -- The berries should not

be weighed , but should be stemmed into the measuring cup so

as to make but one handling necessary . Tin -ware should never

be allowed to come in contact with an acid fruit as the flavor is

thereby spoiled . A half-pint tumbler is the best measure.

Stem the berries into this , keeping a record on a strip of paper

by tearing a little slit as each count is made. Slide the tumbler

fuls out upon a broad platter and when all the berries are

stemmed allow a pound of sugar to every two tumblerfuls of the

fruit . Sprinkle the sugar over the berries and let them stand in

a warm room until the juice begins to stain through the top of

the sugar. Have ready a porcelain - lined preserving kettle

slightly heated and into this slide the berries and sugar. They

should not be put in with a spoon , as this would crush the fruit.

Set in a mild heat and boil for thirty minutes from the time

that the pink foam covers the top of the mixture. Skim lightly

but frequently. Take from the fire, and fill preserving tumblers

holding just enough for one serving of this dainty ; they are
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2 eggs.

1 egg

more serviceable than the larger jars. Cover the tops of each for half the cost of the ginger. Before cutting oranges for the

tumbler with a circle of whitepaperdipped in the beaten white table dip them into warmwater to remove any grime on the

of an egg. This recipe has beenfollowed for seventy years in skins and pat dry with a soft cloth ; then rub the fruit with

one family and always with perfectly satisfactory results. lumpsof sugar to extractthe oil , reserving this sugar for the

LITTLE STRAWBERRY PUDDING . final dipping. Peel the oranges and throw the skins into boil

ing water ; cook until tender, changing the water twice. Drain

1 quart of berries. * 2 teaspoonful of salt. well and with a pair of scissors cut into strips and weigh , allow

2 tea -cupfuls of sugar.. 1 table -spoonful of melted ing one pound of sugar and half a cupful of water to every

1 pint of flour. butter.
pound of the peel. Boil the sugar and water together a moment,

1 tea-spoonful of baking then add the orange peel and simmer until transparent, which

powder. Sweet milk to moisten ,
usually requires half an hour. Drain and roll each piece in the

crushed sugar used to extract the oil. Lay in a warm oven or

Sift the salt, baking powder and flour together, add the butter, a sunny place to dry.

mixing well, then the beaten yolks of the eggs, and milk suff SPINACH SOUFFLÉ.--This is a satisfactory way to dis

cient to make a thin batter. Beat all well and add the beaten pose of left- over cooked spinach. To every cupful mix in the

whites of the eggs. Stem the berries and add the sugar to beaten yolk of an egg ; place in a granite stew pan , heat and

them . Put in well-greased cups a half spoonful of the batter, stir over the fire until the egg sets ; then remove from the heat

then add a spoonful of the seasoned berries, then another and when cold add the beaten whites of the eggs. Fill indi

half spoonful of the batter, then more berries, and so on until vidual baking shells half full of this mixture, arrange the shells

the cups are nearly full. Set in a steamer and steam for twenty on a roasting pan and bake in a hot oven for ten minutes, serv

minutes. Serve with
ingat once to prevent falling .

VANILLA SAUCE.—
FRENCH STEW OF HEARTS. — This is an inexpensive

dish and when once tried will often be in demand. Its ingre

3 table-spoonfuls of sugar.
dients are :

3 table -spoonfuls of milk. Vanilla to taste .

3 lambs hearts. 1 table -spoonful of butter.

Beat the white of the egg stiff, add the sugar, mix well and 2 bay leaves. tea-spoonful of salt.

add the yolk of the egg , then the milk and flavoring, beating 14 lemon (peeled ). tea -spoonful of pepper .

after each is added until the whole is smooth. This sauce is

delicious on almost any pudding.
Wash the hearts and cut them into slices , cutting across the

TRAWBERRY GELATINE.…
grain of the meat. Dry slightly and dust thickly with flour.

Place the butter in a small stewing kettle and when hot add the

* box of gelatine. 1% tea -cupful of sugar.
meat; stir constantly , browning the hearts and cooking about

32 pint of cold water . 1 quart of strawberries.
ten minutes ; then add sufficient hot water to nearly cover the* pint of boiling water. 2 lemons.

meat, the peeled lemon cut in slices and the bay leaves ; cover
72 pint of cream .

the kettle and cook gently for forty minutes, stirring often and

adding a little more water if needed ; add the salt and pepper,

Soak the gelatine in the cold water for twenty minutes ; then
remove the bay leaves and lemon and serve. The gravy will

add the boiling water and stir until the gelatine is dissolved . need no further chand

Add the sugar and the juice from the lemons; then strain the

whole into a measuring cup and add sufficient cold water to

make one and a half pints of the whole. Wet a tin mould

withcold water , and set a small jam jar in the middle to make FIGURE No. 12 .

a hollow center when finished , placing a weight inside the jar FIGURE No. 13 .

to keep it in place. Pour a fourth of the gelatine mixture into

the mould and set on the ice to thicken , keeping the remainder

in a warm place. As soon as the jelly sets, add adeep layer of then thrust into the hair with the teeth turned forward as in the

the stemmed fruit, then pour in more of the mixture, again set
“ bun ” coiffure, the entire arrangement, preparatory to the

on theice, and when it thickens add another layer of the fruit adjustment of the curled Pysche, being pictured at figure No. 17 .

and mixture until all is used . When ready to serve, put a little
The Newport coil , as shown at figure No. 18, is made in

hot water into the jam jar and when the jelly is released from lengths varying from twenty to thirty inches, and may be ar

the sides remove the jar , set the mould for a moment inhot
ranged in puffs

water to free the sides and turn out upon a flat serving dish.
or a “ bun ,” as

Sweeten the cream , whip it to a froth and heap it into the
illustrated at fig

hollow center made by the jar.
ure No. 19 , in a

STRAWBERRY CHARLOTTE.—
coil, as at figure

No. 20 , or in a

1 ounce of gelatine. 1 cupful of powdered sugar.
Psyche, as por

12 pint of cold water. 12 pint of cream.
trayed in the

l quart of strawberries. 6 lady fingersponges.
completed coif.

fureat figure D.

The switch is so

Soak the gelatine in the cold water until soft, then place on the
made that the

stove to dissolve. Press the berries through a sieve, add the URE No. 14 .

sugar, and when the gelatine is clear and cold stir that in also.
top fits over the

knot of hair. It

Whip the cream to a froth and add this to the gelatine and
is formed in

berries . Line the bottom of a tin ring mould with a round of FIGURE No. 15.
curls while off

white paper, and the sides with split lady fingers, pour in the

mixture, set on ice and serve when hard.
the head and

when secured to

the head the

ADDITIONAL TESTED RECIPES.
curls fall

every direction,

CANDIED PEEL . - Orange peel is a delicate and inexpen the style being

sive sweet for a company luncheon or for an afternoon tea decidedly clas

table. It has become the custom to serve at luncheon preserved
sic in charac

ginger or some candied fruit, and orange peel may be prepared
ter . A coronet

shaped comb of

rivetted jeton

MEASURING TAPES.-No dressmaker can afford to be a shell support ,

known as the
withouta tape-measure that is at once accurate and legible, for 'IGURE No. 16.

upon it, as much as upon any other implement she uses,depends
Pompadour

the success of the garments she makes. On another page of comb, is fast ened far for

ward in the hair FIGURE No. 17. andstandsabove

in

.
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MODISH COIFFURES AND COMBS.
(For Illustrations of Figures A , B , C , D , E and F see Page 498.)

It is quite in the order of

toric styles in hair -dressing

should follow similar revi-

vals in dress and millinery ,

though , of course, modern

requirements and tastes ne-

cessitate modifications in all

such fashions.

FIGURE No, 1. The prototype of the pres-

entMarie Antoinette coiffure

was a thickly powdered , tow

er-like arrangement that would ill becomethe women of to-day.

The Marie Antoinette coiffure of to -day is as thoroughly sensible

as it is picturesque, and to these qualities may be added that of

almost universal becomingness. It is fluffy and broad at the

sides, which is far more comely than

hair rigidly drawn from the face, and,

besides, suits the presentmodes in mil

linery and attire , the general tendency

in dress being towards broad effects .

In adopting any new style of hair

dressing the outline of the head should

first be well studied . It is easily pos

sible to keep within the lines of a spe

cial fashion and still vary it enough to FIGURE NO. 2 .

suit individual needs. For instance,

the waved side- locks, which Fashion declares shall

be puffed out, may be arranged in varying de

grees of fulness for round, oval and long faces.

A round face looks less full when the locks are dis

nnced in a fuffy fashion , and lor
Dr .

the first essential and unless it be observed the scalp cannot long

remain healthy. The hair should be brushed free from dust and

possible dandruff regularly before retiring, and should be sham

pooed once a month . Pure-white Castile soap shaved finely and

dissolved in water until a thick lather is formed makes a simple

and effectual shampoo , the oil in the soap being especially bene

ficial to the hair. After thoroughly washing, the scalp being as

vigorously rubbed as can be borne, the head should be ringed

with warm water until entirely free from soap , rubbed well with

a coarse towel and dried in the sunshine, if the season permit, or

else with fans

or by artificial

heat. Wher dry

the hair should

be freed from

tangles with a
coarse comb,

being divided in

sections and

FIGURE No. 4 . combed from the

ends, working

gradually up

ward toward the

scalp. Less hair

will be lost by

this process and

less pain suf
fered from the

combing than

by other means.

If the endsofthe

hair are split ,

3 . 3. they should be

clipped .

In the ar rangement of

the Marie Antoinette coif

fure a por FIGURE No. 5 . tion of the hair

must be di vided from the

rest for wav ing. As shown

at figure No. 1 , part the hair to be waved from ear to ear about

two inches from the front ; brush back the remainder and gather

it into a switch by adjusting an elastic button -loop,

shown at figure No. 2 , about it as close to the head as

possible. Cord or a wisp of hair will answer this pur

pose , butneither is so handy as the loop. The loose

locks are then waved on the “ perfection wavers ”

pictured at figure No. 3 , the front, which has been

divided from the sides, being twisted over one of the

two used to wave each side. There is little danger of

scorching the hair when waved by this means - The

short locks on the temples are curled flatly and laid

between the two wire-net discs of a Montague curler.
When the curl has been secured , it is slightly moist

ened , this process tending to preserve its shape when

freed from the curler. Wavesmay also be made with

curling tongs by winding a strand of hair about the

thickness of the little finger round the jaw of the tongs

which have been heated over a gas jet or an alcohol

lamp and rubbed free from soot. This method of curl
ing is illustrated at figure No. 4 . The

waving should be begun as close to

the head as possible, and if the tongs

are closed , the hair will become

heated through and the wave will be

more permanent. Figure 'No. 5 pic

tures the hair freed from the curler

before the waves have been combed

out. The front locks are combed out first, as shown at figure

No. 6 , and are ther roughed up or crêped . This is done by

combing the hair toward the front with a coarse comb and pro

duces a fuller effect in the Pompadour, for which these locks

are destined .
When combed out the hair is loosely brought back and the

ends are pinned just above the tied switch , as illustrated at
ficure No. 7 . The side locks are then treated in the manner
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employed for the front, as suggested by figure No. 8 , no sepa made all round the head
ration being permissible between the front and sides. A long , two inches from the edge of
curved side-comb with coarse graduated teeth is then adjusted , the hair or less, if the hair is
as represented at figure No. 9, the teeth being turned forward very thick . The front hair
to attain the desirable puff effect. It is entirely optional is then waved , as before de

whether the scribed , and the remainder is
combs be fast brushed back smoothly, tied
ened in the hair in a switch and coiled closely
before the ends below the crown, as shown
are secured or at figure No. 16 . The Pom
after. padour is then adjusted , and

The frontand thewaved hair is drawn softly
sides completed , over it at the frontand sides,
the temple curls and the back is drawn up
may now be re toward the knot, all the ends
leased from their being fastened over the knot.

nets and pulled Thus arranged , the artificial
out with the fin piece cannot possibly be de
gers. If combed , FIGURE No. 9 . tected . The temple curls
they will not lie escape through the waves,
flatly upon the with a perfectly natural effect, and if the
temple , which is forehead be high , a short and slightly
the correct ar curled bang of one's own hair may fall
rangement. FIGURE No. 10. from the Pompadour. Side combs are

The back hair

should now be
attended to. The switch is separated into

three equal parts . One portion is then
crêped , as shown at figure No. 10 , and rolled

into a puff on the first finger of each hand ,
as shown at figureNo. 11. By roughing up
the hair in this instance a sort of padding is
made for the puff , which in consequence

gains firmness and will not fall apart as puffs

are apt to do when made of one' s own hair .
When rolled close to the head , the puff is FIGURE No. 11.
pinned at each end just below the crown ,

as depicted at figure No. 12 , and conceals
the knotted ends of the front and side locks. When the hair is
unusually thick and heavy , the puffs also require pinning at the
center. The second puff is then made in the same way and pinned
immediately below the first (see figure No. 13 ), and the third is

FIGURE No. 12.similarly arranged and extends on the nape of the neck , as in
FIGURE No. 13.

the completed coiffure, portrayed at figure A . A large shell
comb of the Napoleon style, so called because of its triangu .
lar shape, is inserted above the upper puff , with ornamental then thrust into the hair with the teeth turned forward as in the

effect. A side view of the " bun " coiffure, the entire arrangement, preparatory to the
coiffure is pictured at fig . adjustmentof the curled Pysche,being pictured at figure No. 17.
ure B , and a front view , The Newport coil, as shown at figure No. 18 , is made in
showing the Marie Antoi- lengths varying from twenty to thirty inches, and may be ar

nette Pompa ranged in puffs
dour in its en or a “ bun ," as

tirety , is given illustrated at fig

at figure C . ure No. 19 , in a
When theMa coil , as at figure

rie Antoinette No. 20 , or in a
Pompadour is Psyche, as por

arranged from trayed in the

one'sown tresses completed coif

they necessarily fure at figure D .

suffer from the The switch is so

tangling essen FIGURE No. 14. made that the

tial to securing top fits over the
the correct ef knotof hair . It

fect, so an arti
FIGURE No. 15.

is formed in
ficial Pompa curls while off

dour is now the head and

made with a when secured to

perfectionwhich the head the

challenges de curls fall in
tection. The every direction ,

wave is perma the style being
nent and the decidedly clas.

FIGURE G . hair light and sic in charac

easy of adjust ter. A coronet

ment. This ar shaped comb of

rangement, with its complement of temple curls, is rivetted jeton

pictured at figure No. 14 . It is adjusted on the head a shell support,
beneath the switch by means of hooks and eyes fixed FIGURE No. 16 . known as the
to elastic attachments and when well matched looks Pompadour

as if it were part of one' s own hair . At figure No. 15 , the hair comb, is fast ened far for
is shown arranged to receive the Pompadour. A parting is ward in the hair FIGURE No. 17. and standsabove

0
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NU
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**the Pompadour with fine effect. This coiffure is the style pre - view of the coiffure.

ferred to be worn with evening dress, the coil and “ bun ” being Artificial Mon

better suited to daytime wear though cot exclusively so em tague curls may be

ployed . A front view of the coiffure with the Pompadour comb purchased , and

is shown at figure E . when adjusted in

The adaptability of the Medici comb and Mercury wings to the hair by means

this coiffure of an attach

is seen at fig . ed hair -pin

uresFand G . they look

The Medici very natural.

comb has a Two illustra

gilt top , tions ofMon

formed in tague curls

small knots are given at

onashell sup figures Nos.

port, is point 21 and 22 . At

ed at the cen figure No. 21

ter and cury the curl is

ed at each FIGURE No. 19. shown close

side, being ly twisted ,

patterned af. and at figure

ter the head No. 22 it is

dress worn in illustrated

the days of pulled out to

Catherine de give the fluf

Medici. The fy effect.
Mercury Short nat

FIGURE I.
wings are of ural - looking

shell in an ar curls that

tistic design FIGURE No. 20 .
may be arranged to fall over the neck when the coiffure is

and cleverly high ,may also be procured . They are usually becoming.

carry out the Young misses frequently follow their elders in the

suggestion of wings. Like the arrangement of their locks. The front and sides of their tresses

Medici and Pompadour may be waved and drawn back in Pompadour suggestion , and

combs, it is worn far for the back may be fastened below the crown by a shell buckle or

ward , and is especially be- ribbon and permitted to fall free below , the hair having been

coming to FIGURE No. 18 . youthful faces. slightly waved or braided. This is a youthful and really pretty

An appro priate andmuch fashion. Large waves are now preferred to small ones, whether

a d m ired coiffure for el the waves are made in

derly women is shown at figure H . The side locks are disposed the front or side locks.

un large, natural-looking waves. The front is parted and arranged When removed from the

in two curls that roll curling tongs or wavers,

away from the parting the hair should be allowed

at each side, and ex to cool before combing out

tend from the forehead thewaves which will then

nearly to the crown. return their curl larger.

The bang lies upon the Side combs are uni

forehead in Montague versally worn. They are

curls, thoseateach side of plain or fancy shell

turning toward the with coarse graduated
center. A small puff teeth . There are fancy

is adjusted flatly on two-pronged shell pins in

top of the head at different styles that may
each side towards the

FIGURE No. 21. FIGURE No. 22 .
be thrust wherever fancy

back , and a braided directs, as well as broad

switch is fastened combs in various designs

from the crown to that, like the Napoleon comb, look best inserted above a chignon ,

the nape of the neck , like the “ bun." There is also a long shell Pompadour comb ,

the arrangement giv - with graduated teeth intended to

ing fulness to the face. be placed back of 'the Pompa

Side combs are insert dour. It extends from ear to

ed in the hair in front ear and, having coarse teeth ,

of the braid , the teeth may easily be adjusted and re

turning forward ,and a mains in place. While very like

fancy jet aigrette-like a child ' s back comb in construc

ornament is thrust be- tion , its service is altogether dif

tween the ferent. Shell hair -pins
HAIR BUCKLE.

puffs, a jet are far better for the

ball pin be hair than steel ones,

ing placed but if the latter are preferred , only those having steel

just a hove points should be used . These do not cut the hair like
the braid . If iron pins and being smoother slip in easily. When

FIGURE H . the tresses the hair is heavy , bent pins secnre it better than

have grown straight ones.

too thin and For information received and accessories illus

scant for this coiffure, artificial waves and a Newport trated , we are indebted to the courtesy of A .

coil may be employed . Figure I represents a side-back Simonson , No. 933 Broadway, New York City .
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CROCHETING. — No. 58.

ABBREVIATIONS USED IN CROCHETING.

1. - Loop . h . d . c . - Half -double crochet.

ch . st . - Chain stitch . tr . c . - Treble crochet.

8 . C . - Single crochet. P . - Picot. .

d . c . - Double crochet. sl. st. - Slip stitch .

Repeat. - This means to work designated rows, rounds or portions of the work as many times as directed .

E * Stars or asterisks imean , as mentioned wherever they occur, that the details glven between them are to be repeated as
ected before going on with the details which follow the next * . As an example : * 6 ch . , 18. C .

In the next space and repeat twice more from * (or last * ), means that you are to crochet as follows : 6 ch ., I 8 . C .

in the next space, 6 ch .. I 8 . c . In the next space , 6 ch . , 1 8. c . in the next space, thus repeating the 6 ch ., I 8 . C .
in the next space , twice more after making it the first time, making it three times in all before proceeding with
the next part of the direction .

5 ch. , omit 1 . 8 . c., and make 1 s. c. in each

of next 15 s. c ., and repeat 3 times more

from * .

Thirteenth round . - * 5 ch., 1 s. c . in next

loop, repeat twice more. 5 ch ., omit 1 s . c . ,

1 8. c . in each of the next 13 s . c . and repeat
3 times more from * .

Fourteenth round . — * 5 ch ., 1 s. c . in next

loop , repeat 3 times more. 5 ch. , omit 1 s.

c . , 1 s. c. in each of next 11 s. c . and repeat

3 timesmore from * .

Fifteenth round . _ .* 5 ch . , 1 s. c . in next

loop, repeat 4 times more. 5 ch . , omit 1 s.

c ., 1 8. c. in each of the next 9 s . c , and

repeat 3 times more from * .

Sixteenth round . — * 5 ch., 1 s. c. in next

loop , repeat 5 times more. 5 ch ., omit 1 s .

c., 1 s. c. in each of the next 7 s. c . and re
peat 3 times more from *.

Seventeenth round . — * 5 ch ., 1 s . c . in next

loop , repeat 6 times more. 5 ch ., omit 1 s.

c . , 1 s c . in each of the next 5 8. c . and re

peat 3 times more from * .

Eighteenth round. — * 5 ch ., 1 . s . c . in next

loop , repeat 7 timesmore. 5 ch . , omit 1 s .

c ., 1 s. c. in each of the next 3 s. c ., and

repeat 3 times more from * .

This makes one square. There should be

16 or 20 squares for one tidy. To join ,

place two squares with the right sides to

gether ; join the middle three chains together
by making 6 s. c . through the opposite chains

of the two squares. Fill in the 3 correspond
ing spaces formed by the chains with the s . c .

This leaves three chains or spaces on each side.

After having joined 4 squares together thus,

fill in the web thus ; make a chain of 8 st. and

join ; then make 12 ch ., join to one space
FIGURE No. 1. - CROCHETED CORNUCOPIA TIDY.

W

CROCHETED CORNUCOPIA TIDY.

FIGURE No. 1 . – First round. — 6 ch. join .
Second round. — 5 ch ., 3 s . c . in ring , repeat 3 times more.

Third round . — 5 ch . , 3 s. c . in next loop , 1 s. c . in each of the

next 2 s . c. , repeat 3 times more.

Fourth round . — 5 ch., 3 s . c , in next loop , 1 s. c . in each of the

next 4 s . c . , repeat 3 times more.

Fifth round. — 5 ch., 3 s. c. in next loop, 1 s. c. in each of the
next 6 s. c . , repeat 3 times more .

Sixth round . — 5 ch . , 3 s. c . in next loop , 1 s . c . in each of the

next 8 s . c . , repeat 3 times more.

Seventh round. — 5 ch., 3 s. c. in next loop , 1 s. c. in each of the
next 10 s . c . , repeat 3 times more.

Eighth round . — 5 ch ., 3 s. c . in next loop , 1 s. c . in each of
the next 12 s. c . , repeat 3 times more.

Ninth round. — 5 ch. , 3 s. c. in next loop , 1 s. c . in each of the

next 14 s. c . , repeat 3 times more.

Tenth round. — 5 ch . , 3 s . c . in next loop , 1 s. c . in each of the

next 16 s . c . , repeat 3 times more.

Eleventh round. — 5 ch ., 1 s . c . in middle of next loop , 5 ch.,

omit 1 s. c ., and make 1 . s . c . in each of the next 17 s. c ., re

peat 3 times more .

Twelfth round . — * 5 ch. , 1 s. c . in next loop, repeat once more.

h
e

k
a

FIGURE No. 2. - CROCHETED AND DARNED LACE .

or chain in a square, 12 ch. , join by 1 s. c . to the ring (made

by 8 ch .) and so on till there are no spaces left. There will be
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24 spaces with 48 chains. Finish the edge by making 6 d . c . ,

1 s. c . in each space around the entire tidy .

CROCHETED AND DARNED LACE.

FIGURE No. 2 . - Use No. 20 thread, and a hook of suitable

size.

First rouo . - Make 22 ch . , turn .

Second row . — Make 1 shell of 5 d . c . Make 1shell in 3rd st .
of ch., 1 s. c . in next 3rd st. of ch ., 1 shell in next 3rd st. of

ch ., 7 ch . , 1 s. c . in next 4th st. of ch ., 7 ch . , 1 s. c . in next

4th st. of ch ., 3 ch . , 1 d . c . in last st. of the foundation ch . ,

turn .

Third rou . — 7 ch ., 1 s. c, in center of next 7 -ch., 7 ch., 1 s. c.

in next 7 -ch . of last row , 1 shell in next s. c . of last row , 1 s.

c . in middle of next shell, 7 ch ., 1 . s . c. in center of next shell ,
1 shell in last d . c . of last row , turn .

Fourth row . - 3 ch ., 1 shell in last d . c . made of last row , 1

s . c , in center of shell, 7 ch. , s. c . in center of next 7 - ch . , 7 ch .,

1 s . c . in center of next shell, 1 shell in 8 . c . , 1 s . c . in middle

of shell, 7 ch., 1 . s . c . in center of next 7 .ch ., 3 ch ., 1 d . c . in

first space of last row , turn .

Fifth rou . - 7 ch. , 1 s. c , in center of next 7 -ch. , 1 shell in

next s . C ., 1 s. c . in center of next shell , 7 ch., 1 s. C. , in next

7 -ch . , 7 ch ., 1 s. c , in the middle of next 7 -ch ., 7 ch ., 1 s. c . in

middle of shell, 1 shell in last d . c . of last row , turn ,

Sixth rouo. - 3 ch ., 1 shell in 1st d. c. , 1 s. c. in center of shell,

* 7 ch ., 1 s . c . in center of next 7 -ch., repeat twice more from

* 7 ch . , 1 s. c. in center of next shell, 1 shell in s . c . , 1 8 . c

in middle of ch., 3 ch ., 1 d . c. in first space of last row , turn .
Seventh roo. - 3 ch. , 1 shell in s . C., 1 s. c . in center of shell,

* 7 ch . , 1 s . c . in next 7 -ch of last row , repcat 3 times more

from * 7 ch. , 1. s . c . in center of next shell, 1 shell in last d . c

of last row , turn .

Eighth row . - 3 ch . , 1. 8. c . in middle of shell, 1 shell in 8. c .,

1 s. c . in middle of 7 -ch ., 7 ch . , 1 s . c . in next 7 -ch of iasi row ,

repeat 3 times more from * 1 shell in s . C ., 1 s. c . in center of
next shell, 3 ch . , 1 d . c . in first space of last row , turn .

Ninth row . — ch ., 1 s. c . in center of next shell, 1 shell in s .

C., * 7 ch . , 1 s. c . in center of next 7 - ch ., repeat twice from *

1 shell in s. c . , 1 s. c . in center of same shell, turn .
Tenth row . – 3 ch., 1s. c . in middle of shell, 1 shell in s. c . , 18.

c . in center of next 7 -ch ., * 7 ch . , 1 s. c . in center of next 7 -ch .,

repeat once from * . 1 shell in s. c ., 1 s. c . in center of shell ,

7 ch ., 1 s. c . in center of next 7 -ch. , 3 ch ., 1 d . c. in first space
of last row , turn .

Eleventh row . - 7 ch ., 1 s . c . in next 7 -ch . , ch ., 1 8. c . in

center of next shell , 1 shell in s . c . , 1 s . c . in center of next 7 - ch .,

7 ch ., 1 s . c . in center of next 7 -ch ., 1 shell in s. C ., 1 s . c . in

center of shell , turn . .

Twelfth rou . — 3 ch ., 1 s. c . in middle of shell, 1 shell in s . c . ,

1 s. c . in center of 7 . ch ., 1 shell in s . C . , 1 s. c. in middle of

shell, * 7 ch ., 1 s. c . in next ch ., repeat once more from * ; 3 ch . ,

1 d . c . in last space, turn , repeat from third row . Fill in the

square as illustrated with floss.

A POSTER PARTY.
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MEMEGEORGE -GALBRAITH
REQVEST THE PLEASURE OF YOVR-COMPANY,
AT- A - POSTERS PARTY ON THURSDAY FEBRVARY |

THE SIXTH AT:NIŅE.OCLOCK
R SVP asiento control

MYOV ARE REQVESTED TO WEAR A COSTUME

REPRESENTING A BILL - POSTER IF POSSIBLE IF NOT: 1

BRING A POSTER to

“ Are you going to Mrs. Galbraith ' s next

Thursday evening ? " asked the quaint-look

ing girl as the stage pulled up at Twenty

eighth Street.

6. Oh, yes, and do tell me what it is and
what I am to wear. I never heard of a

poster and I shall feel so foolish . "

" Oh, you won 't feel half so foolish as I
shall , and I know all about it. You 'll find

out when you arrive, and I'll be there to

help you understand , though you may not

recognize me. Au revoir tilĩ Thursday,"
and the quaint girl got out at the Waldorf,

leaving her friend to go on wondering till
Thursday.

When she arrived at Mrs. Galbraith' s on
that evening she was bewildered .

“ What is a poster ? " was heard on the

stairs and in the reception room . “ Who

ever heard of one? They're not chrysen

themums, are they ? " - " too late for "
“ Oh, how do you do ? " - - " What have you

got on ? " - " How ever did you ? ” - and
every one moved toward the stairs and the

drawing -room .

The hostess welcomed her latest guest in a

gorgeous costume, a copy of Sarah Bern

hardt's in “ Gismonda " after the affiche in

front of the Metropolitan Opera House.

“ Oh," gasped the guest, “ how stunning !
I'm beginning to understand ; I didn 't dress

up ; I didn 't know ; I've never been abroad. "

With which pathetic little admission , she

allowed herself to be impelled by the arriv

ing crowds into the big drawing -room .
Behind the hostess stood the committee

of judges — three well known artists who
looked at the arriving costumes and received

the posters contributed to the constantly

growing exposition in the study. One of
the artists wore a Mexican vaquero's costume, wide, slashed

leather trousers, spurred heels , short jacket and vivid sash , and

carried in his hand a formidable sombrero .

In the drawing-room the windows and panels of the wall

: : : . . .. . . : : : : . ..

They darted from the shelter of Scribner's marquise and

scrambled into the uptown stage, pouring a volley of upan -
swered questions at each other, for they had not met for two

whole days.
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Lait put de la Vengeanne
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were hung with tan - colored burlaps, and upon every space

blazed the grotesque inventions of Chéret and his Parisian

confreres and other bizarre fascinations, French , English,

American , Italian ,German , even Norwegian . At the farther
end of the room

by the fire- place

a group clus
tered before the

" Gismonda,"

while a young

painter, just

home from
Paris , attempted

to convey an im

pression of the

interest display

ed when a new

idea , well exe

cuted , is pla

carded over

Paris. The

poster appears

not only in front

of the particular

theatre it may
advertise, but

outside the

Opera , along
the quays and

on the walls of

dozens of dingy

streets. It is to

be seen near

the Arc de Tri

omphe, where

the occupants of

carriages re

mark it on

their way to the

Bois, and in the

Latin Quarter,
PRIZE POSTER ILLUSTRATION .

where students

crowd around it

shouting their

enthusiasm .

Then the group shifts , scatters, wandering from Steinlen 's

inimitable - cats " to a collection of Ibell' s work , from severe

Italian posters to the advertisements of American publishers

and newspapers. Everyone is interested and is either receiving

or (more blessed ) giving information. Those who arrive at

nine tell those who arrive at ten wonderful things about this

new form of art work . “ Just think , dear ! only seven francs

that cost me, and now this year it costs thirty, ” etc .

Across the hall in the dining room were the posters which

have to do with eating. The charming little girl drinking a

bowl of milk with three pussies

clamoring for a share, occupied

the place of honor over the

mantel. Then there was the

huge strong man , a great favor

ite in Paris, resting from feats

of muscle to sip a tiny cup of

American beef extract. Here,

as in the drawing -room , the

advertisements robbed the walls

of their conventionality . One

young married woman remark
ed , " Wouldn 't it be nice to

give a Poster Party when your

wall papers are old and ugly !"

The talk was all upon this

unusual subject, which far out

did a performance on the piano

in promoting conversation.

Among the crowd of guests

there were many more imper

sonations than even the hostess

had expected — a German Gret

chen , a saboted milkmaid , a Norwegian girl, the yellow dress

and black gloves of Yvette Guilbert, the white cavalry uniform

of Lautrec's “ Babylone d 'Allemagne," each personator point

ing now and then laughingly to his or her original on the walls.

A clapping of hands in the drawing -room greeted the

announcement that there would be a “ review of the costumes.”

A frame appeared at the end of the room ; a curtain was swung

across and then back again to disclose a tableau , the “ Carnival
de l'Opéra " by Chéret. Next was shown the

beautiful “ Rose Croix ” girl with saintly fea

tures, who looked as though in her straight

gown she could not bend to mortals. Then

came the familiar “ Napoleon ,” and so on

through the series in quick succession . Every .

one was dressed , everyone was ready, so there
eame

were none of the tiresome waits customary

with tableaux. All that the models had to do

was to look at the walls, find the affiche, and

pose to resemble it. The last was, however ,

rather an ordeal on that very account, because

at each new tableau every face turned first to

the frame and then to the original hung beside

it. Most were true and all were clever and

greatly enjoyed .
There was lively interest an hour later when

the committee awarded the prizes. The room

was still as a voice announced that to Mrs.

Galbraith belonged the honor of the first prize

for costume, but that, as she could accept only

the honor, the prize itself would be awarded to

the young lady in red , who came with her

three cats. Cries of approval greeted this

announcement. When quiet reigned again , the

same voice declared that as the impersonator
of “ Gismonda ” would not accept a prize , the

owner of the affiche was requested to come for

ward . A beautiful gold pin in the form of a

tiny palm -leaf was given to the gentleman who

made his appearance in response to this request,

and a rare piece of china fell to the girl with

the cats. Everyone insisted that she must have

it filled with milk and feed the cats, and not

be as greedy as she had seemed in the picture ,

As the cats disappeared shortly after this, it is

fair to infer that they had as good a supper

as did the human folk , who , after two more

second prizes had been awarded , joined in a

triumphal march to the dining room , where
small tables had been placed . Except for the

name cards at the places , which were all unique, and “ La

Loie Fuller " in ice-cream , the supper escaped the poster influ

ence, and the dance which followed was like all dances, though

lightened by the extraordinary walls and the showy costumes,

which made it resemble a very fancy ball ; and in each corner

the older people discussed the place in art and legitimacy of the

poster. “ Degradation of art " was constantly heard , but the

painters were the strongest to affirm that there is no limit to the

application of art, and if the design is strong and good , it

ennobles instead of lowering, and helps to perception each

unthinking hu

man animal

passing upon
the street.

The memory

of the evening
the guests car

ried away with

them took the

form of a ka

leidoscopic
whirl of color.
The most mal
content could

say only , “ I
think that a

lot of good art
was wasted on

SUPPER CARD. advertisement

- but after all

it was a jolly

party ." Don 't

you think so ? "

" And I left out but one thing, " said Mrs. Galbraith to her

husband that night; “ we should certainly have had an original

poster made for our party .”

MILDRED CONWAY. .

ipi .

м да @ ag.
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LIFE OUT OF DOORS.

A great many years ago, & popular story was written called the great pleasures of life in the country is that it becomes pos.

“ Eyes and No Eyes. " It told of a walk in the country taken sible to be friends with animals, in the way which the limited

by two little boys in the company of a very instructive, not to space and companionship of town life refuses.

say didactic , gentleman, who must have been a near kinsman If a woman is accustomed , for instance, to think of a horse as
of Mr. Barlow in “ Sandford and Merton . " If a memory which a sort of four-footed bicycle , brought round from an unvisited

has not seen the tale for a long time may be trusted , one lad is stable , she will never know the affection and intelligence of

represented as excessively bored by the dull surroundings, and which that animal is capable, and a dog in town, where he has
declares that there is nothing to see, while the other has had his really no business to be, is an entirely different creature from

faculty of observation so trained and developed that he finds the busy and important individual who has endless interests to
interest in each twig and stone, can describe the habits of every look after in the woods and fields.

bird and beast , and, indeed , almost reminds one of the keen-eyed When one comes to think of out-of-door resources they nat

servant in the French fairy- story , who could see the field -mice urally resolve themselves into those which belong to what chil.

running a mile away.
dren call the real country , and those which are within reach of

This fashion of loading a poor little narrative with the weight the dweller in cities, who can only go to Nature for a holiday .
of a moral under which it can scarcely stagger seems crude Asmost of our hard -working men and women are in the latter
and old -fashioned in the extreme, and yet, although nobody category , it is interesting to have the view of a distinguished
now thinks of reading the tale , its name has survived because professional man who has also a high place in literature — Dr.
it stands for a real idea. How many people, for instance, find S .Weir Mitchell. In one of his books “ Doctor and Patient,” the
time actually to read the life and adventures of Don Quixote , last chapter, on “ Out-door and Camp Life for Woman , ” is full
now that it is hard work to keep up with the omniscience of of valuable suggestions, some of which are here given with his
the monthly magazines ? - and yet his name is a household word permission . After speaking of the great advantages which
in every civilized country under the sun , because it represents camping-out offers to women , as well as men , especially if they
forever that unselfish devotion to others which is the very spirit are nervous and over-strained , he advises that the observation
of Christianity, and has made civilization possible. and imagination should be trained by what he calls “ word

A talent for observation is a natural gift, like an ear for sketches,” diaries of things seen and worthy of note , which are

music , or an eye for spelling, but it may be cultivated from a not to be elaborate , fanciful descriptions, but accurate records

small beginning, and growsastonishingly with practice. Robert- for the writer ' s own amusement and profit. As he says , “ My

Houdin , who was a celebrated French conjuror about fifty pupil must be contentwith the simplest, most honest, unadorned

years ago , has described in his memoirs the way in which he record of things seen . Her training must look to this only .

and his son trained themselves to observe many objects accur What she should first seek to do is to be methodical and accur.

ately at a glance, a habit which was of great use in their pro ate, and by and by fuller. If wise she will first limit herself to

fession . For a whole month they made it a practice to look small scenes, and try to get notes of them somewhat in this

quickly once into the window of a toy shop , or any other which fashion : She is , we suppose, on the bank of a stream . Her

displayed a variety of wares, and a few steps further on they notes run as follows: Date, timeof day , place . Hills to either

would note the number of things which they remembered . The side, and their character ; a guess at their height; a river below ,

boy, who was twelve, often wrote down forty objects, but swift, broken or placid ; the place of the sun, behind , in front,

Robert-Houdin confesses that he could scarcely reach thirty. or overhead . Then the nature of the trees, and how the light

They were once giving an entertainment in a private house in falls on them or in them , according to their kind . Next come

Paris, and as they passed through a library adjoining the draw color of wave and bank and sky, with questions as to water

ing -room in which they were to perform , Emile, the son , glanced tints , and their causes. Last of all, and here she must be simple

at the rows of books, and later amazed the company by pro und natural, what mood of mind does it all bring to her , for

fessing to read their titles, in the order in which they stood , every landscape has its capacity to leave you with some general

through the intervening wall. sense of its awe, its beauty , its sadness, or its joyfulness.

A real love for leisure out-of-door life is not as yet character “ Try this place again at some other hour, or in a storm , or

istic of Americans, because our emigrating ancestors, whether under early morning light, and make like notes. If she should

remote or near, looked upon the country either as a region full go on with this pleasant work , and one day return to the same

of dangerous men and beasts, or later as a territory to be sub spot, she will wonder how much more she has now learned to

dued and made useful as soon as possible. In every place see. Trees she will find an enchanting study. Let her take a

and in every generation , there are some men to whom the group of them and endeavour to say on paper what makes each

friendship of Nature is more inspiring than most human ties. species so peculiar. The form , color, and expression of the

We call them naturalists and love to feel the spell of the silent boles are to be noted . A reader may smile at the phrase

Maine woods with Thoreau , " the inexpressible tenderness and ' expression ,' but look at a tattered old birch , or a silvery

immortal life of the grim forest where Nature , though it be young beech -bole, modest and maidenly , clean of limb, ' or a

Midwinter, is ever in her Spring, where the moss-grown and de- lightning -scarred pine — trees are everywhere, and if my obser

caying trees are not old , but seem to enjoy a perpetual youth . ” vant pupil likes them , let her next note the mode in which the

Or else , if we are in a less solitary humor, we may go with branches spread and their proportion to the trunk. State it all

Gilbert White into that immortal garden at Selborne, and study in the fewest words. It is to be only a help to memory .

the habits of his friends, the swallows, or watch the old tortoise Then she comes to the leaf forms, and the mode in which they

" spend the more sultry hours under the umbrella of a large are massed , their dulness or translucency , how sunshine affects

cabbage leaf, or amidst the waving forests of an asparagus bed ." their brilliancy, as it is above or falls laterally at morn or eve.

Even , however, if we do not mean to give up our lives, as Perhaps she will note, too , on which the gray moss grows, and

such men do, to the study and interpretation of Nature, we just in what forms, and how themosses or lichens gather on the

cannot but be the happier and richer for a share in her compan north side of the trees, and on what trees. I may help my

ionship , and that is within the reach of all, provided we are pupil if , like an artistic teacher, I give one or two illustrations,

willing to take some trouble to seek it. copied verbatim from my note book . Time, July 21 , 1887,
Children have a healthy , omnivorous curiosity , and if that is 9 p . m . Ristigouche River, New Brunswick , Canada . Black

early turned in the direction of out-of-door observation , the darkness. Hill outlines nearly lost in sky. River black , with
taste so formed will probably last them for life. They should flashing bit of white rapid ; banks have grayish rocks, and so
be encouraged to collect anything which may strike their fancy , seem to be nearer than the dark stream limits . Sky looks level
unless it involves cruelty like taking young birds from the with hill-tops. Water seemsto comeup close. Effect ofbeing
nest, and to keep and study animals , provided always that in a concave valley of water, and all things draw in on me.
faithful attention is paid to their wants, and that affection is not Sense of awe. Camp- fire' s red glare on water. Sudden open
allowed to merge into tyranny . A helpless kitten or puppy ing lift of sky. Hills recede. Water level falls .'
clasped tight round the neck by a small child is an unpleasant * This is a barren , unadorned sketch , but it seems to tell the
sight, and yet the unfortunate beast is often punished for anything. Or this, for a change : Newport. A beach . Time,
involuntary and instinctive defence of tooth or claw . One of August 1 , 1887, 4 p . m . Aboutme cleft rocks, cleavage straight
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through the embedded pebbles. Tones, ruddy brownsand grays. attract insects for the cross fertilization of the tree. If any of

Gray beach . Sea -weeds in heaps, deep -pinks and purples. these Winter twigs are cut off , care should taken to preserve

Boisterous waves, loaded with reddish sea -weed , blue with the terminalbud, and when they have been pressed their names

white crests torn off in long ribbons by wind. Curious reds should be written on a tiny strip of paper and gummed around

and blues as waves break , carrying sea -weed . Fierce gale off their stems. For any one who wishes to study this subiect,

land . Dense fog, sea above it and to right. Everywhere yel- Apgar's “ Trees of Northeastern America " is most useful for

low light. Sea strange, dingy yellow . Leaves an unnatural the region with which it deals , but no one treatise can possibly

green , Effect weird . Sense of unusualness.' ” serve as a general guide for the vegetation of any country so

Dr. Mitchell says he has found that, despite its faults, Ruskin ' s enormous as ours.

" Modern Painters ” is themost helpful book to those wishing to Within the last few years a great many attractive books have

learn how to observe, as the word -paintings of Ruskin hang for been written about wild birds and flowers, but there is nothing

ever in one's mental picture gallery, strong , true and poetical. better to start with than Mrs. Dana' s little volume, “ How

Hamerton ' s “ Imagination in Landscape Painting ” also contains to Know the Wild Flowers, ” and Mr. Grant's “ Our Common

valuable suggestions, as he has a keen appreciation of natural Birds, and How to Know Them ," in which he justly remarks

beauty from a literary as well as an artistic point of view . that it is not essential to have a neighborhood to which birds

Rough sketches from nature in pencil or washes with water- come in great numbers, as such variety is apt to confuse a

color are useful as memoranda, even where there is no talent beginner, and divert his attention from one specimen to another

for drawing, because it is impossible to make even the rudest so quickly that it would be hard to become familiar with any.

outline of a tree , hill or cloud without trying to see what it Mr. Bradford Torrey, the well -known ornithologist, made most

really looks like, by itself and in relation to other things, and of his studies on Boston Common , which is certainiy not a

the effort must tend to develop both taste and memory. Pho- secluded spot, and yet he noticed there not far from seventy

tography is also very valuable out of doors, as the limited field different species. Mr. Grant recommends that the student

of the camera imposes the choice of whatever part of a scene should wear clothes of some quiet, neutral color, and if he is of

will make the best and most effective picture. If students do a placid temperament, that he should choose some spot to which

not develop their own photographs, and yet wish them to be birds would be likely to come for food , water or sunshine,

accurate as records, they should be careful to warn the printersettle himself with an opera- glass in such a position that he will

not to put as a background any sky which may seem to him to not be likely to attract attention , and then literally wait and

be appropriate. This is often done, even in places where pro - see what happens, which will usually be that after the birds

fessional photographers might be supposed to have better sense which are in the habit of coming there have satisfied from a safe

and taste ; in a particularly flagrant instance some beautiful distance their natural curiosity as to the new and queer stump

views taken under the proverbially cloudless sky of Egypt were or log, they will go about their business of feeding or bathing

developed and returned with the addition of clouds such as or nest-building as usual, and he will be able to study them to

belong to a clear day, with a high northwest wind , in New his heart' s content, and much better than if a limp and bloody

England. A shingle roof on the Great Pyramid would have bunch of feathers had tumbled lifeless to his gun .

been as appropriate. Although gardening is the oldest and most respectable trade

There is no pleasanter reminder of observation out of doors known to man, women have always been admitted to a share in

than a collection of specimens of any kind which may appeal its lighter labors, and it is not necessary to have a great deal

to the collector, but unfortunately many things most beautiful of space in order to have almost infinite pleasure, especially if

in their natural state turn into the merest ghosts or mummies of the owner of a garden will try to develop its possible capacities

themselves when they are lastingly preserved . This is especially and those of any ground over which she has control. As a gen

true in regard to the sea-weeds and mosses, which are infinitely eral rule , the principal idea of a professional gardener is to set

graceful and delicate while in the water but hopelessly stiff out in beds, as soon as the weather will allow it, a number of

and poor when gummed on cards. Flowers also change their plants which have been raised or kept during the Winter under

colors so much that they are scarcely even reminders of them - glass or in pits . They may have come originally from different

selves, but leaves come out better, especially if a few simple quarters of the earth , and they find themselves for a few months

rules are followed in their preparation . They ought to be laid in an enforced companionship as incongruous as the group

as easily and naturally as possible, but with all their edges of “ Plutarch , Venus and Nicodemus ” in the groves of Blarney.

smooth and flat, between two sheets of thick blotting paper, Then as soon as frost arrives they,wither away one by one or

which should be changed several times in the course of two or are taken under cover, leaving an ugly black mound of earth to

three days. If they are put under a weight, it should not be be covered by the charitable mantle of the snow . Such garden

too heavy , never more than fifty pounds, as harder pressure ing has its merits when an estate is so large that these beds

will drive out too much of the sap and make the ribs and fibres need not be visited during their off -season , but where the garden

stand out unduly . The length of time required to press leaves is close to a house in which people live for more than a few

properly , and the number of times which the blotting -paper will months in the year, it is surely better to avail oneself of the

require to be changed , will depend on the thickness and juici. numberless varieties of hardy plants, which , if arranged with

ness of the leaf. When dry fasten them lightly on a card by proper reference to the succession of their flowering , will be

means of fish -glue, for if left loose the edges will surely break . attractive all the time.

To many people trees cease to be attractive as soon as they Some years ago an eminent English authority , Mr. William

lose their leaves, but to the real lover of Nature they have à Robinson , wrote a delightfulbook called “ The Wild Garden ,"

beauty in Winter which is well worth study. At first they all which term he applied to the placing of perfectly hardy exotic

look more or less ulike as they make a bare network against the plants in places and under conditions where they will become

sky , but in a little while the differences in their bark , and in the established and take care of themselves. His work has nothing

manner of their growth , strike onemore and more ; the shaggy to do with flower beds and borders, but in nearly all gardens

hickory , the smooth and polished beech , which is the most re- there is a good deal of space which usually grows only grass or

fined - looking of all our trees, the dog wood with its flat scales, weeds, and for which he suggests vigorous herbaceous plants

and all the rest which go to make up the variety of an American that will thrive without needing any digging, and be further

woodland. In most European forests the trees have been planted useful in exterminating weeds. Surfaces that naturally support

by man , and there are great stretches covered with only one only a sparse vegetation will allow of the culture of free-growing

species, like the beeches at Savernake, or the oaks at Windsor, mountain and rock plants. A dead tree may be made a pic

and the contrast is therefore much less striking . An interesting turesque addition to the garden by planting a climbing rose,

collection , and one which gives a good idea of the specimens as wild grape- vine, clematis, or honeysuckle at its foot, and a

they grow , may be made of the Winter buds which comeon all fence hidden by wild sweet briar bushes or Virginia creepers

tree branches after the leaves fall, growing above or below the scrambling over its bars, to make the effect that of a hedge.

scar which the old leaf has left , and serving to protect the new No country in the world , however, with the exception of

until the Spring . These buds differ widely in different species, Japan , has so many native ornamental shrubs as America , and

those of the walnut, for instance, having furry coats, while on as yet they are not fully appreciated , perhaps because they

the hickory they are shiny, and on the horse-chestnut look as if often grow wild almost at our doors. But they almost always

they had been varnished . The flowering dog-wood is , perhaps, respond gratefully to a judicious effort to give them better

the prettiest of all, as at the end of the twig there comes a little nourishment and care than they can pick up for themselves,

flat round button, in which may be plainly seen the yellow cen - and , after all, the pleasure of experiment should count for

ter which will be the next flower, protected by the four white much in any attempt to enrich the treasury of Nature.

leaves which seem to be the blossom , but really only serve to MARY CADWALADER JONES .
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THE name of the Na. In formulating their constitution these earnest and resolute

tional Society of the women declared that the main objects of the Society shall be

Daughters of the Amer
ican Revolution sounds

To perpetuate the memory and spirit of the
men and women who achieved American Inde

the keynote of the organ pendence, by the acquisition and protection of

ization - patriotism . The
historical spots and the erection of monuments,
by the encouragement of bistorical research in

open sesame to the Colonial relation to the Revolution and the publication of
Dames of America is distin its results ; by the preservation of documents and

relics, and of the records of individual services
guished ancestry and social preëmi. of Revolutionary soldiers and patriots, and by

nence, but the door of the Revolutionary society swings back in the promotion of celebrations of all patriotic

anniversaries . To carry out the injunction of
welcome to any woman descended from a recognized patriot Washington in his farewell address to the

of either sex “ who with unfailing loyalty rendered material aid American people “ to promote, as an object of

to the cause of Independence."
primary importance , institutions for the general

diffusion of knowledge. " To cherish , maintain

The association has been called exclusive and conservative, and extend the institutions of American free

but it justifies this accusation only by the fact that having been dom , to foster true patriotism and love of coun

try , and to aid in securing for mankind all the
founded for a definite purpose its membership is hedged about blessings of liberty,
perforce by the limitations necessary thereto. Every applicant Insigxia .
satisfactorily proving her lineal descent from a man or woman , Another important aim is to encour

whether of high or low degree, who faithfully served the country age true Americanism , thatthe incom

during its struggle for freedom , is cordially welcomed , no mat- ing foreign element, whose traditions, interests and sympathies

ter what her social standing may be, provided she has always are not with this country's past, but with its present and future

borneherself in a man achievements, may

ner befitting a true not overshadow the

gentlewoman . descendants of the

As “ the American makers of the Re

woman must ever be public .

the care-takerand cus One of the chief

todian of all that is principles governing

held sacred in our the workings of the

busy American life, " Society is respect for

it is but natural that individual rights . As

an organization of a matter of conveni

women descended ence the National So

from Revolutionary ciety is divided into

patriots would be chapters, each trans

thought the most po acting its own busi

tent means of bringing ness and electing its

to light and preserving own officers, who are

the records and relics responsible to the

of the authors of parent society. The

American freedom . National organization

While the need of such has a separate set of

an association had officers who , with one

long been felt by indi regent chosen from

vidual women in all each State and Terri

parts of the land , it tory, compose a Na

was not until October tional board of man

11, 1890 , that some agement. This board ,

thirty women headed in conjunction with

by Miss Mary Desha, the Continental Con

Miss Eugenia Wash gress, controls the

ington and Mrs. Ellen affairs of the Society .

Hardin Walworth met The Congress is com

at the Strathmore posed of the active

Arms, in Washington , officers of the National

D . C ., and founded Society , one Siate re

this society . They gent from each State,

framed and adopted a and chapter regents

constitution , chose of. and delegates. It
ficers and set squarely meets once a year,

upon its feet the or when the officers of

ganization which is the National Society

now formally repre are elected , the report

sented in all the of the board of man

States and Territories agement is passed

in the Union , except upon and other busi

ing Alaska , Arizona,
MRS. Adlai E . STEVENSON, PRESIDENT-GENERAL. ness dispatched . Thus

Idaho and Nevada, each member has a
and has more than voice in the workings
12 ,000 members in its of the Society , helping

213 chapters, with a number of other chapters in process of to elect her chapter 's representatives who in turn cast their

formation . A flourishing chapter exists in Halifax , Nova vote for the officers of the National Society .

Scotia , and another in Geneva , Switzerland. The conditions of eligibility require that a candidate for
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Society 's first President-General. She appointed a committee

on literary work to recommend to all chapters the formation

of classes for the study of American history, especially the por

tions relating to the women of America . These classes are con

ducted in accordance with the members' preferences, knowledge

being gained from books, original essays or lectures. The class

work is recorded , old portraits and relics are treasured up and

old letters and family chronicles are collected and guarded until

such time as the proposed Continental Hall , the Society ' s per

manent home in Washington , shall be a reality and every his

torical relic find its place therein .

The Society has an organ , “ The American Monthly Maga

zine,” devoted particularly to the cause of a true and liberal

Americanism . It is a large and well edited periodical which

publishes not only matter relative to the Daughters of the

American Revolution but to other patriotic organizations as

well, and also much that is of value in the way of history and

biography gained from private sources.

The Society has already made its influence felt in many na

tional enterprises, among them the National University, the

Columbian Liberty Bell and the World' s Fair.

The fifth annual Continental Congress, which convened in

Washington for the week including Washington 's Birthday, was

the largest and most active yet held . It brought together

officers and delegates from every corner of the United States

-- women who were handsome, intelligent and cultured . The

Congress practically began on the evening of Monday, February

17 , with a reception at Willard ' s Hotel, when Daughters ,

Colonial Dames, Holland Dames, Huguenot descendants and

their masculine colleagues hobnobbed with each other, and the

spirit of loyalty and patriotism ran high . Tuesday morning

found the congress assembled in the Church of Our Father,

crowded to its utmost capacity, and here the formal opening

occurred , the chaplain of the National Society delivering an

impressive prayer. Then came the singing of the Star Spangled

Banner,” led by the young ladies' chorus of the Society. The

MRS. ALBERT G . BRACKETT, VICE- PRESIDENT PRESIDING .

admission shall have attained to the age of eighteen

years , shall prove her lineage as above specified , and

shall be endorsed by at least one member of the

National Society . Applications for membership may

be made to any convenient chapter registrar, or to

one of the registrars of the National Society . The

present headquarters of the National Society are at

the corner of Ninth and F streets , Washington , D . C .
America' s greatest heritage is the spirit and princi

ples of the men and women whose devotion to truth

and justice established the republic. To preserve this

priceless legacy, with its attesting monuments and

documents, is the object of this Society and it has

already done much toward awakening public and

individual interest in the greater era of American his

tory. One of its especially important aims is the

preservation of the story of the women of "76 . The

men who fought the battles have already been cele

brated in history , but the chronicles of the women

who stayed at home and struggled with ills no less

real, might have been in a measure lost to posterity

had not their feminine descendants banded together

to perpetuate their memories. That no nation is

greater than its women is well illustrated by America.

The men of the Revolution had no cowardly faint

hearted mothers and wives to hang about their necks

like millstones. Their women were as heroic in fiber

as themselves. Patriotic mothers nursed the infancy

of freedom . They became experts in the use of fire

arms. They cheered the men when despondent, toned

them to heroic firmness, and cheerfully assumed every
burden . Their counsel was sought and given .

These Revolutionary women relinquished their own

comforts and pleasures and led a life of deprivation

and self -sacrifice. They inculcated in their children

noble principles, teaching them heroic courage and

patient endurance. It is such lives that their living

descendants in this Society have pledged themselves

to emulate. With this intention a plan of study was

formulated by the late Mrs. Benjamin Harrison , the MRS. PHILIP HICHBORN , VICE -PRESIDENT GENERAL.
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President-General, Mrs. Mary Parke Foster, wife of the Hon . and songs, a number of noted members of the Sons of the

John W . Foster, ex-Secretary of State, delivered a cordialaddress American Revolution joining their eloquence to that of their

of welcome, reviewed the events of the year, and recommended sister celebrants, while the Children of the American Revolution

certain measures for the consideration of the Congress. Re- lent their assistance. Indeed, an interesting feature of theweek

sponse was made by Mrs. Joshua Wilbour, of Bristol, Rhode was the first annual Congress of the children ' s organization ,

Island, an honorary vice-president and one of the Society 's most founded February 22, 1895 , by the Daughters of the American

prominent members. Then the fair patriots settled to work Revolution . The boys and girls, large and small, performed

upon the accumulated mass of business on hand, and the whole thcir tasks with marvellous aptitude and zeal. Their association

day was given over to the reports of the officers and various now numbers forty local societies, with a large membership of

committees. A short intermission was allowed for luncheon , youths and maidens and even little tots in arms. Mrs. Cleve

served in one of the church rooms, and then a chance came for land gave them a reception at the White House on February 21,

the Daughters to enjoy a little social relaxation , to renew old and delighted the young Sons and Daughters with her smiles

friendships and in and pleasantwords.

augurate new ones. Mrs. Cleveland

It was easy to dis also offered the la

tinguish the official dies of the parent

rank of each repre order her usual
sentative by her welcome. Other en

badge of broad tertainments were

satin ribbon , the given by Mrs. Adlai
National Society ' s E . Stevenson , the

officers wearing new President, and

red , white and Mrs. John W . Fos

blue; honorary offi ter, the retiring

cers, pure white ; President of the

chapter regents , Society . A charm

red ; delegates, red ing affair was the
and white ; alter reception at the

nates, white and Chinese Legation ,

blue. where the visitors
Some of the were cordially re

points of special ceived by the dain

interest discussed ty , high -bred mis

related to the So tress of the Em

ciety's proposed bassy and her three

headquarters, the little children , as

National Univer well as by the Chi

sity, and a National nese Minister him

hymn. The Soci self, Mr. Yang Yu .

ety is planning to The week closed

build a fine struc with a brilliant

ture, Continental evening function at

Hall, in Washing the Arlington , the

ton, as a perma • Sons of the Revo
nent home. De lution and the Sons

signs were exhib of the American

ited showing the Revolution joining

arrangement of its to do honor to their

halls , apartments, fair compeers.

offices, museum , In its choice of a

statuary hall and new President-Gen

relic rooms for the eral the Society
thirteen original proved again its

colonies. Mrs. regard and rever

Ellen Hardin Wal ence for the wife of

worth , one of the the Nation 's Vice

Society 's three orig President. Mrs.

inal founders , read Adlai E . Stevenson

a strong plea for had served as Pres

the immediate ident-Generaltwice

founding of the before , abundantly

National Univer exemplifying her

sity , a bill concern fitness to guide with

ing which has so grace and wisdom

long been pending the Society ' s delib

in the United States erations. Person

Congress. This , MRS. MARY HARRISON MCKEE, VICE- PRESIDENT. ally she is dignified

she thought, should and womanly , with

take the form of a much charm of

post-graduate insti. face and manner.
tution . It was the ardent desire of Washington that such a uni. Her ancestral line is a long one, her first American progenitor

versity should be founded , and in his will he bequeathed a sum being John Washington , also the ancestor of General George

to be set aside as the beginning of an endowment fund therefor. Washington . Another of her ancestors was Colonel Joshua Fry,

It is estimated that this sum must now amount to some who distinguished himself in the French War, George Wash

$ 4 ,500 ,000 . It is proposed by the Daughters that their share ington , then a young officer, taking his first lessons in warfare

in this new seat of learning shall be a chair of American history . from the veteran colonel. Among the Revolutionary ancestors

The Society also passed a resolution asking the United States to whom Mrs. Stevenson owes her membership in the Society

Congress to make the “ Star Spangled Banner " the National are another Joshua Fry , who fought gallantly in the struggle

hymn ; also , that action be taken at once for the purchase of for independence, Dr. Thomas Walker, a member of the Vir

certain forts , battle-fields and burying grounds in the Miami ginia House of Burgesses and Committee of Safety from

Valley . Albemarle County, and Captain James Speed , wounded in the

Washington 's birthday was celeorated with patriotic speeches battle of Guilford Court House. One of Mrs. Stevenson's ad
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virers has declared that, “ In their President-General the

Daughters of the American Revolution have a refix of both

Colonial and Revolutionary with subsequent distinction in

National and State affairs, and moreover a representative type

of the highest achievements of modern American womanhood . "

At this Congress a new office was created , that of Vice-

President Presiding, or leading vice-president, whose duty it is

to fill the chair in the absence of the President. The first

woman elected to this position is Mrs. Rose F . Brackett , wife

of Colonel Albert G . Brackett, of the United States Army. Mrs.

Brackett is a natural parliamentarian and has a wonderful power

in keeping order, even with four hundred zealous, energetic

women before her. She and Mrs. Stevenson are warm personal

friends, and, understanding each other thoroughly, will work

in entire harmony for the Society' s welfare. Mrs. Brackett is

the daughter of JudgeMartin D . McHenry and Mildred Meri-

weather, and, though born in Kentucky, lived during most of

her girlhood in Iowa. Her Revolutionary progenitor was Colonel

John Hardin , a soldier famous for his gallant deeds. She is a

woman of unusual force of character, and is remarkably clear-

headed in an emergency . Fond of books, she also mingles in

social life with real enjoyment. Philanthropic work has always

engaged her attention and at present she is President of the

Washington Auxiliary of the Woman ' s National Indian Associ-

tion , having as its aim the promotion of the status of the Amer-

ican aboriginies. She is also active in other benevolentwork .

Mrs. Jennie Franklin Hichborn , wife of the distinguished

Chief Constructor of the United States Navy , Philip Hichborn ,

fills one of the most arduous offices in the whole Society , that

of Vice-President General in Charge of Organization . To this

office is allotted the task of forming new chapters and the occu

pant must be a woman of strong executive ability and sound

judgment. Both of these qualifications are found in Mrs. Hich

born . Last year she was RegistrarGeneral of the Society. Born

in Vermont, Mrs. Hichborn is the daughter of Philip Franklin

and Mary Bailey. She early turned her attention to music,

spending three years in the old Boston Music School. Among

her famous ancestors were Richard Dana , of Boston , Jonathan

Hyde and George Bunker, from whom the Hill of Glory

received its name, and Captain Comfort Starr, Captain Richard

Bailey and Lieutenant Joshua Hyde, of the Continental Army.

Mrs. James Robert McKee, daughter of ex -President Ben

jamin Harrison , is one of the nineteen other Vice-Presidents of

the Society. She is a winsome young woman , with such cordial,

frank ways that she wins all hearts . Once before she held the

same high position , and she worthily represents her mother, the

late Mrs. Caroline Scott Harrison , first President-General of the

Society. Mrs. Harrison 's memory is revered by all themem

bers of the Society, evidence of which is seen in the fine portrait

of her, by Daniel Huntington , presented by them to be hung in

the Executive Mansion , at Washington . Mrs. McKee is also a

Vice-President of the Children of the American Revolution , of

which her two children , Benjamin Harrison (Baby) McKee and

Mary Lodge are charter members.

AROUND THE TEA - TABLE.

POCKET

If all of us, my dears, appreciated the fact that half the easily fit the feet. In lingerie the lace fichu is larger and

world sees our backs there could not fail more elegant than ever, while the stock collar has a bow at the

to be substantial evidence of such appre. back that reaches from one shoulder seam to the other. There
THE

BACK VIEW
ciation in the revised view presented to is no scanting of material in any of woman 's belongings in these

those thus temporarily denied the light of days of substantials .

our countenances. In buying a new The lace fichu gains in popularity as its ability to brighten
hat she is wise who insists upon a chapeau which shall be as and adorn an old frock is recognized .

becoming to the back of her head as to her face. The new This accessory may be fashionable in tex
THE LACE

gown may be entirely satisfactory when seen from the front, ture and make up, but if not properly
FICHU .

but what impression does it give her who walks behind adjusted it is anything but a thing of

you ? Is the skirt so long in the back that it “ dips" ? Are beauty. Perhaps no detail of dress gives

there wrinkles about the waist-line that may be remedied by the wearer so hedraggled an appearance as badly arranged

the raising of the bodice belt ? If the pattern of the goods islaces. In these days of multitudinous lace-pins there can

in straight lines, are these really straight with the figure ? It scarcely be an excuse for ill-adjusted lingerie .

is not unusual to see otherwise well-dressed women with gap - As we approach the season when all the world goes a -travel

ing placket holes which bring the petticoat much en evidence, a ing any suggestion that will promote the

spectacle made even more unsightly when the skirt is drawn to comfort of the traveller is worth consider

one side in lifting it. The parting of the ways between the ation . For her who goes far from home
A MONEY

skirt and bodice is another peril. Now that the shirt-waist is and has to carry considerable money about

again found in the wardrobe its union with the skirt should her person the safest place of secreting it

be considered . The back of the waist may be held firmly to is not the least of her perplexities. The old -time custom of pin

the skirt by a strong pin , thus making almost impossible the ning bank-bills against theunder-waist or corsetmeets with small

slipping of the skirt band. The trim effect of the prettiest favor by the well-groomed woman who appreciates the literal

bodice is spoiled if the skirt band does not properly connect appropriateness of the adjective “ filthy " as applied to lucre.

with it. In the shops are seen large hooks and eyes intended to To place a roll of bills in an envelope pinned to the clothing

render their union complete . causes more or less discomfort because of the stiff paper, an ob

The unprecedented size of the coat buttons worn during the jection which does not apply to the money envelope of linen .

past season has had its influence upon It is made of a strip of linen eight inches long and three and

other belongings. The new boots are a half inches wide. It is embroidered with the initials of the

closed with buttons twice the old -time
THE ERA OF THE

SUBSTANTIAL.
owner- or a simple outlining of the name in lead pencil will be

size, and gloves are fastened by large quite as useful. One end is narrowly hemmed and then turned
clasp buttons the counterpart of those over for three inches on the length and tacked down to form a
worn by men . The large white buttons recently seen on gloves pocket. The other end is rounded like the flap of an envelope.
had an ephemeral popularity because of the likelihood of their The edges are then bound with tape and ornamented with
pulling from their fastenings. The patent spring clasp is handy feather-stitching. A small pearl button in the middle of the
and secure. The size and bulkiness of feminine belongings hem and a white silk loop on the flap end afford the needed
nowdays is a matter of note. But a few years ago every ac. fastening. Bank bills placed in this envelope and pinned in the
cessory enhanced the petiteness of women , but now , when the bodice are not uncomfortable - especially if their denominations
popular girl is decidedly a substantial creature, her pomps and be large. The renaissance of the pocket of our grandmothers
vanities have taken on a corresponding degree of magnitude. It might be a happy solution of the difficulty . It was a spacious
used to be whispered aboutwith bated breath if a women of fash . affair hung on a stout cord tied about the waist . Hidden in the
ion wore a number five boot, but nowadays a girl unblushingly folds of the skirt was a slit faced with the dress material and

calls for a number six , and even a number seven is not un through this the pocket could be reached . Woman cannot
heard of. Stylish boots are narrower and longer than formerly, truthfully boast of having appropriated quite all that is useful
the pointed ends requiring an additional size to make them in men 's attire until she has solved the pocket problem .
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In travelling, the powder-puff case will be found a friend in Old -time jewelry and bric -à -brac arenow much admired. The
need . It is made by covering with silk brooch or breast- pin worn fifty years ago
or linen a circle of pasteboard three inches ANTIQUE has been restored to favor.POWDER -PUFF

Those most

in diameter, adding a strip of chamois highly prized are set with dark stones, the
CASE .

three inches wide and long enough to BRIC-A -BRAC. amethyst being especially esteemed . The

pass round the disc. The strip is joined large turn -over collars of linen or lace, of

to the disc by over-and-over stitches, the free edge being cut which young women are now so fond, are not quite complete

into points or notches. A piece of blue figured silk thirty- without one of those brooches. More modern pins show an

one inches long by four and a quarter wide is then cut and tique designs or are made in imitation of flowers, insects or

joined at the ends and a piece of white silk of the same length reptiles. The serpent design in all kinds of jewelry is more in

but only two and a half inches wide is sewed to one edge of favor than ever, the wearers, perhaps, placing some faith in the

the blue silk piece for a facing to the top ; it is then turned and superstition that the serpent imparts subtlety and wisdom . The

hemmed to the blue piece, a second row of stitches being put up - to -date girl may possess but few rings, but there is sure to

in a half inch above the hem , to make a casing through which be a tiny serpent ring for her little finger, the head of the reptile

a gathering ribbon is run . The opposite edge of the blue silk being set with a small diamond or a ruby. Jewelry and bric-à

is then gathered and sewed closely to the circle so as to hide brac of the Louis Quinze and Louis Seize periods and all Empire

the chamois. Two eyelet holes are made on opposite sides of the designs are in great favornowadays. The Empire wreath , with

hem casing for the gathering ribbons by which the bag is closed .. a bow -kriot at the base, is seen not only in jewelry but also in

When provided with powder and a puff just large enough to the frieze decoration of Empire rooms, on fancifully carved

fit it the case is ready for the owner's hand-bag. stairways, tables, etc . Despite the wearing of much jewelry

The origin of the stock collar as at present worn is curious. one old -time ornament has been relegated to obscurity , for the

It was at first made of white satin and wearing of ear-rings has been almost entirely abandoned . The

was adopted by the fashion leaders of fancy for antiques has made pewter once more in demand and
THE STOCK.

Paris as a symbol of mourning after the it is seen on pretentious sideboards as of old . It is dull and

assassination of President Carnot. The is with difficulty kept bright, but the quaint and really artistic

Parisians,however, seeing its becomingness, soon began to wear forms found in the old - fashioned pots and pitchers made of it

it not only in white but in all colors, and now it has quite lost will repay their owner for the extra rubbing it requires.

its mortuary significance. EDNA WITHERSPOON .

DOMESTIC SANITATION . — No. 1.
AS AN ECONOMY.

That cleanliness is next to godliness is hardly more of a tru . discovery of vaccination intervened , but this was by no means

ism than that it pays to be clean . Political economists tell us the only reason for so great a diminution of mortality . Clean .

that each individualmember of a commonwealth has a certain liness of person and houses and especially of sleeping rooms

value to the State , be that value more or less. One does not had meanwhile become the rule where they were before the rare

appeal strongly to the average mother of a family in telling her exception . The rate of mortality from fevers has fallen to

that the life of an English farm laborer has been found to be less than one-fiftieth of what it was at the beginning of the

worth $ 1,200 (£240 ) to the State and that of a woman $ 700 period under observation . A thoughtful Hindoo of whom an

(£140 ) , while in America human beings areappraised at a some- Englishman , recapitulating the benefits and Christianizing in

what higher rate. But to persuade her that she keeps the fluences his nation had brought to India , asked , “ And what

happiness and most likely the lives ofher family in the hollow have you given us in return ? ” replied , “ We taught you to

ofher hand , stirs her profoundly . It may interest but not thrill bathe. " While in India bathing was and is a religious obsery .

her to prove to her beyond a doubt, by records that cannot ance, its results upon physical condition in a hot, miasmatic

prevaricate, that there are ten cases of illness to one death and country did not escape the quick observation of Englishmen ,

that the cost to the individual of such illness averages a dollar and they soon learned the advantage of such daily puritications.

a day and that such illness averages ten days in duration , She Manufacturers have learned that their employés do ten per cent.

can calculate for herself the needless waste of money , but the more work when their mills and shops have plenty of pure air , a

sufferings of a member of her own household will outweigh in condition they cannot secure where there is a crowdof unwashed

her estimation all such abstract calculations. persons and the walls and floors are unclean . Hence the wise

To improper conditions of atmosphere, food , clothing or tem - sanitary precautions now taken by intelligent and humane em

per may unmistakably be traced a large proportion of health ployers. Cleanliness carries its beneficent influences from the

failures, and every time the body is thus overcome its stamina mill to the dwelling, as well as from the house into offices, mills

is permanently, though , perhaps, not at the time perceptibly, and shops. The hygienic construction of the home saves its

weakened . Pettenkoffer, a German sanitary scientist, calcu . occupants many a doctor's bill and many a life.

lated , after years of careful examination of the records, that Germs of infectious disorders may lurk in the dust that col

even the well fed and properly housed German soldiers lose five lects upon wall-paper or upon the narrow projections of door

per cent. of their timefrom illness . If this be trueof men whose and window casings. They may have been left in the house

sanitary condition is regulated by strict military rules, how by sufferers from communicable ailments, and only need a

much intelligence and insistent care is required to maintain the breeze to settle upon the perspiring skin of children or other

health of a household where this discipline is lacking ! It is true delicate persons and there begin their murderous work . A

that the greatest dangers are usually within reach of vigilant damp cloth would quickly and easily have removed them to a

eyes and nostrils. Only indifference, indolence or ignorance tol- pail of hot soap -suds or to a liquid disinfectant, saving, perhaps,

erates dampness, filth , impure air, overheated rooms, improper, a life and certainly removing a menace to safety. The germs

insufficient or badly combined foods. The origin of disease is of epidemic diseases may linger long in a house, whether occu
seldom difficult to find , nor is a specialist' s knowledge any pied or not, a fact it is well to remember when changing one's

longer needed ' o discover it. residence. Purifying processes at frequent intervals are a duty

Of course, the prevention of small-pox and kindred contagious not only to one' s own family but to the public that may be con

diseases does not fall strictly within the lines of sanitary defence, taminated and endangered by a survival and revival of perilous

although in over -crowded , unclean and unventilated roomssuch bacteria. As a rule , what is called house cleaning and is con

diseases thrive and spread as they cannot in places where cleanli - scientiously meant to be a complete purification , largely consists

ness and fresh air prevail. An average of 502 in each 100 ,000 of in shifting debris from one place to another. Few enemies to

population died from this disease during the epidemic of 1780 in health are actually destroyed by this discomforting semi-annual

England, but there were only nine deaths to each 100 ,000 per- upheaval. Of course, the fact that this formality freshens the

sons in the wide-spread epidemic of 1885. To be sure, Jenner's appearance of the house is a source of great satisfaction to the
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no

some.

mistress, à satisfaction which would be considerably lessened

did they realize how little sanitary value their fatiguing efforts

possessed. It is only lately that either the laity or any but ad.

vanced physicians have understood that germs of disease possess

an amazing vitality, each of its own kind, and that their lon

gevity has not been and , perhaps, cannot be computed. They

endure a heat and a cold that would destroy human life,

known climate in which man lives being fatal to them , albeit,

like the rest of us , they thrive best under favoring conditions.

An American womanliving in England, while nursing a child

convalescing from a light attack of measles, employed her

leisure moments upon a bit of needlework which she sent as

a Christmas gift to a little girl relative living in a mountain

home in Pennsylvania. It crossed the sea by post and was

duly delivered to the child in a place where thisusuallymanag

able ailment had never before been known. The loving gift

carried with it the germs of the disease, and the child wasat

tacked and died , to the perplexity of skilled physicians brought

by telegraph. and rail to her bedside - a perplexity cleared up by

subsequent correspondence.

Ignorance is terribly expensive. It is true we often hear the

exclamation : " How much happier we were before we knew of

disease germs in water, air and food ! Our fathers knew them

not and yet they lived to ripe ages." Yes , strong constitu

tions and no lack of pure air in cool rooms and simple whole

some foodsaved them , but pray consider the lessening per cent.

of early deaths since the existence of these little enemies to

man and methods for their eradication became known ! These

statistics, it should be noted, do not take account of the vastly

lessened invalidism , because its sum cannot be computed.

Certain of our inheritances of ignorance would be absurd

were it not for their sad consequences. One of them is the

habit of closing tight the windows in order to shut out malarial

or otherwise deleterious evening air. It is true there may be

impure air without, but that which is within is also evening air ,

pressing in from the same poisoned area -- if it be poisoned

with the additional deterioration of re-breathing. Better an out

of-door atmosphere, bad as that may be , provided it is let into

the house without subjecting any one to adraught. Who does

not know that a day'smental or mechanical work has compara

tively small value when done with the heavy or aching head that

is certain to follow a night passed in impure , unchanged air ?

Another erroneous belief is that if a poisonous or unwhole

some odor is overcome by an agreeable perfume so that the evil

smell becomes imperceptible , the air is thereby rendered whole

The effect upon health may be as injurious from agree

able as from disagreeable smells , drugs offensive to the sense of

smell or taste usually being more corrective than those with

pleasant qualities. Excepting medicinal odors, such as menthol ,

camphor, salts of ammonia , etc. , inhaled as stimulants, disin

fed nts or antiseptics , no odors are as wholesome or as refined

as the sweet absence of scent resulting from cleanliness in per

son and raiment. Such cleanliness is less costly than fine per

fumes - yet another evidence of the economy of sanitation.

Among the most serious menaces to the individual and the

community are unwholesome water, milk from unhealthy cows

and impure ice, yet each of these may be made innoxious by a

little effort. Water may always be boiled and cooled by close

proximity to ice (when hygeia ice is beyond reach ); or, better

still, it may be taken hot. Milk may be whirled into safety

bya process lately adopted by official inspectors of milk, a pro

cedure not beyond the capacity of the private individual. A

discription of this method will be given in a later paper.

A. BUCHANAN.

1 egg

HOUSEKEEPERS DEPARTMENT.

( This department is open to all inquirers desiring information on household topics of any description .)

Hattie F.:-Veal loaf may be served cold for luncheon or alum , 1 pound pure bi-carbonate of soda, 1 pound farina and 3

tea , or hot with the sauce given in this recipe : ounces of sesquicarbonate of ammonia. Keep your amber beads

as they are ; we know of no use they could be put to .

242 pounds of veal. * 2 cupful of cracker- crumbs.
Mrs. J. H -Crab apple jelly

12 pound of salt pork . 4 cupful of water or stock.
generally the cheapest jelly

2tea -spoonfuls of salt.
made, as the fruit is inexpensive. Rub each apple until it shines

12 tea -spoonful of pepper. 2 table spoonfuls of butter.
and remove the blossomend and any spots that show signs of

1 tea-spoonful of chopped onion . 2 tea -spoonful of sage.
decay. If the apples are very small and seem to be dusty, they

may bewashed, for the rubbing is very tedious unless the fruit

Chop the veal and pork very fine and add the other ingredients, is of fairly good size. Four quarts, measured after the apples

except the butter. Mix all well together with the hands. But are cut in pieces, will make eleven glasses of jelly. The seeds

ter asmall pan or deep pie-tin, andpress the mixture into it like are always left in for the boiling. Allow a pound of sugar to a

a loaf, making it about three inches high. Cook for two hours pint of juice, unless a very tart jelly is desired, when three

in a rather hot oven , basting with another half cupful of water
fourths of a pound will be sufficient. Green grape jelly may be

or stock in which the butter has been melted. Serve with the served with meats and is of a most delicate color. If possible ,

following sauce : use wild grapes ; their flavor is much finer for this purpose than

the cultivated varieties. Do not gather the grapes too green ,

2 table -spoonfuls of butter. 1 cupful of milk . and if a few are slightly turning, it will do no harm. Look

2 table-spoonfuls of flour. Salt and pepper to taste . over the fruit carefully and wipe all that is dusty. Stew the

grapes with the skins on , adding but little water, as the fruit is

Heat the butter hot and stir in the flour. When the above in
very rich in juices. For details of jelly making , see “ The

gredients are well browned , draw the pan back and slowly add Perfect Art of Canning and Preserving,” published by us at 6d.

the milk. Boil for three minutes, stirring all the time ; add (by post, 7 }d . ) or 15 cents.

salt and pepper and set back to keep hot. Pour into the sauce
HOUSEWIFE : --Bechamel sauce is one of the most delicious

the gravythat remains in the pan after baking the loaf , and hav
and useful sauces made and may be served with any delicate

ing stirred the sauce well , turn it over the loaf and serve .

We presume lentil croquettes could be made by boiling the
form of fish , poultry or vegetables. To make it , take:

lentils until soft, rubbing them through a colander, adding

salt , pepper, cracker-crumbs, and beating until it becomes a
4 table-spoonfuls of butter. 1 sprig of thyme.

stiff , smooth paste. When cold , press into a croquette mould ,
3 table spoonfuls of flour. 1 tiny bit of mace .

dip in beaten egg and grated bread-crumbs and fry in hot fat .
12 tea- spoonful of beef 18 peppercorns.

extract .
Should you try this recipe , kindly let us know what success you

1 generous tea -spoonful of salt.

1 small slice of carrot. 3 gills of boiling water.
meet with.

12 an onion. 3 gills of cream.

SUBSCRIBER :-To make baking powder ,pulverize and thorough 1 bay leaf. 1 sprig of parsley.

ly dry separately by gentle heat 1 pound tartaric acid , pound

of pure bi-carbonate of soda , and : pound of potato farina ; mix Put the butter and flour in a saucepan , and beat to a cream.

them in a dry room , pass the mixture through a sieve and at Pour the boiling water on this . Tie the herbs in a bunch , and

once put into packages, taking care to press it down hard and put them in a saucepan. Add the vegetables , beef extract , the

to cover it with tin foil to exclude air and moisture . Or, mix spice , salt and pepper, and place the saucepan on the fire,

and pack as above described pound tartaric acid , $ pound Simmer gently for half an hour. At the end of that time , strain

9
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the sauce into a clean saucepan . Add the cream , and stir fre-

quently until the sauce comes to the boiling point ; then serve.

Anna M .: - Meat croquettes are often used for an entrée. To
make them , take :

1 solid pint of finely chopped
cooked meat.

* pint of water.

x tea -spoonful of pepper.

1 table-spoonful of lemon juice.

1 pint of dried bread crumbs.

1 table -spoonful of flour.

3 table -spoonfuls of butter.

1 level table-spoonful of salt.

2 eggs.

1 tea -spoonful of onion juice.
Fat for frying.

Over the whole are then sprinkled the yolks of hard boiled eggs,

crumbled fine, the whites being chopped into cubes and dis

posed over the top. A dusting of white pepper and little or no

salt completes this dainty dish .

W . F . F . :- Your difficulty in canning the pears is probably
due to the fact that you have not properly followed the directions

given in the recipe. If you tell us just what the trouble is, we

will endeavor to help you.
MARINA : - Gelatine has some peculiarities which many house

keepers do not understand. If it is kept any length of time in

a warm place, a disagreeable odor and flavor will be developed ;

while if soaked in cold water in a cold place, these objectionable

features will not appear. To make orange jelly : dissolve half a

box of gelatine in half a cupful of cold water. Cut six oranges

in halves, remove the pulp carefully and lay the skins in cold

water. Add to the pulp the juice of two lemons, one cupful of

sugar and one cupful of boiling water. Add gelatine ; stir alto

gether and strain . Dry the insides of the skins, notch the edges ,

fill with jelly and set in a cold place. When stiff, serve with
cake.

IRENE : - To make creamed sweet potatoes, peel cold potatoes

left from dinner the night before ; cut into blocks and warm in

a cream sauce made by beating half a cupful of milk in a skillet ;

then put in one table -spoonful of flour rubbed until smooth with

one table-spoonful of butter , season with salt and pepper, and

stir until cooked ; then put in the potatoes, allow them to be

thoroughly heated , and serve .

Mary D . : - If you place an oyster shell in the tea-kettle , it

will collect the lime that is liable to form on the inside. The
shell should be washed before using. Remove the shell every

few weeks, and replace with a fresh one if the water is very
hard .

Miss M . : - Excellent coffee custard may be made thus: mix

thoroughly eight egg yolkswith eight ouncesofsugar ; dilute with

six custard cupfuls of boiling milk and a good cupful of black

coffee ; pass through a fine strainer ; fill the cups and put them

in a low pan with boiling water to half their height ; take off

the froth that may rise to the surface ; cover the pan and let its

contents simmer gently for twenty minutes. When the custard

is well set, let it cool in the water, drain , wipe the cups and

serve cold .

Jack 's WIFE : - Fricassée of cold meat may be served on a

hot dish with a border of rice, mashed potatoes or toast .

You may use any kind of cold , tender, cooked meats . Have it

free from skin , fat and bones, and chopped fine. Add the

seasoning to it. Put the water in a saucepan and set it on the

fire. Beat the butter and flour to a cream and when the water

boils stir the mixture into it. Cook for one minute, stirring all
the time. Now add the seasoned meat,and cook for twominutes

longer. Turn out on a platter and set away to chill. When

chilled divide it into sixteen parts. Sprinkle the moulding
board lightly with crumbs ; shape the croquettes into cylind .

rical or any other form and roll on the board . Break the eggs

into a soup plate and beat them well, but not so much as to
make them light. Dip the croquettes into this , being careful to

have every part coated with the egg . Have a thick bed of

crumbs on one corner of the board, and roll the egged cro
quettes in this , covering every part with crumbs. Arrange on a
napkin and serve at once.

SOMEWHAT DISCOURAGED : - To R . B . S . elsewhere in this de

partment is given a recipe for chocolate frosting. Linen which

it is desired to have quite stiff should be dipped into raw starch .

This is prepared by dissolving the starch in cold water, the exact
proportions being regulated by the degree of stiffness desired . A

large table-spoonful of the best starch to a pint of water is the

quantity usually found necessary . If it be essential to have the

linen stiffer than this amount will make it, the best way is to

starch the article first in boiled starch , dry thoroughly, and

then , an hour or two before ironing , wet it in raw starch , shake

it and wipe it smooth with a piece of clean linen and roll it up

compactly . After dipping it in the raw starch , examine it to see

whether any excess of starch has been accumulated upon parts

of it ; if it has, stir the starch in the basin thoroughly, dip the

article in it again and after squeezing examine it anew . If there
is no white deposit upon it , no trouble need be feared in ironing

it, but if there is still evidence of a starchy sediment, rinse the

article in cold water, add a little more water to the starch in the

basin , stir it well for two or three minutes, and before it has

time to settle again dip the article into it. Rub it smooth before

laying in the basket, and when the time for ironing arrives Jay

the article smoothly on the board and with a damp cloth rub

out all the wrinkles and as much moisture as you can ; then

lay a piece of linen over the surface and iron over it with an

iron that is perfectly clean and as hot as -can be used without

scorching the fabric . Do this quickly and then pull off the

cloth . If there are any wrinkles upon the linen , rub them out

with the first linen cloth dipped in the starch . Then , with the

surface uncovered , iron until it is thoroughly dry and as glossy

as the taste of the wearer demands.

R . B . S . : - Fruit, such as raisins, currants, etc. , should not be

washed just before using in cake, as, even when the cake is

well done, the water by softening the fruit would cause it to be

heavy and sink to the bottom . When the fruit is received ,

pick over the raisins and currants, wash them , rub the currants

in a coarse towel to dislodge the minute stems and dry both

thoroughly on tins. Leave the fruit in a warm place all day to

make sure it is perfectly dry and put it away in closely covered

tin cans. When needed for baking, the currants require only to

be well floured and the raisins to be seeded and floured .

To make a good cream frosting, add to the white of one egg a

table-spoonful of cold water ; stir into this XXX powdered (or

confectioners') sugar until it becomes of the right consistency

to spread upon the cake. Flavor with vanilla , almond orFlavor with vanilla , almond or

rose. A few drops of cochineal syrup will give it a beautiful

rose color. To make chocolate frosting, add grated chocolate

to cream frosting and flavor with vanilla .

SAVARIN : - Anchovy toast is delicious and is often served as a

dinner appetizer. To make it, select the boneless anchovies

which come in small cans and are covered with oil, like sar-

dines. Squares of bread without crust should be toasted to a

nice, even brown. Two anchovies are placed thereon , in oppo-

site directions, in order to produce an equality of arrangement

1 % pints of cold meat. 194 tea- spoonfuls of salt.
1 pint of water. tea-spoonful of pepper.

3 table-spoonfuls of butter. 2 table spoonfuls of four.
1 tea-spoonful of onion juice.

Have themeat cut in generous slices. Season it with a teaspoon

ful of salt and half that much pepper. Put the butter in a
frying -pan and set on the fire ; when it becomes hot add the

flour and stir until smooth and brown ; then draw back to a

cooler place and gradually add the water, stirring all the time.
Put the pan back on the hot part of the stove and season the

sauce with the remaining salt, pepper and the onion juice.

Simmer for five minutes; then add the cold meat, and cook

gently for three minutes, if it be rare beef, mutton or game;

but if the meat be veal or poultry, it may cook longer .

GEORGIA : - Shrimps are sold by the quart and in some places

may be had already cooked . To make escalloped shrimps, use

the following recipe :

114 pints of shelled shrimps. 3 .table-spoonfuls of butter.

I pint of boiling water. 1 generous tea-spoonful of salt. .

1 . pint of grated bread. 18 tea -spoonful of cayenne.
crumbs. 1 tea-spoonful of mustard.

1 tea -spoonful beef extract 1 tea spoonful of lemon juice,

2 table-spoonfuls of flour. "

Dissolve the beef extract in the boiling water. Put the butter

in a saucepan and beat it to a cream . Add the flour and mus.
tard and beat until light. Gradually pour the hot liquid on

this. Place the saucepan on the fire , and stir the contents until

they begin to boil. Now add the lemon juice and half the salt

and pepper and cook for six minutes. Season the shrimps and

stir them into the sauce. Turn the mixture in a shallow escalop

dish that will hold about a quart ; cover with the grated bread

crumbs and dot with the half table-spoonful of butter broken
into little bits . Bake for twenty minutes in a rather hot oven,
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THE NEW ELIXIR OF LIFE.

Since women have entered the field of athletics with as much

vim and earnestness as their heretofore sturdier brothers, they

bave grown strong of nerve and muscle. The languid , nervous

woman is not of our day . A generation ago she was a reality

and believed that her affectation of invalidism was an evidence

of gentle breeding . Happily, to -day a healthier and more nor-

mal sentiment prevails and womankind aspires to become robust

and vigorous. That she has attained both strength and agility

is proven by the skill sbe displays in the various sports in

which she takes part. At tennis , golf, cycling and other pas-

times involving more or less bodily exertion she is as proficient

and no more susceptible to fatigue than man.

But those who engage in these sports with regularity , whether

men or women , find that after a time they prove exhausting,

and experience at critical periods during their training or exercise

the need of stimulants and tonics to sustain strength . While

many of the popular tonics act as temporary stimulants, their
reaction upon the nervous sys

tem is decidedly depressing , and

in consequence they are more

harmful than otherwise. To

this objection are liable all pre

parations in which the reliance

is entirely upon alcohol. It is

characteristic of this era of won

derful discoveries that a stimu

lant has been found against

which this objection can not be

urged . It is a preparation called

Vino-Kolafra and is made from

the Sterculia nut, a prociuct of

Africa and the West Indies. It

acts in a variety of ways. It

invigorates the body, strength

ens the heart, stimulates the ner

vous system , has absolutely no

reaction , and is , in consequence ,

more lasting in its effects than

any other known stimulant. Its

action is more that of a food than

of a drug , and , in short, it is an

elixir of health and strength .

The nut from the Sterculia

acuminata tree is freely chewed

by the natives of those countries

where it grows, and it has been

observed by travellers and dwell

ers in those lands that these

people are possessed of unusual

strength , sustained even in the

absence of food . Its possibili.

ties as a strength-sustainer being thus made known, the enter.

prise of a firm of American chemists has not forced the public

to long await a reliable commercial preparation in Vino-Kola

fra , now to be had at all first class drug stores.

The medical profession , more than ever before alert to the

new discoveries of science, has not delayed its approval of the

new elixir . Among the learned physicians who have recognized

themedicinal value of the plant in the directions set forth are :

Dr. Léon Ernst Monnet, of the Faculty of Paris and Chief of the

Clinic Staff of the Faculty of Medicine at Lille ; Dr. Edward

Heckel, Professor of the School of Medicine in Marseilles ; Pro

fessor R . Du Bois , of the Faculty of Science, Lyons ; Dr.

Dujardin -Baumetz, editor-in -chief of the Bulletin General Thera

peutique, Paris ; Dr. Bernard Schuchardt, Privy Counsellor in

Government Medicine of Gotha ; Dr. William C . Wile, editor

New England Medical Monthly ; Dr. N . Hudson, United States

Navy ; Dr. James Neish , Port Royal, Jamaica ; Professor John

V . Shoemaker, Philadelphia ; and Professor Woodbridge of
Philadelphia . The endorsement of such eminent physicians

cannot but create confidence in theminds of the most conserva

tive both among the laity , who feel the need of tonics, and among

the profession , who prescribe them .

Not only have athletes and gymnasts found the benefits of

Vino -Kolafra incalculable, but others whose strength is taxed in

more serious pursuits are equally ready to proclaim its merits.

Business women , who toil day after day and upon whose powers

of endurance there is so great a strain , will find this elixir

efficient not only as a sedative but as a cure for nervousness in

in all its barrowing forms. By its aid they will be far better pre

pared to meet the taxing demands and emergencies of a busy

life. Teachers and others in the professional ranks, who cannot

seek relaxation during their working hours, require a stimulant

such as this to counteract the evil effects of nervous tension .

Where pleasure is made a pursuit, as is the case with society

folk , the many duties it imposes become as irksome as those

exacted by an active commercial life. Both physical and men

tal exhaustion are often experienced and all sorts of expedients

are resorted to to maintain strength . Vino-Kolafra will not

only cause the disappearance of bodily fatigue but will stim

ulate the mind and increase the supply of strength to com

ply with the requirements of social life.
At this season of enervating

weather even the most vigorous

find their energies flagging and

sometimes the feeling of languor

and lassitude reaches a point

beyond the power of resistance.

“ Spring fever " is the non -pro

fessional diagnosis of “ that

tired feeling," which , however,

succumbs promptly to Vino

Kolafra .

Though it brightens the intel

lect and is thoroughly exhilara

ting , Vino -Kolafra does not

unduly excite the circulation

of the blood ; therefore, dejec

tion is not an after-effect of its

use. Acting upon the nervous

system as it does, it strengthens

the muscles — and even she who

does not aim to be an athlete

needsmuscle.

Kolafra' s effect upon the di

gestion is highly beneficial, else

it would not improve the gen

eral health as it undoubtedly

does. That it is the perfect

tonic that is claimed for it is

proven by its popularity , which

is constantly on the increase.

The use of Vino -Kolafra ban .

isbes melancholy as well as dis

ease, thus restoring themental

poise. Often mental depres

sion is the result of fatigue or some physical disturbance, and

when a corrective is so easily obtainable none but the most

obstinate would refuse it, especially if offered in the pleasant

form of Vino-Kolafra.

The fountain of perpetual youth remains undiscovered , but

themeans for strengthening the organs and tissues and of thus

prolonging life and keeping old age at bay are at hand in Kola

fra . So valuable a discovery must of necessity appeal alike to

those unfortunates who are seeking for health and to the more

fortunate who wish to retain it.

That the products of the Sterculia acuminata tree contained

tonic properties of the greatest value had for a long time been

known to chemists, who made many attempts to produce a

preparation embodying these potencies in palatable form , but

perfect success in this direction has finally crowned the efforts

of Messrs. Johnson & Johnson , manufacturing chemists of

92 William Street , New York City . Vino-Kolafra is made from

the fresh nuts as they come from the tree and not from the

mildewed and exhausted nuts previously imported . The volatile

nature of the essential properties of this curious product of

nature made this discrimination the turning point between suc

cess and failure. Their achievement is a benefaction to man

kind, a compensation to the race for the innumerable ills which

Pandora' s ungovernable curiosity launched forth upon the world .
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" tiff's publication ; and it was not until the issue of

" the defendant' s publication for the month of Novem

“ ber, 1894 , that the defendant ever used that name.

“ It is said , however, by the defendant, that the word

" DELINEATOR ' is descriptive of the character of the

" publication to which it is applied , and that therefore

“ the plaintiff could acquire no trade mark in it. The

" answer to this objection, I think , is this, that the word

“ DELINEATOR ' used by the plaintiff in the publication of its

“ magazine was not so descriptive of the nature of the plaintiff' s

“ publication as to bring it within the class of cases relied on by

“ the defendant, and also that even if descriptive under the

“ decisions before referred to, it was UNFAIR AND FRAUDULENT

" COMPETITION ON THE PART OF THE DEFENDANT WITH THE

“ BUSINESS OF THE PLAINTIFF TO APPROPRIATE A NAME UNDER

" WHICH THE PLAINTIFF 'S PUBLICATION HAD ACQUIRED 80 WIDE
.

" A CIRCULATION , AND SO GREAT A REPUTATION . ”

Judgmentwas, therefore, ordered to be entered restraining the

defendant from the use of the word DELINEATOR as a part of

the name of the magazine which was put in evidence upon the

trial of this action. We are sure that our friends and patrons

everywhere will rejoice at this decision of the New York

Supreme Court, and in the knowledge that hereafter there will

be only one magazine bearing the title or trademark of THE

DELINEATOR — viz., that issued by us.

THE BUTTERICK PUBLISHING COMPANY ( LIMITED ] .

TO OUR FRIENDS AND PATRONS THROUGHOUT

THE WORLD :

From time to time in these columns we have traced the his-

tory and growth of The Delineator from the date of its incep

tion , and numbers of our readers , who have been subscribers

for many years, will recall the origin and subsequent develop -

ment of the magazine. In view of recent events, however, we

may be pardoned if we re-state briefly a few of themost im -

portant facts . Started in 1872 as a Quarterly , it was in Janu

ary , 1875 , changed to a Monthly , and from that time to the

present has been issued regularly and uninterruptedly. When

first projected we saw an opportunity for a magazine of the

class we proposed to make it — one that would give early and

reliable information about present and incoming fashions,

lighten the labors of the housewife and mother by giving prac

tical and sensible advice about all matters pertaining to the

household , and elevate the standard of living by illustrating and

describing the best to be found in contemporary life . As the

years went on the scope of the publication increased , new topics

were taken up , and to -day it stands not only as the foremost

fashion magazine of the world , but the representative woman 's

periodical, exerting, with ITS CIRCULATION OF OVER HALF A MIL

LION COPIES EVERY MONTH , an influence of which we may be

justly proud.

That the immense success of THE DELINEATOR would inspire

competitors was only natural, and honest competition we have

gladly met, secure in our ability and desire to give to our patrons

the very best in every department that time, money and talent

could produce.

Towards the end of 1894 , however, we were confronted by a

publication made up in a manner similar to our own, copying

several of its distinctive features, and bearing as part of its title

the word DELINEATOR, the intent to defraud and mislead the

public being so obvious that for the general good and our busi

ness interests we felt constrained to bring an action at law to re

strain the publishers of the said publication from “ USING ,

ADOPTING OR ADVERTISING THE WORD DELINEATOR AS THE

NAME OR TITLE OR AS PART OF THE NAME OR TITLE OF ANY

MAGAZINE, BOOK , CATALOGUE OR PERIODICAL PRINTED OR PUB

LISHED BY THEM , OR FROM DISTRIBUTING IN ANY MANNER OR

SELLING OR OFFERING FOR SALE ANY MAGAZINE , CATALOGUE,NY MAGAZINE, CATALOGUE ,

PERIODICAL OR OTHER PUBLICATION WITH THE NAME DELINEATOR.

AS THE NAME OR TITLE OR AS PART OF THE NAME OR TITLE OF

SUCH MAGAZINE , CATALOGUE , PERIODICAL OR PUBLICATION .”

In the written opinion giving judgment in this case Mr.

Justice Lawrence, of the New York Supreme Court, makes the

following statements :

“ The evidence establishes that the adoption of the word

"" DELINEATOR ' by the defendant was with THE INTENTION TO

“ MISLEAD THE PUBLIC AND ALSO TO AOQUIRE BY ITS USE A

" PORTION OF THE BUSINESS OF THE PLAINTIFF . The defendant

“ has been in business since 1887. Long prior thereto the

sord DELINEATOP ' had been used as the name of the plain

THE “ HYGEIA ” BUST FORMS. - A new article of dress

has come to our notice — not that the article itself is new — but it

is the application of the well known fabric “ braided wire " to

the most desirable shape and style of Bust Forms. The new

“ Hygeia " Bust Forms are positively non -heating , therefore

cannot injure the health nor retard development. They are

oval in shape, can be easily adjusted by a drawing-cord , are
as “ light as a feather ” and perfectly comfortable to wear.

The Forms themselves are made of the finest quality of tem

pered Braided Wire, and while they can never lose their shape,

they are soft and pliable and cannot produce irritation . There
is no other material which is not heating. The “ Hygeia ”

are made only by The Weston & Wells' Manufacturing Co.,
1110 _ 1116 Noble Street, Philadelphia , Pa.

“ KINDERGARTEN PAPERS ” IN BOOK FORM . - The

marked interest and approval shown the “ Kindergarten

Papers,” by Mrs. Sara Miller Kirby , just concluded in The

DELINEATOR , and the continuous demand for back numbers of

the magazines containing them , have induced us to reissue them

in book form . In these papers Mrs. Kirby makes comprehen

sive and popular review of the whole Kindergarten system , be
ginning with a brief biography of Friedrich Froebel, and

then proceeding to a graphic and detailed description of the
gifts , occupations and games and of the way they are used .

There are also chapters on Christmas work , on the home Kin
dergarten , on training and training schools , on the preparation

of topics and on the literature and materials used .

The book will be published in the Metropolitan Culture

Series, and will cost Four Shillings or One Dollar a copy. It

will be handsomely printed and bound, and, it is expected , will

be ready for distribution about May 1st. Orders will be now

received and copies will be sent as soon as issued .

PATTERNS BY MAIL. - In ordering patterns by mail, either

from this office or from any of our agencies, be careful to give

your post-office address in full. When patterns are desired for

ladies, the number and size of each should be carefully stated ;

when' patterns for misses, girls, boys or little folks are needed

the number, size and age should be given in each instance,
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Braided Wire

Bustles,

Hip Pads,
Bust Forms,
Sleeve Distenders

ROYAL

Are light and Graceful, and meet the

requirements of the new Spring Styles.
The “ Combination " Hip - bustle

gives graceful fulness over the bips and

in back of skirt. It is not only very

stylish , but it renders admirable service

by relieving the weight of ibe full skirt
Dow worn . Price, 75 cents. CutNo. 1 .

ROYAL

ROYAL

y

The " W . & W . ' ' Skirt ,

Distender fulfills the
mission for which an m

terlining of hair -cloth was
intended , and more accept

ably adjusts the hang of

the wide skirt. 9 inches

Cut No. 1. long , 35 cents, 12 inchee

50 cents. Cut No. 2 .

The “ Empire " Skirt Cushion , at 25 cents ,
is a small pad , but very popular.

THE NEW " HYGEIA ” BUST FORMS Cut No. 2 .

are light as a feather, perfect in shape, adjustable, comfort
adle , non -heating . Cannot injure health or retard development. Taste

fully covered , so that the Forms can be removed and the covering washed .

Price 50 cents . Cut No. 3.

NG POW

BAKING

POWDER

The “ B . W . " Sleeve
Distenderskeep their shape

are light, stylish and comfort .

able . Price , 50 cents per

pair .

All these goods are
covered in fine Lawn ,

except the " Empire
Skirt Cushion .

For sale in leading stores,
or sent post-paid by mail on Cut No. 3.
receipt of price.

The WESTON & WELLS MFG. Co .,
1110 -1116 Noble Street, Philadelpia , Pa .

Absolutely Pure .
A cream of tartar baking powder. High

est of all in leavening strength . - Latest

United States Government Food Report.

ROYAL BAKING POWDER CO ., 106 Wall St., N . Y .

THIS LADIES'

LAUNDERED ..

-Shirt-Waist A Grand Offer
Madame Ruppert's Face Bleach.

of colored lawn, with white de

tachable linen collar, pink, blue

orwhite ground with black stripes

and dots, sizes 32 to 40 .ins., bust

measure, excellent value for $ 1 .25

69C .(Postage, 10c. additional.)

This is merely one of the many Bargains which can be

obtained through our . . . . .

ILLUSTRATED FASHION CATALOGUE ,
mailed Free upon request, to those residing out of town, contains over

2 ,000 Illustrations of articles for the adornment of the person and the

heautifying of your home.

Your money refunded for any goods not proving satisfactory

and Express paid to all parts of the United States (when

orders amount to stated sums).

Send Postal for CATALOGUE A , consisting of 112 illustrated pages

with Special Bargain Sheet.

Almost Free. Do Not Miss This Chance .

Mme. Ruppert, the Eminent Complexion Special
ist and famous lecturer , makes the following

liberal offers for this month :

OFFER NO . 1 .
To every purchaser of a $ 2 .00 bottle of her World

Renowned FACE BLEACH shewill give a bar 01
her exquisite Almond Oil Soap FREE . This offei
applies to any who live at a distance and order by

mail, as well as resident patrons who purchase ir

person .

OFFER NO . 2 .
To all who have not tried her world -renowned

FACE BLEACH she offers to sell during this
month a trial bottle for 25 cents. This offer also
applies to any at a distance , who will receive
trial bottle in plain wrapper , all charges prepaid

on receipt of 25 cents, either silver or stamps.

FACE BLEACH , which is an external treatment, is solely the invention of
MME. A . RUPPERT and is the only preparation for the complexion that ha!
withstood the test of time. Eighteen years it has been manufactured and during
that time many millions of bottles have been used . It has never falled , if used a
directed, to remove Tan , Freckles, Pimples, Eczema, Moth and, in fact, all diseases
the skin is heir to . It is used externally and when applied strikes, as it should
at the root of the trouble .

LIVING EXAMPLES .
_Mme. Ruppert has proven the effectiveness of her
FACE BLEACH by having patients at her office with

but one side of the face cleared at a time, showing the
remarkable difference between the side cleared and the
side as it was before the application of Face Bleach , Miss
Hattie Trainor, whose likeness is shown herewith , is now
on exhibition at her Parlors, 6 East 14th Street, New York
City , with one side of face cleared from dark , deep-set
skin Freckles, leaving the other side as it originally was,
showing beyond doubt the wonderful transformation
due to FACE BLEACH . Call and see for yourself , or
write your friends to call and see for you. NO OTHER
SPECIALIST HAS EVER GIVEN THIS ABSO
LUTE PROOF .
Call or send for Mme. A . Ruppert's book , HOW TO BE

BEAUTIFUL, which alone is worth its weight in gold Miss HATTIE TRAINOR , nou
to every woman , and should be read by all . It is given on exhibition at Mme. A
or sent FREE . Ruppert' s Pariors, worth on

side of face bleached .

MME. A . RUPPERT, Leading Complexion Specialist,
WESTERN OFFICE : 6 EAST 14TH STREET,

235 STATE ST., CHICAGO, ILL. NEW YORK CITY.

H . C . F .Koch & Co.

West 129 SE,AND REPAI New York.

IMPORTERS AND RETAILERS,

West 125th St., Between Lemon, New York . MOMEGA.RUPPERT,Leading
Between Lenox

and 7th Aves ,
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ON this and the two succeed
ing pages is illustrated an

assortment of our Latest Styles

of Patterns for
7873 7851

Capes and
FancyCollars

18517873 7851
Ladies' Circular Ripple Cape ( To be Ladies ' Gored Ripple Cape ( To be

Made with a Sectional Flaring Collar or Made with a High Flaring Collar or
with a Plain Standing Collar) (Copyright) : with a Standing Collar ) (Copyright) :

10 sizes. Bust measures, 28 to 46 inches. 10 sizes. Bust measures, 28 to 46
Any size , 18. or 25 cents. inches . Any size, 1s . or 25 cents .

8138 8138
Ladies' Cape, with Stole Collar

(Copyright): 10 sizes.
Bust measures ,
28 to 46 inches.

Any size , 1s. or 25 cents .

.

:

For Ladies' and Misses '
Wear,

An inspection of which by our
readers is invited .

The Patterns can be had from
eitber Ourselves or Agents for
the Sale of our goods .

In ordering, please specify the
Numbers and sizes (or å ges )
desired.

THE BUTTERICK

PUBLISHING CO .
(LIMITED ),

171 to 175 Regent St.,London , W .

or 7 to 17 W . 13th St., New York.
V
I
I
I

.

7971
7971

Ladies ' Circular Cape, with Removable Hood
( To be Made with a Turn - Down Collar or a

Storm Collar and With or without a Center Seam )

(Copyrigbt) : 10 sizes. Bust measures,
28 to 46 inches. Any size , 18. or 25 cents.

8176 8176

Ladies' Circular Ripple Cape, with Hood in Red
Riding Hood Style Commendable for Day or Evening

Wear ) (Copyright) : 10 sizes . Bustmeasures,

28 to 46 incbes. Any size, 1s, or 25 cents.
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7886 8189
7910 7910

Ladies '
Ladies ' ( ape Ladies ' Circular Cape , with Fancy Circular Ripple 8189

(Copyright) : 10 sizes . Collar (To be Made With or With Cape, with Center
Bust measuree, 28 out a Center Seam ) (Copyright) : Seam ( To be Made with a Flering or a Turn

to 16 inches . 10 sizes. Bust measures , Down Collarand with orWithout Pointed

Any size, 28 to 46 inches . Straps) (Copyr' t ) : 10 sizes. Bust meas. , 28
10d . or 20 cents . Any size, 1s . or 25 cents. to 46 inches. Any size, 18. or 25 cents.
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.

7756
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8266
8273

8273 8266

Ladies ' Circular Cape, having a Seam at the
Back and Two Box -Plaits at the Frontand
Back (COopyright) : 10 sizes . Bust measures,
28 to 46 inches. Any size, 18 . or 25 cents.

7756 7756

Ladies' Jacket-Wrap (Known as the
Derby Wrap ) (Copyright) : 10 sizes.

Bustmeasures , 28 to 46 inches .

Any size, 18. 3 . cr 30 cents .
SheWon All Hearts.

A lovely home brilliantly
lighted .

A young girl sings,
And as the spirit of the

song possesses her, she turns
quickly, a lovely smile parts
her lips, and:

The flash of exquisitely

white teeth brightens her plain
face into positive beauty.

8208

8153 8153
8208

Ladies' Circular Cape, without Darts ( To be
Made With or Without a Center Seam )

(Copyright): 11 sizes . Bust measures, 28 to
48 inches. Any size, 18. or 25 cents .

Ladies' Cape -Wrap ( To be Made with a
Ruff or a Medici Collar ) (Copyright) :

10 sizes . Bust measures, 28 to 46 inches .
Any size , 18. 6d . or 35 cents .

Rubifoam
FOR THE TEETH

may give you a
like beauty. It
cleansesperfectly ,
is deliciously fla

vored , prevents decay, hardens
the gums, and is free from acid
and grit. It is delightful in use.

35 cents. All Druggists.
Sample vial free. Address

E . W . Hoyt & Co., Lowell, Mass.

I
Z
E

7129 7129 8150 8150

Ladies' Cape (For Driving, Travelling,Golf and
General OutdoorWear) (Known as the Glengarry

or CawdorCape) (Copyr't ) : 10 sizes . Bustmeas
ures, 28 to 46 inches. Any size, 18. or 25 cents .

Ladies' Circular Cape, without Darts on the
Shoulders ( To be Made Single or Double)

(Copyright) : 10 sizes. Bust measures, 28
to 46 inches . Any size, 18. or 25 cente .
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Man Now7755 7755

8016 8016

Misses ' Full Circular Cape ( To be

Made with a Standing or Rolling

Collar) (Copyright) : 9 sizes .

Ages, 8 to 16 years.

Any size, 10d . or 20 cents .

8175 8175

Girls ' Circular Ripple Cape ,

with Hood in Red Riding Hood

Style (Copyright) : 10 sizes .

Ages, to 9 years.

Any size, iod , or 20 cents .

Misses' Cape (Suitable for an
Outdoor or Eveuing Wrap )

(Copyright) : 7 sizes.

Ages, 10 to 10 years.
Any size, 1s , or 25 cents.

is the time to cure your

lingering cough and

build up and fortify your

run -down system ,before

the enervating Spring
days come. Scott 's

Emulsion of Cod - liver

Oilwith Hypophosphites
will

930

7892

930
Ladies ' Pointed Fichu ( To be Made

with Long or Short Ends) (Known as

the Marie Antoinette Fichu ) (Copyr't ).

One size: Price, 5d. or 10 cents .

Ladies ' Cape-Collar (For Outdoor
Wear ) (Copyright) : 3 sizes .
Small , Medium and Large .

Any size, 5d . or 10 cents.

Ladies' Sailor Collars

(Copyright) : 8 sizes .

Small, Medium and Large.

Any size , 5d . or 10 cents . do it

ny

) 16159
On

8159

Y L

It is the standard emul
sion . Nothing has ever

equalled it to give

strength and build up the
body. Your friends or

doctor will tell you that.

Don 't be urged against

your will for the sake of

a few cents to

8289

962

' 8159

Ladies ' Chemisettes

One Closed at the Back
with Standing Collar

and One Closed in

Front with Standing

or Turn Down Military

Collar. 12 sizes.

Neck measures, 11% to

17 inches. Any size ,

5d . or 10 cents .

8159

Ladies' Cape-Collar ( To be Madewith
Round or Pointed Storm Collar)

(Copyright): 3 sizes . S ., M . and L .
Any size, 7d . or 15 cents.

Ladies' Collars and Lapels (For Double
Breasted Coats, Jackets, etc . )

(Copyright) 3 sizes . S ., M . and L .
Any size, 5d. or 10 cents. .

968
some unknown prepara

tion they say is “ just as
984 good . "Ladies ' Rolling,

Turn -Down and

Standing Military

Collars (For Outside
Garments) (Copyright) :
3 sizes. Small, Medium

and Large. Any size,
5d , or 10 cents,

All druggists sell Scott ' s Emulsion.
Two sizes - so cents and $ 1.007459

Ladies' Sailor Collars (Copyright) :
3 sizes. Small, Medium and Large.

Any size , 5d . or 10 cents .

Ladies' One-Seam Storm
Collar and Three -Seam

Storm Collar (Copyright):

3 sizes. Small,Medium
and Large. Any size ,

5d . or 10 cents.

C

932

Take a Combination Case of the

LARKIN SOAPS

and a “ Chautauqua"

Reclining Easy Chair or Desk
ON THIRTY DAYS TRIAL.

Ladies ' Sailor

7869 Fichu ( To be

Madewith Long

Ladies ' Stock Collars or Short Ends)

(Copyr 't) : 3 sizes . Small, (Known as theMarie Antoinette
Medium and Large. Any Fichu ) (Copyright) . One size :

size , 5d . or 10 cents . Price 5d . or 10 cents.

S
T
E

G
E

PEN

CASE CONTAINS . . .

100 Bars Sweet Home Soap. 10 Bars White Woolen Soap.
9 Packages Boraxine. 18 Cakes Finest Toilet Soaps.

Perfumes, Cold Cream , Tooth -Powder, Shaving Soap.

I changes in contents desired,write.

The Soaps at retailwould cost $ 10 .00

Either Premium is worth $ 10. 00

Both if at retail . . . $ 20 .00

From factory to family , Both

AND ON THIRTY DAYS' TRIAL. IF SATISFIED , YOU REMIT $ 10 .00 ;

IF DISAPPOINTED , HOLD GOODS SUBJECT TO OUR ORDER.

918 918 933

933
918

The Larkin Soap Mfg. Co., Buffalo , N . Y .
Our offer explainod moro fully in The Delineator, October , November and December .

918

Ladies' Fancy
Collars (Copyright) :

3 eizes . Small, Medium

Ladies Fancy Collar,

NOTE . - The publishers of THE DELINEATOR would not insert the above advertisementunless they
had abundant evidence of the reliability of the Larkin Co. and that the offers were genuine. - THE

DELINEATOR , New York .

and Large. Any

size , 5d . or 10 cents.

with French Front

(Copyr't): 8 sizes . Small,
Medium and Large. Any

size, 5d. or 10 cents .
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Ladies' Sailor
Collars, with
Pointed and

Broad Ends ( To

be Adjusted to
Jackets or

Basques) (Copy

right) : 3 sizes.
Small, Medium
and Large. Any

size, 5d . or 10c .

BROWNS

French DressingBROWNAX
( 7799

Ladies' Waist

Decorations
(Copyright) :

3 sizes . Small,

Medium and
Large. Any
size , 5d . or

10 cents.

A Brilliant, Lasting and e*

Flexible Polish * * *
Known in almost every land where boots
and shoes are worn . For nearly fifty years

it has been the choice of discriminating

ladies. It gives a brilliant polish which
lasts and leaves the leather soft.

When wet it willnot soil the skirts.

Do not experimentwith doubtful

polishes, but buy Brown's. It

has a record de datos de
Ahead in

Quality and Quantity . ho FRENCH

DOES NOT DRESSING

ECONOMICAL. HARDEN OR 2 LADIES AND
CHILDREN

CUBE

982

GIRAGE FRAT

MOST

Ladies ' Waist

Decorations ( To

be Made High

or Low Necked )
(Copyright):

3 sizes. Small ,

Medium and
Large. Any

size , 5d . or
10 cents .

V CRACK THE LEATHER
BOOTS&SHOES

* OSS

IST ON HAVING BROWN'S

978

978976 976 919 919

Las

978
978

976
976 919

Ladies ' Draped Collars
(Copyright) : 3 sizes.

Small, Medium and Large. Any size,
5d. or 10 cents.

Ladies ' Waist Decorations
(Copyright) : 3 sizes.

Small, Medium and Large.

Any size, 5d . or 10 cents.

Ladies ' Waist Decoration and Saw
Tooth Collar (Copyright) : 3 sizes.

Small, Medium and Large. Any size,

5d. or 10 cents.

919

Ladies' Square and Pointed Yoke-Collare
Copyrigbt) : 3 sizes .

Small, Medium and Large. Any size.
5d . or 10 cents .

Ladies ' Dress Collars

and Cuffs (Known as

the Round Head and

Paquin Collars and

Cuffs) (Copyright) :

3 sizes. Small, Medium
and Large. Any size,

5d . or 10 cents .

7369

855
17369 7369

ADIES ' SPRING CAPE. 7039
Ladies ' Square and Round Yokes

( To be Made Deep or Shallow
and Closed in Front or On the

Shoulder) (Copyright ) : 3 sizes .

Small, Medium and Large.

Any size, 5d . or 10 cents .

Misses ' and Girls ' Yoke Collars

(Copyright) : 5 sizes .
Agee , 8 to 15

years.

Any size,

5d . or 10 cents.

Misses' and Girls ' Sailor

Collars (Copyrigbı):
8 sizes.

Ages, 2 to 16 years .
Any size,

5d , or 10 cents .

LATEST STYLES

AND PATTERNS.
Shipped anywhere, allowing trial;
direct from factory to wearer, at
wholesale prices . Weask nomoney

in advance , as our goods speak for
themselves.

This Elegant Cape
made from BEST quality,
black Imported English
Olay Worsted Diagonal;
double row of fluted Lisse
around shoulder, headed
with JET GIMP; lace rib
bon Ruche on Collar , with
Streamers in front; lined with
silk Rhadame and interlined
with canvas ; 20 inches long
and 150-inch sweep . Makes
as serviceable and certain
ly as stylish garment as
any ladywould desire forSPRING , EARLY SUMMER
or FALL Wear, and worth $ 10 up, at any retailstore or

ladies' tailor . Our special price for 30 days to introduce ,
$ 6 . 75 . If you want an Elegant Cape ,wewill send it
by express , at once , allow full examination , and if not
satisfactory it does not cost you a cent. Finely Illus
trated Sample Book of latest style Ladies ' Spring Wraps,
Capes and Suite , mailed FREE . Write us at once ; WE

SAVE YOU 50 per cent, and GUARANTEE to please you ,

GRAYDON, PALMER CO., Cloak Dept. 3 ,
Market and Madison Streets, Chicago , Iu .

S
E
N
T

C.O .D. 4040

7800

Misses ' and Girls ' Square and

Round Yokes ( To be Made Deep

or Shallow and Closed At the Back
or On the Shoulder )

(Copyright) :
4 sizes. Ages , 4 to 16

years .

Any size , 5d . or 10 cents .

Misses ' and Girls ' Sailor

Collars, with Pointed
and Broad Ends (To be 986

Adjusted to Jackets or Basques)
(Copyright) : Misses ' Waist Decorations

8 sizes . "Åges, 2 to 16 (To be Made High or Low Necked )
years. (Copyr 't :) 6 sizes. Agee, 6 to

Any size, 5d . or 10 cents . 16 years . Any size , 5d . or 10 cents.
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ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS. IT PAYSKKKK
to do your shopping with
“ The QuickestMailOrder
House in the World ”

The

BEE : - - One might gracefully say to a grad
uate “ Let me offer my best wishes for your

success." You car ascertain the price of a tele
phone message at any pay station . The atten

dant will direct you how to answer a call. By

a slight nod you can thank an usher for escort
ing you to a seat. At a formal dinner the head

waiter says to the hostess in a low voice ,

" Madam is served ." She will then lead the

way with the husband of the guest of honor,

her own husband closing the procession with
that honored guest upon his arm .

Miss V . : - Under ordinary circumstances a

lady cannot properly address a man to whom
she has not been formally introduced , unless in
regard to a matter of business or to ask for

necessary information .

SWEET MARIE : - - Business and official ad

dresses are sometimes given in these columns,
but it would be manifestly improper to state the

residences of ladies and gentlemen , however
well known , who do not solicit or authorize

such publicity .

MERRITT'S SKIRTS

on ourLaundered Shirt Waistsmark the distinction
between the commonplace and the chic - for they
are fuller than any other sleeve on themarket, and
better than that are cut to hang stylishly - for the secret
ofthat smart effect is in the designer' s patterns.

VOS There ' s a material difference, too, in the difference in
material between ours and the ordinary garments retailed
generally - and a glance at our samples will show it to be all

in our favor.

The best perspiration - proof Percales and Lawns in all the
new stripes , checks and plain colors - perfectly laundered (and

that' s a point worth considering, for the first " doing -up ' set
tles the shape for all time) - ample fullness both back and front.

All patterns may be had with attached or detachable collars .

SEND FOR SAMPLES, and in ordering state $ 100
bust measure -- sizes 32 to 46 . Postage gc , .

A Finer of Lawn in a beautifulcollection of Spring patterns
and colors , is made only with the detached collar

of samematerial. Where white collars are desired

they may be had extra as below . The making is careful, and

the matched yoke back and very full Bishop sleeves leave

nothing to be desired . There is ample fullness over the bust,

and the cuffs admit of either link or straight buttons. We

cannot speak too highly of this quality , as we believe it is

the embodiment of shirt waist perfection . Wehave a full line

of pattern samples that will be mailed on appli

cation . Sizes 32 to 44 . Postage gc , and the price is

Wante Collars of Linen , in five correct Spring shapes, made to wear with our colored

shirt waists, at 150 each , or $ 1.50 per dozen . Send for illustrated leaflets showing styles.

The Skirt that has been specially designed for the Shirt Waist Girl and her Mother is

of strictly all -wool Serge, full 5 yards wide, lined throughout and velveteen bound .

Fashioned after the latest Paris pattern and made as are all our garments , in the $ 3 .

most thoroughly finished manner . ' In either black or navy $ 3 .75, or 4 yards wide, . "

Help Furnished These Silks
in the need

spring home- fixing. The e to be introduced afresh toSend for
annual re-upholstering will Sample Copy

an eager public , for it will

cost less this year. A
hardly recognize them at

little shopping will prove such tiny prices.

the lowness of the prices. Wash Silks. – The real

Figured Art Denims, 36 JapaneseHabutai, in white

inches wide, for every kind only . Five qualities,“ The most unique and certainly
of interior decoration . Ex 250

the daintiest magazine of fash
650, 480, 390 , 290 and

clusive patterns in steel ions ever published . " Fancy Habutais and Kai
blue , old red , tan , olive and Kais , CableCords, in Plaids,

TAO. 3
rose ground colors , 256 Stripes and Checks in many

tReady March 15th
per yard . . . . . colorings, 500 , 48c . 390 ,

80 pages handsomely illus
Figured silks , 30 inches 290, 250 , and . . . 250rated . Yearly sub

wide , three qualities in scription 10c. Glace Taffetas, " printed
many dainty colors and in the warp ,' in new pat

designs, at 75C , 50C 200 terns and shadings, 100

and . . . . 390 at $ 1.25 and . . $ 1 . 00
Send for complete line of Send for complete line of

samples, MAILED FREE. samples MAILED FREE.

BY MAIL .

MERRITT 'S
USTREWOOL SKIRT

WITH SPANISH FLOUNCE

SILKEDG
EAND

Carson -Pirie

monthly

you

see hers

Five-Gored. - 348 yards wide, - $ 2 .50.
With Silk Shell Edge, as shown , $ 3 .00 .

Seven -Gored. - 448 yards wide, $ 3.50.
With Silk Shell Edge, . - $ 4 .00 .

The best and lightest all-year-round skirt made in
the world regardless of price . Will not sbrink , crush
or wrinkle . Dust and mud will not stick to them .
Colors : Black , Navy- Blue, Brown , Cream , Tan , Silver
Gray and Brown-Gray. Lengths, 38 to 42 inches .

Larger Sizes, 50 cents extra. Sold by leading dealers
everywhere.

Ask to see them . Insist on having them . If your
dealer does not keep them , order them direct from the
.actory . Fit guaranteed . Colors perfect. Sent by
mail or express, prepaid , on receipt of price , and if
not perfectly satisfied , return it and we will refund

your money. Illustrated Catalogue of Skirts and

W hen you cannot but admire the perfect self-poise
thatalways distinguishesthe faultlessly attired .

“ Who' s her tailor ? " may perhaps be asked a
dozen times a day as she passes, yet there is no

self - consciousness about her — there never is

1 where one' s gown fits snugly and is in the mode.

Our suits are different from the usual " ready -to -wear!

sort, partly because our tailor-made garments are what the

name was meant to imply - strictly men -tailored , butmostly

because our men tailors are artists and not workmen merely ,

and the whole process of construction being done as it is under
the supervision of skilled brains and fingers, every attention is
given to those details that do not show on the surface and are

too often hurried over or wilfully neglected , because they are

hidden . Price speaks little for the quality of the cloth . but
that little is all that is necessary , for the samples will speak

for themselves. We' d like to mail you all three - a navy and

black Serge and a very stylish fancy mixture .

The jacket is 22 inches long with new 4 -button wide box

front, and a self -facing to the side seams, ripple back and very
large pleated sleeves.

The skirt , which is full 5 yards in width , is well lined and
stiffened , and to its stylish shape is due much of
the smart effect of this season 's jauntiest costume. $ 10 . 00

We also have the jacket lined with fancy silk ;

Ki $ 12 .00except sleeves, at .

o Send for Samples ofMaterialand Silk Lining

SEND

FOR

YOUR MONEY BACK
ifnot satisfied with your purchase .

ISMAILEDS

FREE !

“ THE SHOPPERS ECONOMIST”
The most complete Shopping Guide ever published - 144 pages devoted to good
form in woman ' s wear, the correct Spring styles as shown in our seventy depart

ments being accurately described and handsomely illustrated . ReadyMarch 15.Ladies' Cycling Suits
MAILED FREE.

GEO .MERRITT & CO .,Mfrs.
407 W .Washington Street,

Indianapolis , Ind.

CARSON PIRIE SCOTT & Co.

CHICAGO « « «

93 to 107 WASHINGTON STREET
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ARMORSIDE Woman 's

Work and
Pleasure

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS,

( Continued ).

CYCLIST : — You can have a hat and leggings
made to match your suit of tan cheviot. The
gloves may be of dogskin .

STAGE : - Madam Albani is a Canadian and
Sarah Bernhardt a Parisian . Campanini was

born in Italy and Christine Nilsson is a Swede.
Mme. Janauschek is an Austrian .

A SUBSCRIBER : — Write to Jolin Atkinson ,
323 Hudson Street, New York City, concerning

the weaving of silk rag portières. He will are centered in themost popular art

advise you as to the proper warp. We do not science of the day - Photography
undertake to state prices.

COUNTRY SCHOOL TEACHER: – Make over
your red serge by combining with it farcy

black moiré, using costume pattern No. 8207,
which costs ls . 8d. or 40 cents, and is illus

trated in THE DELINEATOR for March . 3 CAMERA fitted with Ross Patent
SUBSCRIBER : - A good face powder will re Lens, having six glasses, renders

move any oily appearance of the complexion
photography a most remunerative

and have a cooling tendency.

FRANTZ : - A chailis skirt should be lined pleasure. Millinery and fancy -work

with silk , percaline, French cambric, etc., un designs readily copied ; handsome
Gives the wearer a Beautiful Figure. less it is a full skirt, when it is unlined . costumes and all artistic creations

MAUD S.: - The broad shelf of the side instantly secured for study at leisure.
Made in White, Drab and Black . If not in board may display silverware as well as cut

stock at your retailer's, send $ 1.00 and we will glass if you have no giass closet. The top shelf Send for FREE Pamphlet.

send you one, postage paid. may have a velours cover and may also contain

pieces of silver, finger-bowls , carafes and odd

BIRDSEY , SOMERS & CO .,
IS G . GENNERT.

pieces of china . Without knowing the con

struction of the room it is difficult to tell you 24 and 26 East 13th Street,
MANUFACTURERS,

how to arrange the furniture.
NEW YORK . I Near Fifth Avenue,

85 LEONARD ST.,
. . . . NEW YORK .
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verlohnson

PERFECT

MACHINES
SCIENTIFIC

and PRACTICAL

STRONG .. LIGHT

SPEEDY

TwoModels — $ 85 and $ 100

Catalogue free on application.
TRADE MARK

Responsible Agents and Dealers should write us.

Gladiator Cycle Works, 109- 115 W . 14th St., Chicago.
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and its the bestwheel I ever rode. I exam

ined them all, and it excels in at least five
ways. : : : : : : : : : : :

1 . Fewer parts and fewer brazed joints than

other cycles.

2. Fork Crown and Neck are a continuous
forging.

3 . No " stuck - up ” tube connections, but drop
forgings instead .

4 . Flush joints everywhere.
5 . Every part interchangeable and exact.

The Iver Johnson ' s Arms & Cycle Works

of Fitchburg , Mass., have a world -wide reputation and ex
Art Catalogue Free perience as expert metal workers on an enormous scale,

if you mention
making their name on a bicyle a guarantee of perfection .

this
Our line of Fitchburg Cycles - the best seventy

five dollars ' worth on the market - are also shown

magazine. in free art catalogue

herlohnson

PHOENIX BICYCLES
8th

Year
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They Stand the Racket
High -grade in nameand reality

Wecater to tne critical,and

guarantee EVERY wheel .

Send for the catalogue.

Stover BicycleMfg .

Co . , Freeport, Ill .

Eastern Branch ,
675 Madison Ave.

New York , N . Y .
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Perfection

FANCY WORK .

Ben - turs

verland YCLES Bicycle

• Cut this outand send to -day for cat

slogue. Bioycles from $15 to $60.
You save 50 per cent if you buy A

HIGH GRADE OXFORD Shipped direct from

factory . Don 't pay agents and dealers' profit.

Oxford Mdse . Co. 338 Wabash Ave Chiengo

Ingalls ' Fancy Work Book has over 100 Illustra
tions, Latest Patterns in Mats, Centerpieces, ete .

Price 10c . Address, J . F . Ingalls, Lynn , Mass ., Box D .

ALWAYS RELIABLE LA
Non -Breakable Corsets

and Corset Waists.
$ 15 , $65 , $ 75 . Guaranteed equal most
$ 100 models. Handsomebigb grade , light;

also Sylpn surpassing all, $ 100 .Agts, wanted.
Exclusive territory . _ Cata . free.
Estab, 1864 . Rouse, Hazard & Co.

Makers. 118 G . Bt., Peoria , IU .

888888

The finest in the world . We invite
correspondence with every ladywho
reads this . Lady Agents wanted in

every city and town. Our agents

have wonderful success.

Price Lists and Retail Guide free .

RELIANCE CORSET CO .

Mention The Delineator. Jackson , Mich .

It is absolutely the best that can be made
Neither timeor expense are spared in its construc
tion . Four superb models, $ 85 and $ 100 . Write
for catalogue.

CENTRAL CYCLE MFG . CO .,
99 Garden St., Indianapolis, Ind
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DURKEE'S

SPICES & 2

MUSTARD
Faces Fair

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS,

(Continued ).

A COUNTRY Miss : - Years of hard work are

required before one can be considered pro

ficient in music . Wewould not advise you to

study anything superficially - certainly not

music , to the mastery of which a iifetimemay

be worthily devoted. You cannot learn by the

aid of books alone .

ENGLEWOOD : - Your material is rather light

in weight for a cape to be made by pattern No.

8189, which costs ls, or 25 cents, and is illus

trated in THE DELINEATOR for March . If you

wish to use it, however, you can line it with silk

and finish with machine- stitching, using black

crinoline for the interlining .

M . W . S. : - To prevent your skirt from bulg

ing, use a fitted belt cut by pattern No. 3311,

which costs 3d . or 5 cents , and full on your
are made fairer with a touch of Tetlow 's

Gossamer Powder. It corrects the little
skirt to it. A sallow skin usually results from mistakes of nature - imparts a delightful
some derangement of the blood or nervous sys

softness and a delicate beauty to the skin
tem , requiring constitutional treatment. Ex

ternal remedies will have little effect.
without becoming visible to the eye. Pure

and harmless. Makes the skin feel well
PINK : _ Wear your hair braided and looped cared for. Be sure and get

up under a black ribbon bow .
HENRY TETLOW 'S

Y . A . M . : - - Cover the black silk with grass

linen showing an embroidered black dot, using

costume pattern No. 8216, which costs 1s. 8d.

or 40 cents , and is illustrated in THE DELIN

EATOR for March. Have the collar and belt of
Price 25c.bymail,or atdruggists.

Send 2c. stamp for sample.

green satin ribbon and trim thewaist with grass
Mention this paper.

linen insertion applied over green satin . The

thin goods should not be sewed in with the HENRY TETLOW , COMPLEX

silk skirt seams. Cor. 1oth & Cherry Streets,

PHILADELPHIA .

Guaranteed

Absolutely Pure

Highest Strength

Richest Flavors

Finer Goods

Cannot be Made

of

costume pattern No.8216, which costs"19.va Gossamer Powder.

ple.E . R . DURKEE & CO

NEW YORK

Your Grocer Keeps Them
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TheWoman's Bicycle
On the

Choice

of a . . . .chote Bicycle
In strength , lightness, grace,

and elegance of finish and

equipment there is no other

bicycle forwoman's use that

approaches the Model 41

%
%

%
%

%
%

%
%

%
%

%
%

%
为
为
书
名

If you knew positively , that

for $ 75 you could buy a wheel

as good in every particular

as others of the same grade

for which you would have to

pay $ 100 , would such know

ledge influence your choice ?

Or would you insist on pay
ing that extra $ 25 , anyway ?

If not, let us send you our

printed matter in relation to

The ENVOY for Men ,

The FLEETWING for Women ,

and see what you think about it.

BUFFALO BYCLE CO.
305 Mass . AVENUE , BUFFALO , N . Y .

一
为
为
书
书
为
书
书

$
$

为
$

%
%

%
%

%

Colum
bia

Standard of the World .

Columbias in quality and construction $

are in a class by themselves.

POPE MANUFACTURING COMPANY, Hartford, Conn.
A visit to the nearest Columbia Branch House or Agency will secure the Columbia Art

Catalogue, or wewill mail it for two 2 - cent stamps.

. . . . . . . . . . . . . ,

ImperialWheels

| Anatomical Pneumatic Bicycle
Saddle . Price,

. $ 5 .00

A broad , soft, Easy rid .
ing Saddle , suited to

man 's and woman 's an

atomy. Prevents all Jar,
Soreness, or injurious pres

sure to the highly sensitive parts.

Agents Wanted Circulars Free .

PNEUMATIO SADDLE CO .

105 and 107 Chambers Street, New York ,

The Windsor
% Take

No

Chances

Go-Lightly
Kind

BICYC
LES

196

The American Beauties

For 1896
N A GOLD WATCH !

(ZG
IN

Win love at first sight and hold it.

Bicycling should be pure happiness.

It' s sure to be if you ride a

Windsor .. . $ 85 and $ 100.
For Catalogue, Address

SIEG & WALPOLE MFG . CO., Kenosha, Wis.
. Branch Houses :

Ohleago - Milwaukee - Portland, Ore.

Address all correspondence to Kenosha, Wis.

Many ladies and young people are having

fine success in introducing our Teas and

Baking Powder . Sell 50 lbs. to earn a GOLD
WATCH and CHAIN ; 25 lbs . for a SILVER

WATCH and CHAIN ; 10 lbs., for a GOLD

RING ; 50 lbs., for a DINNER SET ; 200 lbs.,

for a HIGHGRADE BICYCLE . Send your full

address on postal for Catalogue and Order

Sheets.

“ Tested , and Found Supreme"
Send for Catalogue.

Ames & Frost Company, - Chicago

.

W . G . BAKER, Springfield, Mass.
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UNION QUALITY

SISTHEN

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS,

( Continued ).

A SUBSCRIBER : - - Dab the parts where thč

blackheads appear with hot water and press

out the worst ones. Put a few drops of pure
lemon juice into a saucer with about ten drops

of glycerine and rub this in with the finger.
After ten minutes rub the skin with the cut

lemon and bathe with rose-water. Do this on

several successive nights and then use a

benzoin lotion and almond cream , continuing

their use until the pores contract.

M . B .: - Tar water is made by mixing two

pints of tar and one gallon of water; mix by

stirring with a wooden rod for a quarter

of an hour. After the tar has settled, strain

the liquor and keep it in well corked phials.

E . D . M .: - Arsenic is an efficacious remedy
in the hands of a skilled physician, but it would
be dangerous to use it without such authoriza

tion and direction .

GRATEFUL :- - Cut yourgray broadcloth by cog

tume pattern No. 8217, which costs Is. 8d. or 40

cents, and is illustrated in THE DELINEATOR fcr

March . Have the vest of white broadcloth

decorated with silver soutache braid applied in

a vermicelli design. Green, mauve and helio
trope are becoming shades for you. Pine
needles are gathered from the ground and put

into pillows of unbleached muslin , which are
then covered with a decorative pillow -case of
silk , satin or some other handsome material.

A wholesale druggist might be willing to pur

chase pine needles from you.

1

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

That drawsthe speedy rider. She knowsthat UNIONS

are strong, light, and, of necessity, fast.

UNION CYCLE MFG . CO ., Boston , Mass .

Built on a gold basis .
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THE DOLLIE a 50- inch FRENCH DRESS SERGE,

usually sold at 750. would be in
PATENT

teresting to you at 59c , a yard ,

EGGÉSEPARATOR . Express paid to you, write us and we will
send samples of Black and twenty shades.

Separates 10 eggs (White from Yolks) in one minute .
Black Figured Novelty

A CHILD CAN USE IT . Dress Goods

SELECTED FOR OUR
NO KITCHEN COMPLETE WITHOUT IT. Mail Order

Ask your dealers for It, or we will send post
Department,

pald for 35 cents . From the World 's Best Makers.
If you want to know what they

MISS DOLLIE WASHBURNE, look like, write

“ Our Woman' s Outfitter.”
105 HUDSON STREET, quoting special attractions in

Woman ' s Furnishings.
Sells at sight. NEW YORK CITY. Malled Free .

A few Agents taken .
LEONARD H . FIELD ,

JACKSON , MICHIGAN .

MADAM HighX9b GradeHialeBicyclesROWLEY'S TOILET MASK

(OR FACE CLOVE)

Shipped anywhere
C . O . D . at lowest
wholesale prices.
$ 100 -Oakwood ' for $57.50

$ 85 Arlington' “ $ 45. 00
$ 65 " " $ 37.50
$20 Bieyele " $ 10. 75

Latestmodels, fully guaranteed ; pneumatic tires; weight 17 % to
30 lbs. ; all styles and prices, Large illustrated catalogue free,

Cash Buyers 'Union, 162 W .Van Buren St,B . 6 Chicago
Trade

Mark
Registered ,

P
N

1
1
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Is a natural beautifier for bleaching and
preserving the skin and removing com

plexional imperfections ,

It is soft and flexible in form , and can be easily
applied , and worn without discomfort or in
convenience .

It is recommended by eminent physicians
and scientists as a substitute for injurious

cosmetics .

COMPLEXION BLEMISHES may be hid
den imperfectly by cosmetics and powders , but can only
be removed permanently by the Toilet Mask . By its use

every kind of spots , impurities , roughness, etc . , vanish

from the skin , leaving it soft , clear, brilliant and beauti

ful. It is harmless, costs little , and saves many dollars
uselessly expended for cosmetics , powdere , lotions, etc .

It prevents and removes wrinkles, and is both a com

plexion preserver and a beautifier .

Illustrated Treatise , with full particulars,

mailed free. Addrees, and kindly mention THE
DELINEATOR ,

They Have a Tone
That' s All Their Own .

This cutillustrates the

mechanism of one of
our Bicycle Bells . Very

simple, perfect , and
> cannot get out of order. Only
oneof 16 different styles. Stan
dard of excellence the world
over. Send postal for bookletto

New Departure Bell Company,
Bristol, Conn . , U . S . A .
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THE TOILET MASK CO .,THE TOILET MASK Co., Sterling Dress StaysTRADE MARK

To be Worn Three Times in the Week . 1160 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.
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ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS,

(Continued ).

" KINDERGARTEN PAPERS " in Book FORM .
1 . No Sewing under the bill. The marked interest and approval slow

2. Takes one third less sewing.
the “ Kindergarten Papers," by Mrs. Sara MilleTime is money to some people.

$ 100 . 3 . Divides strain on cloth . Kirby , just concluded in THE DELINEATOR, an

4 . Gives firmer fastening with the continuous demand for back numbers of th
less sewing.

magazines containing them , have induced us 1
s . Hooks and unhooks easier

(No thread to catch on the eye). reissue them in book form . Most if not all (

6 . Has more reliable hump be the Kindergarten literature hitherto printed ha

for people of cause free from thread under bill.
l'een devoted to single branches of Froebel

7 . Same price as common safety
good laste hooks. Educational System and addressed rather |

experts already well versed in its principle

than to the general public . In these paper

Mrs. Kirby makes a comprehensive and popula

review of the whole Kindergarten system , be

ALL ginning with a brief biography of Friedric

Cyclists
Froebel, stating broadly the great philosophi

truths underlying his work, and then proceedin

do not ride Rambler Bicycles — THEY to a graphic and detailed description of th
cost $ 100 .

gifts, occupations and games and of the wa
Beautiful book of Rambler details free at Rambler agencies

they are used in placing the child in right rela
or by mail. tionswith himself, his fellows and the worl

GORMULLY & JEFFERY MFG . CO. about him . There are chapters on Christma

Chicago. Boston . Washington. New York . work, on the home Kindergarten , on trainin
Brooklyn . Detroit. Coventry, Eng. and training schools, on the preparation (

topics and on the literature and materials used

of Knitted, Tatted, Crochet Many of the songs are given with the accon
ed and Netted Laces from 10c . OUR LIBERAL OFFER : with each first panying music and some four hundred illustre

to $ 1.00 each . Also Doileys, Squares ,etc., or Lace by the card (price ten

Yard, made to order. Materials and implements for cents ) wewill send you a valuable present that every tionsmake plain and practical every detail of th

all kinds of Fancy Work also supplied . Terms, Cash | lady will be pleased to possess, and if you are not con - / work . The book will be published in the Metro

in Advance Address, with Stamp, for information , vinced that the “ Rapid ” is the neatest - the strongest

MISS C . F . MORSE , most reliable — the easiest and very best hook and eye politan Catalogue Series,and will cost Four Shi

653 Lafayette Avenue, " : " Brooklyn , N . Y . ever made, you may return them both to us and we
lings or One Dollar a copy.will send your money buck , and also an extra ten cents It will be hand

to pay you for your trouble. somely printed and bound, and, it is expected
Dealers everywhere can supply the “ Rapid .” Send us

will be ready for distribution about May 131your first empty card and we will send you a valuable

to sell our model hose supporters and other specialties
present by return mail. Orders will be now received and copies will b

Sample 350. Catalogue free . AURORA SUSPENDER 176 Canal Street,

sent as soon as issued .ro . co . 190 YeaBuren Street, CHICAGO , ILLS . Grand Rapids, Mich .

THERAPID

HOOK AND EYES

LADY AGENTS

LADIES' ECLIPSE

Ligni,

Graceful,

Comfortable,

Easy

Running ,

Sensible ,

Strong.

Perfect

Position ,

Adjustment,

Beautiful

Finish ,

o ) Highest

Grade

Possible.

OUR HIGH FRAME We have made the construction of our

LADIES' RATIONAL Ladies'Wheel a special study, and the favor

which hasbeen accorded ourpreviousmodels
IS PERFECTION . I

assures an overwhelming success of our '96

wheel, as it combines all the good points of our previous models, with all the latest
improvements that do improve. Send for our Handsome Illustrated Catalogue - FREE.

ECLIPSE BICYCLE CO., Drawer A , ELMIRA, N . Y .
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Tailor-Made

Suits $ 7.50

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS,

( Continued )

A CONSTANT READER : - You can purchase of

any druggist a preparation of peroxide of hydro

gen for bleaching the hair. The bleach will

render the hair lighter, thus making the gray

hairs less apparent. It will not affect the

health, but if used too often will make the hair

brittle.

VICTOR GIRL: - You can have the super

fluous hair between your eyebrows removed
by electrolysis, which is the only permanent

method .

IDA MAY : - We can not, as explained else

where, give private addresses in this column.

DAISY : - For wear at a June wedding an

organdy made over silk would be suitable. If

you wear a hat, let it be a Leghorn trimmed

with roses.

C. L . S. :- Striped materials retain the popu

larity accorded them in former seasons.

ANXIETY: - Write to The Pratt Institute ,

Brooklyn, N . Y., for a prospectus containing in

formation regarding terms. At this school are
taught various handicrafts which will enable

pupils to gain a livelihood. Read the article on

The Pratt Institute in THE DELINEATOR for

November, 1895 .
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We wish to send - free to

every reader of theDELINEATOR our

new Summer Catalogue of Suits,

Skirts, etc ., and more than FIFTY

SAMPLES of the materials from

which wemake these garments,
to select from . Wemake every

garment especially to order and
guarantee the perfection of fit,

finish and style . Wepay express

charges to any part of theworld .

Our catalogue illustrates :

New designs in Tailor-Made, Blazer and Outing Suits, $ 7 .50 up .

(In Serges, Mixtures, Whipcords, Coverts, Cheviots, etc.)

Mohair and Brilliantine Suits, delightfully coolfor Summerwear $7 .50 up.

Mohair, Cloth and Moreen Skirts, $ 5 up.

Silk , Satin and Crepon Skirts, $ io up. "
_ Jackets, $ 4 up. Capes, $ 3 up.

Duck, Crash, Teviot and Pique Suits, $ 4 up. Bicycle Suits, $ 6 up.

We also make finer garments and send samples of all grades.

Write to -day - you will get catalogue and samples by return mail.

THE NATIONAL CLOAK CO ., 152 and 154 West 23d Street, New York .
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JORIGINAL CARPET HOUSE TO SELL TO CONSUMERS
TOMI U

CARPETSANDRUGS.

AT WHOLESALE PRICES.

THE RUSSELL CARPET CO.

RU38 That Long Waisted Effect
so much desired, is produced by
wearing

WE PAY ALL
FREIGHTCHARGES

JON BILLS OF

ISORole1

254 MARKET ST.,

CHICAGO. IT
III. I . Loomer's !

SEND FOR m
o
r
r
o
w

.

Corsets

K
I

ILLUSTRATED ALBUM SHOWING CARPETS IN ACTUAL COLORS.MAILED FREE.

HAIR ON THE FACE , NECK , ARMS OR ANY PART OF THE PERSON

$ MODENE

Comfortable and durable . At your dealer's, or

& write L . L . LOOMER 'S SONS,

Sole Mfrs. Bridgeport, Conn .and Chicago, I .

OK . . . K Korooroorooro.QUICKLY D !880LVED AND REMOVED WITH THE NEW BOLUTION

AND THE GROWTH FOREVER DESTROYED WITHOUT THE SLIGHTEST

INJURY OR DISCOLORATION OF THE MOST DELICATE SKIN .

Discovered by Accident. - IN COMPOUNDING , an incomplete mixture was accidentally

spillea on the back of the hand, and on washing afterward it was discovered that the hair was

completely removed . We purchased the new discovery and named it MODENE. It is perfectly

pure, free from all injurious substances, and so simple any one can use it. It acts mildly but

Burely , and you will be surprised and delighted with the results. Apply Cor a few minutes and the

hair disappears as if by magic. It has no resemblance whatever to anyotlaer preparation ever used
for a like purpose, and no scientific discovery ever attained such wonderfulresults. IT CAN

NOT FAIL . Ir the growth be light, one application will remove it permanently ; the heavy

growth such as the beard or hair on moles may require two or more applications before all the

roots are destroyed , although all hair will be removed at each application , and without slightest

injury or unpleasant feeling when applied or ever afterward . MODENK SUPERCEDES ELECTROLYSIS .

- Recommended by all who have tested its merits - Used by people ofrefinement. -
Gentlemen who do not appreciate nature's gift of a beard , will and a priceless boon in Modene.

which does away with shaving. It dissolves and destroys the life principle of the hair, thereby
rendering its future growth an utter impossibility , and is guaranteed to be as harmless as water
to the skin , Young persons who find an embarrassing growth ofhair coming, should use Modene
to destroy its growth . Modene sent by mail, in safety mailing cases, postage paid , (necurely
Realed from observation ) on receipt of price , $ 1 .00 per bottle. Send money by letter , with your
full address written plainly . Or Correspondence sacredly private . Postage stamps received the
sameas cash . (ALWAYS NENTION YOUR COUNTY AND THIS PAPER .) Cut this advertisementout.

LOCAL AND MODENE MANUFACTURING CO. . CINCINNATI. OF U . S . A .

GENERAL AGENTS Manufacturers of the Highest Grade Hair Preparations.
WANTED. You can register your letter atany Post-office to insure its safe delivery

Wooker 1 ovo FOR FAILURE OR THE SLIGATENT INJORY. OTEVÉRY BOTTLE GUARANTEER

CREATES

A PERFECT

COMPLEXION

Mrs.Graham 's
Cucumberand Elder Flower

La

It cleanses, whitens and beauti- Cream

fies the skin . It feeds and nour
ishes skin tissues , thus banishingwrinkles ; it

is harmless as dew , and as nourishing to the

skin as dew is to the flower . Price $ 1 ,at drug

gists and agts ,or sent anywhere prepaid . Sam

ple Size Bottic 100. Handsomebook " How to be
Beautiful free . Agents Wanted ! MRS. GER

VAISE GRAHAM , 1424 Michigan Av., OHICAGO .
Eastern Branch : 81 W . 24th St., New York
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ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS,

(Continued ).

M . E . B . You will find information for the

hostess and guests at balls and dancing parties

in " Good Manners," which we publish at 4s. Or
$ 1 .00 .

Miss G . W . There would be no impropriety

in your writing a business letter to a gentle
man whether you are acquainted with him or

not.

A NEW SUBSCRIBER : - - Fowler and Wells

Co., 27 East 21st Street, New York City, are
publishers of phrenological works. " New

Physiognomy or Signs of Character," one of
their books, will meet your requirements . John
Woodbury, 127 West 42nd Street, New York

City , is a dermatologist.

Miss C . S. : - Your sample is one of the mouse

shades and the goods will doubtless prove be

coming to you.
M . B . : - A black novelty moiré or satin skirt

for wear with fancy waists is not too old for a
young lady of twenty . A crépon skirt would

also be stylish .

GO000000000000000000000000
ESTABLISHED 1822.

When your cake is heavy , sog
gy , indigestible , it' s a pretty sure
sign that you didn 't shorten it

with COTTOLENE . When this
great shortening is rightly used ,
the result will surely satisfy the
mostfastidious. Alwaysremember
that the quality ofCOTTOLENE E

makes a little of it go a long way . S
It' s willful waste to use more

than two-thirds as much as you
would of lard or butter. Always

use COTTOLENE this way, and
your cake and pastry will always

be light, wholesome, delicious.
Genuine COTTOLENE is sold everywhere in

Is All

Dough

tro, with trade-marks - " Cottolene" and steer ' s

head in collon -plant wreath - on every tin .

THE N . K . FAIRBANK OOMPANY,
Ohicago, St. Louis, New York , Boston,
Miladelphia, San Franelsoo, Montreal
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For 19 years we have done the largest business in this

country direct with consumers in Tea , Coffee,

Baking Powder, Spices and Extracts. We are
importers of all the goods we handle. Weoffer Premiums

or give liberal discounts, and send the best value of

any house in the United States.

We want YOU to send for our 170-page illustrated
Price and Premium List. It tells the whole story .
Costs you nothing. Will interest and pay you. We have

ENGLISH DECORATED
hundreds of other sets, Plain and Decorated , and a Host

of other Premiums.Evidence is not lacking to prove that Breck ' s Dinner and Tea Set No. 65.
American Grown Sweet Peas are possessed of Premium with a Tea and Coffee
every excellence attainable in this family of fra THE LONDON TEA COMPANY,Order of 18 . 00 .grance and beauty ; Harvard , the fashionable
shade ofcrimson , is grown and recommendedby Packed and Delivered at depot for $ 7 Cash. 189 CONGRESS ST ., BOSTON ,MASS.
thousands, Blushing Bride, the florists pride
and the public ' s favorite , were introduced by us.
Our Boston mixture contains over 60 distinct
named sorts. " Wemail either of these for Bc. pkt.,
10c . oz ., $ 1 . 00 pound. See " Breck ' s New Method

Sweet Pea Culture , " mailed free , also our illus
O trated Indexed Catalogue, (170 pages ) for de- O

scriptions of nearly 80 varieties . It contains
news about novelties and standard varieties of
Flowers, Bulbs, Plants and Vegetables,
approved agriculturaland horticultural imple
ments , culturaldirections, information how to For only 25 cents (silver or stamps) we will send one each of following

O preventand destroy plant pests, particulars of O Everblooming Roses, strong, one year old plants , on their own roots,
our offer to duplicate first prizes offered by all all will bloom freely this summer : - Snowflake, pure white ;Maurice
agricultural and horticultural societies , and Rouvier , pink shaded crimson ; Star of Gold , the queen of yellows;
Free Delivery . WeMail it Free , and with Mad. Sadi Carnot,'bright cherry red, very fragrant; Mile F . Kruger ,
it, to those who mention this paper, either of
the following selections for 15c ., or both for 250.

coppery yellow ;Mad. Schwaller, best pink known.

For 50 cents we will send 13 ROSES Including the above six and seven
( 1 .) 8 Tuberous Begonia Bulbs, distinct colors.

V8Gladoli Bulbs, distinct colors. ( 2 .) 1 pkt. O
more of our selection all extra choice varieties, no two alike.

Breck ' s New Life Pea , 1 pkt. Breck ' s Premier 15 Prize Chrysanthemums 50c | 10 Fragrant Carnation Pinks 50c

Sweet Corn .
12 Geraniums, single & double 50c 12 Bright Colored Coleus 50c

8 Everything for Farm , Garden and Lawn. HALF A MILLION 10 Flowerina Begonias.choice kinds 50c | 25 pkts Choice Flower Seeds 50c

8 JOS. BRECK & SONS , BOSTON ,MASS. O ROSES NOW READY , ANY 3 OF ABOVE SETS FOR $ 1.25 , ANY 5 SETS FOR $ 2 .00 .

100000000000000000000000003 These are samples of our stock and you may besure we will send no inferior plants.

Mention this Magazine when ORDERING . and we will ?
DeWe pay all postage and guarantee the plants safely delivered into your hands, all plainly

and correctly labeled . Ask for Catalogue.
mail you a 25c. package of Wild Garden Seeds, free

THE CEO . H . MELLEN CO .,
INNISFALLEN GREENHOUSES

him ESTABLISHED 1877 . Box D Springfield , Ohio .

® Six Lovely Roses

For 25 Cents .

Send Three 1 c . Stamps
A

Shipped
BABY CARRIAGES. 0. 0 . 0 .

ROSES, SEEDS and BULBSAT
for 3 pkts . of Flower Seeds and lowest- priced
Seed and Plant Catalogue ever issued , and 250.
coupon Free, Bver Bros . , Chambersburg , Pa ,

Anywhere to anyone atWholesale Prices withoutask
ingene cent in advance.Wepay freight.Buy from
factory. Save deal. $ 18 .50 Carringe for $ 9. 25 .

ers'profits. Largeil. $12.00 * $ 5 .95.
lustrated catalogue $ 5 .00 $ 2 .65.
free Address CASH BUYERS' UNION .
164 West Van Buren Street, B

DI PO AT LITTLE

PRICES .
and pkt. beautiful mixed Flower
Seeds, 60 kinds, 10 cts . Gem

Collection Flower Seeds, 1 pkt. each , Asters ,
Balsams, Pansies, Petunias, Pinks, Phlox, Mignon
ette , Morning Glories, Sweet Alyssum , and Sweet
Peas. 10 pkts . only 12 cts . 4 Bulbs Spanish Iris
10 cts, 5 Hybrid Gladiolus, 10 cts, 3 lovely Tuberoses,
10 cts, the 12 for 25c . Catalog. free.
ALFRED F .CONARD, Box5,WestGrove, Pa .

The Capital

Telf-Playing
Music Box. 70 H

The Only Perfectly Seamless Heel
ELASTIC

STOCKINGS
4 Plays anynumber
oftunes. Standard If you are thinking about building a

and popular airs. house, don 't fail to get the new book

PALLISER 'S AMERICAN ARCHI

AMERICAN TECTURE, containing 104 pages, llx14
Inches in size, consisting of large 9 x 12

MANUFACTURE. plate pages giving plans, elevations,
perspective views, descriptions, owners

Interchangeable Cylinders. names, actual cost of construction (NO

Size 4 , 18x12x7 ins . 44 teeth in comb, with 8 tunes, $ 15 .00 GUESS WORK), and Instructions
HOW TO BUILD 70 Cottages, Villas,

Size B, 21x1439 ing. 58 teeth in comb, vith 10 tunes, 28.00 Double Houses , Brick Block Houses,

Size 0 , 26217210 ing. 81 teeth in comb, with 12 tunes, 20 .00 suitable for city surburbs, town and
Style 7, 28x17z12 ing. 162 teeth in comb, with 12 tunes, 75.00 cruntry, houses for the farm and workingmen 's homes for all sections

Extra tunes, 20 cents, 30 cents and 40 cents. of the country, and costing from 300 to $ 6, 500, together with specifi
cations, form of contract, and a large amount of information on the

Sent on receipt of price or C . O . D . by erection of buildings and employment of Architects. Sent in paper

7. G.OTTO & SONS, 44 to 50 Sherman Ave. , Jersey City , N . J. cover by mail, postpaid , on receipt of $ 1.00. Address :
Or can be bought from any Dealer in Musical Merchandise .

Send for Illustrated Price List J. S. OGILVIE , Publisher, 33 Rose Street, New York.
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SIO

For Varicose Veins, Weak Knees
and Ankles, Lame and Swollen Joints.

THEY NEITHER RIP NOR CHAFE .

For daily comfort, wear our

SEAMLESS HEEL .
We can save you
by ordering di

rect from us, and the goods being newly

made (to your measure) ensures long
wear . Send address and wewillmail to you
diagrams for selfmeasuring - also price list.
Abdominal Supporters and Rubber Goods.

Curtis & Spindell Co.27Wyman Blk
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factory prices

Invalid Rolling

and Reclining Chairs

A NEW POLISHER .
ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS,

( Continued ).

Alood àualities are centered in - Witch. CONSTANT READER : — Wewould suggest ad . mean saving all extra profits of jobbers and retailer

the largest factory in the United States gives youkloth ," whose magicalnameis full ofsignificance. vertising for boarders in soule city newspaper of
the benefit of superior work .

Its office is to cleanse polished metal, glass and large circulation among the class of people yol manship at lowest prices. .

other surfaces as lightly and with far inore ease seek to reach .

than the fluids, powders , pomades and various A CONSTANT READER : - You may safely folsafely fol. Baby Larriages de
other preparations,the application of which en - low the treatment for reducing flesh by the
tails more or less inconvenience , to say nothing home hygienic method, prescribed in “ Beauty :

Special
of the unpleasant effects upon the hands. The Its Attainment and Preservation ," which we

Perfect coach , easy running,
Witchkloth " is a simple piece of cloth chemi- publish at 4s. or $ 1 .00. upholstered in plush ,

cally prepared , though entirely without acids, ROSE : — The word " covers ” in connection lace cover and para

which may be made to perform the double ser - with a dinner refers to the number of guests sol, and guaranteed
workmanship , every

vice of cleansing and polishing. The " Kloth " and " courses " to the successive dishes.
shade of color. Our

workrooms are turnis moistened in the former service and used MRS. F . C . R .: - An ivory or cream ground ing out an enormous
dry in the latter ; and in neither instance array. Never mind

Wilton carpet showing an all-over design in your purse, everywill the hands become soiled when using price from the cheap

it. | red, pink and gray-blue will harmonize withThe " Kloth ” never loses its properties est to the highest

grades. Every coacheven though black from use ,and may be used / your red furniture.
guaranteed . Send for

as long as a shred of it remains, washing | BEATRICE : - By exercising the face as di illustrated catalogue.

being wholly unnecessary. The merits of rected in the chapter on relaxing exercises con
" Witchkloth " appeal strongly to all good house - tained in " The Delsarte System of Physical

keepers,who are ever on the alert for new means Culture, " published by us at 48. or $ 1.00, one

by which to simplify their work . No woollen can hardly fail to improve the general appear

cloth could be softer than - Witchkloth ,' and ance, as this method adds expression by giving

for this reason it cannot possibly scratch the flexibility to themuscles and imparting firmness Every conceivable
need supplied , allwood -work of a piano or other furniture, no and clearness to the skin . Any one who tries
covered by our exmatter how high the polish ; and upon such ar- | the process faithfully for a month will discover clusive patents and

ticles its use is strongly recommended. It takes how much can be done for the face by these as we are equipped
with the newest

the place of chamois very successfully, and, exercises. machinery we can

while far less expensive, is more durable than AN ANXIOUS INQUIRER : - Electrolysis is the make to order any

design .
the latter, which when soiled requires washing only permanent means of removing superfluous

and when washed loses much of its softness. hair. The Judic corset, sold by Simpson , Craw . Send for
Illustrated

Like chamois, it may be used to clean windows ford and Simpson , Sixth Avenue and 19th and

and mirrors, to which it gives the shine and 20th Streets, New York City , is said to reduce Catalogue
gloss that bring gladness to the hearts of good the size and lengthen the waist without injur

PHILADELPHIA BABY CARRIAGE FACTORYhousewives. Cut and other kinds of glass for ious lacing. It is obtainable in nine models ,
( Incorporated )

table or other uses, when not properly washed suitable for all figures.
1023 Market Street, PHILADELPHIA , PA .

and dried , wears a dull and cloudy look . Under In writing specify which catalogue desired .

the application of " Witchkloth ” this dulness

givesway to a high lustre,which is an element
of beauty in crystal ware. 00000000000000000000000000€

Silver table and toilet equipments when in
use become tarnished all too soon : the work

of keeping them bright is tedious and, in fact,
laborious. " Witchkloth " will not only remove
the tarnish , if simply rubbed over the surface

but by its use the silver will retain its bright

ness for a greater length of time than when
cleansed by other processes.

Ordinarily, stains are not easily removed

from brass or nickel, and both metals are largely

used in most household metals, in five o' clock The Leading Sofa Bed

tea -kettles, chafing dishes and the like ; these It probably needsrenewing , for it is rough , red ,
on the market for years.
Nothing but the best materials are used , and we guarantee

discolorations, too, disappear under the ap freckled , blotched or pimpled , until it has be
our goods superior to all others for comfort, elegance and dur

come repulsive instead ofattractive, Healthy ability . Can Be Taken All Apart By Anyone. WE PAY
plication of this excellent polishing medium , skin is always beautiful. The sun and wind, THE FREIGHT.

Uniform buttons and brasses may be kept impure soaps and cosmetics injure the skin . SIDNEY SQUIRES & CO . , Manufacturers ,

bright if frequently rubbed with the cloth , and 329 Tremont Street, Boston ,
Write for Catalogue and Prioes .

what treatment could be easier ? Eye-glasses 0000000000000000000000000
and spectacles which become dim from mois .

ture are as readily restored to brightness by the
use of " Witchkloth " as chamois. The chamois

nail-polisher has also a rival in " Witchkloth,"
cleanses, nourishes and restores the skin ,mak

ing it soft, white and beautiful. It is not a cos
which may be used as successfully as the metic - does not cover up, but removes blem

polisher upon the nails as upon the lens of a ishes. It is absolutely harmless and always

reading glass. sure to do just what we claim for it. The only

known preparation that will positively remove
Almost everyone rides a bicycle. When Freckles, Blackheads, Tan , Sunburn and Pim

roads are very wet and muddy or very dry and ples. Hundreds of testimonials from promi.

dusty the wheel becomes thickly coated , and
nentladies ! Price , 50 cents a Jar.

ALL DRUGOISTS RECOMMEND IT !neither dust nor mud are improving to the ap
Write us, enclosing 50 cents, and we will send

pearance of a bicycle. The drudgery of cleaning you a large jar, postpaid . Is a beautifulcomplex .
ion worth 50 cts . Viola Cream cures when others

it wheel has been greatly lessened since the fail. The GEO . C . BITTNER CO ., Toledo,Ohio
advent of " Witchkloth ,” which also economizes
time. Formerly a saturated sponge was used
over every part,which afterward was polished

It is imwith a dry cloth . Those who know no other
Something New and Good for Many possible

process of cleaning the wheel than the Witch е о т е 1 to give a
with fair fuit de

kloth " cannotappreciate the inconvenience and faces are scription
unpleasantness that attended the old way. deficient inanadver

PearlCorset Shieldsmadewith
Naturally many imitations are made of an in beauty , tisement;

Bout steels or bones. Do not enlarge owing to
send 6c. in

article having such exhaustive good points. The : thewaist. They positively prevent stamps,and a
undeveloped

genuine article can always be distinguished by
. Corsets Breaking and willmake descriptive cir.

figures, flat
a Broken Corset as good as new . cular, with testi.

looking for the trade mark - Witchkloth ,
busts, etc., which monials, will be

Sold everywhere. Prepaid on can be remedied by sent you , sealed , by
which appears on each piece ; it may be pur receipt of 25c. and corset size, the use of return mail.

chased at all stores. Send for circulars to IADY AGENTSomake $ 3 to $ 5 a

s day. Send at once for terms.
the Asbury Paine Mfg. Co., Wayne Junction, Eugene Pearl, 23 Union Square, New York . :|
Germantown, Philadelphia , Penn . p rostori. . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . L . E . MARSH & CO ., Madison Sq., Phila., Pa.

Buy a SQUIRES: SOFA BEDS Standard.

Smooth3 2
White

Skin

For Your Face ! |
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THE FAMETorturing Disfiguring

SKIN DISEASES
THENAME CPH
a

m

n

u

7 PRE
SER

VE

HAS BEEN MADE BY

THE
HE RICH PERF

ECTI
ON

OF

Cuticura Soap

CANN
ED

VEGET
ABLES

,

PRES
ERVE

S

MIRC
E
MEAT - KETC

HUP
,

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS,

(Continued).

QUEENIE T.: - At an evening party the
following menu might be served :

Bouillon .

Chicken Salad . Olives .

Ices. Fancy Cakes.

Yo Instantly Relieved It would be in better taste to use the Eng

lish expression than its French equivalent.
by

MRS. K . - Tailor-made suits are greatly

A W ARM BATH with propriety upon almost any occasion.
in vogue this season and they can be worn

with
One of the largest ladies' tailoring estab

lishments in this country is that of The

NationalCloak Co., 152 and 154 West 23rd
Street, New York, whose advertisement

appears in this issue of THE DELINEATOR .

And a Single Application of
If you will write to them , mentioning THE

DELINEATOR, they will send you free a

CUTICUDA copy of their new Summer Catalogue con
taining illustrations of Tailor-made Suits,

Skirts, Capes and Jackets, and they will
The Great Skin Cure also enclose a full line of materials from

Sold throughout the world , and especially by English and which they make the garments for your
American chemists in all the principal cities. British depot:
F . NEWBERY & Sons, 1, King Edward -st., London , POTTEB selection.
DBUG AND C One Anla Prons , Boston , U . S . A .

ROSE THORNE : – One hundred and

SIMMONS VIDT QUID thirty pounds is the average weight for a
> AUTOMATIC ONNl Ourrun ICN woman who measures five feet four inches

in height. See the advertisements for

IT
reducing flesh which appear in THE DE
LINEATOR .

( NO SAFETY PINS ) Sterling Silver, 750. Etrus E . MAY B.:-- Moderate coffee drinking
No handling, Works can Silver , 200. Dead Black , is not detrimental to the complexion.> itself, Fits any belt. ( Nickel or Silver Finish , 15e.
New ,Dainty and Beau- At stores or malled on receipt Side combs and tan- colored shoes are in
tiful Designs. of price. Agents wanted ,

8 . J . & W . 0 . SIMMONS, 187 PearlSt. , Boston , Mass. vogue.

CARR
ED

PEASLAS TOM
ATO

ES

OUR GOODS.

BEEFSTEAK
TOMATO KETCHUPCUTICURA
Made from the whole fruit of this fam

ousbrand oftomato ,thereby imparting

the exceptionally delicious and natural

flavor alone found in this incomparable

Ketchup. A liberal sample sent for five

two-cent stamps. Address Box 8220.

CAMPBELL' S FRENCH PEAS our supervision
from seed imported annually , and packed with
out coloring while young and tender. Flavor

superior to fresh peas,

Order from your grocer.

P
I
W
F
O
F
L
E
T
A
F
T

STOP

CAMDEN , N . J .

w WA

nThe New Manhattan wo rotor by porn, garlign to banhonor John A.Cal

The Double VaWaist Mohair Skirt

Binding
Boys'

Underwaist

TRADE MARK ,

l We refer by permission to his honor, John A . Cald
well, Mayor of Cincinnati.

everywhere to sell
U our Pure Food

Tens, Spices, Extracts and Bak

ing Powder . We are offering Pre
miums, to Agents and Consumers, of

Dinner, Tea , Toilet Sets , Silverware ,
Watches, Clocks, Genuine Diamonds;

elegant Easy and Rocking Chairs and

W numerous other useful articles. Our
special Premium for this month is a Full Spring
Suit for a lady. Liberal cash commissions. Will be
pleased to mail you our Premium and Price List.
Pure Food Tea , Spice & Baking Powder Co .

Dept. F , 222 Main St , Cincinnati, O .
Six -drawer Cabinet Spice Box , six % lbs . assorted

Spices and a full pound of choice Tea for $ 1. 00 .

Yarn Dyed , Seam .
Shrunk and
Fast Color.

P

A

I

D

E
L
I
N
N

Y
A
R
D
S

V
A
R
R
A
N
T
E
Dwith patent Shoulder

Brace, Stocking Sup
porter attachmentand

detachable

Elastic Suspender
Buttons which

allow

a boy to move natur
ally without tearing
off buttons or pants

band. A PERFECT

BOYS ' GARMENT.

Materials, workmanship

and fit perfect

Send for illustrated
price list .

Sold by Leading Dealers.

The C . N . CHADWICK CO .. Brooklyn , N . Y .

take the
Guaranteed

for Quality

and Durability

If you cannot obtain this
Braid from your dealer,

send us 20 cents for a 5 - yard

piece of any color.

Manufactured by

law in your own hands, ladies,

when you ask for

( THE CASTLE BRAID CO.
MARK-MARK

SRC

& M
H

TRADE -S

Combination Suit 30minutes con

for boys from 5 to 15

years. A coat, two pair

pants, a cap to match , a

pair of satin calf shoes,

a pair of fastblack stock .
ings and a silk windsor

or bow tie.

This

Entire

Outfit For

A
S
K

F
O
R

15 & 17 MERCER ST.

NEW YORK CITY.
if you use Tonk 's
French Dyes. No

other dyes like them .

Dye cotton as per
manently as wool.

Our turkey red for
Bias Velveteen Skirt Binding.cotton won ' t wash , boil or freeze out - all others will.

Carpets,dresses, capes and clothing ofallkinds
made to look like new . No failures with Tonk ' s dyes ;

any one can use them . Send 40e, for 6 pkgs. or 10c. for one - any

color. Big pay to agents . Apply now and mention this paper. and don't get it. Sentence such a
FRENCH DYE CO ., Vassar, Mich .

store to the loss of your trade and
Dewey 's Improved Acme , .
Dress and Corset Protector / give it to merchants who are will

When you want Perfect Protection from

Perspiration, Better and Cheaper than
Dress Shields. A Complete Garment, 's always

ready to wear with any Dress or Shirt

Waist without sewing in .

No. 1, Bustmeasures 28 to 33, 6 .65

No. 2 , " 34 to 39 . 80
40 to 45, 1 .00 and take no other.

2 1 46 to 49, 1 .25

ACMEA
bine If your dealer will not supply you we

will .

Look for “ S . H . & M .,” on the Label,

Send forour catalogue ofMen 's and Boy's clothing.

WOOLF'S CLOTHING CO ., CHICAGO.

Corner Halsted and Madison Sts .
Agentswanted . Catalogue free. Send money by P . O . order. Send for samples, showing labels and materials,

IM . DEWEY, M 'f'r, A 1397 W . Monroe Street, Chicago, 18 . to the S . H . & M . Co., P . O . Box 699, New York City

10
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· The Patterns on this and the succeeding
two pages represent some . .

STYLISH GARMENTS

FOR BOYS ' WEAR .

Among them you may find just wbat you want.
The Patterns can be had in all Sizes from Our.

selves or any of our Agents. In ordering, please

specify the Numbers, Sizes and Ages desired .

THEBUTTERICK PUBLISHING CO . (Limited),

171 to 175 Regent Street, London, W . ; or

7 to 17 West 13th Street, New York .

Reards
ley's

Shredded

Codfish

BEARDSL
EY'S

SHREDDED

CODFISH

YOUR BREAKFAST
FOR 10 CENTS IN TEN MINUTES

8250 82508195 8195
Little Boys' Suit

(Copyright) : 7 sizes.

Ages, 2 to 8 years.
Any size, 18 . or 25 cents.

A Superior Picked -up" Codfish .

All chefs and housewives pronounce it perfect, and many manufacturers " try " to

imitate it. All good grocers sell only the genuine article — " Beardsley's."

J. W . BEARDSLEY'S SONS 169 West St., New York City.
Little Boys' Suit :

6 sizes .

Ages, 2 to 7 years.
Any size , 18 . or 25 cents.

2

1945 1945

8008 8008 7944 7944
7946

Little Boys' Middy Suit , 1946
with Blouse Vest (Which • 7815 7815may be Madewith a Box . Boys' Middy Suit, Consist. Boys' Reefer Suit, 1202 7702
Plait at the Center of the Boys'Midshipman Suit,Con - Boys ' Navy Suit, Consisting ing of a Jacket having Shawl having Short Trousers
Frontor Gathered at the sisting of a Jacket, Vest and of a Jacket, a Middy Vest and Collar, a Vest and Full without a Fly : Boys'Middy Suit,having
Neck and Waist) and Knee Full- Length Trousers with a Full-Length Trousers ( To be Length Trousers ( To be Made 9 sizes. Long Trousers without a
Trousers without a Fly : 9 Fly : 9 sizee . Ages, 4 to Made with a Broad Fall) : 8 sizes . with a Broad Fall) : 8 sizes . Ages , 2 to 10 years. Fly (Copyr't :: 8 sizes .

sizes. Ages, 2 to 10 years. 12 years. Any size, Ages, 3 to 10 years . Ages , 3 to 10 years . Any size, Ages, 3 to 10 years .

Any size, 1s. or 25 cents. 18. 3d. or 30 cents. Any size, 18 . or 25 cents . Any size , 18. or 25 cents . 18. or 25 cents . Any size, 1s , or 25 cents .

H
i
n
d
i

8072 8072
8128 8128 7883 7883 17575 7575

73227322 7884 7884
Little Boys ' Sailor Suit ,

having Knee Trousers Little Boys ' Suit , Consisting of Little Boys ' Midshipman Little Boys ' Midly Suit, hav . Little Boys' Suit , hay . Little Boys ' Sailor Suit ,

without a Fly : 7 sizes. Cutaway Jacket, Middy Vest, and Suit, with Short Trousers ing Short Trousers without a ing Short Trousers with Short Trousers Closed

Ages, 2 to 8 years . Knee Trousers witbout a Fly : Closed with a Fly : 8 sizes . Fly (Copyright) : 6 sizes. without a Fly : 6 sizes , with a Fiy : 8 sizes.

i sizes . Ages , 3 to 9 years . Ages , 3 to 10 years . Ages, 3 to 8 years. Ages , 2 to 7 years. Any Ages , 3 to 10 years.

18. or 25 cents . Any size, ls, or 25 cents . Any size, ls , or 25 cents . Any size, 1s . or 25 cents . size, 18 . or 25 cents . Any size , 18 . or 25 cents .

Agesany sizera .

W.B.Corsets 90 V2Y404

W .B .Corsets
HRT

6712

17943 7943 6712 6712 17583 7583

7814Little Boys' Blouse Suit, Little Boyg' Tuxedo Suit, hay- Little Boys' Suit, with 014 781401
with Removable Shielding Short Trousers without Blouse having Sectional Little Boys' Suit , with Vest
Front having Short Trous- a Fly (Copyright) : Ripple Collar and Short Buitoned in at the Should .

ers without a Fly : 6 sizes . Trousers without a Flyers and Under the Arms,

7 sizes. Ages, 2 to 7 years. (Copyr't ) : 6sizes . Ages, having Short Trouserswith

Ages, 2 to 8 years. Any size , 2 to 7 years. Any size, out a fly : 7 sizee. Ages , 2 to

Any size, ls , or 25 cents . 10d , or 20 cents . 1s. or 25 cents . 8 yrs . Any size , 18. or 25 cts .

Fit well.
Look well.
Wear well.
Made with 4 , 5 and 6 hook
clasps - short, medium ,
long, and extra long
waists. 81.00 to $ 5 .00 per
pair, at all retailers. If
your dealer does notkeep

them , write to W . B . ,
G2 Walker St., New York .

FREE SE
Send stamp for
set of W . B .

Sachets, assorted odors.
Dainty, lasting perfume.
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8251 251

17957 1757

82498249

Livtle Boys ' Costume:
6 sizes. Ages, 2 to
7 years. Any size ,

Little Boys ' Costume:

18. or 25 cents.

6 sizes. Ages, 2 to
7 years. Aly size ,

1a. or 25 cents .
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7759
7268 7268

6569 6569
6360

6360
Boys' Sailor Blouse, with
Removable Sbield ( To be

1 Made With or Without
a Supporting Under

Waist) : 10 sizes .
Ages , 1 to 16 years .

Any size, 10d , or 20 cents .

Boys' Blouse -Waist,

with Yoke Back
(Copyright) :

10 sizes.

Ages, 3 to 12 years.
Any size,

10d . or 20 cents.

Little Boys' Blouse ( To be
Made with Either & Sectional

or Circular Ripple
Collar) (Copyrigti) : 7 sizes .

Ages, 2 to 8 years.
Any size,

10d , or 20 cents .

Boys' Blouse:
12 sizes.

Ages,
5 to 16 years .
Any size ,

7d . or 15 cents .
1

IM
IN

7581
This

7758
7758

Boys ' Shirt-Waist
(Copyright) : 10

sizes . Ages, 3 to 12
years . Any size ,

10d , or 20 cents.

7450 7450

Boys' Shirt-Waist
(Copyright) : 10 sizes .
Ages, 3 to 12 yea : 8 .

Any size,
10d . or 20 cents .

mm
7581

Boys ' Shirt-Waist, with Tie
(That may be Omitted )

and Sailor Collar : 10 sizes.
Ages, 3 to 12 years .

Any size, 10d . or 20 cents,

4458 4458

Boys' Shirt -Waist
(Copyright): 10 sizes .
Ages , 3 to 12 years.

Any size,
100 . or 20 cents ,

W ITH 6570
6570

7058

The " Kayser " Gloves
The kind that don't wear through
at the finger ends. The

“ KAYSER PATENT
FINGER-TIPPED ” SILK GLOVES

have a guarantee ticket in each
pair which is good for a new pair
Free iſ the " tips" wear out before

the gloves.
The genuine have the word “ Kayser "

8182 8192
Brys' Shirt-Waist:

10 sizes.
Ages,

3 to 12 years .
Any size,

10d . or 20 cents.

Boys' Shirt-Waist,
with Standing and Turn .
Down Collars : 10 sizes .
Ages , 3 to 12 years.

Any size,
10d , or 20 cents .

Boys' Five -Button
Vest, with

ShawlCollar : 13 sizes .
Ages, 4 to 16 years.

Any size,
6d. or 10 cents.

Boys' Double-Breasted
Vest, with Notched

Collar (Copyright) : 12
sizes. Ages, 5 to 16
years. Any size,
5d . or 10 cente .

stamped in the hem . Retail at 500., 75C . and
$ 1 .00 . If your dealer hasn ' t them write to

JULIUS KAYSER & CO ., NEW YORK .

7057
7705

77057266 7266

Boys' Sailor
Vest

(Copyright) ;
10 sizes.

Ages, 3 to 12 years.
Any size,

5d. or 10 cents.

Boys' Five - Button
Vest, without

a Collar :
13 sizes . Agcs ,

4 to 16 years.
Ady size,

5d . or 10 cents .

7320
Boys' Double
Breasted Vest,

with Shawl Collar:
12 sizes.

Ages, 5 to 16 years.
Any size ,

5d . or 10 cents .

Boys'
Middy Vest:

9 sizes.
Ages ,

2 to 10 years.

Any size,
5d. or 10 cents.

7059
Boys' Fip -Button

Veet , with
Notched Collar:

13 sizes.
Ages , 4 to 16 years .

Any size,

5d . or 10 cents.

Little Boys' Kilt (To be Made
with a Broad Box -Plait in

Front and Kit-Plaits at the

Sides and Back or with
Kilt- Plaits All Round) :

6 sizes .

Ages, 2 to 7 years.
Any size, 5d . or 10 cents

7201

7201

8178 8178
Boys ' Close- Fitting
Knee Trousers, with

a Fly : 10 sizes .
Ages, 7 to 16 years,

Any size ,
7d , or 15 cents .

2780 2780
2780 6445 6445 41974197

3783 3783100 Boys' Short Trousers, Little Boys'Knicker - Little Boys' Close
Boys' Knee Troug. without a Fly bocker Trousers, Fitting Knee Trous
ers, with a Fly : ( Terminating Above withont a Fly ers , without a Fly :

12 sizes. the Knee) : 7 sizes, (Copyr't) : 7 sizes, 9 sizes . Ages,
Ages , 5 to 16 years. Ages, 4 to 10 years. Ages, 2 to 8 years . 2 to 10 years.

Any size , Any size, Any size , Any size,

7d . or 15 cents . 7d , or 15 cents . 7d . or 15 cents . 7d . or 15 cents .

Boys' Broad .
fall Sailor

Trousers : 14
sizes. Ages, 3
to 16 years .
Any size ,
10d , or 20
cents.

8187

Child 's Circular Skirt
(Copyright) :

6 sizes.
Ages, 2 to 7 years .

Any size , 7d . or 15 cènts .3786

LABLACHE FACE POWDER
Queen of Toilet Powders.

THE

2691 2691
4395 4395 3163 3163 Ww

ww
w

Boys' Under Trousers,
without a Fly

(To be Worn With

or Without Kilte ) : 6
sizes. Ages , 2 to 7
years. Any size,
bd . or 10 cents .

Boys' Trousers, with
a Fly (Extending

Below the Knee) :

12 sizes.
Ages , 5 to 16 years .

Any size,
7d. or 15 cents.

Boys' Knee Trousers,
without a Fly :

8 sizes .

Ages, 3 to 10 years.
Any size ,

7d . or 15 cents .

7582 7582

Boys' Sailor
Trousers , without a Fly :

8 sizes . Ages, 3 to 10
years. Any size ,
7d . or 15 cents .

Boys' Sailor
Trousers ,

with Fly
Front:
12 sizes .

Ages , 4 to

15 years .
Any size ,
10d . or 20
cents .

Boys' Fug
Length
Trousers :
12 sizes .

Ages , 5 to
16 years.
Any size,
nd , or 15

cents.

The Porest d
most Perfect Face
Powder that science
and skill can pro

duco. It is Invisi
ble. It makes the

Skin Soft and Beau
tiful, Removes all

Gloss, Sunburn, Tan, Freckles, Blotohes, eto.
50 CENTS .

or all Druggists , or by Mail.
BEN . LEVY & CO ., French Perfumers,

34 West Street, Boston .

Boys' Short
Trousers,

with a Fly
(Terminating

Just Below
the knee) :

12 sizes .
Ages, 5 to 16

years .
Any size ,

7d . or 15 cents .

A
l
l

17453 7453

7451 745 ) 2281 2281
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1810 7310
8247 SE Bath Mat

Little Boys' Blouse Costume,
with Round Ripple Collar

(Copyright) : 8 sizer .
Ages, 2 to 7 years .

Any size, 18. or 25 cents.

6780 6780
Little Boys ' Costune

(Copyright): 6 sizes.
Ages, 2 to 7 years.

Any size,
10d . or 20 cents .L
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Bath Mat of Turkish Terry — similar to a
heavy Turkish Towel, and protects the bather
from the damp floor - it is our latest German

importation — a novelty that is useful and
ornamental — size, 31 x 42 — weight, 22 oz.

$ 1.00.6921 6921

Little Boys' Costume
(Copyright): 6 sizes.
Ages, 2 to 7 years .

Any size, 10d . or 20 cents .

17817 77817

Little Boys' Middy Costume:
6 sizes .

Ages, 2 to 7 years.
Any size, 18. or 25 cente , Large bleached Turkish Towel — size, i

22 x 49 — price, including postage, 17c.

Little Boys' Dress, with Box-Plaited
Skirt and Sailor Collar : 6 sizes .

Ages , 2 to 7 years.

Any size, 10d . or 20 cts . Jordan , Marsh & Co.

Boston, Mass .
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5252 8252
Little Boys' Dress, Box -Plaited

at the Front and Back :
5 sizes. Ages , 1 to 5 years .

Any size, iod . or 20 cents.

7577 7577

Little Boys ' Dress
(Copyright): 5 sizes .
Ages, 1 to 5 years.

Any size , 10d . or 20 cents .

6867
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Vino-Kolafra 8253 8253

Little Boys' Dress (Copyright):
4 sizes. Ages, 2 to 5 years.
Any size, 100 , or 20 cents .

HELPED WIN

THE YALE -CAMBRIDGE GAMES.
Also the games of the New York -London Athletic Clubs, and many other Athletic
Contests during the past season . It is used in another form , as a marching ration
by the French and German armies. Vino -Kolafra is used by Physicians,

Trained Nurses, Invalids and brainworkers on account of its

MARVELOUS SUSTAINING POWER,

Little Boys' Sack
Apron : 6 sizes .

Ages , 1 to 6 years .

Any size,
10d . or 20 cents.

016 7576

be

I
N
O

K
O
L
A
Y Little Boys' Apron :

6 sizes .

Ages, 1 to 6 years.
Any size,

10d , or 20 cents .

6001 6001
Little Boys' Apron

(Copyright) : 6 sizee ,
Ages, 1 to 6 years.

Any size, 10d, or 20 cents .
8135 8135

FOR INVALIDS

THE GREATEST OF TONICS.
7200 7200 744974499

190

6868 6868
Little Boys' Blouse
(Copyright) : 7 sizes.
Ages, 2 to 8 years.

Any size, 7d . or 15 cts .

Boys' Sailor Blouse
Waist: 10 sizes .

Ages, 3 to 12 years .

Any size , 10d . or 20 cts .

Boys' Sailor Blouse :
10 sizes.

Ages , 3 to 12 years .

Any size , 10d . or 20 cts.

The tonic and strengthening properties of Vino-Kolafra render

it a veritable elixir of life to invalids and convalescents from

severe ailments , Being a regulator of the heart and nerves , it

is particularly beneficial to those suffering from affections of the heart or

from derangement of the nervous system .

STIMULATES WITHOUT REACTION .
Vino-Kolafra is the only stimulant ever successfully employed in athletic

contests, because the only one known to science that is not followed by unpleasant
reaction or after effects .

WHAT IT IS .
Vino - Kolafra is a non -intoxicating stimulant and tonic , prepared from the

African Sterculia mt, which has been used by African races for many years as a

means of relieving depression and bodily fatigue, and which is now attracting the
attention of fcientists in all parts of the world .

It is sold by Druggists generally . For literature regarding it, address

UNP
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7578 7578E697469774

Little Boys ' Blouse

(Copyright) : 7 sizes .

Ages, 2 to 8 years.
Any size, 10d . or 20 cts .

JOHNSON & JOHNSON , 94 William St.,NEW YORK .

3781 3781

Little Boys' Blouse ,
with Removable Jacket

(Copyright) : 6 sizes.
Ages , 2 to 7 years .

Any size . 10d . or 20 cts

Little Boys' Blouse
(Copyright) : 7 sizes .
Ages , 2 to 8 years.

Any size, 7d . or 15 cts .
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A CRY FOR HELP

ahol

soat hun

nie mouwd Result of a Prompt Reply

Two Open Letters that Should Prompt Thousands of American

Women to Go and Do Likewise

EDG

LITTLE Falls, Minn. , May 11 , 1894.

" I am suffering, and need your

aid. I have terrible pains in both

sides, extending down to the front

of my limbs and lower part of my

back , attended by backache and

pains in the back of the neck and

ears . The doctors have given me

opiates to quiet the pain. I have a

very high fever nearly all the time.

I am nervous and cannot stand.

My doctor says I must keep in bed.

Now I place myself under your care .

I am only twenty-one years old

and too young to suffer so much ."

MRS. CHARLES PARKER.

9
5
3
3

Mas.Charles

The above letter from Mrs. Parker was

received by Mrs. Pinkham at Lynn, Mass.,

May 15, and received a prompt reply . The

following letter reached Mrs. Pinkham five

months later. Note the result :

LITTLE Falls, Minn ., Sept. 21 .

" I deem it my duty to announce

the fact to my fellow sufferers of all

female complaints that Lydia E.

Pinkham's treatment and Vege.

table Compound have entirely cured

me of all the pains and suffering I

was enduring when I wrote her last

May. I followed her advice to the letter, and the result is simply wonderful. May Heaven bless

her and the good work she is doing for our sex ! If you are sick or in trouble write to Mrs.

Pinkham . Her advice invariably brings relief. Your letter will be received , read and answered

by one of our own sex.” MRS. CHARLES PARKER.

Druggists say there is a tremendous demand for Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound ;

and it is doing lots of good , that is the blessed thing about it.

ThreeBooks Worth Getting— " Guide to Health . ” “ Woman's Beauty, Peril, Duty, " " Woman's Triumph. ” — These are FREE

Lydia E. Pinkham Medicine Co., Lynn, Mass.

SANAAAAAAAAAAAA nanamaman
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King Louis Suit, $ 19.95.

Michaus

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS,

(Continued).

Made To Order and Lined Throughout with Silk . FANITA : — Glycerine does not agree with all
skins, and if you have eczema, we would advise

This magnificent costume made of new stylish fabrics and silkcs and silk ; you to consult a physician before using it in
lined throughout,made to order from measure and fit guaranteed conjunction with bay rum . Tell your escort

for $ 19.95 — Express charges paid by us. frankly that the flowers he selected did not
OUR NEW SPRING CATALOGUE, from which this accord with the artificialonesused to trim your

costume is selected, SENT FREE on request ; it contains illus- dress. Washing the hair frequently willkeep
trations (some beautifully colored),with full descriptions of the it light and prevent it from becoming oily ; after
latest and most desirable styles in washing, dry and perfume it ready for the brush ,
JACKETS , . . from $ 4 .00 up SUITS , . . . . from $ 7 .00 up as follows: Wipe the hair well with a towel,
SKIRTS , . . . « 3 .00 up CAPES , . . . " 3 .00 up then recline upon a lounge, permitting the hair
SILK WAISTS , « 5 .75 up SHIRT-WAISTS. “ .75 up to hang over the end ; place a pan containing

On receipt of Four Cents in Stamps wewillmail our New Catalogue (the two or three bits of ignited charcoal under it ,

finest ever issued ), together with a measurement diagram (which ensures a and sprinkle a little powdered benzoin upon the

perfect fit ),tape measure and a large assortment of latest fabrics, including lighted fuel. The thick smokewhich will arise
cheviots, worsteds, Clay diagonals, broadcloths, serges, checks, plaids, I will be strongly impregnated with benzoic acid

mohairs, Siciliennes, silks and linens. Any garment illustrated can be

made from any material desired . combined with carbonic acid gas and will rapid
Our prices for garments made strictly to order is considerably I ly absorb the remaining moisture in the hair.

lower than is usually charged for ready -made goods, with the ad - Your friend might impersonate a daughter of

ditional satisfaction that every garment is guaranteed to fit perfectly . the regiment, Charlotte Corday or a Tyrolese

WE PAY ALL EXPRESS CHARGES. peasant
SILKS, DRESS GOODS, Still YOUNG : You can wear Havane, helio

CLOTHS, LINENS, etc., | trope, Quaker-gray and réséda. Turquoise will

prove more becoming to you than a peacock
Sold by the Yard shade. It is customary to wear a corset three sizes

Made To Order, $ 19. 95 .
at Wholesale Prices. smaller than the number of inches in the natur

Unlined , $ 9 . 50 . 58 W . 23d St., New York .
al waist measure (taken over the clothing). Any

Handsome * *
Embossed Golds c . up . Good Gilt 5c . druggist will supply you with corrosive sublim
and up . 8 yard white backs, 3 cents .

ate if you tell him what you wish to use it for,
Describe roomsyou wish to paper and r
colors desired and we will send post | L . A . : - Inquiries intended for the correspon
paid 100 samples of choice styles dence column should be addressed to Thewith our booklet " Pointson Papering,"

At Lowest Prices
Butterick Publishing Company (Limited), 7 to

We want one energetic person in each town, 17 West 13th Street, New York City.
who can furnish good references, to solicit orders
from our large sample bookson commission .

Full agents' outfit, $ 1 .00 .
United States Wall Paper Co. , Dept. A , 430 Race Street, Cincinnati, o .

Vaporesolenes
Cures While You Sleep

New and beautiful, for every
kind of embroidery , conventional, floral, Grecian and motto designs for tidles, doilles, Whooping Coughsplashers, tray cloths, etc. Choice apbabet for ornamental marking, and full instruc
tlong for stamping without trouble. Everything new and desirable ; over $ 2 in value in Croup , Asthma, Catarrh

as sold separately at stores, and all sent FREE to every one who sends 10c. for trial subscription to our new 61. col.

Illustrated magazine, from now until January , 1897, containing stories and brightest household departments, Prevents the spread of contagious disEnclose 20. stamp for postage, etc., 12c. In all. Address, POPULAR MONTHLY, 55 Federal St. , BOSTON, MASS.
eases by acting as a powerful disinfectant,
harmless to the youngest child . Sold by

druggists . Valuable booklet free.

Vapo-Cresolene Co.,69 Wall St., N . Y .
Q0825

THE QUEEN OF FASHION JOURNALS.
Much Enlarged and Improved . NOW READY - THE APRIL

THE MAY NUMBER NOW READY.
The New Album of Brilliant Colored Fashion Plates , made in Paris,

is superb . This exquisite Album , together with the enlarged Gigantic
Supplement, gives the Budget of Spring and Early Summer Fashions
of Unequalled excellence and variety. No lady wishing to see the very Containing Four New and Complete Stories , and
latest Correct Paris Fashions should fail to secure the May part of the beginning of a New Serial Story ,
The Young Ladies' Journal.

A New Serial Story of great interest begins in this issue. There are “ A BITTER PENITENCE, ”
also short stories ; articles on Fashion and Fancy Work, the Home and together with much entertaining miscellany of practi
Cookery, Poetry , Music , etc ., etc ., all in a beautiful white cover, printed cal value in the household . The whole forming one of
in colors. the MOST ATTRACTIVE family magazines ever

Price 30 Cents ; Yearly, $ 4 .00, including the Extra Christmas published , at the low price of
Number of all Newsdealers and 15 Cents monthly ; $ 1 .75 a year.
The International News Company, 83 and 85 Duane Street ( of Broadway ) , New York . For sale by all Book and Newsdealers, and by

SUBSCRIPTIONS RECEIVED FOR ANY PERIODICAL, FOREIGN OR DOMESTIC . THE INTERNATIONAL NEWS COMPANY,
|83 and 85 Duane St. (one door East of Broadway), New York .

W all
Pape

with our
bookGENTS WARSon in each orders

AMPING OUTFIT, 105 PATTERNS

THE YOUNG LADIES JOURNAL,

FAMILY HERALD !

Mme

PIANOS ! ORGANS! FREE !
MCCABE’S CORSETS
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TEST TRIAL FOR 30 DAYS IN YOUR OWNHOME, NO MONEY REQUIRED

PIANOS-ORGANS FROM $ 25 .00 UP
Including a Com . . CASH or EASY PAYMENTS.

plete Musical Outfit .

NEW SOUVENIR CATALOGUE
A work of art Wlustrated in 10 colors .Worth itsWeight
in Gold , We pay charges on it and send it FREE , all you

($ 16000UP have to do is to ask for it to -day please. Remember
this is the old established house of CORNISH & CO ., the
only firm in the world selling exclusively from Factory
to Family direct. A single instrument at wholesale price.
We save you from 825 .00 to $ 250.00. Write at once to

Mention Paper CORNISH & CO ., Estab. 30 years, Washington, N , J.

Ladies, If you would have the most
perfect Corset made, try this style .
Endorsed by thousands now wear

ing them . SIDE UNBREAKABLE .

Handsomely illustrated catalogue

of Corsets and Health Waists, with
prices, free St.Louis CorsetCo.Mfrs,
by mail .

Department G , 19th and Morgan Sts .,
ST. LOUIS,MO.

1911 Lady Agents Wanted .

ORG
ANS

FROM

$ K004

RHEUMATISME

DANTE RUBENS ANGELO RAPHAEL MURILLO TASSO

The " LINENE ” are the Best and Most Economical
Collars and Cuffs worn ; they are made of fine cloth ,
both sides finished alike, and, being reversible , one
collar is equal to two of any other kind .

They fit well, look well and wear well. A Box of Ten
Collars or Five Pairs of Cuffs for Twenty-Five cents.

A Sample Collar and Pair of Cuffs by mail for Six
Cents. Name style and size , Address ,

REVERSIBLE COLLAR COMPANY,
77 Franklin St.. New York , 24 Exchange Pl., Boston .

enred by using DR . WHITEHALL' S RHEUMATIC CURE. The latest, surest and best. Sample sent tree

on mention ofthis Magazine. The Whitehall Megrimine Go ., South Bend , Ind ,
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Washing

windows

LE BOUTILLIER BROTHERS,

14th STREET, NEW YORK.

690.

79c.

79c.23 " Satin

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS,

( Continued ).

VIOLET : - Sulphur, it is asserted, will some
what strengthen the coloring matter of the hair..

A wash composed of four ounces of bay rum

and one ounce of sulphur (small lumps) is said

to be a valuable lotion for retarding the coming is another one of the things that
of gray hair. Pearline ( unewith ) does best.AN ADMIRER : - To clean your white goat
rug, make a very strong lather by boiling With that, the glass is never
soap in a little water ; mix this with enough cloudy - is always clear andwater rather more than lukewarm to wash the

rug, and rub boiled soap on those portions that bright. Washing it is less
require particularly thorough cleansing. After trouble, of course — but that isthe rug has been well washed in this water,
wash it in a second water prepared in the same the case with everything that is
way , and then in a third, which should be

washed with Pearline.sufficient to cleanse it properly . Rinse in cold

water until all the soap has been removed, and And about the sashes and the
then place the rug in water to which enough
blue has been added to keep the wool a good frames ; remember that Pearline,
tone of white. Then wring it thoroughly , shake - when it takes the dirt off, leaves
vigorously , and hang in the open air, with the
skin side toward the sun. The heat should not the paint on. Haven ' t you noticed that certain imitations are
be too great or the skin will become hard ; the not so particular about this ?rug must be frequently shaken and turned end
for end while drying. F . E . Grant, 23 West
42nd Street, New York City, can supply any
book in print.

M . S . Q . : - Hair- cloth for stiffening the bot

tom of dress skirts is put in to the depth of

about ten inches all round.

E . M . C .: - We cannot undertake to deter

mine character in handwriting. Young girls

who are well brought up are not permitted to

receive attentions from men before they are BLACK SILKS. NEW WASH FABRIOS.

eighteen years old . 23 - inch Brocade Taffeta ,- - - - - - . . . . 65c.
19 " Brocade Grosgrain , - - - - - - - - - Silk -Stripe Challies, exclusive designs, .. . . . . . . 796,

PORTIA : — Madame Ruppert 's Face Bleach 20 " Brocade Satin ,
Merveille Silk Challies, new this season , - - - - - - 69c.

has been highly recommended for the treat Satin Duchesse , special,
Fancy Silk -Striped Linops, - - - - 45c.

ment of blackheads, pimples, etc. Peau de Soie , reversible , .. 89c. Linon Striped ,very handsome, . . . . . . .30c, and 350,

27 " Satin Duchesse, special, 98c.
Batiste Brilliant, choice designs, . . . 35c.

French Organdies, best quality, - - - - 350.
EVENING SILKS. American Zephyr Ginghams, - - - - - - 10c, and 12% 0 .

22-inch China Silks, all shades - - - - 29c.
Printed Dimities, selecied designs - - - -- - - - -

19 " Brocades, self colors, 39c.
12yc. , 15c. to 25c.

27 Habutai Silks, 60 shades - - - 49c. Duchess Jaconets, sheer and fine - -- - - - - - - - - - - 124c.

Brocade Taffetas, 59c. Extra wide Printed Batiste , fine,--
Brocade Satin Duchesse, 69c. Best quality Sbirting Percales, light and dark, 124c.

24 " White Faille Française, - - - - - - 79c.
New Outing Cloths. - - - -

New Linen Dress Goods, plain and fancy
OOLORED SILKS, weaves , - - - - . . . . 25c, and 350.

Lapet Lace Lawns, the New Fabric, - - - - - - - -- 20c.
18 -inch Swiss Taffeta Checks, - -- 49c. New Printed Ducks, .. 124c.19 " Taffeta in figures and stripes, -- 59c.

(Post Dotted Swisses, figured , 150.18 " Dresden Taffeta , - - - - - - . . . 69c. Chameleon Moire, the fabric just like Silk , . . .
paid .) 1916 Brocade Satin Duchesse , - -

Gingham Dress styles, plaids and stripes ,Printed Warp Taffeta , - - - 89c.
20

special, - --
" SpecialPersian Taffetas, - - - - - - - - - -

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
98e.

Best Pencu paleens, . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -Best French Sateens,

DRESS GOODS. In ordering samples , please state style desired .

40-inch Spring Novelties, Mobair, suk and
Wool, . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 49c . HOSIERY.

46-inch French Cashmeres, Spring shades, -- - - 59c.
46 -inch Surah Serges , latest tints, - - - 39c. Ladies' fine Cotton Hose, Solid Black or Boot
42-inch Silk and Worsted Cheviots, . - - . 750. Patterns, - - - - - - 19c.

(Postpaid .) (Postpaid .) 48 - inch Silk and Worsted Novelties, - - - - 98c . Ladies ' extra quality in all the latest designs

40 -inch Silk and Wool Lansdowne, . . 98c. of Boot Patternsand Solid Black , ribbed
Sailor Suit of Wash Sailor Suit Double-Breasted 52-inch Scotch Tweeds, Checks and Mixtures, 69c. or plain , . . . . 25c.
Good Navy Blue of Good Fast Suit of Good 64-inch Bouclé Novelties . - - - - - - - - - $ 1 . 25 to 82.95 Ladies Lisle Thread or Cotton Hose, double
Cheviot, extra Color Galatea Navy Blue Chev 50 - inch French Broadcloths, for tailor suits

Boles and heels , reduced from 50c, and 750. 35c.
pants , cap, cord Cloths,very neat iot, extra pants Children ' s Cotton Hose, special value, . . . . . . .
and whistle , 3 to

15c.and capes, unsurpassed by any $ 2.25 onstripes, cordand and cap, 4 to 14

12 years. whistle , 3 – 8 yrs . years . the market, per yard , -
45 - inch Silk -and -Wool Plaids, ial value, c .

Every garment thoroughly well made. 50-inch English and Scotch Tweeds for Capes
and Jackets - - - -

l'romptly shipped by mail or express (all
-- - - - - -- -- - - - -98c, to $ 1 .69

52- inch Silk -and -Wool Cheviots , with fancy

charges prepaid by us) on receipt of price . colored yarn for tailor-madedresses, -850. , 98c. of light-brown shade ofMoney back if you are not pleased . 45 -incb Black Storm Serge, - - - - 49c.
46 -inch Black French Jacquards, . COVERT CLOTH .Write for samples of the cloth or send or - 40-inch Black English Mohair Fancies, 59c.

der and remittance direct to the makers.
FIGURED MOHAIR Reefer style , Full Sleeves ;

should bring $ 4 .98,
24 W . 125th St.

New York. $ 3 .49 .

All-Lined, Extra Full Sweep,
Shirred 'Back , Velveteen bound; GLOVE SPECJALS.
value, $ 3 .50 , at . . . . .

Ladies' 4 -button Kid Gloves, in browns, blates,

$ 1 .98 . oliveand dark green, 4 large pearl buttons,
regular value 85c. , at - - -

Samples mailed free from the largest con Same style in Crépon and Cheviot Serges, -- - - $ 3 .98 Ladies 8-button Mousquetaire Wbite Suède,cern in U . S . Prices 30 % lower than others. New Shirt-Waiste, Laundered Collars and embroidered with black , worth $ 1.35, at - - 88c.
PAPERS from 2 % c . to 83 % a Roll - 8 Yards .

Cuffe, the latest Sleeves, very full, in Per
12 -button Mousquetaire, elbow length , White

DEALERS can have large books by ex
cale , Linons, Dimities, - Suèdes for Evening Wear, worth $ 1.50 , at 1 .00

press with TRADE DISCOUNTS . 49c., 75c. , 98c , to $ 3 .98 | Misses' 4-button Piqué Gloves, embroidered in
A MILLION ROLLS - An Unlimited Variety. New Silk Waists, extreme Sleeves, latest black and self , 4 large pearl buttons, war.

932-984 Market St. designs - - - -- - - - - - $ 3 .98 , $ 4 . 98 to $ 12 .98 1 ranted , worth $ 1. 25 , at.. - - - - - -- - - - - - . . . ..
418 Arch St.,

PHILADELPHIA . In addressing us, direct all letters to 14th Street. '

Samples Sent Free share contender 150.

700.

I
I
I

79c.

$ 2 .00 $ 3 .00

New Spring Jacket

79c.

- -- -- --

SEPARATE SKIRTS ,Shaughnessy Bros.

WALL-PAPER UN 59c.

1.00
e pearl bhroid

ered
at

89c ,

KAYSER & ALLMANP arbatse
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ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS,

(Continued ).

TO CONTRIBUTORS OF KNITTING, NETTING,

CROCHETING , LACE MAKING AND DRAWN

WORK : — We desire to notify intending con

tributors that for the next six monthswewill

be unable to consider for purchase samples of
knitting , netting, crocheting, lace making or Made on Honor - Sold on Merit.

drawn-work, or articles upon these subjects , Three generations of people have spoken in praise of the
remarkable singing tone of the McPhail.

the quantity of material now on hand rendering

this decision necessary . This does not apply 15,000 of these Pianos in the Homes of the bestmusical people of Boston .

to tatting, choice novelties in which will re Quality not subserved to Price - Nor Price to Quality.

ceive attention .
An Honest Plano at an Honest Price.

H . A . M . :- We cannot provide the desired Let us share in your application for Catalogues, as our facts may interest you

address. We advise you to advertise in some
| A . M . McPHAIL PIANO CO ., 786 Washington St., Boston,Mass.of the daily papers in the city in which you

wish to locate.

0 . D . : - We would suggest covering your
black silk with grenadine, organdy,mull or net, BORATED
using costume pattern No. 8216 , which costs

ls. 8d. or 40 cents, and is illustrated in THE

DELINEATOR for March , and trimming with rib

bon and lace insertion . We publish a book en . To introduce THE ART INTER .

titled “ Tatting and Netting," price 25 . or 50 per CHANGE into new homes and that

cents, which
every DELINEATOR reader may see the high character of our work , we

provides rudimentary instruction will send to any address for only 25 cents a specimen copy, with
for the benefit of the beginner in these arts. the two beautiful companion pictures shown in this advertisement,

Roses and Violets, each835 in . These two studies alone sell for Approved by highest medAGNES : - Any reliable general practitioner $ 1 .00 , and are the finest examples in color that have ever been issued . ical authorities as a Perfect
As this offer is limited , you should order at once . For $ 1 . 00 will Sanitary Toilet Preparation

may be trusted to remove superfluous hair by be sent by return mail 6 trial numbers, with 12 color pictures and for infants and adults.

12 design supplements. (Yearly subscription , $ 4 .00 .) Positively relieves Prickly
means of the electric needle. Every one subscribing now for one year at 84 will receive this Heat, Nettle Rash , Chafed

VIOLET : Make your pink gilk by waist generous dollar offer FREE as a premlum , Skin , Sunburn , etc , Re
Catalogue for 2-cent stamp. moves Blotches, Pimples and

pattern No. 8191,which costs ls. or 25 cents , Tan , makes the skin smooth and healthy. Delightful after

shaving . Decorated Tin Box , Sprinkler Top .

and is illustrated in THE DELINEATOR for March , Sold by Drugoists or mailed for 25 cents.

trimming with pink miroir velvet decorated
(Name this paper.) Sample by mail.

Gerhard Mennen Co ., Newark , N . J .
with Rhinestones.

MENNEN 'S BORATADOUX

TOILET

POWDER

THE ART INTERCHANGE, 152West 230 St., New York,

PP W . STOFFREGN ,
FLY SHUTTLEThis is the

Season
RAG CARPET

LOOM
Weaves 10 yards an hour.

100 Yards Day. New CRES
Catalogue and Pele . List FREE

Address THE NEWCOMB LOOM CO,,
Y B18 West 5th Street Darenport, Iowa

126 Fourth Avenue,

New York , N , Y .

BIRD IMPORTER .

All kinds of Canaries, Foreign and
Domestic Cage Birds, Talking Parrots ,

Aquariums, etc. Send for Price List.When the appetite lags and the system re.

quires something to tone it up . Something
so readily digested as to give the organs of

digestion a rest and yet at the same time

The Quarterly Report of Juvenile Fashions
FR -

BUSCH 'S
A
NANHEUSER - BUS is issued for March , May, September and November, and comprises a hand

some Lithographic Plate , and a book containing Illustrations of the Latest

Styles of Juvenile Clothing, with Descriptions in English , Spanish and

German .
TRADE MARK The terms on which the Publication is furnished are as follows :

is just what you want. Nothing like it yet
Subscription Price, 4s. or 75 Cents.

1 s . 3d , or 25 Cents .Single Copy,produced for strength and flesh -giving quali
ties. Comprising the Plate and Descriptive Book .

To be had at all druggists' and grocers'.
Postage prepaid by us to any address in the United Kingdom , United States , Canada, Newfoundland or

Mexico. When the Publication is ordered to be sent on Subscription to any other country, 10d. or 20 cents extra

for postage is charged in addition to the Subscription Price.

Prepared by

ANHEUSER -BUSCH BREWING ASS’N , | La Revista Trimestral Der Quartal-Bericht

St. Louis, U. S. A . de Modas Juveniles über Kinder -Moden

Send for handsomely illustrated colored se expide para Marzo, Mayo, Setiembre y » erscheint im März Mai, September und Novem

booklets and other reading Noviembre, y comprende una hermosa Lámina
ber und bestehtaus einem prachtvollen Mode

matter. Litográfica y un Libro conteniendo Ilustracio
bild und einem Buche, welches Abbildungen

nes de los Ultimos Estilos en Ropas para aller Mode-Neuheiten in Kinder- Kleidung,LADIES Niños, con Descripciones en Inglés , Espa mit Beschreibungen in englischer, spa
Can now dispense with the trou ñol y Alemán.
ble ofheating and using the dis nischer und deutscher Sprache enthält.
agreeable curling iron and pro | Las Condiciones para obtener la Publicacion son
duce the most stylish crimps, las siguientes : Die Bedingungen unter welchen diese Ausgabecurls and frizzes by using the

Precio por Suscripcion , $ 1.00, erscheint sind folgende :

oro, 6 5 Pesetas.
Abonnementspreis , pro Jahr, 4 Mark.

Noheat ormoisture required and Cada Ejemplar, 30 Centavos, oro, 6 Einzelne Exemplare kosten , M . 1 .20 .
much quicker work done. 1 .500 , 1 Peseta 50 Centimos,

Für Modebild und Buch der Beschreibungen be000 in use . Complete set of six Ineluyendo el Grabado y Libro Descriptivo.
rechnet.

sent postpaid for 150 , Six sets ,

25c , Big inducements to Agents. THE BUTTERICK PUBLISHING CO . (Limited),
Termsand Samples . 4 cents.

THE RUSHFORTH PIN COMPANY, LAWRENCE. MASS. 17 to 17 Wost Thirteenth St., New York , U . 8 . A . 171 to 175 Regent St., London , England.

RushforthCurling Pins

0 m
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PURE TEA.CEYLON

INDIA .

AND

Alleged Difficulty in Obtaining It.
The New York Importers of China and Japan Teas recently

petitioned Congress to impose a duty on tea , that the Standard

might be RAISED, by shutting out " cheap " and artificially

" colored trash ." They urged the difficulty of obtaining pure and good teas - (from them , a
significant admiseion .)

But these gentlemen know that, setting aside their vested interests in China and Japan, they can
procure teas, PURE, WHOLESOME AND UNCOLORED , from Ceylon and India .

TEA DRINKERS should take note that THESE teas are the most economical,
BECAUSE only half the quantity is required . Avoid cheap “ trash ."

Insist that YOUR grocer keep them . All other good grocers do.

Consumption in America of theseMACHINE TWISTED easwas in 1893 - 444 million lbs. ;
1894 — 546 million lbs.; 1895 – 944 million lbs. Americans are evidently discriminating .

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS ,

( Continued ).

A . G .: - The wedding march in " Lohengrin ”

and that by Mendelssohn are the most popular.

You can purchase simplified editions of these

marches. The music should cease when the
bridal party has come to a stop. It is always

well to commit to memory any music one has

to play.

Two SISTERS : - The name of your literary

society should have some relation to its object.

If, for instance, you wish to study Shakspere

you may name it the Shakspere Society, or you

might name it for the town in which you

reside.

A NEW SUBSCRIBER : - If you send us a

stamped and self-addressed envelope, we will
forward you the name of a person who can

teach themaking of hair watch -chains.

M . R .: - Dresden effects in goods are those

showing small flowers in light color schemes,

such as are seen upon Dresden china. Any

large dry goods store will send you samples.

MARGUERITE : - Wear your hair in a single

braid , with the loose end curled or tied with a

ribbon, parting and waving the front hair. You

are a blonde, judging from your description .

CURIO:'ITY : - Marie Corelli is the real name

of the author of " A Romance of Two Worlds."

She was adopted by Dr. Charles Mackay, of

London, England.

VOSES

PIANOS

ESTABLISHED 1851

Pins of

OVER 34 ,000 SOLD.

Distinctly Superior and
Up to Date.

Highest Award Columbian

Exposition , 1893, for Tone,
Touch, Scale, Action , Design ,

One pin that can 't bend is worth a hun 3 Material, Construction .
dred that will — you can pin anything MONTHLY PAYMENTS TAKEN.

with Puritan Pins - you can drive them 7 Delivered, Freight Prepaid , at your house.

through a plank - sold everywhece — ask Send for Handsome Illustrated

your retailer for them — if you can't get Catalogue, FREE .

them in town, drop a postal card to 7 VOSE & SONS PIANO CO .

American Pin Company, Waterbury, 174 Tremont Street, Boston , Mass.

Conn., and free samples are yours. 7777777777777

AsGraceful

as theNew

Woman

GD Biodekrist

all the time— at work , a -wheel,
in negligee - is shewhowears a

MADS
Wear a Bicycle Waist and get

perfect comfort - a sound pair

of lungs - a graceful figure and

rosy cheeks. Price $ 1 .00 , at

dealers or by mail - postpaid.
SIZES 18 to 30,

Waist Measure.

Gives

Such

Includes a Collection of Beautiful Colored Plates Illustrating

the Incoming Styles for Ladies and Children .

GT HE times of Issue of the QUARTERLY REPORT are for the months of March , May, September

and November. Each number includes a handsome CHROMO-LITHOGRAPHIC PLATE ,

24x30 inches in size, illustrating Fashions for Ladies, Three Small Plates of Ladies'

Figures and a Magazine containing descriptions in English , Spanish and German.

Subscription Price of the Quarterly Report,as described above , 58. or $ 1.00 a Year .

Single Copies of the Quarterly Report, comprising all the Plates

and Descriptive Book , . 18. 60. or 35 Cents .

Any of the Small Plates, 5d . or 10 Cents .

" THE QUARTERLY REPORT," sent by mail to any part of the United Kingdom , United States, Canada ,
Newfoundland or Mexico , is post paid by us. When the Publication is ordered to be sent on Subscription

to any other country , 10d . or 20 cents extra for postage must accompany the Subscription Price.

Booklet
Freo

Comfort

Chicago

Waist
Price . $ 1.00.

is .

Allows perfect freedom of
motion and perfect develop
ment of the body. Wear one

and discover what real comfort

Fitted to Living Models.
Graceful; comfortable . Popular price . Made of sateen
- Black , White Drab , or Summer Netting, SIZES

18 to 30 , waist measure . Ask your dealer for the

" G .- D ." Waist. If he hasn 't it , send us $ 1. 00 , together
with size and color desired , and we will send you one

prepaid . Take no other- None as good .

Gage-Downs Co . , 268 Fifth Avenue, Chicago .

Revista Trimestral de las Der Quartal-Bericht

Modas Metropolitanas über Moden

incluye una coleccion de Hermosos Gra
bados Iluminados Mostrando los

enthält eine Sammlung von hübschen kolo

Ultimos Estilos para Señoras
rierten Modebildern ,welche die neu hin

y Ninos .
zukommenden Moden für Damen

LA REVISTA TRIMESTRAL se expide para los
und Kinder bringen .

meses de Marzo, Mayo, Setiembre y Noviem DER QUARTAL-BERICHT erscheint im März,
bre . Mai, September und November.

Con los Grabados se publica un Periódico

que contiene las descripciones en Inglés,
Die Modebilder begleitet ein Journal, wel

Español y Aleman .
ches Beschreibungen in englischer , spa

Precios de Suscripcion á la Revista Trimes
nischer und deutscher Sprache enthält .

tral, segun descrita , $ 1 . 25 , oro , ó 6 Pesetas

25 Céntimos al Año.
Abonnementspreis des Quartal-Berichts, wie

Un Ejemplar de la Revista Trimestral, incluyendo
oben beschrieben , . . . 6 M . Pro Jahr.

todos los Grabados y el Libro con las Descrip Einzelne Exemplare des Quartal-Berichts , aus

ciones, 50 Centavos, oro, ó 2 Pesetas50 allen Modebildern und dem Buche der Beschreib

Céntimos. ungen bestehend, . . . . . . 2 Mark .

Cualquiera de los Grabados Pequeños, 10 ?

Centavos, oro , ó 50 Céntimos.
Jedes der kleinen Modebilder , - - 10 Pf.

THE BUTTERICK PUBLISHING CO . (Lirnited ) ,

7 to 17 West Thirteenth St., New York , U . 8 . A . 171 to 175 Regent St., London , England .

High REWW MY HUSBAND
Cantsee how

you do it ,
Arm

$ 60 Kenwood Machine for . $ 23.00

$50 Arlington Machine for . $ 19 .50
n. 27 other styles including Machines at

I 88 .00 , $ 11. 00 and $ 15 .00. Allattach

ments FREE . We pay freight ship any
where on 30 days free trial, in any homo
without asking one cent in advance. Buy
from factory . Save agents large profits.

Over 100 ,000 in use. Catalogue and testi.
monials Free . Write at once. Address
( in full ), CASH BUYERS' UNION ,

158 - 164 West Van Buren St., B 6 , Chicago , Ill
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TRADE

MARK

1865

The name of the Whiting Paper Company on a box of stationery is a guarantee of excellence ." Electric Lustre Starch

WHITING 'S · Woven · Linen - Paper,

The latest triumph in the art of papermaking, is the

correct paper to use in your correspondence. A soft

surface - pleasing to the eye and easy to write on .

Made in two colors , Pure White and Azure. Every

dealer in stationery in the United States and Canada

can supply this to you . This paper is the most

fashionable correspondence paper in use . Take

no substitute for “ Woven Linen .”

WHITING PAPER COMPANY,

New York – Philadelphia - Chicago - Boston .

Mills : Holyoke, Mass.

-
A
A
S

REQUIRENO COOKING
KIEGTRT| FAST BLACK COTTON

DRESS LININGS FOR WATET
FOR WAIST

AND SKIRT
LUSTRE STARCH
CARA MELCLUSTES

It is positively unchange

• able and of superior quality

Nothing else so fully satisfies the highest requirements

and yet the cost is moderate enough for any dress.

Best Laundry Starch in the World .
Makes Shirts , Collars and Cuffs look like new .

Requires no boiling. Will not stick to the iron .

Housekeepers are delighted with it .

Blue Packages. 10 Cents each .

For sale by Grocers. Sample free.

ELECTRIC LUSTRE STARCH CO . ,
BOSTON , MASS ., U . S . A .Look for this

on every yard

of the Selvage :
Nubian Fast Black

All Leading

Dry Goods
Stores.

utayo

CHATTERBOX =

SIBYLLINE

D
E
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
A

product and
peand pr

3 months for

10 cents. A ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS,

clean , crisp ,
instructive ,

TRADE MARK( Continued ).
interesting

monthly magazine for young and old . Full of delight Miss M . : - At a quiet homewedding onemay
ful and exciting Stories of Adventure , Bits of History ,

“ Works of Nature," Picture Puzzles , etc. dispense with attendants. You will find valu RHIZHIBIYIZHIHIBIZPRIX

SUPERB TINTOGRAPH in 14 colors every month . able information upon this subject in " Wed

50 CENTS A YEAR. 5 CENTS A COPY. ALL NEWSDEALERS. dings and Wedding Anniversaries,” which we

Three months on trial, only 10 cents - stamps or
publish at 6d. or 15 cents. Is a soothing, cooling , healing and refreshing

silver. Agents wanted . skin tonic.

A THANKFUL SUBSCRIBER : - Yourmaterial is
Estes & Lauriat, 196 Summer St., Boston, Mass.

It eradicates tan , sunburn , eruptions, pimples,

redness and roughness caused by the use of
Bedford cord. Make it up by costume pattern hard water ; removes wrinkles, soothes all

No. 8230, which costs ls. 8d. or 40 cents, and irritations , and renders the skin smooth and

delicate and produces a beautiful complexion

How To SAVE YOUR SILVER . is illustrated in THE DELINEATOR for March , A speedy, economicaland permanent cure for

all skin and scalp diseases, and produces thefinishing in tailor style with stitching.
Wherever " Uncle Sam 's ” mail bag goes a much -admired mat complexion .

SIE . A . P .: - To make a barrel chair, cut down A trial of this most excellent remedy will
liberal trial quantity of ELECTRO - SILICON goes surely please you .

when a housekeeper asks for it. Send your the front of the barrel one-half, fit a seat across Send 50 cents for a bottle to

address on a postal to the Electro - Silicon Co .. the opening and upholster the entire barrel SIBYLLINE CO ., 1Madison Ave., New York .

New York, N . Y ., and it will be sent to you ; with cretonne or any preferred material, BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

when tried its story is told , then it 's for you to OSPRY: -- Josephine (Marie Josèphe Rose

decide whether or not it 's the best. It's unlike Tascher de la Pagerie ) was a native of Mar IF YOU WANT TO RECEIVE
Lots of Letters , Papers , Cards, Mag

any other silver polish , it never scratches or tinique ; in 1779 she married the Vicomte de
azines , Novelties, etc .

wears, that's how it saves your silver, its bril- Beauharnais, subsequently guillotined. She send us 10c . and we

will put your name in our Agents

liancy producing power is surprising. A full married Napoleon Bonaparte in 1796, and was Directory , which wesend to manufact

sized box will be sent post-paid for 15 cents in divorced from him in 1809. urers, publishers and supply houses.
You also get our new 64- col. fius. Mag

stamps. Your grocer should have it, it's been azine to Jan, 1897, on trial, all for 100.

in the market 35 years, and is sold in nearly
Don ' t miss this chance. Address at once

YANK PUB, Co . 14 FederalSt. , Boston , Mass.

every civilized country . Perfection
Dress

Stayuxurious
Flexibone

Moulded
Corsets

Economy

can be practiced by the
owner of a new

PERFECTION

CHOPPER

Improves the fit

and reduces

waist measure.

Better than

Whalebone.

Warranted not to cut through .

SOLD BY ALL RETAILERS.

FOR FIT, PAYOR AND FANCY

Sent direct, postpaid , if

not obtainable of your

dealer.

Price $ 1 . 50 , $ 2 .00
Brocades $ 3 .00 .

Send for booklet, " Cor.
sets and How to Select

Them ."

Coronet Corset ca .

JACKSON, MICB .

Toothsome dishes are pre

pared with it at small cost.

Kitchen Knacks tells how ;
contains recipes by
Mrs. 8 . T . Borer ( free ) .

NORTH BROS,MFG . CO ., Philadelphia .
If afflicted with

000 SOREEVËS Dr.ISAACTHOMPSONS EYEWATER
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CATALOGUEA CHILD

Can Dye PT
with

Diamond

Dyes !

FREE

$ 16000
OLSAS

Now is the time to buy a PIANO or

ORGAN from the largest manufacturers in

the world , who sell their instruments direct to

the public at wholesale factory prices.
DON ' T PAY & profit to agents and middlersen .

to suit all. No money asked in

advance . Privilege of testing

organ or piano in your own home 30 days. No

expense to you if not satisfactory. Warranted

95 years.

REFERENCE Bank referens
Bank references furnished on application ; the editor of this paper ;
any business man of this town, and to the thousands using our in

struments in their homes. A book of testimonials sent with every catalogue, Asan advertise
ment we will sell the first Piano in & place for only $ 160. The first Organ only $ 25 ,

Stool, Book , & e . , FREE .
If you wantto buy for cash , le BEETHOVEN PIANO & ORGAN CO .,
If you want to buy on instalments,

BUT DON 'T BUY UNTIL YOU
P . O . Box 801, WASHINGTON, N . J.

DOWN

DIAMOND

SYES

TRADE This

These economical Dyes for house use are so easy to

use that any one who can read the simple directions on

the packages will be able to do as good work as the

professional dyer. There are 50 different kinds of Dia
mond Dyes for wool, silk , cotton , and mixed goods ,

Ten cents buys a package that colors from one to six

pounds . Direction book for successful home dyeing

and 45 colored samples mailed free.

WELLS, RICHARDSON & Co., Burlington , Vt.
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ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS,

(Continued ).

NAME Lost: -- School girls are supposed to
give their attention to their studies. Parents Trade
should not allow them to receive attentions

from men .

MarkBLUE -BELL AND HYACINTHE : - Write to Geo.

Routledge's Sons, 27 West 23rd Street, New ARAB stamped on every
York City , for a book on the language of flowers .

A RIDER : - Make your bicycle suit of whip garment, insures
cord, Scotch tweed or Oxfora cloth, and wear a you genuine
sailor hat decorated with speckled quills. If

you decide upon the Norfolk jacket, a leather 1 YPSILANTI
belt with a leather or Japanese bronze buckle

would be a stylish adjunct.

REBELSM UNDERWEAR
DRESS

MAY : - - Fancy silk waists and shirt -waists
REFORM

are as popular as ever. Trim yournovelty goods the most perfect, most healthful,

with brown velvet or satin and lierre lace. most delightfully comfortable

Special articles on dress goods and trimmings underwear made. Endorsed

appear each month in THE DELINEATOR. Ar by physicians.
range your hair in the style suggested to

Send for Catalogue and our new

book " Modern Underwear and
" Gray ' elsewhere in these columns. The puff How to Wear It," Free.

sleeve is as popular as the leg - o'-mutton. The HAY & TODD MFG . CO .

tendency is toward smaller sleeves, but the Ypsilanti,Mich .

change promises to be very gradual. Large

sleeves will remain in vogue for sometime.

Lightning
RUNS EASY

Freezer

Saves TIME AND LABOR .

Saves ICE AND SALT .

" Freezers and Freezing " tells all about it.

Contains recipes by Mrs. Rorer. Sent free.

NORTH BROS . MFG . CO . , Philadelphia .

SO - 04 - 0 - 0 - 0 - 0 - 0 - 0 - 00

“ All About Shoes”
SELF-ACTING

S HARTSHORN'S SHARE ACTIONSContaining description and illustration of all new and
correct styles for Men , Women and Children , and

valuable information about the care and selection of
shoes, is the nameof

Our New Catalogue

FREE for the asking

Comfort

NOTICE
Going to

Build a

NAME THUS

• ON

LABEL
AND GET

Thurs
tshow

М
о
и

THE GENUINE

$ 300 Style Wome HARTSHORN
Homo

Wear

Very stylish Black or Tan , extra fine selected Kid
skin Low Shoes, hand-turned soles, $3 .00 ; sold every
where for $ 4.00. All sizes and widths. Extremepointed
or new round toe. Other styles at same price .
Similar styles in good quality at $ 2.50 , $ 2 . 00 . $ 1 .75 and $ 1 .50 .

ALL SHOES DELIVERED FREE. Your money refunded

if not satisfied with fit, quality and style .

MANUFACTURERS' SHOE CO ., 148 Main Street
Jackson , Mich .

Leontin

Dress Fastener

If you are , begin right.

Get our beautifulbook
of Designs and Plans,

“ ARTISTIC HOMES No. 2 "
Richly illustrated entirely new . The most unique

book published . Ten Cents in silver pays for it .

GEO. F. BARBER & co ., Architects, Box 26, Knoxville, Tenn.
M

A

I

ItKills

Has only two parts which are
easily sewed to dress lining and serve
for HOOKS, EYES and WHALEBONE.
Closes like a seam , yet opens with a

single movement. Never Gaps !
Gives snug fit and I
graceful form . Worn with or without

a corset. Sample, 25 cents, postpaid .

Lady Agents Wanted ! Circulars Froe !

LEONTIN MFG . CO .
244 57th Street - Chicago

Featherbone
Every Kind

of Vermin

RATS, MICE

ROACHES

BUGS

and every house
hold pest exter
aminted by

orsets
COOK-BOOK FREE

Stearn 's ELECTRIC

A Practical, Everyday
THE

GREATAMERICAN

Containing over 2,500 tested reci
pes, 320 pages, bound in cloth .

Send this advertisement and 16
cents in stamps and we will mail

MPANY you a x -lb . sample Best Import
ed - any kind. Also full particu .

lars about Cook -Book ,

BIG PRESENTS WITH EVERY SALE. GOOD INCOMES.

The Great American Tea Co .,

P . O . Box 289. 31 and 33 Vesey St., New York .

LATEST VUULUS PATTERNS
LATEST MOULDS 28 DIFFERENT

Lengthens theWaist. Improves the Form
Best Sateen . ONLY $ 1. 00 . Fast Black .
White and Drab . Buy of your dealer , or on
receipt of price , will mail sample pair .

FEATHERBONE CORSET CO.,
KALAMAZOO , MICH . .

ककककककककककककककककककका

*
*
*

*
*

*
*

RAT AND ROACH
SURE , SAFE , INSTANT

Atall Druggists and Grocers. 25 cents per box .
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“ 1847

j
e

FREE..

Rogers

Bros.

June, Agate or Cat's-ere. Dovember, Topaz ,

if you wish
the genuine

3 original Rog

LO
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S
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.

Silver Plate

M
A
T
L
A
R

Meriden

Britannia

Company

TILL BUGGY

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS,

(Continued ).

S. W . L .: - Here is the list of birth stones
you ask for :
January, Garnet. July, Coral or Ruby.
February, Ametliyst or August , Sardonyx or We direct Special

Pearl. Moonstone, attention to the
March , Bloodstone or September , Crysolite or

Make Hyacinth . Sapphire following remark
April, Diamond October, Opal.

s. sure of May , Emerald . November, Topaz. able statements :

*the “ 1847" !
s-eye. December, Turquoise .

DEAR MADAME : - Yours to hand. I recommend the
B . B . : - In cases of illness a card with " To Moore treatmentbecause I have tried it, and know it

inquire " written at the top is always left by to be just what he says it is . I have been cured by it ,

somemember of a family on calling terms with
and have remained so for eight years ; have known of

many others being cured of the very worst cases . By

the person afflicted . Light refreshments are all means get it . Yours truly , W . E . PENN .

that Wears served on one's day at home. People who Eureka Springs, ark ., May 18 , 1894. 9
ers Silverware. essay dancing should thoroughly understand

The above is a letter written by the late Rev . W . E .
Penn , the noted Tex . Evangelist, to Mrs. W . H .Watson ,

the art. In a round dance do not bend forward , New Albion ,NY.

but carry yourself erect. You can learn much " Whereas Iwas deaf,now I hear."
about dancing by reading and carefully study At the age of 69, and after hav
ing " The Perfect Art of Modern Dancing," pub - ing suffered from Catarrhal Deaf
lished by us at 6d. or 15 cents per copy. ness twenty years , I am truly

thankful to state that I am entire

A HASTINGS VIOLETOT . Vour question about ly cured by Aerial Medication , and

the estate involves a legal point which you bad that I could not hear a watch
my hearing, which had become so

MERIDEN , CONN. should submit to a lawyer. tick , or conversation , is fully re

stored . I will verify this state
208 Fifth Ave., New YORK. | OLD SUBSCRIBER : - -Faded auburn hair may ment. WILLIAM RITCHIE .

be restored by using a wash made of sulphate Derby Center , Vermont.
Book of Illustrations Free . of iron , 1 drachm , and claret or Greek wine, Medicine for Three Months' Treatment Free.

Pleasemention this publication . 6 ounces. Crush and dissolve the iron in theIron in the point,To introduce this treatment and prove beyond donbt
wine and apply the wash repeatedly . By that it is a positive cure for Deafness, Catarrh , Throat
massage or manipulation - a systematic strok . and Lung Diseases, I will send Medicines for three

| months' treatment free . Address,
OUR constant aim has always been to fur ing and pinching - irregular eyebrows may be

J. H . MOORE, M . D ., Cincinnati, O .
nish the best article possible for the use coaxed into a pleasing appearance , but the pro

intended. Leading authorities on cooking s cess will require much perseverance. WE WILL
SELL YOU

Bay the THE BEST

FOR A PERFECT COMPLEXION TRY Cart, Surry , Phæton , Spring
IANO Wagon , Harness or Saddle

“ CHARMANT.” in the world at Lowest
WholesalePrices.Sbip

THE TURKISH WONDER BALM SOAP
ped c . 0 . D . anywhere to
anyone with privilege of
examination . All goods

will positively cure all face blemish guaranteed as represented or money refunded , Send
es, blackheads, pimples or blotches for large illustrated catalogue and testimonials Free.
of every character, rendering the
skin soft and velvety . Unsurpassed Write today address(in full)CASH BUYERS'UNION

for Eczema and kindred troubles,
158 West Van Buren Street, B 6 , Chicago , Illse

checking irritation ,withoutharmful
results . IS COMPOSED OF
BALSAM AND HERBS, AND

WARRANTED HARMLESS. MONEY RE
FUNDED IF RESULTS ARE NOT AS GUAR

ANTEED . This is no patent medicine, but com

fulfills every requirement. Our line of
prises a salve and soap that have been used in Turkey
for hundreds of years and are now imported solely by With our Improved Elastic Truss. Worn with ease
us. Can furnish unquestionable testimonials from night and day. Retains the rupture under the

HEATING APPARATUS physicians of integrity , of N . Y . City , as to their healing hardest exercise and severest strain . Examination
and beautifying properties . Price $ 1 . 00 each for Soap free. Lady in attendance for ladies . Send for

for Warm air alone or in combination with and Salve, or $ 2.00 for both . Sent by mail in plain pamphlet.
wrappers on receipt of price .

Hot water is equally as effective for the proper IMPROVED ELASTIC TRUSS CO .
Turkish Balm Co., 19 Union Square,New York . 822 & 824 Broadway, Cor. 12th St., N . Y .

HEATING AND VENTILATING SOLE AGENTS AND IMPORTERS.

Hours from 11 A . M . to 4 P . M .
OF THE HOME.

For sale by leading dealers everywhere. Stamping Patterns Free .

Correspondence solicited . Stamping Outfit, 91 patterns, includ
ing outline designs 5x8 inches, conven THAN
tional designs 6 inches square patterns JANOWITZ'S
for painting and embroidery 8 & 10 in .
high, 2 alphabets, la large forget-me
not pattern , and many others very de DRESS BONE

Makers Highest Grades Heat- BOSTON . sirable. All this and a 3 months ' trial

subscription to The Home,a 16 - pages
ing and Cooking Apparatus. CHICAGO. story paper, containing Fashions and

FancyWork illust' d .Sent for only 10c. FOR SAMPLE ADDRESS
Always Receive Highest Award. TheHome, 141Milk St. Boston , Mass. TREL JULIUS JANOWITZ, 135 GrandSt., N . Y .

DRESSMAKING SIMPLIFIED .
Your Dinner | Any Lady Can now Learn to Cut Perfect-Fitting Dresses

can becooked allatonetimeon one with The McDowell Garment-Drafting Machine.
burner of any kind of stove , if you

Pat. 1879- 1885 .
use Peerless 1885 - 1886 .
the

Beware of Tin

and Pasteboard
Imitations.

Prevents steam and odors . Whistle

Ilo 108when cooker needs more water .

Catalogue free . The agents ' bo
nanza . Agents wanted .

NATER PEERLESS COOKER CO., BUFFALO , N . Y .
The KNIFE fits in the PENCIL .

No Fire,Smoke or Heat. Absolutely Safe. Send for Catalogue.
$ 250 and Up .

es, every and veld kind thout
hoe

Rupture Cured

BETTER

MAGEE FURNACE CO . DUPLEX EAGLE WHALEBONE

GONS Steam Cooker
MA
JA

MILO
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Patent Pen -Knife Pencil
លក INN

The only practical pencil sharpener, is fitted with a

knife -blade which slips in the pencil when not in

use . Always ready a pencil sharpener, Den

knife , paper cutter, pencil or ink eraser, etc.

Price, 6 cts. each . No greater than for ordinary

pencils . Ask yourdealer for thepatent Pen - knife
Pencil . If he hasn ' t it, send 15 cents forsamples to

The Midland Mfg . Co ., Fremont, 0 .

Easy to Learn . Rapid to Use . Follows Every Fashion .
All first-class Dressmakers are adopting this Wonderful

Garment Drafting Machine .

ITS SUCCESS HAS NEVER BEEN EQUALLED .
You can test it at your own house for 30 days Free.

Write now for Illustrated Circular and Liberal Offer.

THE MCDOWELL GARMENT- DRAFTING MACHINE CO .,
6 West 14th Street , New York .Truscott Boat Mfg. Co., Drawer J, St. Joseph , Mich.
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365.000 Friends.
MOTHERSY

KNOW

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS,

(Continued ).

PEGGY: - Piece your skirt down at the bot

tom with the material and hide the joining

with rows of braid . Many- gored skirts are

very fashionable. Read the article on hair
dressing in the present issue of THE DELINEA

TOR. Dress sleeves are still interlined. Brace

lets are not worn as much as formerly , but
necklaces may accompany evening dress. Trim

the dark blue silk with chiffon and jewelled

buttons. Vandyke points are no longer fashion
able.

Suppose a man could control 65,000
votes in a State election . Wouldn 't

be much trouble making him Goy

enor, would there ? Safe to say that

no man has 65,000 personal friends.

That's where art excels Nature, for
PW

Marcia:—We cannot undertake to answer The Emerson Pianoa

that there are certain epoch

points in every human life

when nature calls for assist

ance. The babe before it is

born asks her for strength

and nutriment, while, after
it is born , it requires in the

sweet stream it crayes, pow
er to grow , healthful repose

and easily digested food .

She can provide all this if
she takes

PABST .

IT EXTRA
The Best Tonic

than which there is none so

pure, so full of food and
strength , so sleep - produc

ing . At druggists.

29 has five times 65,000 friends. There

is an average of five persons in every
house. Sixty-five thousand houses

have Emerson pianos in them .
Everybody who ever examines an

Emerson straightway becomes its
friend.

questions having a legal bearing. We would

suggest that you consult a lawyer . Have a

dress of black seaside canvas, if you do not

care for serge. A black armure silk will be

stylish for an elderly lady. Shape the canvas

by basque pattern No. 8211 and skirt pattern

No. 8244, which cost ls. 3d. or 30 cents each,

and are illustrated in THE DELINEATOR for

March. Costume pattern No. 8269, which costs

1s. 8d. or 40 cents, and is portrayed in the

April number, may be utilized for the armure

silk .

LUCILE: Black is not usually worn at wed

dings, particularly by young girls. It is proper

that you should resign your position at the head

of the table to your step-mother. " Weddings
and Wedding Anniversaries," published by us
at 6d. or 15 cents, is full of information which

will prove useful to you.

prorektor OKOOD Grero

The logic is plain .

Come in andbe introduced.

99120cm betos

EMERSON PIANO CO .,
92 Fifth Avenue, NEW YORK.

116 Boylston Street. BOSTON . MASS .

218 Wabash Avenue, CHICAGO, ILL .

Fat - Ten - U and

Corpula Foods

O
C
H
O
I
C
O
H
O
D
O

Q
O
L

- the modern ready -to- useMake the Thin Plump and Comely

And Impart VIM to the Debilitated. STOVE POLISH

A Month 's Treatment, $ 2.00
ACTURED

CO

M

BA

dealers' .

makes your

stove bright
The portrait here presented

( Enameline

is that of Lucy Randall with little
Deaves, author of A Yankee

Girl” and other popular
work . No

stories, who writes from her dirt, dust or
homein New York , “ Ibecame
a victim ofnervous debility , & EVAVELINESS odor. Atall
and grew so emaciated that
my friends feared I had
consumption . Twomonth 's D OHOHO . 101V
use of Loring' s Fat- Ten - U

OKOLO .

and Corpula Foods cured
meand increased myweight MINUTESSA
forty -four pounds. "

Dr. D . D . T . Wescott, editor
OF YOUR

of Outdoor Sport forWomen ,
writes, " I was, in glo weeks, cured of nervous exhaus TIME
tion by Corpula and Fat- Ten - U Foods. My gain in weight used in OUR intererest will secure

was 38 pounds. I have regained allmyyouthful vigor."

Mrs. Mary H . Bryan , Chicago, writes: " I took two ABSOLUTELY FREE
bottles of Fat- Ten - U and three bottles of Corpula .

They made for me 24 pounds new solid flesh and devel THIS OAK DESK ,
oped my shoulders and back .”

Used During April and May these foods Fortify the
This is no toy, but a beautiful

System Against the Dangers of Summer .
Writing Desk and Book -Case, com

bined . Height, 5 feet ; width , 2 feet
Corpula , $ 1 .00 a bottle (lasts a month ) . Fat-Ten - U , 6 inches. Send nameand address to

$ 1 .00 a bottle (lasts a month ). Write to our Chicago
Medical Departmentabout your thinness or aboutany G . A . FOLSOM & CO.,
other medical question . Our physicians will advise

you free of charge. 192 Hanover St., Boston , Mass.
Send letters and mail, express or C . O , D . orders to

Loring & Co ., Proprietors. To insure prompt reply ,
mention Department as below . Use only the nearest REFORM CLOTHES-PRESS FIXTURES.
address :

GIRD
IE

@ageT.

EVERYINCH OF IT FITS 4
At your dealers , or sent anywhere ,

postpaid , on receipt of price, $ 1. 25 .
Made in white , drab and black .

Aurora Corset Co., Aurora, Ill.
463 La Salle Street.

LORING & CO . DEPT. 119.
No, 42 West 22d Street, New York City.

No. 8 flamilton Place, Boston,Mass.
No. 115 State Street, Chieago , nl.

CARPETS 40 PER CENT. WRIGHT' S

A MYRRH TOOTH
SEE HOW EASY you want. Each

30c. Yard et pussels

Moquettes, Axminsters, il
Tapestries, Rugs,

Brussels,Mattings, Etc.
at prices 40 p . ct. under others
Send 10 cents for Samples,

Illustrated

Catalogue Mailed Free.

PATENTED,AUG.17. 46 .

it is to get what
you want. Each

guit hangs by separate yoke to Crossbar, the

form and fit is preserved and closets are doubled

in capacity . The yokes are made to hold all

kinds of garments. Sold 12 for $ 1.00 ; Crossbars

20 cents each . Dealers sell them , and we send

them by express on receipt ofprice .Circulars free

Wholesale Agents CAZIER BROTHERS,

Marshall Field & Co., Chicago 5 59 Clark Street, Chlengo

Sold All Over at

SAID Without 1

the taste

- of soap .
Delightful and refresh

Ing. Try it .All druggists.
Your address on a postal

will bring free sample.
Large China box for 25c. in

stamps , postpaid , including

complete Webster' s PocketDic

tionary, CHAS,WRIGHT & Co.
Mfg . Chemists , Detroit, Mich .

50

Chicago Mdse. Co., 305 N. 8th St.,Phila , Pa.
Largest Retailers in Carpets in the U . S .
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On this and the succeeding page is
illustrated an assortment of Patterns

suitable for

Yachting and Tennis
For Ladies' and Misses'Wear,

from which many will no doubt make
selections. The patterns can be had
in the sizes mentioned, from Ourselves
or from Agents for the Sale of our
Patterns. In ordering, please specify
the Numbers and Sizes or Ages de
sired .

The Butterick Publishing Co.
[LIMITED ),

171 to 175 Rogent Street, London , W . ; or
7 to 17 West 13th Street, New York.

8237 8237 8117 8117

Ladies' Middy Costume, Consisting of a Vest, a ' Ladies ' Two- Piece Costume, Consisting of a Jacket
Jacket with a Permanent and a Removable Sailor - (To be Worn Over Waists ), and a Seven -Gored Skirt

Collar, and an Eight-Gored Skirt Arranged in Three Arranged in Four Backward - Turning Plaits at the
Box-Plaits at the Back (Copyright) : 13 sizes. Bust Back (Copyright) : 18 sizes, Bust measures, 28 to

measures , 28 to 46 inches. Any size, 1s . 8d . or 40 cents . 46 inches . Any size, 18. 8d . or 40 cents .

8304

8238 8238

Misses' Middy Costume, Consisting of a Vest, a
Jacket having a Permanentand a Removable Sailor

Collar and a Seven -Gored Skirt (Copyright) : 7 sizes.

Ages, 10 to 16 years . Any size, 18. 8d . or 35 cents.

8304
Ladies ' Blazer Costume, Consisting of a Jacket

( That may be Worn Open or Closed at the Bust),
and a Seven -Gored Skírt side- Plaited at the Back

( To be Worn with Shirt-Waists, Vests , etc . )

(Copyright) : 13 sizes . Bust measures , 28 to 46

inches . Any size, 18. 8d . or 40 cents .

8230 8230
Ladies ' Costume, Consisting of a Norfolk Basque

with Plaits Laid On, and a Seven -Gored Skirt

Side-Plaited atthe Back (Copyright) :
13 sizes.

Bust measures , 28 to 46 inches.

Any size, 1s. 8d . or 40 cents .

R
S
2
3
2

8103 8280
8103 82808118 8118

Misses ' Two-Piece Costame, Consisting of a Jacket
( To be Worn Over Waists) and a Six -Gored Skirt

Gathered at the Back (Copyright) : 7 sizes .

Ages, 10 to 16 years. Any size, is. 6d . or 35 cents.

18 AAAA

AMMA & opp

Ladies ' Five-Gored Skirt, the Back -Gores to be

Plaited or Gathered (Copyright) : 9 sizes.
Waist measures , 20 to 36 inches .
Any size, 18 . 3 . or 30 cents .

Ladies' Foor-Piece Medium -Width Skirt, with

Straight Back - Breadth (Copyright) : 10 sizes.
Waist measures, 20 to 38 inches .
Any size, 18 . 3d, or 30 cents .

W4
0

8033
8033 1075 10758116 8116

Misses' Four-Gored Skirt, having
a Straight Back -Breadth

(Copyright) : 7 sizes.
Ages, 10 to 16 years .

Any size , 1s. or 25 cents .

7416 7416
Misses' Five -Gored Skirt, with Four

Godets at the Back (To be Gathered or
Dart- Fitted in Front and Gathered or

Plaited at the Back ) (Copyright) :

7 sizes. Ages, 10 to 16 years .

Any size, 18. or 25 cents.

Ladies ' Jacket, with Plaits Laid On

and Sailor Collar (Known as the
Norfolk Sailor- Jacket) For Cycling
and Other Outdoor Wear (Copyr ' t ) :

13 sizes. Bust measures , 28 to 46
inches. Aby size , 18. 3d . or 30 cents.

Ladies ' Jacket (For Cycling and
General Outdoor Wear) (Copyright) :

13 sizes .
Bust measures, 28 to 46 inches.

Any size , 18. 3d . or 30 cents.

8227 8227
8228

Ladies ' Jacket or New Park Blazer
(To be Worn Open or Closed and

to be Made with Square or Rounding

Lower Corners) (Copyright): 13 sizes .

Bust measures, 28 to 46 inches .

Any size , 18. 3d . or 30 cents .

8219 8219

Ladies' Single- Breasted Jacket (For
Wear with Shirt-Waists, etc .)

(Copyright) : 13 sizes.
Bust measures, 28 to 46 inches.

Any size, 18, 3d . or 80 cents.

8228

7807 7807
Misses' Jacket or New Park Blazer Ladies ' Basque, with Yoke and

( To be Worn Open or Closed and to be Plants Laid On ( To be Worn with a

Made with Square or Rounding Lower Chemisette ) (Also Known as the Nor
Corners) (Copyright) : 7 sizes. folk Basque) (Copyright): 13 sizes,

Ages, 10 to 16 years. Bustmeasures , 28 to 46 inches.

Any size, 18 . or 25 cents. Any size, 1s. 8e , or 30 cents .
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7611

7611

75967596

Ladies' Basque- Fitted Jacket ,with Plaits Laid on
(Also Known as the Golf or Norfolk Jacket) (To be
Made with a High Neck and a Standing or Byron
Collar or with an Open Neck , a Notched Collar and
Lapels and a Chemisette) (Perforated in the Skirt
for Shorter Length ) (Copyright) : 13 sizes. Bust

meas., 28 to 46 ibe. Any size, 1ś. 3d. or 30 cents.

7397
8291 8291 Misses ' Box -Plaited Blouse ,with Fitted
Ladies' Blouse-Waist, with Ladies' Box -Plaited Blouse , with Fitted Lining (Also Known as the Golf orNor
Middy Shield and Sailor Lining (Also Known as the Golf or Norfolk folk Jacket) ( To be Made with a High

Collar (To be Made With or Jacket) ( To be Made with a High Neck Neck and a Standing or Rolling Collar

Without a Fitted and a Standing or Rolling Collar or with an or with an Open Neck and Notched
Lining) (Copyr't ) : 13 sizes . Open Neck and Notched Collar and Lapels Collar and Lapels for Wear with a
Bust meas. , 28 to 46 ins. forWearwith a Chemisette) (Copyr't ) : 19 sizes. Chemisette ) (Copyr't ) : 7 eizes. Ages ,

Any size, 18 . or 25 cts . Bust meas., 28 to 46 ins. Any size , 1s.or 25 cts . 10 to 16 yrs. Any size, 10d .or 20 cts.

7871 8234
7281 7281 7871

Misses ' Box- Plaited Basque (Known as Misses ' Basque, with Yoke and

the Norfolk Jacket ) (To be Made with Plaits Laid On ( To beworn with a
Plaited or Gathered sleeves , with a Stand . Chemisette ) (Also Known
ing or Rolling Collar and with or Without as the Norfolk Basque) (Copyr't) :

a Fitted Lining) (Copyr't): 9 sizes . Ages, 7 sizes. Ages , 10 to 16 years.
8 to 16 years. Any size, 1s. or 25 cents . Any size, 18 . or 25 cents .

8287
Ladies' Shirt-Waist

with Yoke and

Bishop Shirt-Sleeves ( To be Made with Stand
ing or Turn - Down Collar) (Copyright) :

13 sizes. Bustmeasures, 28 to 46 inches .

Any size, 18 . or 25 cents.

287
Ladies ' Shirt

Waist, with Paquin Shirt-Sleeves
( To be Made with Standing or
Turn - Down Collar) (Copyright) :

• 13 sizes . Bust measures, 28 to

46 inches. Any size, 18. or 25 cts.

8286 8286 7779 8213
Ladies ' Shirt -Waist, with Bishop Shirt-Sleeves
( To be Made with Permanent or Removable
Turn -Over Cuffs and Standing or Turn - Down
Collar and with or without a Fitted Lining)

(Copyright) : 13 sizes. Bust measures, 28 to
46 inches. Any size , 18. or 25 cents.

8213

8260 8260
7779 Ladies' Shirt

Waist, with
Ladies ' Shirt-Waist, with Yoke- Back Ladies ' Pointed Yoke Shirt-Waist Back Yoke- Facing and Bishop Shirt
and Bishop Shirt-Sleeves (To be Made (To be Made with Standing Sleeves ( To beMade with Standing or Turn
with Permanent or Removable Collar or Turn Down Collar ) (Copy- Down Collar and with Link or Lapped

and Cuffs) (Copyr' t) : 13 sizes . right) : 13 sizes. Bust measures, Cuffs) (Copyright) : 13 sizes. Bust
Bust measures, 28 to 46 inches . 28 to 46 inches. measures, 28 to 46 inches .

Any size, 1s. or 25 cents. Any size , 18 . or 25 cents. Any size, 1s. or 25 cente .

A .

8130 8235
78458235 27712 7712

8130
Ladies ' Shirt-Waist ( To be Made with
Permanent or Removable Standing
or Turn -Down Collar) (Copyright) :

13 sizes . Bust meas. , 28 to 46 inches .

Any size, 1s . or 25 cents .

Misses ' Shirt-Waist, with Paquin Shirt
Sleeves (To be Made with Standing or

Turn -Down Collar ) (Copyright):
9 sizes. Ages, 8 to 16 years.
Any size, 10d . or 20 cents .

Misses' Pointed - Yoke Shirt-Waist (To
be Madewith Standing or Turn- Down

Collar) (Copyright) : 7 sizes.
Ages, 10 to 16 years.

Any size, 10d. or 20 cents.

Misses ' Shirt-Waist or Shirt (To be
Madewith Straight or Turn -Up Cuffs
and with a Standing or Turn -Down

Collar) (Copyright): 9 sizes. Ages, 8
to 16 years. Any size, 10d . or 20 cts.

A
N
A

N

SUSC
SC WOO

$ 288
8288

8196 7735 ?

8196 7735 - 8307 8307
Misses ' Shirt-Waist , with Yoke and Misses ' Shirt-Waist. with Back Yoke- Facing Misses ' Shirt-Waist ( To be Made with Misses ' Shirt-Waist, with Yoke Back

Bishop Shirt-Sleeves ( To be Made with and Bishop Shirt Sleeves ( To be Made Straight or Turn -Up Cnffs and with a and Bishop Shirt-Sleeves ( To be Made
Standing or Turn - Down Collar) with Standing or Turn - Down Collar and Piccadilly Collar or a High Turn -Down with Permanent or Removable Collar

(Copyright) : 7 sizes. with Link or Lapped Cuffs) . Collar) (Copyright) : 9 sizes. and Cutfs) (Copyright ) : 7 sizes.

Ages, 10 to 16 years. (Copyright): 9 sizes . Ages , 8 to 16 yrs . Ages, 8 to 16 years. Ages, 10 to 16 years .

Any size , 10d , or 20 cents . Any size, 10d . or 20 cents . Any size, 10d. or 20 cents . Any size, 10d . or 20 cents.

Ladies' Sailor
Blouse

(Copyright) :
11 sizes,

Bust measures,
28 to 42 inches.
Any size ,

18. or 25 cents .

Ladies' Blouse, with
Sailor Collar ( That
may be Made with
Square or Rounding

Lower Front

Corners)

(Copyr't ) : 11 sizes.
Bustmeas., 28 to 42
inches. Any size ,

18. or 25 cents .

Misses ' Sailor
Blonse

(Copyright) :
7 sizes.

Ages, 10 to 16 years.
Any size,

10d . or 20 cents.
7753 7259

036 7736 81448144

7173 7237
845

8145 8145
Misses ' Blouse , with Sailor

Collar (That may be Made with
Square or Rounding Lower Front

Corners ) (Copyright) : 7 sizes.

dges, 10 to 16 years .

Any size, 10d . or 20 cents .

Outing Cap ,
with Wide

Visor : 7 sizes.
Cap sizes, 6 to
77 % ; or Head
measures, 1944

to 28 /4 inches .

Any size ,
5d . or 10 cents.

1510
Tennis- Racket
Cover : One size :

Price, 5d. or 10 cts.

6009
7836

Tam O 'Shanter
Cap (Copyright)

7 sizes. Octagonal Tam
Cap sizes, 6 O 'Shanter Cap (Copy

to 736 ; or right) : 7 sizes. Cap
Head measures, sizes, 6 to 748 ; or Head

1974 to 2334 inches. measures, 1974 to 2334
Any size, inches. Any size,

5d . or 10 cents 5d , or 10 cente .

Tam O 'Shanter Cap
(Copyright) :

7 sizes. Cap sizes,
6 to 7 % ; or Head '
measures, 1944 to

2874 inches.

Any size,
50 . or 10 cents .

Reefer Cap :

7 sizes.
Cap sizes,

6 to 720 ; or

Head measures
1944 to 2894

inches. Any size,
bd . or 10 cents .
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MALE DELIVERED. For
L . SHAW {l

BEST IN THE WORLD

SEVEN M OT MOVABLE

WALLS, FLUES ,

AIR TIGHT ANTIQUE

LOCKS , I · FINISH ,

HARDWOOD. Si 40x26x18iy

GLACIER

EFRIGERATO
BOOKLET FREE .

NORTHERN
REFRIGERATOR CO.

Gen 12 FERRY ST. COLT

RACT F 48 a Chaplo
s
,man

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS,

(Continued).

SUBSCRIBER :- We would not trim a duck
Established 33 years. 3 dress with velvet.

THE LARGEST

Hair and Toilet Bazaar DIANA : - It is likely that any preparation for
in America . the hair containing olive oil will make it greasy,

Perfect fitting WIGS, even if only a small quantity is used. You
and WAVES, SKELE
TON BANGS, in the failed to enclose a sample of your hair.
latest styles. NATURAL AZELLE : - Read " Dress for Graduation Day "
WAVY SWITCHES.
COCOANUT BALM for in the present issue of THE DELINEATOR. The

complexion ; cures pimples,makes the skin soft, young graduate may, if she desires, carry &
fresh and fair as a child ' s ; price , 50c. and $ 1.00.
EXTRACT TURKISH ROSE LEAVES, for the white gauze fan . '
lips and face , imparts the natural bloom of youth ; FANNY : - Mixed brown mohair will make a
$ 1.00 and $ 1.50. MAGIC TONIC , softens and
beautifies the hair , prevents it from falling out; pretty gown for you . The material does not
50c. and $ 1.00. HAIR DYES for all colors of hair . crush easily and repels water and dust, hence
Book “ How to be Beautiful, " mailed free.

it is most approved for generalwear. Cut it by
54 W . 14th St., near 6th Ave., N . Y . basque-waist pattern No. 8300 and skirt pattern

No. 8275 , each ofwhich costs ls. 3d . or 30 cents,

| and is illustrated in THE DELINEATOR for April.
WANTED to take orders for our fine Teas , Extracts

ONE IN DISTRESS : - You may learn how toSoaps , Toilet articles , etc . Largest com .
mission , finest premiumns given . No cap prepare the herb and root tonic mentioned by
Ital required . We pay the freight.

Samples free. Address at once. reading the answer to “ Lydia ” in THE DELIN
CONSUMERS TEA & SPICE 00 . EATOR for April. You will find it wise to con

- OINCINNATI, 0 .
sult a specialist in reference to serious facial

imperfections. The facial massage process de
scribed in the chapter on massage contained in

- Beauty ," published by us at 4s. or $ 1 .00, is

the best preventive of wrinkles and will often

ABSOLUTELY ODORLESS lessen them when they have come from other

The Now Success- A Perfect Dress Shield .
causes than years. Such wrinkles are gener
ally indendations of the scarfskin only and may

be called superficial.
Impervious

SRAND

RAPID

AM
IC
HI
GA
N

.

adies

THEY ARE CALLED

"GLOVE-FITTING"

Better than Rubber

BECAUSE
THEY

OMO
DRESS SHIELDS

to

SEWING MADE EASY .
The . . . Nh2

Lightning about Needle.
TRADE MARK

LIGHTNING NENDLES are tapered from centre to eye , ono pash suf
ficient to pass the entire needle through the fabric. Try it once and
you will use no other. The eyes of Nos. 8 , 9 and 10 are as large a

AS WELL

AND

FEEL AS

COMFORT

ABLE

AS A

FINE

KID GLOVE

Perspiration

These are the
only Dress

Shields made
without Rubber

or Guttapercha

that are abso

lutely odorless,
and entirely

impervious to

perspiration.
They are light

er by half than
anyother shields.
They do notde

teriorate by age,
and will outwear
rubber or stocki

net shields;
therefore are the
most economical. Lighterbyhalf than others. For sale by
all first-class dealers , or send 25c. for Sample pair to

OMO MANUFACTURING CO., 394 Canal St., New York .

those in 5 , 6 and 7 of other makes. If you cannot get them from your

merchant, send 6 cents for each paper desired to

THE LIGHTNING NEEDLE co . .

18 to 28 Washington Place, . New York City.

H
T

Leap Year

ANSDON & BATCHELLE
GENUINE

THOMSONS GLOVENTING 345 - 347 BRCADWAY

( 1896 ) X1soljá Silver RINGS
NILANGD

ON
BATCHEL

LER
2

FOR 10 CENTS

Send 25c , to the above firm for a sample dozen of SILK
TWIN DRESS STAYS. The handsomest and best.

These Leap Year (1896 ) Rings we warrant 952- 1000
Sterling Silver , worth one dollar each . To introduce
our great illustrated catalogue of Jewelry . Wewill
send a sample to any person in the United States for
TEN CENTS , postage stamps taken . Send a piece
of paper size of your finger . Address LYNN & CO . ,
48 BOND STREET, NEW YORK .

VEHICLES,HOSPITAL

WHEEL W CHAIRS PERFECTION CAKE TINS.
Books

ARNICA
Delicate Cake easily removed

without breaking . Require no

greasing. All styles - round ,

PERFECTION
square and oblong . 2 round layer
lins by mail 35 to Write for

AR
T INS prices . CAUTION : - Our Trade

Mark , " Perfection " on all Im .

proved Tins. Can 't leak batter . Made with a groove . Look for it

AgentsWanted . RICHARDSON MFG . CO . B . St. BATH , N .Y

TOOTH

ICA SOAP.To propel one ' s . self ,ortobepushed
about in , comfort. ably, easily , and of
the reliable sort . Send stamps for

catalogue, giving new prices on all

styles and sizes . Quote The Delineator .

SMITH WHEEL CHAIR CONCERN , 120 William St., N . Y .

OTHERS NONE Delicious. Cleansing.
IMITATE ! EQUAL ! Harmless .

250. All druggists or by mail. C . H . STRONG & CO ., Chicago.

The Only PERSHOT WATER BAG
Sharpener

That Sharpens Any

Lawn Mower
Easy to operate , and will last 10 years. For sale by

dealers or delivered . Frice , $ 1 .00. Gueranteed , or
money refunded .

Home Lawn Mower Sharpener Co .,
258 CANAL ST., GRAND RAPIDS, MICH .

HOW TO G

INVALIDS, if you can 't find at SAR

WEBER'S
GENT's what you need in all such things

PATENT T
as Rolling, Reclining, Carrying and Com
mode Chairs, Tricycles, Invalids' Lifts ,

Is endorsed byleading physic Beds, Back Rests, Bed Trays, Tables and

ians as the best. Is the only hot invalids' conveniences generally , you

water bottle convertible into a may as well give it up. Write , stating

shoe or foot receptacle , and is so just what you want. No charge. Address,

shaped that it is applicable to any
Geo . F . Sargent Co. ,

814 Broadway, New York .
partiof the body where hot or cold
watershould be used . Sentpost Mention THE DELINEATOR in your letter when you write.

paid to any address for $ 2 . 25 .

Write for descriptive circular. Although a Woman ,

JAHANT & WEBER, Akron , O .
or The Art of Pleasing
Men . By A YOUNG

Wrow . The following is the table of contents : Girls and Matrt

mony. The Girls Whom Men Like. The Girl Who Wins, and How

She Does it . The Girl Who Fails. Some Unfailing Methods.

A Word of Warning . The Secret of the Widow 's Power . Lady

Beauty. The Loved Wife. Every Woman, married or single , should
read this book . It will be sent by mall, postpaid , securely sealed , on

MOLES, WARTS and all Facial Blem
receipt of only 25 cents . Address

J . B . OGILVIE , Publisher, 88 Rose St., New York .
ishes destroyed forever without pain by

electrolysis — the electric needle opera

tion. Book and consultation free. The FRECKLES
New York Electrolysis Co., Permanently removed by FRECKLES CREAM ,

Results guaranteed - Harmless - Quick in action . Par.

1118 Masonic Temple, Chicago, m . | ticulars for stamps. Price, by mall, 50 cents.
and 51 East 23d 'Street, New York . I PARIS CHEMICAL CO., 112 Sixth Ave., New York .

FREE

TO BALD HEADS SUPERFLUOUS HAIR . A
We willmail on applica

tion , free information how
to grow hair upon a bald
head, stop falling hair
and remove scalp discases.
Address ,

Altenheim Med . Dispensary,
127 East Third Street,

Cincinnati, O .
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Srawnik STOCKINGS ? THEY FIT

Purchasing Agency, Ete. MHESSOTT:RICK PURRISE

om .mm LED LETTINONIERIUNE INTILETERREINLETTERLUNTAMIERULEGRI LUKUUNTELINILONNIERA BRUNILDLIINILIMLARNI BILMg ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS,

Vou will admit that it is quite as indispensable to comfort ( Continued ).

I that a stocking should fit and be without bunches and percep
ADA W . : - Wehave not heard that cod-liver

oi! used externally will develop the bust. As
i tible seamsas it is that a shoe should fit and be without protruding pegs i an internal remedy it might tend to have that

and rough counters.
effect.

A READER : - Write to the Numismatic Bank,

THEN WHY NOT WEAR THE Boston , Mass., Coin Dept. D, in reference to
disposing of rare coins.

INQUIRER :- Our publication, " Tatting and
Netting," priee 28. or 50 cents per copy, pro
vides rudimentary instruction in netting for the

and there are no bunches or perceptible seams in them . They are the only I benefit of beginners . Asthe papers on netting

stockings constructed in accordance with the shape of the human foot.
running in this magazine also began with rud

Sold by the trade generally.
imentary instruction , we naturally assume that

:: :: CUIW STOOVINC no LOWDescriptive Price List to any applicant. SHAW STOCKING CO LOWELL, our readers understand the work .
U , MASS .

MAB AND MAY : - By forcing yourself to go
| into society at every opportunity you may over

MISS C . F . MORSE, who refers by permission to come your bashfulness . Sailor hats are as
THE BUTTERICK PUBLISHING Co . (Limited ) , wishes to an - much in vogue as ever .
nounce that she is prepared to receive orders from those de

siring her to purchase goods, her arrangements enabling her to fill orders , whether for large or small quantities ,quantities, I BEATRICE AND GLADYS :-- Cougratulations are
with despatch and at reasonable prices . for the groom ; to the bride one may express

Dress Goods, Cloakings, Infants' Wardrobes, Millinery, Trimmings, Publications, Stamping Patterns, the hope that she will be very happy. It is not
Hand-made Laces, Accordion -Plaiting and Wall Paper, Netting and Lace Samples , Materials and Implements ; customary to ask a gentleman each timehe calls
in fact, all Materials and Implements for Fancy Work are Specialties in her business ; but orders for

other articles will be as punctually attended to and as carefully executed .
to repeat his visit.

Parties who anticipate giving an order are reqnested ,when writing for information as to prices, to enclose ANXIOUS Miss : - Unless the liver acts nor
a 2c. stamp for reply and state the expense to which they wish their purchases limited . Those desiring a col- mally and the general health is good, the spots
lection of samples must enclose 50 cents in payment for the time taken to procure them . As purchases can be
made more satisfactorily with ready funds than upon termsof credit , no orders will be accepted unless the full

he full Ion your face, which are probably moth patches,
amount be sent with order. Address, with stamp, cannot be removed. Seek the advice of a

MISS ( . F . MORSE, 40 East 14th Street, New York , N . Y . : doctor.

by return mail, full descriptive LADIES who desire a BEAUTIFUL FIGURE
THE LEADING CONSERVATORY OF AMERICA. circulars of Woody' s New

and Moody's Improved

Carl FAELTEN , Director.
WEAR W . S . A .CORSETS.

Tallor System of Dress Cutting. Re Self -Adjusting, New System of

Founded by E . Tourite a ser
vised to date. These , only , are the Lacing used in ourGoods only .
genuine Moody Tallor Systems Rust-Proof Steels.

in 1853
Beware of imitations. Any lady ofor.
dinary intelligence can easily and

Unbreakable Sides.

Squickly learn to cut and make any
Perfect FitGuaranteed .

garment, in any style, to any measure, Thousands of Testimonials.

Send for Prospectos
for ladies , men and children . Gar

ments guaranteed to fit perfectly with
WINTER Send forAGENTS WANTED descriptive

giving full information.
outtrying on. Agents Wanted .

FRANK W . HALB, GeneralManager. MOODY & CO ., CINCINNATI, O .
- Booklet.

PostOffice Box, 1647. The Selt-Adjusting Corset Co.,
- WSA ROCHESTER , N . Y .

LAUGHING CAMERA. 10c.
The Latest Invention in Camerm . You look

“ Something New ”
through the long and your stout and Head Noises relieved b ;' using

We send this bin , finc Linen
friends will look like living skeletons,

Wilson ' s Common Sense Ear Drums.
Doily for the new Jewel Em

your thin friends like Dime Museum

fat men , horses like giraffes, and in New scientific invention ; different
broidery work , with our assorted

fact everything appears as though you from all other devices. The only safe, wash silks and Instructions to work ,
were living in another world . Each simple , comfortable and invisible Also a set of Stamping Patterns,
camera contains two strong lenses in Ear Drum in the world . Helps where
Beatly finished leather case. The lat

a 17in , Delft Centre-piece ( The Old

est mirth -maker on the market;
medical skill fails . No wire or string

creates bushels of sport, Catal
attachment. Write for paniphlet.

Wind Mill,) an 8 inch Pansy-Honiton

orus of 1 ,000 novelties and sam THE WILSON EAR DRUM CO. ,
Doily , others in Scal

S p le camera 100. , 3 for 250 , mall PRUM IN
loped edge, Jewels etc.

od postpaid . Agents wanted . Robert H . Ingersoll & Bro.,
117 Trust Bldg ., Louisville ,

ABITION Omees: 1142 Broadway, Now York
Our Book on Fancy

Dept. No. 16 . 65 Cortlandt St.. New York. Work. all Post-paid
WALTER P . WEBBER , Lynn , Mass. Box M

Baby Carriages, • • • to us, and receive the

► Factory Prices . I most beautifulmusic and 20 CENTS .fashion book in the world . It has 32 pages, full
Before you buy write for our free sheet music size, and has a very handsomecover
catalogue, showing the latest and on which is a large and beautiful portrait of an

Lida Clarkson ' s 6 Colored Studies - CHERRIES

best. Our Sleeping Coach is just actress . It contains from 10 to 12 pieces of vocal
NASTURTIUMS- MOONLIGHT- LANDSCAPE

thecab forbaby. Wepay Freight and instrumental music, also four or five por
CHRYSANTHEMUMS - ROSES AND LILACS ,
Regular price 10c . each . We will send you these

traits of leading actresses.
MEANW Marqua Carriage & Toy Co . The New York Musical Echo Co .

6 Colored Studies and Illustrated Catalogue all for

Established 1857. Manufacturers. Cincinnati, O .
Broadway Theatre Building , N . Y . City . ( 120 cents . Stamps taken .

Address, J. F . INGALLS, Lynn , Mass., Box D .

New Eng
lan

d
Cons

erva
tory

Frank
lin

Sq., OF MUS
IC . Bosto

n
,Mass . ,

Te
n

Ce
nt
s

. DEAFNESS

SI

BABY WARDROBE PATTERNS. CANARY BIRDS

PATTERNS for 20 different

articles - long clothes with full direc
tions for making, showing necessary
material, etc., sent post-paid for only
25 cents . A valuable pamphlet sent
free with every order . Send silver or
stamps . Address . .

Mrs . H . Atsma, Bayonne, N . J .

Agents Wanted BothSexes .
The electricity from the bat

teries will turn & needle
through your table or hand.
Cures Rheumatism , Liver and Kidney
Disewo, Wank And Lame Back, ete. For

rertising purposes ve will give ONL BBLT
PRE to ono person In esoh locality .Address

E . J . SMEAD & CO . , Dept.
VINELAND, NEW JERSEY.

P. S . - Send stamp for M . Catalogue of Watches, Oil Heaters, Sewing
Machines, Bicycles , Musical Instruments, Cameras, Typewriters and
OTHER GOODS, also English Pug Dogs, Angora Cats, etc.

thathave ceased to
chirp either from

illness, exposure or on account of moulting, can be made to warble

tuneful melodies by placing • cake of BÍRD MANNA in their

cages. It acts almost like a charm in restoring them to song. It is WAHLER ' S PATENTED ALUMINUM

an absolute necessity to the health , comfort and hygiene of CAGE TEETHING PLATE .
BIRDS. It is made after the Andreasberg recipe. Sold by drug

Instantly re
lieves the tortures of teething Ba

giste, grocers and bird -dealers. Mailed to any P . 0 . in the United bies , and mama gets her usual rest. No injury
States or Canads for 15 cts., by the BIRD FOOD CO ., 400 N . 3d St., possible . Endorsed by leading Physicians . Be

Philadelphia , Ps . Bird Book free . sure that what you buy is stamped Wahler . "
AtDruggists, or mailed to any address for 35 cents.
OSTHEIMER BROS., 831 Arch St., Philadelphia , Pa .

S NUFF Marshall's
D'MAESHALLS Catarrh ANDERSON' S SHORTHAND
CATARRH

Snuff
TYPEWRITER

SNUFF
has never been Co is taking the
equalled for place of steno.

the instant relief of Catarrh , Cold in the Head and
Headache. Cures Deafness , restores lost sense of graphy because it
smell . Sixty years on the market. All Druggists sell is quickly learned ,
it. 25c . per bottle . F . C .KEITH ,Mfr., Cleveland, O .

and a typewriter
that prints a word at one stroke is

CLEAN HANDS . | piainer and faster than shorthand. $ 25 .
Every ladybuys a STOVE POLISHING MITTEN D . G . K . Anderson , 720 Bennett Building, New York .

at sight. Polishes the stove better and quicker
than a brush . Sample by mail. 25 cents a set ;
5 sets, $ 1.00 . New England Novelty Mfg . Co . ,

24B Portland St., Boston ,Mass .
AGENTS can make $ 3 to $ 5 per day. Circulars free. I

riednih

BORE EYES DIISAACTHOMPSONS EYE WATER
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To Lady Readers of The Delineator.
ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS,

(Continued ).

CUPID : - Olive and almond oils are among
This elegant dress hat is made of fine fancy straw (the the best emollients fo : a dry skin and either

very newest effects ) and trimmed in advance style , exactly slightly pertslightly perfumed should find a place upon the
like cut, with fine materials only , wide all-silk plain or toilet table of every woman who has a rough

fancy Persian ribbon (entirely new designs), beautiful or ary skiv new designs beautiful or dry skin .

monture of fine flowers, silk lace, with tuft of same on SUBSCRIBER FROM HARLEM : — Wear a fancy
left side under brim to touch the hair (now the popular blue straw hat of the sailor type with your blue
fad) and handsome steel, gilt or jet cabochon , in all a dress, trimming it with ribbon, violets and a

charming creation which positively could not be dupli- | Rhinestone ornament. Your gloves should be

cated elsewhere for less than $ 6 .00 . If you will show to tan mousquetaires. At a morning wedding the
your friends this specimen of our superb styles and ex - groom wears a frock or cutaway coat, striped

ceedingly low prices, we will send you one of these beau trousers, patent leather shoes and a four-in -hand
tifully trimmed dress hats, securely packed, upon receipt | scarf. If the ceremony takes place in the

of but $ 2 .00, if accompanied by this advertisement and evening, full dress is demanded of him , and, of

the full addresses of ten of yourmost stylish lady acquaint- course, of all the other meü who attend .

ances. Send dress sample and state your own age and MRS. M . P . H . : — Walnut stain is a very pop
complexion . No extra charge for making any changes ular dye for the hair and is cleanly , but it must

desired in the style of trimming or shape of hat. be constantly applied. Any druggist will sup
One of our large illustrated catalogues showing 150 ply you with it, ready for use .

newest Parisian and American styles, and a sample bottle of Honeysuckle Complexion INDIANA GIRL : The three emollients men
Fluid, absolutely free with each order. Address : tioned in Mrs. Oliver Bell Bunce 's paper on

E . NEWMAN & CO “ Perfumes and Toilet Preparations " in The
DELINEATOR for March, almond oil, cocoa butter

Wholesale and Retail Milliners, 2703 AND 2705 FRANKLIN AVE., ST. LOUIS ,Mo. and lanoline, are not to be mixed together, as

you will see by carefully reading the paragraph .
THE CHILD'S TYPEWRITER . AGENTS WANTED . Any one of them may be used by itself.

They make astonishing profits .

Any child , knowing its letter3,

THE CHILD 'S TYPEWRITER learns to write in five minutes.

Every parent should have one.

Return Sample, TWO DOLLARS. TRADE BABIES . MARK
MIERS FISHERS For full particulars , address

DENVER COLORADO Do not torture your baby with food that cannot be

MIERS FISHER, Denver, Colo. digested or retained . The Boston Food is retained
when all others fail . Babies grow bright, sleep
all night and are free from colie or crampe if no
other preparation or milk is given . Requires no

CORPUS LEAN ABSOLUTELY HARMLESS cooking and does not sour in the bottest weather.
Large Package by mail for 50 cents ; $ 6 per dozen .

will reduce fat at race of 10 to 15 lbs. per Simply stopping the fat-producing effects

month without injury to health . Send
Lady agents wanted . The worthy poor supplied Free.or food. The supply being stopped , the natural

6c. in stamps for sealed circulars covering working of the system draws on the fut and Bonton Food Co . , 89a Court Street, Boston , Mass.
bestimonials. L . E . Marah Co., reducesweight at once.

2815 Medison Ba . Pollador Pa Sold by all Drugglata

The BOSTON FOOD for
TUBOSSONGSRUUDUS

2 .

IN UI

THE

a
Milliner

Dressmaker and Mil

LADIES preserve and beautify
your complexion .

Madame De Vere ' s celebrated “ Complexlon Lo
ion " will whiten the skin , remove freckles, tan , sun .
burn and all facial blemishes . Used by society ladies

everywhere. Formula and directionsmailed on receipt
of 25 cents . Address : The De Vere Mfg. Co ., 45 West

24th Street, New York City .

To close out our stock we send by mail
70 pieces , full'sheet music size, vocal

and instrumental, all parts complete ,
all for 20c. ; or 4 lots , 50c. Money
back if not suited . " Only One Girl

in the World for Me, and 100
Songs with music , 5c. D , Hathway,

339 Washington St., Boston , Mass,esenting the Fashipresentation of Modes and Mish and Ge

A NEW MAGAZINE ILLUSTRATING IN

COLORS AND TINTS THE LATEST
MODES IN COSTUMING AND MILLINERY.

THIS MAGAZINE is published Quarterly , for March , May, September and

November, representing the Fashions for Spring, Summer, Autumn and Winter
respectively . It contains the Finest Presentation ofModes and Millinery ever offered

to the public , with accompanying Descriptions in English , Spanish and German .

Subscription Price, $ 1.00 or 5s. a Year.

Price of Single Copies, 35 cents or 1s. 6d .

ORDERS may be placed through any of our Agents , or sent direct to the General Office . THE DRESSMAKER
AND MILLINER , sent on Subscription or by Single Copy from our New York Office to any Address in the United
States, Canada, Newfoundland or Mexico, is post-paid by the Publishers . When theMagazine is ordered eent

on Subscription to any other country, 25 Cents for Extra Postage must be remitted with the Subscription Price.

SSHEET MUSIC ! 7.per copy,
CENTSI

Tc. per copy,
J . 15 copies for

PER $ 1 .00. Sold everywhere at 90c . to

$ 1. 00 per copy. Catalogue of 12, 000
pieces FREE to any address .

F . BREHM , Erie, Pa.
COPү |

SAFELY CORED ,

by one who has been a
FELLOW SUFFERER

Large Hips and STOUT Abdomens
Reduced bymyOwn Methods— Sare,Easy.Per
manent. Debility & Short Breath a Specialty
Four Years Forelge Study. Address , with staman

Dr. Edith Berdan 113 Ellison St., Paterson N. . . DIE . . .
La Modista de

Vestidos y de Scareiderin. Putzmacherin.
Sombreros. Money Savernement et

Young or old

have fun and

85 . Printing Press makemoney
Print yourown cards & c printing for

Eine neue Zeitschrift, welche die neuesten $ 18 . Press for circulars or others Tube

Se Publica por Trimestre. Es un small newspaper. Cats
Moden für Garderobe und Putz in farbigen logue free , presses, type setting easy by

Nuevo Periódico , llustrando en TiSIOR
paper, cards , & c . from full printed in .

Colores y Tintes las Ultimas
Illustrationen darstellt und vierteljährlich her maker KELSEY & Co.Meriden, Connstructions.

Modas en Trajes y Sombreros. ausgegeben wird.
Like a permanentposi

El Precio de Suscripcion al Año, $ 1. 25 cts, oro . Abonnementspreis, pro Jahr, 6 M . tion and $ 150 month

ly ,if so write us at once.

El Precio por cada Entrega Sencilla,50 cts. oro. Einzelge Exemplare kosien 2 M . We will send you full particulars Free, or a valuabla
sample of our goods in Sterling Silver upon receipt
of Five Two cene stamps for postage, etc. AddressSe pueden hacer pedidos por cualquiera de Nnestros Bestellungen nehmen unsere Agenturen entgegen , oder
Standard Silver Ware Co . , Boston , Mass .Agentes, ó enviar directamente a la Oficina General. werden direkt von unserem Haupt-Geschäft auegeführt.

THE BUTTERICK PUBLISHING CO . (Limited), Itafilicted with

7 to 17 West 13th Street , New York , U . S. A . 171to 175 Regent Street , London , England. I SORE ? ! .

WOULD YOU and 913

nd. SORE EYESDI SAAGTHOMPSONS EYEWATER
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Book Agents Wanted
DARKNESS & DAYLIGHT in NEW YORK

INGREASE YOUR INCOME
ponde

nctio
ns

conts can

SEALING Self-Sealing PIE TIN

$ 50 PREMIUM ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS,
Will be paid to the three ladies submitting to us the
three best designs for Any man orwoman can earn $100 a month with

( Concluded ).

TORTOISE -SHELL COMBS. MRS. J. H . 0 .: - Doileys decorated with
625 to the Arst best, $ 15 to the second best, and $ 10 to

A Christian woman's thrilling narrative of Twenty Years ofthe third best design . Design paper furnished free .
drawn-work are used for bureau or toilet

rescue work " In His Name ' most beautifully illustrated from
Write for descriptive circular. cushions. There are doileys for finger -bowls,850 wonderful flash - lightphotographs. bad thousand . 700 p .

The Providence Shell Works, Providence, R . I. Introduction By Rev . Lyman Abbott. cake baskets, vegetable dishes, tumblers and
Ministers say " God speed it. " Everyone laughs and cries general table use.

over it. One Agent has cleared 600 ;another (a lady )0500.
OF A bonciza for Agents. 5 ,000 more wanted . Or Distanco KLEA : Brown and white plaided inohair
no hindrance. for we Pay Weight, Give Credit, Extra Terme.
Write for particulars and specimen engravings ( tree ) to will make a stylish travelling gown ; skirt pat

LADIES with $ 20 to $ 100 investments can make HARTFORD PUBLISHING 00 ., Hartford, Oonn, tern No. 8244 and basque-waist pattern No. 8199,
large profits in Stocks. Transactions confidential, safe
and honorable . Correspondence invited . which cost ls. 3d , or 30 cents each, may be

V vann STOCK 35 and 37Broadway, JUNE FIRST wewill GIVE someone chosen for the making. Both patterns are illus
BROKE NEW YORK . a YOU MAY | trated in THE DELINEATOR for March . Trim

with velvet or satin . Have a black broadcloth
S , GET IT.AF SEALIN

or checked tweed skirt for wear with otherPIE TING

invented by a woman becauso 1t Mothers only write for particulars to waists. Capes and coats are stylish. To cleanwas needed . Prevents rich juices
escaping and insures crisp crust. The Babette Co., 495 Phila . Bourse, Phila ,Pa. tarnished brass, rub some bichromate of potassa
A complete snccess. Endorsed by

fine, pourover it about twice its bulk ofsulphuricgood cooks everywhere. Bample
Tin sent postpaid for 20 cents.

AGENTS WANTED . New recipes free with each order.
REMARKABLE OFFER Send four cents in acid andmix this with an equalquantity of water.

I stamps, & lock of
& . o . Vining, Mgr., Dept. 7 ,25 Randolph St., Ohioaga your hair , name, After rubbing the brass with this, wash immedi

agc, sex, leading symptoms and receive _ 2 Belentite lately in plenty of water, wipe it, and rub per
LETTER Diagnosis of your disease . Add. J : 0 . BAT. FREE

DORF, M . b ., Grand Rapids, Mich . TNSBtectly ary , polishing with powdered rollen sone .fectly dry, polishingwith powdered rotten -stone.

W . S . : - Peroxide of hydrogen for bleaching
RED CROSS SPOOL SILK To do copy - the hair comes ready for use. To “ A Constant

Equal to 5 100 -yd . spools of other makes. Dressmakers ing at home. Reader " elsewhere in these columns is given a
wanted as agents. Money refunded if not as represented.
GUDEBBOD BROTHERS COMPANY,621 Broadway, New YorkRomeroom A . S . P . SUPPLY CO ., Box 1204, Lima, o . suggestion for reducing flesh . For freckles,mix

one part of Jamaica rum with two parts of lemon
COLORADO PYRITES RINGS Make big money , quick sales and

1 juice and dabble it upon the face every night.
In Sterling Silver, $ 1 .00 each .

lasting customers selling ourMack .
intosh skirts and othernew goods.

la Solid Gold, $ 3 00 each. A GRADUATE : -- Intending applicants for ad
Be first to sell them . Fresh territory. Catalogue free.

Postpaid on receipt of price . mission to the civil service of the State of NewLADIES SUPPLY CO ., 3118 Forest Ave., Chicago.
Send for catalogue of full

line of Pyrites Jewelry . York should address the Secretary of the New
GEORGE BELL , DEDSONAL I am Making Good Wages | York Civil Service Commission , Albany, for in

Lapidary and lant' s Jeweler, PERSONAL atwriting and other home formation as to eligibility, positions open to
801, 17th St., DENVER , COI work . Will send full particulars FREE to any LADY

enclosing stamp. This is no deception . competition and application blanks.
MRS. I . L . FOWLER , E . PEMBROKE, N , H .

N . B . :- - Trim the black straw sailor with rog
Is bandier than a pocket in a shirt when canning sea ettes of white Malines lace over green Malines
son arrives. Cans everything in vegetables and fruits with weak , inferior dyes
at home easily and economically . Write for circulars, that soon fade out, as matching your réséda sample . Have pink roses
testimonials and full particulars, Agents wanted . you can easily obtain at the back . Tan Suède mousquetaires are
JOHN L . GAUMER CO ., 1101 Race St., Philadelphia , Pa. Strong, Brilliant, and

Lasting Colors by using suitable adjuncts. Fancy yokes are as much in
" PERFECTION " Dyes. Every package warranted . vogue as ever.
Send 40c , for six pkgs., any colors wanted , and try them ,

Single package, loc. Catalogue and sample cards Free. Miss INQUISITIVE : - Interlining in skirts and
Best in the world , hot water, pipe system . Will

W . CUSÄING & CO ., Dept. 6. FOXCROFT, MAINE.
hatch chickswhen others fail. Cataloguo Froc. sleeves is still used and hair -cloth and fibre
Shoemaker Inaubator Co . Freeport, IIL U . & A .

chamois are often selected for the purpose.

0 Yards for 30c. A poki

Writers Wanted in

MUDGE PATENT CANNER - - -

VONT VYE Strongan Britilant Deana

Incubators Brooders

The Juvenile Outfitter FACE WASFACEWASH

MRS. BRADLEY' S removes MOTH , TAN ,
FRECKLES ,PIMPLES,
OILY SKIN , BLACK
HEADS. By Mail, 250 ,
Agents wanted . Dress
makers and Milliners

send for circulars. Mrs. C . S . BRADLEY, Omaha , Neb .

IS A NEW QUARTERLY MAGAZINE Cut this out and send to-day for free catalogue.

DEYOTED TO THE NEEDS OF YOUNG FOLKS. $ 9.75 buys natural finish Baby Carriage with
- plated steelwheels , axle, springe, one piece

bent handle, 3 years guarantee, Carriages sent on 10 DAYS
PREB TRIAL. BUY PROM PACTORY & SAVE DEALERS' PROFITS.Published in March , May, September and November, for Spring, Summer, OXFORD UDSE. CO . , 840 Wabash Ave ., CHICAGO ,

Autumn and Winter respectively. It contains a series of Colored Plates
BOYS AND GIRLSshowing the latest Styles of Clothing for Misses, Girls, Children , Boys and

can earn pocket money in spare moments , also hand.

Infants ; Plates of Fashionable Hats, Caps and Bonnets, and many additional some present to each. Send name: no cash required :
illustrations of Figures and Patterns showing Seasonable and Practical

If you have any rare American or for

Garments. The Descriptions are in English , Spanish and German. eign coins or paper money issued before
1878 , keep them and send twostamps for

Subscription Price, 75 Cents or 48. a Year. Illustrated Circular No. 20. Fortune for
somebody . Numismatic Bank , Boston , Mass . Coin Dept. D .

Price of Single Copies, 25 Cents or 18 . 3d.

....HAVE YOU EVER SEEN . ...
A Face Powder that gradually bleached your com
plexion to theexquisite tint of the Lily , clear, smooth
änd soft as a baby 's . Send 10 cents in stamps for
sample and « Beautiful Women . '

THOMPSON ' S , 947 Broadway , N . Y . Olty .
-HUSSTATTU

NG

You cad now grasp a fortune. A new
guide to rapid wealth ,with 240 fide en .

gravings, sent free to any person . This
18 a chance of & lifetime. Write at once.
Lynn & Co. 48 Bondst.New York

Rubber Stamp, Toys

es un Nuevo Periódico Trimestral, ist einaneue Quartalschrift, die das

Dedicado a las Modas de Niños. ganze Gebietder Mode für

Knaben und Mädchen umfasst,
Publicado en Marzo,Mayo, Setiembre, y Noviem

bre para Primavera, Verano, Otoño, é Invierno
| und wird im März, Mai, September und Novem

ber für die Frühjahrs-, Sommer-, Herbst - und
respectivamente . Contiene una série de Gra - Winter-Moden herausgegeben. Sie enthält

bados Iluminados, mostrando los Ultimos eine Serie von kolorierten Modenbildern,welche
Estilos en Ropaje para Señoritas, Niños y die neuesten Moden für Mädchen , Kinder,

Knaben und auch für kleine Kinder zeigen .
Bebés. Las Descripciones están en Inglés,

Die Beschreibungen erscheinen in englischer,
Español y Aleman. spanischer und deutscher Sprache.

Precio de Suscripcion, $ 1.00 oro, al Año. Abonnementspreis, pro Jahr, 4 M .

Precio por Entrega , • 30 Centavos, oro. Einzelne Exemplare kosten M . 1.20.

THE BUTTERICK PUBLISHING CO . (Limited),
7 to 17 West 13th Street, New York , U . S. A . 171 to 175 Regent Street, London , England.

Comicalor Brownie Sets No. 1 ,
contains 5 figures , 150 , No. 2 , 10 figures, 250.
Magic Olown Circus, 16 large figures ,500. Rub .
ber Type, five alphabets, 25c., all with suitable ink
and pad, mailed on receiptofmoney. Cireulars free.
SCHWAAB STAMP & SEAL CO ., MILWAUKEE,WIS ,

Sterling Dress StaysTRADE MARK
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THE BUTTERICK CUTLERY.
Per Order these Goods by Numbers , Cash with Order. Cutlery, ordered at the retail or single-pair rate, will be sent prepaid to any Address

in the United States, Canada, Newfoundland or Mexico . When ordered al dozen rates, transportation charges must be paid by the party ordering.

If the party ordering desires a mail package registered, 8 cents extra should be remitted with the order, Rates by the Gross furnished on

application . Dozen rates will not be allowed on less than half a dozen of one style ordered at one time, nor gross rates on less than half a gross .

THECHAMPION CHEAP SCISSORS. FIRST QUALITY STRAIGHT – BENT SHEARS.

O
H
U
O

Rr Made of English Razor Steel, full Nickel

Plated , and Neatly Finished.

Made of Solid Razor Steel throughout, full Nickel - Plated ,

with Finger - Shaped Bows and screw Adjustment.
In lots of Half a Dozen ormore , these Shear' s can

generally be sent more cheaply by express .

No. II. - LADIES' SCISSORS (54 inches long).
25 Cents per Pair ; $ 2 . 00 per Dozen Pairs. Postage per

Dozen Pairs , 20 Cents .

No. 12 . - POCKET SCISSORS (342 inches long).
25 Cents per Pair ; 82. 00 per Dozen Pairs. Postage per

Dozen Pairs, 15 Cents .

SUOMI

No. 13. - POCKET SCISSORS (4 inches long).

30 Cents per Pair ; $ 2 .50 per Dozen Pairs Postage per
Dozen Pairs, 20 Cents ,

No. 14 . - POCKET SCISSORS (412 inches long).

35 Cents per Pair i. $3.00 per Dozen Palrs. Postage per

No. 16 .- DRESSMAKERS' or HOUSEKEEPERS' STRAIGHT
SHEARS (734 inches long).

50 Cents per Pair ; $ 4 ,50 per Dozen Palrs.

No. 21. — DRESSMAKERS' or HOUSEKEEPERS' BENT SHEARS
(734 inches long).

75 Cents per Pair ; $6 .50 per Dozen Palrs.

No. 22. - DRESSMAKERS' or HOUSEKEEPERS' BENT SHEARS

(972 inches long) .

$ 1. 00 per Pair ; $ 9 ,00 per Dozen Pairs.

No. 15. - RIPPING OR SURGICAL SCISSORS
(5 inches long).

30 Cents per Palr ; $ 2 .50 per Dozen Pairs. Postage per
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The Banner Button -Hole Cutters.
Dozen Pairs , 10 Cents. These various Cutters are of Solid Steel

throughout and full Nickel-plated .

No.17. - SEWING-MACHINE SCISSORS and THREAD
CUTTER (4 inches long).

(With Scissors Blades 14 inch long, having File Forcep Points
to catch and pull out thread ends.)

40 Cents per Pair : 83 .75 per Dozen Palrs. Postage per
Dozen Pairs , 10 Cents ,

No. 1. - ADJUSTABLEBUTTON -HOLE CUTTERS,

with Outside Screw (4 inches long).

25 Cents per pair ; $ 2 . 00 per Dozen Pairs . Postage
per Dozen Pairs , 15 Cents .

mund OLD
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No. 18 . – TAILORS' POINTS and DRESSMAKERS' No. 1 . - In these Cutters the size of the Button -Hole to be cut is

SCISSORS (412 inches long).
regulated by an Adjustable Screw , so that

30 Cts, per Pair ; $ 2,50 per Dozen Pairs. Postage per Dozen Pairs, 20 Cts.
Button -Holes can be cut of any size and of

uniform length .
No. 19 . – TAILORS' POINTS and DRESSMAKERS' SCISSORS

(542 inches long).

40 Cts. per Palr ; $ 3 .75 per Dozen Pairs. Postage per Dozen Pairs, 25 Cts.

No. 20. - TAILORS' POINTS and DRESSMAKERS' SCISSORS

(612 inches long).

60 Cts. per Pair ; $ 4.50 per Dozen Pairs. Postage per Dozen Pairs, 30 Cts . No . 2 . -- ADJUSTABLE BUTTON -HOLE CUTTERS,

with Inside Gauge - Screw (4 inches long).

50 Cents per Pair ; $ 4 . 50 per Dozen Pairs. Postage
per Dozen Pairs, 20 Cents .

No. 2. — These Cutters are of English Razor Steel, full Nickel-plated,

These Scissors are made of the finest English Razor Steel, and and Forged by Hand. The Gauge-Screw being

are designed especially for Cutting Silk and other fine fabrics in such on the inside, there is no possibility of it catching

a manner as not to unravel the warp of the material. in the goods when in use.

They are full finished, full ground and nickel-plated.

Being extra hard

tempered, they will RED - elo

retain their cutting

edge for many years. While very delicate and dainty

looking in construction , they are really very strong, No. 3 . - ADJUSTABLE BUTTON -HOLE CUTTERS,
which makes them Ideal light-cutting Scissors. with Sliding Gauge on Graduated Scale

No. 26 . - (434 inches long). (412 inches long).
40 Cts . per Pair ; $ 3 .75 per Dozen Patrs. Postage per Dozen Pairs, 10 Cts . 75 Cts . per Palr ; $ 6 . 50 per Dozen Pairs . Postage per Dozen Pairs, 20 Cts .

No, 27 . - (534 inches long).
50 Cts, per Pair ; $ 4 .50 per Dozen Pairs . Postage per Dozen Pairs,115 Cts .

No. 3 . — These Cutters are of English Razor Steel, Full Nickel-plated

No. 28 . - (634 inches long).
and Hand-forged . They are regulated by a Brass Gauge, with a Phos.

phor-Bronze Spring sliding along a Gradusied Scale, so that the But.60 Cts . per Pair ; $ 5 . 25 per Dozen Pairs. Postage per Dozen Pairs, 25 Cts .
Rates by the Gross furnished on application . 15. | ton- Hole can be cut to measure.

If the above Cutlery cannot be obtained from the nearest Butterick Pattern Agency , send your Order , with the Price ,
direct to Us , and the goods will be forwarded, prepaid , to your Address .

THE BUTTERICK PUBLISHING CO . (Limited), 7 to 17 W . 13th Street New York .

The “Ideal" Skeleton-Frame Silk Scissors.

MATERIAL
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THE BUTTERICK CUTLERY.

The Butterick Manicure Implements. Scissors for the Work -Basket.

(CONTINUED .)

The goods here offered are Low -Priced and of High Quality and

Superior Designs, having the approval of Leading Pro

fessional Manicures and Chiropodists.

The Gloriana Scissors are of Razor Steel, with Nickel and Gold

embossed Bows fluted along the sides, and polished and nickel

led Blades having a convex finish along the backs and full regular finish

to the edges. They are also fitted with a pat

ent Spring, which forces the shanks apart,mak

ing the blades cut independently of the screw .
No. 4 . — MANICURE CUTICLE SCISSORS (4 ins. long).

50 Cents per Pair ; $ 4 ,50 per Dozen Pairs . Postage
per Dozen Palrs, 10 Cents.

No. 4 . - These Cuticle Scissors are of English Razor Steel, Needle

pointed , Hand-forged and Ground by French Cutlers.
No. 23. - GLORIANA SCISSORS

(542 inches long).
50 Cents per Pair ; $ 4 . 50 per Dozen Pairs. Postage

per Dozen Pairs, 20 Cents.

The Gloriana Embroidery and Ripping Scissors are made of English

Cast Steel, well tempered and full Nickel-plated. The

handlesare embossed in gilt

and nickel, and the Blades

are carefully ground .

No. 5 . - BENT NAIL -SCISSORS (342 ins. long ).
50 Cts. per Pair ; 84. 50 per Doz. Pairs. Postage per Doz. Pairs, 10 Cts .

No. 5 . — These Bent Nail-Scissors are of English Razor Steel,

Forged by Hund , with Curved Blades and a File on each side.

No. 6 . - CUTICLE KNIFE (With Blade 1% inch long).

35 Cents per Knife ; $ 3.00 per Dozen. Postage per Dozen , 10 Cents.

No. 6 . — The Handle of this Cuticle Knife is of White Bone, and the

Blade is of Hand-forged English Razor Steel, the connection being

made with Aluminum Solder under a Brass Ferrule.

No. 25. – GLORIANA EMBROIDERY AND RIPPING
SCISSORS ( 4 inches long).

50 Cents per Pair ; 84. 50 per Dozen Pairs. Postage per
Dozen Pairs, 10 Cents .

The Embroidery Scissors are made of English Razor Steel, Nickel

plated and Double-pointed. They are used as Lace and Embroidery

Scissors and Glove-Darners, being Dainty and Convenient Implements

of the Nécessaire and Companion.

.

No. 7. – NAIL FILE (With Blade 344 inches long).
35 Cents per File ; $ 3. 00 per Dozen . Postage per Dozen , 15 Cents .

No. 7. — The Handle and Adjustment of this Nail File are the same

as for the Cuticle Knife , and the Blade is of English Razor Steel, Hand

forged and Hand -cut.

No. 8 . - CORN KNIFE (With Blade 244 inches long).

50 Cents per Knife ; $ 4 .50 per Dozen . Postage per Dozen , 10 Cents.

No. 8 . - The Handle, Blade and Adjustment of this Corn Knife

are the same as for the Cuticle Knife .

No. 9 . - EMBROIDERY SCISSORS No. 10 . - EMBROIDERY SCISSORS
( 3 %2 inches long). (2 % 2 inches long).

20c. per Palr ; 81.60 per Doz. Palrs. 15c. per Pair; $ 1 .25 per Doz. Pairs.
Postage per Dozen Pairs, 5 Cents. Postage per Dozen Pairs , 5 Cents.

The combined Folding Pocket, Nailand Ripping Scissors are made of
the finest grade ofGerman Steel, full Nickel-plated. The Handles are

hinged on the Blades so as to fold when not in use . The inside of the

Handle contains a phosphor-bronze Spring which keeps the blades firm

when open ,making an indispensable pair of Pocket Scissors. The Blades

are filed on each side for Manicure purposes, and are

ground to a point for Ripping pur

poses. Each pair is packed in an

Imitation Morocco case.
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TRAGING WHEELS.
per These Articles we Specially Recommend as of Supo

rior Finish and Quality .
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No. 31. - SINGLE TRACING WHEEL .
15 Cts . per Wheel; $ 1 .00 per Dozen Wheels , Postage

per Dozen Wheels , 20 Cents .

No. 24 . - Open ( 4 inches long) .

Closed (214 inches long).
35 Cents per Pair ; $ 3.00 per

Postage per Dozen Pairs, 15 Cents .

Rates by the gross furnished on application.

Dozen Pairs .

Lamp-Wick Trimmers.
No. 32. - DOUBLE TRACING WHEEL .
20 Cts . per Wheel; $ 1 . 25 per Dozen Wheels ,

Postage per Dozen Wheels , 20 Cents.

No. 29.--LAMP-WICK TRIMMERS (542 ins. long) .

35 Cts . per Pair ; $ 3 .00 per Doz. Pairs. Postage per Dozen Pairs, 30 Cts.
No. 33 . - DOUBLE ADJUSTABLE TRACING WHEEL .

These Trimmers are carefully designed to trim wicks evenly
25 Cts . per Wheel; $ 1 .60 per Dozen Wheels . Postage

per Dozen Wheels , 25 Cents . and are of fine Steel, full Nickel-plated and neatly finished.

Pr Order by Numbers , Cash with Order. Ordered at the retail or single -pair rate, these Goods will be sent prepaid to any Address in the United
States, Canada, Newfoundland or Mexico . When ordered at dozen rates, transportation charges must be paid by the party ordering. If the party order

ing desires a mail package registered , 8 cents extra should be sent with the order. Rates by the gross furnished on application . Dozen Rates will not

be allowed on less than half a dozen of one style ordered at one time, nor gross rates on less than half a gross. If the Goods cannot be procured from

the nearest Butterick Pattern Agency, Send your Order, with the Price , direct to Us, and the Goods will be forwarded , prepaid , to your address .

THE BUTTERICK PUBLISHING CO . (Limited], 7 to 17 W . 13th Street, New York .
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| BOOKS AND PAMPHLETS
ON SOCIAL CULTURE AND THE DOMESTIC SCIENCES AND ARTS ,

PUBLISHED BY THE BUTTERICK PUBLISHING COMPANY (LIMITED),

If any of these Works cannot be obtained from the Nearest Butterick Agency, send your Order

with the Price, direct to Us, and the Publications desired will be forwarded to your Address.

19

METROPOLITAN

BOOK SERIES.

Good Manners. This

an Exhaustive Common

Sense Work , uniform with

" Social Life,'' also advertised

on this page, and fully ex .

plains the latest and best ideas

Sold at the Uniform Price of per Copy .

$ 1 .00 per Copy. Social Life is a Book

000000000000000ooooooooooooooooo written in Correspondence

Style and Explanatory of

PRACTICAL ETIQUETTE, and is intended as a Companion Book to

“ Good MANNERS." It contains valuable instructions concerning

the customs belonging to polite scciety,and supplies the most approved

formsof Invitations and Replies, etc., etc . Price, $ 1.00 per Copy.
The Delsarte System of physical culture

This Work , by Mrs. Eleanor Georgen , is a Reliable Text-Book, Indis.

pensable in Every School and Home where Physical Training is

taught ; and the Explanations are supplemented by over Two Hun

dred and Fifty Illustrations. Price, $ 1 .00 per Copy.

Beauty : Its Attainment and Preservation . The Most

COMPLETE AND RELIABLE WORK ever offered to Those Who Desire

to Be Beautiful in Mind, Manner, Feature and Form . As this Book

is more comprehensive in its dealings with the subject of Beauty

than any before published , its popularity is a foregone conclusion .

Price, $ 1 .00 per Copy .

Needle -Craft : Artistic and Practical. This will be

found a Comprehensive and Eminently Useful Volume, replete with

accurate Engravings of Decorative Needle -Work of every variets, with

full instructions for their reproduction, etc. Price, $ 1.00 per Copy.

The Pattern Cook -Book . A Comprehensive Work on

the Culinary Science, Showing How to Cook Well at Small Cost, and
embracing The Chemistry of Food, The Furnishing of the Kitchen , How

to Choose Good Food , A Choice Collection of Standard Recipes, etc.

Every Recipe in THE PATTERN COOK -BOOK has been thoroughly
tested. Price, $ 1.00 per Copy .

Home-Making and House -Keeping. This Book
contains full instructions in the Most Economical and Sensible

Methods of Home-Making, Furnishing, House- Keeping and Domestic

Work generally. Price, $ 1 .00 per Copy .

Needle and Brush : Usefuland Decorative . A BOOK

OF ORIGINAL, ARTISTIC DESIGNS, AND ONE THAT SHOULD BE SEEN IN

EVERY BOUDOIR AND STUDIO . In this Volume will be found inpu

merable Artistic Designs for the Decoration of a home, all of them

to be developed by the Veedle or Brush . Price, $ 1.00 per Copy.

METROPOLITAN

ART SERIES .
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0 -0000- 0000 - 000000000. cooooooooo The Art of Cro - Drawing and Painting. The following List of Chapter

cheting : Introductory Headings indicates the Scope of this Beautiful Work : Pencil Draw

Volume. This Beautiful ing - Tracing and Transfer Papers — Shading - Perspective - How

Work is replete with illus to Sketch Accurately Without a Study of Perspective — Sketching –

trations of Fancy Stitches, Water Colors - Flowers in Water Colors — Oil Colors - Oil Painting

& Edgings, Insertions, Gar. on Textiles — Crayon Work in Black and White — Pastel Pictures —

ments of Various Kinds and Drawing for Decorative Purposes — Painting on Glass — Painting on

& Sold at the Uniform Price of Articles of Usefulness and Plaques — Screens - Lustra Painting - Still Life - Terra Cotta - Lin

50 Cents per Copy. Ornament, with Instructions crusta — Tapestry Painting — China Painting - Golds, Enamels and

¥ for Making Them . Price, Bronzes— Royal Worcester. Price, 50 Cents per Copy .boooooooooooooooooo o o. . ooo 50 Cents per Copy.

Masquerade and Carnival: Their Customs and
Fancy and Practical Crochet-Work (Advanced Costumes. This Book contains all the Important Points concerning

Studies) : A New , Up - to - Date Pamphlet on Crochet Carnivals and similar festivities, and presents between Two and Three
Work . This Pamphlet is one of the largest of this Series, and Hundred Illustrations of Historical, Legendary, Shaksperean , National

is filled with New Designs as follows: EDGINGS AND INSERTIONS; and Original Costumes for Ladies, Gentlemen and Young Folks, with
SQUARES, HEXAGONS, ROSETTES, STARS, ETC., FOR SCARFS, TIDIES, complete Descriptions. Price, 50 Cents per Copy.
COUNTERPANES, CUSHIONS, ETC.; DOILEYS, CENTER - PIECES, MATS,

ETC.; PRETTY ARTICLES FOR MISSES' AND CHILDREN'S USE ; DOLLY'S The Art of Garment Cutting, Fitting and
DOMAIN ; BEAD CROCHET AND MOULD CROCHET. Price, 50 Cents. Making. With the aid ofthis Book you will need no other teacher

The Art of Knitting. This Book is complete in its inten in Garment-Making. It contains instructious for Garment-Making at
tion of instructing Beginners and advancing Experts in Knitting, intro Home, which are to be found in no other work on the subject, are
ducing all the rudiments of the work , from the CASTING -ON OF Purely Original with us, and are the Practical Result of Many Exper

STITCHES to the commencement and development of PLAIN AND iments Conducted with the intention of Offering Our Patrons the Best

INTRICATE DESIGNS. Price , 50 Cents per Copy . Instructions on the Subject ever Formulated Price, 50 Cents.

The Art of Modern Lace -Making. A Revised Drawn -Work : Standard and Novel Methods. The

and Enlarged Manual of this Fascinating Art, containing over Two most Complete and Artistic Book Ever Published upon this fascinat

Hundred Illustrations of Modern Laces and Designs, together with ing branch of Needle -Craft. Every step of theWork, from the drawing

Full Lustructions for the work, from hundreds of PRIMARY STITCHES of the threads to the completion of intricate work, is fully Illustrated

to the FINAL DETAILS. Price, 50 Cents per Copy . ' and Described. Price, 50 Cents per Copy .

Wood - Carving and Pyrography or Poker -Work. Tatting and Netting. This Pamphlet contains the two

The largest manual upon Wood -Carving and Pyrography ever prepared varieties of Fancy -Work named in the title, and is the only reliable

for publication . It contains Illustrations for Flat Carving , Intaglio or work combining the two ever issued. Especial effort has been made

Sunk Carving, Carving in the Round, and Chip Carving, and also to provide Rudimentary Instructions for the benefit of the beginner,

nearly Four Hundred Engravings of Modern, Renaissance, Rococo, and at the same time offer the skilled worker Designs of Elaborate

German, Norwegian, Swedish and Italian Designs. Price, 50 Cents. Construction . Price, 50 Cents per Copy .

METROPOLITAN

PAMPHLET e

SERIES.

o
o
o

Mother and Babe :
Their Comfortand Care .

A Pamphlet of 84 pages, de

voted to the interest of Young

Mothers, illustrated and care

fully prepared,with full infor-
mation concerning the care

of infants and the Prepara-
tion of their Wardrobes, and

also treating of the necessi.
ties belonging to the Health

and Care of the Expectant

Mother. Price, 15 Cents.

Dainty Desserts : Plain and Fancy. Every House .
keeper should possess a copy of " DAINTY DESSERTS : PLAIN AND

Fancy," in which she will find directions for the preparation of Dain
ties adapted to the palate and the means of the epicure or the laborer

and to the digestion of the robust or the feeble. Price, 15 Cents
per Copy .

Nursing and Nourishment for Invalids. This
is a Pamphlet that contains Explicit Instructions and Valuable Advice

regarding the Best Methods and Necessary Adjuncts in the Sick
Room . CARE, COMFORT and CONVALESCENCE are fully discussed, and

many recipes for the Most Nourishing Foods and Beverages for
Invalids are given . Price, 15 Cents per Copy.

Sold at the Uniform Price of

15 Cents per Copy.
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Tableaux, Charades and Conundrums. This ing and Treatment of the Diseases of Songsters and Feathered Pets in
is a New Pamphlet upon this class of Amusements . Charades in all General. Price, 15 Cents per Copy .
their different varieties, and Tableaux and the details necessary to their A Manual of Lawn Tennis . This Pamphlet is fully

Perfect Production, are Freely Described und Discussed ; and Muny illustrated and contains a History of Tennis, the Rules. Details con
Examples of Each are Given. Price, 15 Cents per Copy .

cerning the Deveiopment of Play, Descriptions of the Court, Imple

Fancy Drills . This Pamphlet contains Directions and Illus. ments, and Serviceable Dress, and a Chapter on Tournaments and

trations for the Irrangement and Production of Twelve New Fancy How to Conducı Them . Price, 15 Cents per Copy.
Drills suitable for School, Church , Club, Society and General Evening Bees and Bee -Keeping . This Pamphlet is Profusely
Entertainments. Among them are the famous Broom and Fan Drills,

illustrated, and treats of the Observances and Details necessary to
the New Columbian Drill, the Empire, Doll, Tambourine, Flower and

successful Bee-Keeping. Suggestions are given as to Who Should Keep
Fancy Dress Drills, etc . Price, 15 Cents per Copy.

Bees, How and Where to Bus, Where to Locate and How to Conduct

Smocking. Fancy Stitches. Cross Stitch and an Apiary and Control Bees ; Gathering and Extracting Honey, Pastur

Darned Net Designs, is a Pamphlet which includes all of age, Artificial Food, etc., etc. Price, 15 Cents per Copy .

the Varieties of Needlework mentioned, and also gives a greatmany Uses of Crêpe and Tissue Papers . This Pam .
illustrations of each of the different varieties . One of the most import phlet is illustrated with Designs and Diagrams for Making Paper
ant subjects treated in the pamphlet is that of Finishing Seam Ends, Flowers and Various Fancy Articles. Christmas, Easter and General

Pockets, Pocket-Laps, Collars, Cuffs, etc ., by the Tailors' Method. Gifts , Novelties for Fairs, Spring Luncheon , Toilet Furnishings for

Price, 15 Cents per Copy. Gentlemen , Sachets , Cottage Decorations and Dolls, etc . Price , 15

The Correct ArtofCandy -Making . An Illustra .
Cents per Copy.

ted Pamphlet containing simple yet reliable instructions for CANDY Weddings and Wedding Anniversaries . This
MAKING . It teaches how to make the Finest French as well as the Pamphlet contains the Latest Information and Accepted Etiquette

Plainest Domestic Candies, including Cream Candies, Caramels , Bon concerning everything relating to the Marriage Ceremony, with de

bons, Nut and Fruit Candies, Pastes, Macaroons, Drops, Medicated scriptions of thc Various Anniversaries, from the First year to the

Lozenges, Comits , Candied and Dried Fruits, and Candied Flowers Seventy -Fifth , that are directly and suggestively valuable Price,

and Nuts. Price, 15 Cents per Copy. 15 Cents per Copy.

The Perfect Art of Modern Dancing . This Child Life . This Pamphlet discusses Influences on Pre-natal

Pamphlet is provided with Ilustrated Instructions for those who wish Life ; Bathing, Clothing and Food for Infants; Weaning and Feeding

to Learn to Dance by the Methods Employed by the Best Dancing Children After the First Year; Diseases of Infants and Young Chile

Masters of the Metropolis , and also How to Dance all of the Popular dren ; Care of Children 's Eyes, Ears and Teeth ; Children's Amuse

Square and Round Dances, The German or Cotillon, The Stutely ments, Conveniences and Habits ; Home Influences ; The Formation of

Minuet, The Caledonians, and Sir Roger de Coverly . Price, 15 Character ; The Kindergarten ; The Home Library , Children 's Money,

Cents per Copy . Pets , Associates. Sports and Games; Training a Boy for Business ;
Training Girls for Maternity and the Rite of Marriage. Price, 15

The Perfect Art of Canning and Preserving.
Cents per Copy.

This Pamphlet contains full instructions regarding the Canning of

Vegetables, including Corn , Beans, Peas, Asparagus, Tomatoes, etc . ; Dogs, Cats and other Pets . A Valuable Pamphlet
the Canning of Fruits of all kinds ; the Preparation of Jams, Marma. concerning the Care of Household and Other Pets, together with Inter
lades, Jellies, Preserves, Pickles , Catsups and Relishes ; the Putting up esting Anecdotal Descriptions of many varieties of Animals, Insects
of Brandied Fruits , Spiced Fruits, Fruit Butters, Dried Fruits , Syrups, and Reptiles that have been the Pets of Weli-Known People. The
Home-Made Wines, Vinegars, etc. Price, 15 Cents per Copy . Directions for the Care of Pets - especiaily Dogs and Cats - are authen

tic and practical, and enable anyone to properly minister to the neces.
Extracts and Beverages. In the Preparation of sitics of pets either in Health or Illness. Price, 15 Cents per Copy .

Syrups, Refreshing Beverages, Colognes, Perfumes and Various Toilet

Accessories, this pamphlet is invaluable alike to the Belle and the Health : How to Be Well and Live Long.
Housekeeper, than whou none know better the unreliability of mans The Special Mission of this Pamphlet is fully indicated by its sub- title .

of the perfumes and flavoring extracts placed on the market for Toilet Rational Personal Care of One's Natural Physical Condition , without

and Household use. Price, 15 Cents per Copy. the Aid of Drugs and Medicines, except when the latter are absolutely

necessary, are two of the many strong points of the subject matter of
Birds and Bird -Keeping , This Pamphlet is illustrated the Pamphlet. Every chapter is valuable to every reader of it ; and a

with Numerous Engravings of Cage Birds of Various kinds, their perusal of the entire collection, with an adoption of its suggestions,
Cages, and Many Modern Appliances for Cages and Aviaries, accom - is almost an assurance of an Agreeable, Green Old Age. Price ,
panied by Full Instructions as to the Care, Food, Management, Breed 15 Cents per Copy.

METROPOLITAN

HANDY SERIES.

phlet for Children has been

Most instructive and Enter

Pastimes for Child

ren . This Popular Pam

phlet for Children has been

Revised and Enlarged, and

now contains some of the

Most Instructive and Enter

taining Amusements forRainy

Sold at the Uniform Price of
Day and other Leisure Hours

25 Cents per Copy.
ever issued. It is filled with

Drawing Designs, Games, In

booooooooo - - o00ooooooooooooooo structions forMechanicalToys,

Cutting Out & Menagerie,

Making a Circus of Stuffed and Paper Animals, etc., etc. Price,

25 Cents per Copy .

Venetian Iron Work : The Instructions and Designs

in this handsomely illustrated Manual will be of the utmost value to

every one interested in Venetian Iron Work. The details are minute ,

the Implements fully described , and the Designs so clear that the

amateur will have no difficulty in developing the work . Price,

25 Cents per Copy.

Parlor Plants and Window Gardening . The
Amateur Florist cannot fail to comprehend the contents of this
pamphlet or become expert in the raising of House Plants. It tells all

about Necessary Temperatures, Suitable Rooms, the Extermination of

Insect Pests, and the Care of Hundreds of Plants, all of them being

Fully Described and Illustrated. Price, 25 Cents per Copy .

Artistic Alphabets for (Marking and Engrossing.

This Book illustrates Fancy Letters of various sizes, the fashionable

Script- Initial Alphabet in several sizes, numerous Cross-stitch and

Bead-work Alphabets, and a department of RELIGIOUS and SOCIETY

EMBLEMS. Price, 25 Cents per Copy.

Recitations and How to Recite. This Pamphlet
consists of a large collection of famous and favorite recitations, and
also includes some novelties in the way of poems and monologues sure

to meet with general approval. It is an eminently satisfactory one

from which to choose recitations for the parlor, for school exhibitions,

Church entertainments, etc. Price, 25 Cents per Copy .

Social Evening Entertainments . The Entertain

ments described in this pamphlet are Novel, Original, Amusing and

Iustructive, and not of the Purely Conventional Types. A few of the

many offered are : A Literary Charade Party, A Witch Party , A Ghost

Ball, A Hallowe'en German, Midsummer Night's Entertainment, A

Flower Party, A Fancy -Dress Kris Kringle Entertainment, The Bower's

Christmas Tree, A St. Valentine's Masquerade Entertainment, etc., etc.

Price, 25 Cents per Copy .

The Dining -Room and Its Appointments.
This Pamphlet is issued in the Interests of The Home, and is of special
value to Wives and Daughters who, by their individual care and efforts,

are Home-Makers. It contains Illustrated Suggestions for Furnishing
a Dining Room ; Instructions for its Care and that of its General

Belongings ; The Laying of the Table for Special and Ordinary Occa

sions; Designs for and Descriptions and Illustrations of Decorated

Table Linen of All Varieties; Fancy Folding of Napkins ; and Detailed

Instructions for Polite Deportment at the Table , etc., etc . Price ,

25 Cents per Copy .
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HEAD something new.HAIR

surup

AND

Something new .
Approved by the highest medical authorities.

THE RILEY ELECTRIC COMB $ 3 .
This celebrated Comb (patented ) positively cures bald .

ness,nervous headaches, dandruff , and restores color to
hair prematurely gray; relieves neuralgia , stops nolses
In the head, clears and brightens the mind . " Elec
tricity is life ” and nature 's greatest nerve tonic.
The inventor 's pamphlet and testimonials furnished .
ALSO A COMB FREE on easy eonditions, For
particulars address, RILEY ELECTRIO Co., Newark , N , J .

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

can eas

Oily re
duce

their weight 10 to 15 lbs.
a month by a new herbal

remedy. Dr. Isaac
Brooks, a noted phy
sician says: " It ' s a
safe and powerful tato
reducer, yet so simple
that ANY CHILDO
can take it. ” Mr. 0 . 0
E . Perdue, with SEC
RETARY ofSTATE

Springfield ,III.,writes,
" You have a good
remedy.

N
A

STAMPING PATTERNS Wholesale.We send Catalog of STAMPING PATTERNS, an
OUTFIT of JEWEL and DELFT PATTERNS
and STAMPING TABLET all for 20 cents.

Address, J . F . INGALLS, Lynn , Mass., Box D .

I lost

135 lbs.

FRONT DOORS OL

Agreeable

BY

MAI

Syrup of Figs
RUBBER GOODS MÄLL

per RUPTURES
A
S
I

MINIATURES.

Millions have found it invaluable. Excessive Sweating Feet adies Wanted their

Mrs
Extra Pauts $ 5 .00

are our
special

and teel splendid . "

ty . You
OMRS.STELLA LEWIS , Dunkirk , O . , writes :

need them . Then write for ournew and artistic designs.
' It reduced me68 lbs, and I feelbetter now than

We pay the freight. Fox Bros , Mfg . Co . , St. Louis , Mo.
I have for years . It is purely vegetable '

Xand absolutely the safest and best remedy for

....RECOGNIZE THE FACT....
Obesity. No starving. No sickness. A sample
box and full particulars in a plain (sealed ) envel

Nothing ever made or sold to remove Hair from Qope sentFREE to anyone tor 4c. Address Q

Preventives in season are much surer than the Faces of Women has been so Universally recom
OHALL & CO ., L , ” Drawer 404, St.Louis,Mo.

belated drugs. A healthy condition of the

mended and Praised as KOSMEO DEPILATORY 0000000000000000
0000000OOC

Price $ 1.00 . Thompson 's , 947 Broadway, N . Y . City.

Kidneys, Liver and Bowels is the strongest CHORTHAND by email or personally.
Writing thoroughly taugle

safeguard againstHeadaches, racking Colds,
Ituations procured all pupils when eompetent,

or Fevers.

end for circular. W . G . OHAKFEE, Oswego, N . Y .

For Men , Women and Children . Large Illustrated
Bookkeeping, Penmanship and Spanish thoroughly taught by mail.

catalogue free. A . T . Betts & Co., Water St., Toledo, O . Sure Cure at

LE REVE , Cologne Condensed Extract, is undoubtedly the

home. Sealed

Acts as a perfect laxative should , cleansing best and most fragrant perfume made in France. We are the
book free. Dr.

only importers, and are now ready to fill orders from perfumers
W . S . Rice , Box 440

& agents Samples for 1- 2 quart of cologne sent post-paid on

SmWhville, N . Y .

it ; permanently curing Constipation and
receipt of 25 cts. (Stamps). E . LEMARIE , Little Ferry , N . J .

its effects.

The African Kola Plant
discovered in Congo , West

Mild and Sure

Africa , is Nature ' s Sure
Mall us a Photograph and $ 1 . 00 and wewill makefrom Cure for Asthma. Care Guaranteed or No
It one of our beautiful Miniatures on Porcelain . Pay . Export Office , 1164 Broadway , New York ,Pleasant to the taste and free from objec QILBERTSTUDIO , 986 Chestnut St., Phlladelphia . For Laro Trial Case , FBEE by Mail, address

tionable substances. Physicians recommend

KOLA IMPORTING CO . , 132 VinoSt. ,Cincinnati,Ohio .

it. Millions have found it invaluable.
to do writing at

Taken regularly in small doses , its effect

their own home.

and Armpits. If you would be convinced of the su

will give satisfaction to the most exacting.

Good wagesmade. Work permanent. No can .

periority of our remedy , send 10 cts . for sample box .
vassing . Send self -stamped envelope MISS

LAZZARETTE Remedy Co . , Unadilla , N . Y .
MODELLE MILLER , New Carlisle , Ind .

MANUFACTURED BY

CALIFORNIA FIG SYRUP CO.

Cash , $ 5 to $ 100 a thou
PAID for your neighbors' ad

sand for Newspaper Clip
- dresses, also newspaper

Sold everywhere in 50C. and $ r bottles.
pings, all kinds, and your

clippings (all kinds), 820 per 1000 .

neighbors' addresses. Particulars for stamp.
Particulars for stamp. Advertisers' Clipping Bureau ,

Private and News Clipping Co . , Dept. BA , 304 West 199th St., N . Y . | 100 West 27th Street, New York ,

Class Lessons
in Delsarte

OUR COMBINATION
for the BEST SELLING

Physical Culture , Developmentof the Voice , Elocution .

ARTICLE in use to - day .

Holland Building , Broadway & 40th Street , N . Y .
and Cap

Sells at every house ; nearly 200 per cent. profit , exclus
Sent C . O . D . s you examine be ive territory to live agento. Send address on postal for par

interested to learn of the

fore paying. No shoddy ; no deception . Write for samples tloulars. J. . KEARNEY, 200 Randolph St., Chicago.
and tape measure, free. Putnam Clothing House , Chicago ,

Best Cure known for the
OPIUM -MORPHINE HABIT .

Y EMB. MATERIALS AND JEWELS. B

Given before pay is required . Address,

Canvas, Denims, Curtain & Portierro Fabrics, Emb. E

Dr. M . C . BENHAM CO . , Richmond , Ind .

Silks. Send Stamp for price list. PETER BENDER ,
with iron axles, steel wheels and N Importer. Est. 1860. iil East 9th St., New York D

Many years experience enables

parasol top. Others up to $31.00 . Special SPANGLES AND LACE BRAIDS.

us to scientifically treat and et
freightallowance . Send for large illustrat

fectually cure Cancer and Tu
is ed catalogue. Chas. Raiser Mfg. Co . ,

more without the knife . 48 page Book Free . Address
69 and 64 Clybourne Ave. , Chicago .

for note - taking in a few HOURS :

Drs.Meleish & Weber ,419 John St. Cincinnati, o .

reporting in a few WEEKS. No

85 to 500 reward for cer

shading, no position . Exclusive

OLD COINS tain coins. Examine all is

WORLD ' S FAIR AWARD . Leading everywhere. FREE lesson
sued before 1878 and send 2 and circulars.Write H . M . Pernin ,Author,Detroit ,Mich .

15 lbs . & month by & new harmless perbal circular on rare American and stamps for finely illustrated

remedy - safe , sure and speedy , Trial Foreign Coins. Agents want

MINIATURE VEHICLES

package sent FREE on application ed . National Coin Co. , WANTED
AND PONY HARNESS .

Give it a trial, it costs you nothing Court St. Boston , Mass.

SHETLAND J . MURRAY HOAG,

Obase Remedy Co. Dept. P . Chicago

MAQUOKETA , IOWA.
PONICS Write for What You Want, Enclos

ing Stamp for Price List .
Book -keeping, Penman

MIS (Women 's
ship , Arithmetic,Short

- Napkins.)

hand,etc.thoroughlytaughtby Mail atstudent's SUPERFLUOUS HAIR We have a sure,
quick remedy ; to

Send 6 cts. tor sample and circular. CANYASSERS WANTED 1 Home. Low rates ; perfect satisfaction Cat, free. Triallesson 10c.

BRYANT & STRATTON , 20 College Bldg.,Buffalo , N . Y .

prove it, will send a $ 1 .00 bottle , sealed , FREE to &

Hygienio Wood Wool Co ., 56 Broadway, New York .

few ladies in each locality. Address : REX MEDI
CAL CO ., 1111 Arch St. , Philadelphia , Pa.

THIRTY EXCURSIONS
wanted everywhere to

to Europe. Ocean tick

sell Dr. Snyder' s Be
ets by all lines. Send medial Soaps, Perfumes , etc. Work perma

BEAUTIFUL FRUIT PICTURE for

for " Tourist Gazette ." ! Rent and profitable. Samples free. Address,
the dining room . Size 17x24 inches,

and shows a beautiful collection of richly col.
F . C . CLARK , Tourist Agent, 111 Broadway, New York . 1 T . H . Snyder & Co . 6 E . Third St. Cincinnati , o . ored fruits . Worth $ 1.00 . If you will MEN

TION THIS PAPER and SNCLOSE 10
CENTS TO PAY POSTAGE AND PACKING

will send post-paid FREE with liberal premium offers to get
up clubs. H . M .Wall , 83 Frost St. Brooklyn , N . Y .

TOOLSKIDORLI Our Now , Low - Priced , Durable and Accurate Tape -Measures. New method ,without chemi

WE GUARANTEE THE QUALITY !
NOTE THE PRICES !

cals, lenses, baths, sunlight

No. Each 60 inches long, and numbered both sides in inches.

or flash -powder. Carried in vest pocket ready for in

1 . Linen , Stitched , . . . . .

stant use day or night. A beautifully finished picture

- - - - . Each . 5e. Per Doz , 40e,
every minute. Complete apparatus, with impression

2 , Super- Linen , Wide, Stitched , 10c, 60c.
skps, 10c . E . STRACK & CO ., 33 Chambers St., N , Y .

3 , Satteen , Sewed , -
15e. $ 1 ,50

4 , Super - Satteen , Sewed , . . . . .
20c. 2 . 00

5 , Super- Satteen , wide, Sewed ,
250. 2 .50

CNESS CURED ! THE

per Order by Numbers, Cash to accompany all orders. Tapes ordered at the
EAR VAPORATOR Caree

retail rates will be sent by mail, prepaid , to any Address in the United States , Doufaen oa Striatly Solentioprinciple. Satisfaction guaranteed .

Canada, Newfoundland or Mexico . When ordered at Dozen rates, transporta
Circulars from BAR VAPORATOR CO ., 195 La Sallo St ., Chicago.

tion charges must be paid by the party ordering , at the rate of 5 cents per
dozen . Rates by the Gross furnished on application . Wecannot allow dozen
rates on less than half a dozen of any style ordered at one time, nor gross

rates on less than half a gross.THE BUTTERICK PUBLISHING CO. (Limited ), 7 to 17 West 13th Street, New York . Address, J . BROWN & CO ., 126 W . 29th St., New York.
Kills all odors. A Sure cure . Send 10 cents for sample .

2
83,75 Buys & Baby Carriage

Shorthan
d

for note-takingin a

YOUR WEIGHT-REDUCED

HARTMANN'S WW Womens

EUROPE gran cantik

EUREKA TAPES .

P
E
T
R
U

For PERSPIRING FEET and ARMPITS



How to Take Measures for Patterns. tadinya SMALL

CATALOGUE

OF FASHIONS

To Measure for

Ladi' s Basque or any

Garment requiring

Bust Measure to be

taken : - Put the measure

around the body, OVER the

dress, close under the arms,

drawing it closely - NOT TOO
тент.

To Measure for a

Lady ' s Skirt or any

Garment requiring a

Waist Measure to be

taken : - Put the measure FOR SPRING, 1896,
around the waist, OYER the

dress .
Is a very Handy Pamphlet, and

To Measure for a

Lady ' s Sleeve : - Put the is replete with illustrations in
Measure around the muscu |miniature of all the Current
lar part of the upper arm ,

about an inch below the Styles. If you can not obtain
lower part of the arm 's -eye ,

drawing the tape closely . a Copy at the nearest agency
NOT TOO TIGHT. for the sale of our Patterns,

Take the MEAS- I send your order for$: send your order for it to us,URES FOR MISBES' and LIT

TLE GIRLS' PATTERNS THE BAME AS FOR LADIES'. In ordering, give the ages also. with a two-cent stamp to pre
To Measure for a Man 's or Boy ' s Coat or Vest : - Put themeasure around the body, UNDER the pay postage, and we will mail it

jacket, close under the arms, drawing it closely - NOT TOO TIGHT. In ordering for a boy, give the age also.

To Measure for a Man ' s or Boy ' s Overcoat: - Measure around the breast, OYER the garment the | free to your address.
coat is to be worn over . In ordering for a boy, give the age also .

To Measure for a Man 's or Boy ' s Trousers :- Put the measure around the body, OVER the trong

ers at the waist, drawing it closely - NOT TOO TIGHT. In ordering for a boy, give the age also .

To Measure for a Man 's or Boy ' s Shirt :- For the size of the neck , measure the exact size where TH

the neck -band encircles it , and allow one inch - thus, if the exact size be 14 inches , select a Pattern marked

15 inches. For the breast, put the measure around the body, OVER the vest, UNDER the jacket or coat, close

under the arms, drawing it closely - NOT TOO TIGHT. In ordering a Boy's Shirt Pattern, give the age also .

THECATALOGUE

OF SPECIAL

SPRING STYLES
Offerto purchasers of Patterns. :ma ,ne one item 1.00 dingen

Rates for Packages of Patterns. et on role present of Pati

56

Our Patterns,with Labels Printed in Spanish or German.

To any retail customer sending us

by mail, at one time, $ 1 .00 or more

• for patterns,wewill, on receipt thereof,
send a copyof theMETROPOLITAN CATALOGUE,post-paid , free of charge. Or, to any retail FOR SPRING

customer sending us by mail, at one time, 50 cents for Patterns, with no cents addi AND SUMMER , 1896 ,
tional, we will forward , on receipt thereof, a copy of the METROPOLITAN CATALOGUE.

IS ALSO READY.

On orders for Packages of Pat- | It contains illustrations of
terns the following Discounts will many Desirable Garments not

o be allowed , but the Entire Amount
| found among the Current

must be ordered at one time. In ordering, specify the Patterns by their Numbers.
Fashions, and of Articles of

On Receipt of $ 3 . 00 , we will allow a Selection to the Value of $ 4 .00 in Patterns.
Household Use and Ornament.

5 .00, 17.00

4 10.00 .116. 15.00418
If a copy of this Catalogue

cannot be procured from any
Patterns at Package Rates will be sent, Transportation Free, to any part of the world . of our Agents, we will send it

free on receipt of a two-cent

stamp.

* NOTE. - A Copy of the
To meet a constantly increasing demand for our goods in Spanish -speaking and Small Catalogue of Fashions,

German -speaking countries,we have had translated into Spanish and German the Labels with a copy of the Catalogue

giving directions for using our Patterns, and beg to announce that any Pattern of our
of Special Styles , will be sent

manufacture can be obtained with either a Spanish or German Labelfrom our General

Office, or through any of the Branch Offices or Agencies for the sale of our Goods, at
free on receipt of three cents in

the price of the same Pattern containing a Label printed in English only. stamps, to prepay postage.
Though Agents in English -speaking countries do not carry in stock Patterns con The Butterick Publishing Co.

taining Labels printed in Spanish or German , they will be pleased at any time to order

the same for customers who may desire them .
(LIMITED ),

| 7 to 17 W . 13th St., New York .
THE BUTTERICK PUBLISHING CO . (Limited ), 7 to 17 W . 13th St., N . Y .

To Advertisers !
Manufacturers and Dealers handling

articles of household use or ornament

$ 100 Dollars Rewara . can bring their goods prominently be

fore the buying Public by advertising

E WILL PAY S100 to any person securing the arrest, sentence and incarceration them in THE DELINEATOR, which has a

for a period of not less than three months, of any unauthorized party,who, claiming to guaranteed circulation of Over Half

be ap Agent for this Company, obtains money fraudulently , either by taking Subscrip Million Copies a Month , and is read

tions to our Publications or by the fictitious establishment of Agencies for the sale of our Goods. by a buying Clientele, whose faith in

SPECIAL WARNING - A favorite device employed by many impostors is to the Publication is founded on the fact

offer, as an inducement to obtain fictitious Subscriptions to The DELINEATOR, Fifty Cents' worth thatwe aim to furnish them with ad.

of Patterns, Material for a Wrapper, or some other article of merchandise as a Premium on vices the good taste of which cannot

each Subscription . Our representatives are authorized to give The Metropolitan Catalogue be questioned .

of Fashions free, except for transportation , with each Subscription to THE DELINEATOR, and The Advertising Rate is $ 2 .00 per

Nothing but The Metropolitan Catalogue. Any person claiming to act for us, who Agate Line, which is less than Half a

offers anything else, is an Impostor, and should be immediately subjected to arrest. Cent a Line per Thousand Coples

OUR AUTHORIZED REPRESENTATIVES are at all times able to produce conclusive evidence of
No advertisement for less space than

their authority to act for us, and are equipped with Letters of Introduction from the Mercantile
15 Lines will be accepted .

Agencies. When such evidence is desired, it will be promptly supplied in a courteous and satis
Address communications regarding

factory manner. Our Travelling Agents are all gentlemen (we have no lady travellers), and are
| advertising to Mr. W . H . POLLARD, 7 te

ever ready to establish their right to transact business for us.
17 West 13th Street, New York .

THE BUTTERICK PUBLISHING CO . (Limited),
The Butterick Publishing Co.

(LIMITED ),

7 to 17 West Thirteenth Street, New York. 7 to 17 W . 13th Street, New York

BEWARE OF IMPOSTORS.



best for the babies,

not only because

Soap they like a bath with

Pears -but Pears' is pure-does not make

the skin smart - softens it - clears the

complexion - is restful and re

freshing to the body

mothers who use

Pears' say so

M
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加析

MADE BY

PEARS

GREAT BRITAIN

For Toilet, Nursery and Bath .

There are Soaps offered as substi

tutes for Pears' which are dangerous

--be sure you get Pears '.

2000000000
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